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ACADEMIC CALENDARS
2008-09 2009-10

Fall Term
Classes Begin Sept. 15 Sept. 14
Classes End Nov. 26 Nov. 25

Interim
Interim Begins Dec. 1 Nov. 30
Interim Ends Dec. 19 Dec. 18
Christmas Recess Begins Dec. 22 Dec. 21

Winter Term
Classes Begin Jan. 5 Jan. 4
Classes End Mar. 18 Mar. 17
Spring Break Begins Mar. 18 Mar. 17

Spring Term
Classes Begin Mar. 30 Mar. 29
Easter Weekend Begins Apr. 10 Apr. 2
Classes Resume Apr. 13 Apr. 5
Memorial Day Holiday May 25 May 31
Classes End June 10 June 9
Commencement June 13 June 12

Summer Term
Classes Begin June 15 June 14
Independence Day Holiday July 3 July 5
Classes End Aug. 7 Aug.6
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CONTACT DIRECTORY
North Central staff are happy to answer your questions. Inquiries by mail 
should be addressed to the specific offices listed below at North Central
College, P.O. Box 3063, Naperville, IL 60566-7063. The College office hours
are 8 a.m .- 5 p.m. Central Standard Time during the academic year and 
8 a.m. - 4 p.m. during the summer months. Direct dial telephone numbers for 
specific offices are listed below. The College’s main number is 630/637-5100.

Academic Issues - 630/637-5353
Academic programs, academic personnel, competence, and curriculum
Contact: Vice President for Academic Affairs and Dean of Faculty, Old Main

Admission - 630/637-5800
Information on admission to North Central 
Contact: Dean of Admission and Financial Aid, Old Main

Alumni Affairs - 630/637-5200
Information about alumni and alumni programs
Contact: Director of Alumni Relations, Old Main

Athletics - 630/637-5500
Information about athletic events, programs, and use of facilities
Contact: Director of Athletics, Merner Fieldhouse

Career Development Center - 630/637-5141
Career planning, summer jobs and internships, job search preparation and placement, and self-
assessment programs
Contact: Director of Career Development, White Activities Center

Community Education, Conferences, and Camps - 630/637-5560
Educational programs for personal and professional growth, non-credit programs, conference 
planning and facilities utilization.
Contact: Office of Community Education, Conferences, and Camps; Cardinal Stadium

Continuing Education - 630/637-5555
Adult and continuing education
Contact: Office of Graduate and Continuing Education, Old Main

Development - 630/637-5211
Information on annuity investment opportunities, gifts, bequests, and the Annual Fund
Contact: Vice President for Institutional Advancement, Old Main

Financial Aid - 630/637-5600
Financial aid forms and requirements; College, state, and federal aid programs; student loans; and
work-study programs
Contact: Director of Financial Aid, Old Main

Graduate Programs - 630/637-5841
Information on graduate programs
Contact: Office of Graduate and Continuing Education, Old Main

Marketing and Communications - 630/637-5300
Information about the College, the calendar, and special events during the year
Contact: Director of Public Relations, Old Main

Registrar - 630/637-5258
Information on courses of study and grades, graduation requirements, registration, acceptance of
transfer credit, and requests for transcripts
Contact: The Registrar, Old Main

Student Affairs - 630/637-5151
Information about enrolled students, housing, counseling services, student activities, health services,
and campus security
Contact: Dean of Students, Old Main

Student Expenses - 630/637-5682
Payment of tuition and fees, room deposits, and questions about student accounts
Contact: Business Office, Old Main
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THIS IS NORTH CENTRAL
Mission
North Central College is a community of learners dedicated to preparing
students to be informed, involved, principled and productive citizens and
leaders over a lifetime. A comprehensive liberal arts college affiliated with the
United Methodist Church, North Central fulfills its mission by recognizing the 
individual needs of students at different stages of life and from different ethnic,
economic, and religious backgrounds — students who bring diverse 
expectations to the educational process — with programs responsive to those
needs (residential, outreach, full-time, part-time, undergraduate and master’s
level) while ensuring that all students share a common experience:

• Faculty committed to teaching...in small classes...in which writing and
speaking skills are emphasized, and one standard that is applied to all
degree recipients.

• Educational programs rooted in the liberal arts but also actively engaging
the world of work and the practical skills needed for jobs and successful
careers.

• A commitment, both inside and outside the classroom, to teaching 
leadership, ethics, and values.

The universe of higher education ranges from small liberal arts colleges to
giant research universities. North Central College is a distinct alternative to all of
these schools. Our commitment to one set of degree standards for all students
reflects our unique character: small classes and one-on-one instruction, each 
professor who is first and foremost a teacher and advisor, and classes for “non-
traditional” students taught by the same men and women who teach full-time 
students. At North Central, a student experiences the personalized atmosphere of
a small liberal arts college, with its friendly but rigorous approach to learning and
emphasis on writing and reasoning skills. At the same time, with more than 50
majors, with strong programs in job-related fields such as accounting and 
education, with master’s degree offerings in a number of areas, and with a wide
variety of scheduling formats to accommodate students who work part-time or
full-time, North Central provides many of the benefits of a major university (but
without the hassles).

Individual Support
North Central is dedicated to assisting the individual student, at whatever stage
of life he or she enters the educational process. Some 1,100 of our nearly 2,000
full-time students live on campus in residence halls and on-campus houses. Most
full-time students are ages 18 to 22, and while the majority enter as freshmen,
their ranks also include a significant number of transfer students. Together they
make up a “college within a college” through their out-of-classroom pursuits in
sports, student activities, and residence hall programming. In the evenings and
on weekends these students are joined by some 200 part-time undergraduate 
students (ages 18 to 70) and nearly 350 graduate students. For the 19-year-old
living on campus, North Central has the “feel” and the opportunities for 
participation, personal growth, and leadership of a small college; for the 
36-year-old taking classes part-time, there is the assurance that subjects are
taught by the same faculty and at the same high standard at night. And for 
students from traditional and non-traditional backgrounds alike, there is the
opportunity to learn from one another.

One of the most positive elements of student life at North Central is the close
personal contact students have with their professors. Because teaching, not
research, is the first priority of faculty, they are eager to listen to student’s 
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questions, problems, concerns, and ideas and to share their enthusiasm for 
learning. Their richly varied backgrounds and expertise expose students to the
breadth and depth of knowledge and ideas necessary for meaning and success
in a world where complexity and rapid change will be even greater in the future
than at present.

Choice
The total academic program emphasizes the importance of choice. A uniform
pattern of learning is not imposed upon students, but all students must meet 
general education requirements that ensure breadth of study, as well as pursue
detailed study in a major field. Upon entering North Central, each student is
assigned a faculty advisor who assists the student in planning an individualized
degree program that meets the goals of the student, the objectives of the
College, and the standards of the career field he or she plans to enter.

A multitude of special opportunities available at North Central — e.g., the
College Scholars Program, the History of Ideas sequence, and the Richter
Independent Study Fellowship Program which takes students all over the world
to pursue research — helps to facilitate that process. For students interested in
off-campus study, the research facilities of Argonne National Laboratory, Fermi
National Accelerator Laboratory, major companies in the Illinois Research and
Development Corridor, and the city of Chicago offer unlimited internship
opportunities. In addition, extra-curricular options such as Model United
Nations, Mock Trial, forensics, WONC-FM, Students in Free Enterprise, NCC
Green, Black Student Association, Raza Unida, student government, musical
ensembles, drama, and athletics enable students to expand and complement
their classroom learning.

That same attention to the individual and the sense of freedom and 
responsibility at North Central extend further to encompass student services and
campus governance programs. A staff of counselors is on hand to assist students
who may encounter problems of a personal or developmental nature. The Career
Development Center provides a wide variety of services and programs that
assist students in making a successful transition from collegiate life into careers
of their choice. Selected students serve as resident assistants in the residence
halls and as liaisons with the Student Affairs staff to help answer residents’
questions, to act as advisors in hall matters, and to offer guidance to those who
request it. A range of special services directed toward the needs of older 
students is offered by the Office of Graduate and Continuing Education, and a
community governance system allows students, faculty, and administrators to
serve together on committees to address campus concerns. 

North Central has always emphasized spiritual and community values, and it
seeks to develop within all students a respect for intellectual endeavor, 
leadership, and ethical decision-making skills they will need in all aspects of
their future lives; a sense of responsibility for both personal gain and the 
common welfare; a solid background for a productive career; a desire for lifelong
learning; and a set of moral values to which they are truly committed. By 
carrying these objectives into all areas of the College, North Central prepares its
students to make reasoned choices about life.

History
North Central College was founded in 1861 by the Evangelical Association, a
forerunner of the United Methodist Church. Until 1870 the College was located
in Plainfield, Illinois, and was originally known as Plainfield College. The name
of the College was changed to North-Western College in 1865 and to North
Central College in 1926. The College’s founders expressed the advanced thought
for that day that “Christian commitment and intellectual attainments are 
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compatible,” and from the beginning the College was non-sectarian in its hiring 
and admission practices. This pioneering concept — along with commitment to
the inclusiveness and diversity of the United Methodist Church — is part of 
the heritage of North Central and continues to add depth and meaning to its 
programs.

Location
North Central College is located in a charming historic district in the heart of
Naperville, Illinois, a fast-growing community of 140,000 residents in the west
suburban area of metropolitan Chicago. The city is a residential community
with excellent community services and has become the Midwest center of 
scientific research and development. It is in the “Silicon Prairie” center of the
high-technology Illinois Research and Development Corridor where some of
the nation’s largest companies — e.g., BP Amoco, Lucent Technologies, Nalco
Company, Nicor, and Tellabs — are located, as are regional headquarters for
many major corporations. Nearby are Argonne National Laboratory, Fermi
National Accelerator Laboratory, and the Morton Arboretum. All of these 
facilities and industries represent unique resources for North Central students —
for internships, jobs, and joint research opportunities.

Chicago is just 29 miles away, and the cultural, artistic, and entertainment
venues in this great city make it a rich resource for a North Central education.
The Art Institute, Field Museum, Shedd Oceanarium, Museum of Science and
Industry, the Lincoln Park and Brookfield Zoos, and the Chicago Historical
Society are highlights among a long list of museums, galleries, and other 
attractions too numerous to mention. Theatre, professional sports, concerts, and
wonderful restaurants add to Chicago’s rich fare. The city is accessible from
campus by automobile or commuter train. The Ronald Reagan Memorial
Tollway at Naperville’s northern city limits provides a direct route to “The
Loop,” and commuters can catch the Burlington Northern Railroad just two
blocks from campus.

Government
The corporate name of the college is North Central College. It is governed by a
single board of trustees comprising alumni, business, church, and education
leaders from all parts of the United States. The Board of Trustees meets in
October, February, and May each year, and an executive committee functions
for the board throughout the academic year.

Compliance with Legal Requirements
North Central College does not discriminate in its admission policy, programs,
or activities on the basis of race, color, religion, gender, age, national origin,
ancestry, marital status, sexual orientation, handicap, disability, veteran status, or
unfavorable discharge from military service. Nor does the College discriminate
on the basis of race, color, religion, gender, age, national origin, ancestry, 
marital status, sexual orientation, handicap, disability, veteran status, or 
unfavorable discharge from military service in its educational policies, 
scholarship and loan programs, athletic and other college-administered 
programs, or hiring practices and programs. In addition to meeting fully its 
obligations of non-discrimination under federal and state laws, North Central
College is committed to maintaining a community in which a diverse population
can live and work in an atmosphere of tolerance, civility, and mutual respect for
the rights and sensibilities of each individual, regardless of difference in 
economic status, ethnic background, political views, or other personal 
characteristics and beliefs.
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The College is also committed to providing all of its students, faculty, staff,
and visitors with access to its programs, events, and facilities. To this end, and in
compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990, the College has
made and continues to make modifications to its facilities and programs so as to
provide access for individuals with disabilities. Inquiries, requests for 
modifications beyond those already completed, appeals regarding assistance to
accommodate individual needs, or complaints regarding compliance with these
federal regulations should be directed to the vice president for business affairs or
the vice president for enrollment management and student affairs.

Statistics related to the Student Right to Know and Campus Crime and
Security Act are published annually in the Student Handbook and are available
in the Office of Student Affairs. 

Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act
North Central College complies with all of the rules and regulations of the
Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974, as amended. Copies of the
policy are available in the Office of the Registrar, and the policy is also 
published in the Student Handbook.

The College designates the following categories of student information as
public or “directory” information: name; address (local and home); telephone
numbers; e-mail address; date and place of birth; class level; major and minor
fields of study; participation in officially recognized activities and sports; height
and weight of athletes; photographs/video for College and other publications;
the most previous educational institution attended; dates of attendance; degrees
and awards conferred, including dates; and current course load.

The above information may be disclosed by North Central College for any
purpose at its discretion. Currently enrolled students can withhold disclosure of
the information classified as “directory” information by notifying the Office 
of the Registrar in writing on or before August 15 each year. Requests for 
non-disclosure are in effect until the student notifies the Office of the Registrar
in writing to remove the restriction.

Questions concerning the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act should
be directed to the Office of the Registrar.

Accreditation and Affiliation
North Central College is accredited by the Higher Learning Commission and is
a member of the North Central Association of Colleges and Schools. The North
Central Association of Colleges and Schools can be reached at 30 N. LaSalle
St., Suite 2400, Chicago, IL 60602-2504, by calling (312) 263-0456, or via the
internet at http://www.ncahigherlearningcommission.org.
The College is also accredited by the University Senate of the United Methodist
Church. It maintains membership in the American Council on Education, the
Council of Independent Colleges and Universities, the Council for the
Advancement and Support of Education, the Federation of Independent Illinois
Colleges and Universities, the Associated Colleges of Illinois, and the
Associated New American Colleges (as a founding member).
Calendar
The academic calendar at North Central College consists of three 10-week
terms, a three-week Interim, an eight-week summer session, and consecutive
four-week summer sessions. Students normally take three to four courses 
during each 10-week term, allowing both them and faculty to concentrate on
fewer subjects at one time. Interim may be devoted to special study 
opportunities, selected courses in areas such as leadership development, travel
opportunities sponsored by the College, independent study projects, work, or
just relaxation.
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ADMISSION
Since 1861, North Central College has attracted a diverse group of 
academically talented and highly motivated students. The College is proud of its
long history of providing a wide range of academic, professional, and cultural
opportunities for students. North Central seeks students who will benefit from
and be challenged by all that is offered here. Students are considered for 
admission on an individual basis, taking into consideration their overall 
academic preparation, character, and potential for success at the College.

Freshman Admission
Admission is determined by each student’s individual potential as indicated by a
minimum of 16 college preparatory units from an accredited secondary school,
grade point average, class rank, scores on the ACT or SAT, and involvement in
extracurricular activities. Study of a foreign language is highly recommended but
not required for admission. Students should offer any additional evidence to 
indicate they can benefit from and contribute to the North Central College 
experience.

Although applications for admission are accepted throughout the year, it is
advantageous for students to apply early in their senior year. Early application
ensures priority consideration for admission, financial aid, and housing.

Freshman applicants are considered for admission when the following 
materials are received by the Office of Admission:

• A completed application for admission
• An official secondary-school transcript or General Education Diploma

(GED) test results
• Official results from either the ACT or SAT (scores included on an official

secondary-school transcript are acceptable)
Home-Educated Students — North Central College welcomes the opportunity
to serve the needs of students who receive their education in a home school 
environment. Realizing that some of the standard tools used to measure a 
student’s ability to succeed at North Central may not be relevant, the Office of
Admission may require the following:

• A review of the student’s portfolio and curriculum
• A writing sample
• An interview with the Director of Admission
• An interview with a faculty member

Transfer Admission
Admission is determined by each student’s individual potential as indicated by
previous college credit earned. A minimum grade point average of 2.25 on a 4.00
scale is recommended. If a student has completed less than 27 transferable 
credit hours, high school transcripts and ACT/SAT scores are also considered.
Students who were academically dismissed from their last institution attended
are not eligible for admission.

Transfer applicants are considered for admission when the following 
materials are received in the Office of Admission:

• A completed application for admission
• Official transcripts from all previously attended colleges and universities
• An official secondary-school transcript or GED test results
North Central College participates in the Illinois Articulation Initiative (IAI),

a statewide agreement that allows the transfer of the completed Illinois General
Education Core Curriculum between participating institutions. Students 
completing the General Education Core Curriculum at a participating college or
university in Illinois automatically fulfill North Central’s general education
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requirements, with the exception of three “all-college requirements.” The two
all-college seminar requirements must be completed at North Central.

During a prospective student’s visit to North Central College, a transfer 
counselor may perform an unofficial transcript evaluation and will explain the 
curriculum. After the student is offered admission, North Central will provide an
official evaluation. All transferable course work, regardless of the grade earned,
is included in the North Central cumulative grade point average.

The maximum number of credit hours accepted from a two-year college is 60
semester hours or 90 quarter hours. There is no maximum number of credit hours
accepted from a four-year institution. However, students must complete either
their last 30 hours or 36 of their last 42 hours in residence at North Central to
earn a North Central College degree.

International Admission
North Central welcomes applications from international students. Academic and
campus life are enriched by the presence of this important group of students from
around the globe.

International students outside the United States should apply at least 120 days
before the term in which they would like to start to allow the student ample time
to complete the student visa process. Students transferring from a U.S. school
should apply at least 60 days before the intended start term.

All international students must have the equivalent of a high school diploma.
International applicants are considered for admission when the following 
materials are received by the Office of Admission:

• A completed application for admission
• Official, English-translated transcripts from secondary school
• Official, English-translated transcripts for all university-level credit
• English-translated course syllabi for all university-level credit
• Official Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL) score of at least 520

(68 internet-based) for freshmen and 550 (79-80 internet-based) for transfer
students with 60 or more credits

• An autobiographical essay
• Two letters of recommendation
Applicants who are applying for a student visa (F-1) must submit evidence of

financial support. This documentation must show the student has the necessary
funds to cover expenses for tuition, room and board, books and supplies, required
fees, and major medical insurance coverage. The Declaration of Finances and
Affidavit of Support with a supporting official bank letter must be received before
the I-20 Form will be issued.

Scholarships are available for international students. The scholarships are
awarded based on academic merit. Because funding is limited, not every applicant
meeting the minimum requirements is awarded a scholarship.

Once on campus, international students are expected to meet the same course
requirements and academic standards established for domestic students. Three
semi-intensive courses for intermediate and advanced students in English as a
Second Language are offered each year. An ongoing tutorial program is also 
available.

Continuing Education Admission
North Central College provides a variety of undergraduate educational 
opportunities through courses offered in the evenings and during the day.
Students may complete a number of degree options, apply for a second 
bachelor's degree, complete the teacher certification process, or take classes as
a student-at-large.

Applicants for a first degree must submit an official transcript from their high
school or an official copy of their GED score. Official transcripts from all 
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previous college-level work must be submitted before the first term of study.
Please refer to the Transfer Admission section of this catalog for more details
about transfer of credit. Please refer to the Continuing Education section of this
catalog for details about the majors available in the evening program.

Applicants who wish to earn a second bachelor's degree must submit an
application for admission and official transcripts from all previously attended
colleges. Second degree students must meet the same admission criteria as those
transferring in to earn their first degree. Please refer to the Transfer Admission
section for more details about transfer of credit.

Applicants who have earned a bachelor's degree but now seek certification as
elementary or secondary education teachers should submit official transcripts
from all previous colleges attended, along with the application for admission.
An interview with an admission counselor may also be required.

Those who wish to take classes as at-large students should submit an 
application for admission. If the courses desired have prerequisites, official
transcripts may be required. An interview with an admission counselor may also
be required, depending on the courses the applicant intends to take.

Readmission
Any North Central degree candidate who left the College for any reason for
more than one term must apply to reenter. Students who withdraw for one term
may continue to use graduation requirements from the catalog which was in
effect their first term of attendance. Students who stop out for more than one
consecutive term (excluding summer) must use the catalog which is in effect
when they reenter. Students-in-Residence-on-Leave (SIROL) are the only
exception to this policy. When applying for readmission, students must contact
the Office of  Admission and request an application for readmission. Students
who have  completed coursework at an institution other than North Central prior
to reentry must have official transcripts forwarded directly from other colleges
or universities. Students need a minimum 2.00 GPA to be considered for
readmission.

If it has been more than seven years since attending the College, the student
must resubmit any transcripts from colleges attended prior to the first enrollment
at North Central.

Students who have previously earned degrees from North Central College
need to contact the Office of Admission for readmission if they wish to earn an
additional major or minor or if they wish to earn a master’s degree. Those who
have a previous degree from North Central College and wish to earn a second
degree should contact the Office of Admission. Note: once a student has earned
a B.A. degree from North Central, he/she may earn an additional major, minor,
or a B.S. degree. Similarly, students with a B.S. from North Central may earn
an additional major, minor, or a B.A. degree. (See the Dual Degrees section of
this catalog.)

Facsimile and Electronically Transmitted Documents
While facsimile and electronically transmitted documents may be used to advise
and counsel students regarding admission, transfer of credit, and financial aid,
they are considered “unofficial” documents. Official, hard-copy documents
must be sent to appropriate offices in order to take official action.

Alternative Education
North Central College recognizes that candidates for admission may present
alternative education credits, including but not limited to AP, CLEP, and IB.
These credits are reviewed and evaluated using policies of academic 
departments and divisions, as well as institutional admission standards.
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Campus Visits
The Office of Admission encourages students to experience life at North Central
by visiting campus. Prospective students may attend classes, meet with faculty,
tour campus facilities, spend one night in a residence hall, and speak with 
counselors in the Offices of Admission and Financial Aid. To arrange an 
interview and campus visit, please contact the Office of Admission at 1-800-
411-1861or e-mail us at ncadm@noctrl.edu.
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STUDENT EXPENSES
Full-time tuition charges and student activity fees at North Central College
cover classroom instruction for eight to twelve credit hours each term; 
admission to certain athletic, social, and special events; and subscriptions to 
certain College publications. Some courses and instructional programs require
additional fees, which are published in the course schedule. A schedule of
charges for the 2008-09 academic year, as of the date of publication of this 
catalog, appears below. Other expenses beyond the basic tuition charge and 
student activity fees include books and supplies and room and board.

Statement of Charges: 2008-09
The normal academic course load is ten credit hours per term. Students will 
normally not enroll for more than 12 credit hours in any term.

To qualify for financial aid, such as Illinois State Scholarships or Grants, Pell
Grants, Perkins Loans, Stafford Loans, special scholarships, or other awards, a
student must maintain an enrollment of not less than four credit hours. Full 
veteran subsistence requires a minimum enrollment of eight credit hours. This
standard also applies for the purpose of establishing priority to live in residence
halls. Students who enroll for less than eight credit hours will be considered
part-time students.
The following fee schedule is applicable to the 2008-09 academic year. The
College reserves the right to change these fees at any time prior to the 
beginning of the academic year.

Tuition and Fees: Annual
Per Term Charge

Full-Time Undergraduate Students
Tuition, Full-time 8-12 credit hours* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $8,566.00 $25,698.00
Student Activity Fee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60.00 180.00
Technology Fee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20.00 60.00
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ________ _________
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $8,646.00 $25,938.00
Board. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 872.00 2,616.00
Room (Rall, Seager, Geiger, and Kimmel)**. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,867.00 5,601.00
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ________ _________
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $11,385.00 $34,155.00
*   Overload fee for each credit hour over 12 credit hours — $645.00
** Seybert, Student Village, and Peter & Paul Hall — $1,831 per term; Patterson Hall and Houses—

$1,952 per term; Ward Hall, and Townhouses — $1,977 per term; Naper Place — $2,067 per term;
Single Rooms (any residence hall) — $2,307 per term.

Other Than Full-Time Students
Technology Fee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 20.00
Undergraduate Students

per credit hour. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 645.00
per three credit hour course . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,935.00

Graduate Students
per credit hour: MBA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 677.00

MS in Computer Science, MIS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 592.00
MA in Liberal Studies, Master of Leadership Studies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 548.00
MA in Education. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 419.00

Project/Thesis Continuation Fee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 420.00
Other Tuition Rates*:

Senior Scholars (over age 60) (Graduate — per credit hour) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 200.00
Senior Scholars (over age 60) (Undergraduate — per credit hour) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 150.00
Early scholars (per credit hour) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 150.00
Ledermen scholars (per credit hour). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 150.00
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Audit Fee (Undergraduate and Graduate — per credit hour) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 130.00
Graduated Alumni Audit Fee (Undergraduate and Graduate — per credit hour) . . . . . . . . 65.00

*All students are charged the technology fee — per term . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20.00
Summer Session 2008 (only):

Technology Fee. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 15.00
Undergraduate (per credit hour) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 480.00
Undergraduate (per three credit hour course). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,440.00
Graduate

per credit hour: MBA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 632.00
MSCS/MIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 592.00
MA in Liberal Studies, Master of Leadership Studies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 503.00
MA in EDN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 374.00

Miscellaneous Fees:
Application Fee. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 25.00
Late Registration/Processing Fee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25.00
Late Application for Graduation Fee (see page 27 for details) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00

to 150.00
Deferred Payment Fee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45.00
Late Payment Fee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 90.00
Student Teaching Fee (per term). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 150.00
Music Course Fee (per 1/2 hour lesson). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00
Transcript Fee (express service - per copy) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15.00
Vehicle Registration Fee:
Commuter Students (full year) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50.00
Resident Students:               Freshmen (Remote Lot-full year). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.00

Freshmen (On Campus-full year). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 400.00
Sophomores (Remote Lot-full year). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50.00
Sophomores (On Campus-full year) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 350.00
Juniors (Remote Lot-full year). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50.00
Juniors (On Campus-full year) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 300.00
Seniors (Remote Lot-full year) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50.00
Seniors (On Campus-full year) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 250.00

Experiential Credit Fee (assessment) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 150.00
Experiential Credit Fee (per credit hour recorded) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50.00
Returned Check Fee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25.00
Housing Contract Liquidation Fee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 500.00
Residence Hall Late Check-out Fee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25.00
Residence Hall Lock Re-core Fee--Per Door. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50.00
Orientation Fee — New Freshmen. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 150.00

Transfers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00

Room and Board
The College furnishes all residence halls with basic furniture, draperies, desks,
and mattresses. All other items, including pillows, lamps, blankets, bed linen,
and towels, are supplied by the student. 

Campus housing charges include both room and board. All students living in
College-owned residence halls or auxiliary houses are automatically covered by
a 190-meal per term plan at Kaufman Dining Hall. While no reduction in
charges can be made for irregular or interrupted usage of the food service, 
students may select alternate meal plans which provide fewer meals and snack
bar money which can be used when Kaufman is not available to them. Sack
lunches are available for those students who are absent during the regular meal
hours for practice teaching, internships, athletic events, or other activities.
Students living off-campus may purchase a meal plan or purchase meals at
Kaufman Dining Hall on a per-meal basis.

In cases where the student is prevented from consistent use of the dining
facility due to College-sponsored internships or health restrictions, a written
appeal can be submitted to the Director of Residence Life, requesting removal
from the board plan. Such written requests must be submitted at least two weeks
prior to the start of each term and discussed completely with the Director of
Food Services and are only granted if Food Services cannot meet dietary or
other restrictions.
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Other Expenses
Full-time students can expect to pay an average of $1500 for books and supplies
during the academic year. The cost may be higher or lower depending upon the
number and nature of the courses in which the student is enrolled.

Personal and transportation costs will vary depending upon the spending
habits, place of residence, and marital status of the individual student. A single
student living on campus can anticipate personal expenses (clothing, 
entertainment, laundry, etc.) averaging $1,182, and transportation expenses
averaging $318 for the academic year. Transportation expenses for a 
commuting student can amount to over $1,050, depending upon the distance the
student travels to and from campus and the mode of transportation used.

Advance Deposits
A student who is offered admission to the College must submit a $100 tuition
deposit to confirm his/her intention to enroll. The deposit is applied to tuition
for the first term of entry.

New students planning to live in campus housing must submit a $100 
housing deposit with a room and board contract to reserve a residence hall
room. This deposit is used toward future housing reservations or as a security
deposit for damages to the residence halls.

These deposits are refundable until May 1 for new students entering the
College for summer and fall terms or within two weeks of payment for new 
students entering the College for winter and spring terms.

Music Instruction Fees
Charges for private lessons are not included in tuition charges. Lessons are 30
or 60 minutes in length and are not scheduled during vacation periods or 
interim. No deduction is made in case of student absences, except in cases of
protracted illness. In such cases, the pro-rata loss is shared equally by the 
student and the College.

One-half hour lessons are given by resident music faculty as time permits.
Such lessons, whether taken for credit or not, will be charged as indicated on the
class schedule, which is published at the beginning of each registration period.
Lessons are also available from non-resident teachers approved by the music
staff. Fees for such lessons are set by the teacher. They are paid to the College
if College facilities are used for the lessons. They are paid directly to the teacher
if the lessons are given at another location.

Payment of Tuition and Fees
The expenses, as scheduled, are due and payable on or before the beginning of
each term. A late payment fee is charged after the eighth day of the term.
Statements are usually mailed three to four weeks in advance of the due date.

The College also offers a payment program for full-time undergraduate 
students in which the annual cost of education may be spread over a 12-month
period. The payment program may be arranged by completing the necessary
application and contract forms, identifying educational expenses minus 
financial aid (if applicable), and scheduling payments over a 12-month period
beginning in the month of June preceding the start of the academic year. An
annual fee is assessed for this plan. Interested individuals should contact the
Business Office for additional information and applications.

The College reserves the right to withhold the diploma or transcripts as long
as any bills owed the College remain unpaid. The College reserves the right to
deny registration and housing to any student with outstanding bills from a 
previous term.

The College will pursue any outstanding balances owed by any student and
the student will be liable for any costs of collection, including reasonable 
attorney’s fees.
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Refunds
Because North Central College contracts with faculty and staff and incurs other
expenses in advance of the academic year, a refund formula has been 
established to reflect the equitable sharing of the loss when a student withdraws
from classes. Refunds due to official withdrawal, suspension, or dismissal will
be made on the following basis:

Tuition — A student who officially withdraws from the College or a course(s)
may receive a full or partial refund (credit) according to the following schedule
computed from the first official day of the academic term, as designated by the
registrar, excluding summer and interim (which, in general, is the first weekday
of the term in which classes are held):

• During first 8 calendar days — 100 %
• 9th through 14th calendar day — 90 %
• 15th through 21st calendar day — 50 %
• After 21st calendar day — 0 %
A schedule with specific effective dates is published in advance of each term.

The date of withdrawal is established by the student’s completion of all official
steps in the withdrawal process and is based on the date the Registrar’s Office
records the withdrawal. If a student withdraws from the College or any courses
at any time without having completed the official process, no refund/credit will
be made. Non-attendance in a class does not automatically withdraw the
student from the course. The appropriate paperwork must be turned in to the
Registrar’s Office to be recorded. The College reserves the right to modify the
refund schedule as circumstances may dictate.

Requests for exception to North Central’s refund policy must be made in
writing, using the General Petition Form available in the Office of the Registrar.
Exceptions may be granted for reasons such as institutional error, documented
medical condition, death in the immediate family, or a call to military service.
In all cases, a complete review of any possible means of completing the
course(s), including incomplete grades, must be explored prior to submitting the
petition. Petitions that are granted are assessed $50 for processing.

Federal regulations require that North Central College have a written policy
for the refund and repayment of Federal Aid (Supplemental Educational
Opportunity Grant, Pell Grant, Perkins Loan, Federal Stafford Loan, and
Federal Parent Loan) received by students who withdraw during a term for
which payment has been received. This policy is effective only for those 
students who completely terminate their registration (i.e., cancels his/her 
registration, withdraws or is dismissed) or stops attending classes before 
completing 60% or more of the enrollment period. The in-depth explanation of
this written policy is available in the Office of Financial Aid.

Room and Board contracts are for the full academic year. If a student intends
to withdraw from housing during the academic year, the student must follow the
procedures outlined in the room and board contract signed at the beginning of
the academic year. In all cases, the student must petition the director of 
residence life for release. Granting of the release is not automatic and refunds
(credits) will be determined in accordance with the contract. All students should
read and understand the Room and Board Contract before signing.

A credit balance caused by a credit card payment may be refunded back to
the credit card account. A credit balance caused by any other form of payment,
tuition cancellation, etc., will be refunded in the form of a check.

A Refund Request form must be completed and signed by the student in order
to obtain a refund of a credit balance. Special rules apply for credit balances
caused by PLUS loan payments. A Student Accounts staff person can assist with
any questions regarding these matters.
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FINANCIAL AID
An education at North Central College is a sound investment in a student’s
future. However, the cost of such an education can present financial concerns
for many students and their families. The financial aid program at North Central
is designed to assist those students and families requiring financial assistance in
addition to their own contributions to cover the cost of that education. The
College’s financial aid program is assisting 90 percent of the current degree-
seeking undergraduates in meeting the cost of education at North Central.

The Office of Financial Aid administers a variety of state, federal, private,
and institutional programs of financial assistance. Each of these programs 
carries specific eligibility requirements or regulations which ensure that the
assistance given is benefiting a maximum number of students. Because of the
different criteria and application requirements of each program administered, it
is impossible to discuss all of them in this publication. Detailed descriptions of
the aid programs available and the rights and obligations a student assumes
when accepting financial assistance are provided in the Financial Aid
Handbook, which is available in the Office of Financial Aid. North Central’s
professional staff of financial aid counselors is available to discuss the financial
aid program during normal business hours.

North Central participates in all need-based assistance programs, including
Federal Pell Grant, Federal Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant,
Federal Perkins Loan, Federal College Work Study, and Federal Stafford
Student Loans. Illinois residents are eligible for the Illinois Student Assistance
Commission Monetary Award. In addition to these programs, the College
administers its own need-based grant monies. In order to receive full 
consideration for any need-based financial aid, the student must complete the
Free Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA).

Veterans are entitled to use their Chapter benefits in accordance with the
rules of the Veterans Administration while attending North Central College.
Applicants are required to complete and submit appropriate documents in order
to establish their eligibility. For further information, contact the Office of the
Registrar.

North Central also awards academic scholarships up to full tuition to 
incoming freshmen. These awards, the Presidential, Dean, and Honor
Scholarships, are based on class rank, an interview, and ACT and/or SAT scores.
Academic scholarships for transfer students range up to $10,000 per year.

To be eligible for any scholarship or grant from North Central, the student
must have applied for admission and been accepted to the College. For 
additional information, call or write: (630) 637-5600 or finaid@noctrl.edu.
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CAMPUS LIFE AND
STUDENT SERVICES
At North Central College we believe that learning occurs both inside and 

outside of the classroom. In fact, our goal is to create an overall campus 
environment that encourages the growth and development of all students. The
activities and services available on campus provide students with opportunities
to practice classroom theories, to sharpen leadership skills, and to learn 
problem-solving techniques that will last a lifetime.

Office of Student Affairs
The dean of students in the Office of Student Affairs plays a key role in 
supporting students throughout their experience at North Central College. The
dean coordinates the orientation and student success programs which are
designed to help new students make a successful transition to college. The dean
also provides a counseling, advocacy, and referral service to students who may
need assistance with personal or academic problems. Students are welcome to
visit the Office of the Dean of Students on an appointment or walk-in basis.

Residence Life
At North Central College, residence halls are more than a place to sleep and eat.
They are extensions of the classroom; they are places where students learn.
Students learn how to appreciate diversity by living and working with people 
different from themselves. Students learn decision-making skills, they develop
independence, they gain self-confidence, and they learn to accept responsibility.

Residence halls are staffed by professional hall directors and a cadre of 
resident assistants who are undergraduates trained to provide support to students
living on campus. Student involvement and community decision-making are
key ingredients in the residence life program.  Each residence hall has a 
residence hall council made up of students who live in that facility.  These 
students organize activities throughout the year and provide input to the 
residence life staff on a variety of topics, including maintenance, technology,
and programming.

Each room is furnished with beds, dressers, chairs, and closet space.
Telephone service includes phone ports and voice mail. Each room is also
equipped with computer and cable television ports which enable students to
access the campus network and the internet. All residence halls have lounges
available to students, soda and snack machines, and laundry facilities.

Campus Ministry
As a church-related college, North Central provides an atmosphere in which 
students can explore and grow in their faith. A full-time United Methodist 
chaplain, a Roman Catholic campus minister, and a campus ministry associate
make up the Campus Ministry Team. Weekly non-denominational services are
scheduled with guest speakers and student leadership.

Through the campus ministry office, students receive information about
weekly Bible study and fellowship opportunities. The Voices of Praise Gospel
Choir, Newman Club, United Methodist Student Organization, and Fellowship
of Christian Athletes sponsor retreats and conferences. New Visions, the 
campus ministry dramatic-musical touring company, holds auditions the first
day of Fall Term classes.

The campus ministry office has facilitated student travel to El Salvador,
Haiti, and Nicaragua. Each year, students apply for summer internships in 
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mission, peace and justice, musical, and local church ministries. Students 
regularly spend interim and spring break working on projects in Appalachia and
Chicago’s inner city neighborhoods. 

Multicultural Affairs
North Central College is committed to recruiting, supporting, and retaining 
students from underrepresented (African American, Latino/Hispanic, Native
American, and Asian American) and international backgrounds.

The Office of Multicultural Affairs seeks to promote a perspective that 
recognizes, understands, respects, appreciates, and celebrates human 
differences within and between cultures. The office seeks to transcend barriers
that often separate people and replace them with bridges of understanding. The 
fundamental aspect of this effort is a series of educational, social, and cultural
activities sponsored by the Office of Multicultural Affairs.

Students, faculty, and staff are welcome to visit the Office of Multicultural
Affairs and are encouraged to become involved in multicultural programming

Community Service Center
The Community Service Center provides opportunities for students, faculty, and
staff to engage in meaningful community service. In addition, the center has
resources to help members of the campus community find individual service
opportunities in the community.

Working with the director of the community service center and the student
volunteer coordinator, student team leaders initiate, research, develop, and lead
yearlong service projects for other students. Some of these projects focus on 
literacy, health care, education, homelessness, and senior citizens. Orientation,
training, and reflection help participants explore the social context of their 
project’s site and activity. Cardinals in Action (CIA), the student service 
organization, offers one-time service opportunities and speakers on service-
related topics.

The Center also works with faculty to incorporate service learning in the 
curriculum and offers educational programs and speakers.

Disabled Student Services
Support and advocacy services are available on an individual basis for students
with disabilities. The goal of these services is to provide access and support so
that students may pursue their educational goals and participate in the activities
of the College.

For students with learning disabilities, the College provides a wide range of
support services. These services are offered through the Academic Support
Center and are described on page 46.

For students with physical disabilities, services include notification to
instructors, relocation of classes to accessible locations, access to recorded 
textbooks, sign language interpreters, note takers, testing accommodations, 
handicap parking stickers, and other reasonable accommodations determined by
individual need.

Library Services
The mission of North Central College library services is to provide resources
and services to meet the College community’s information and instructional
media needs and to assist members of that community in developing skills for
lifelong learning. To teach patrons how to access information, the library offers
orientations, workshops, and classes. 
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In addition to books, periodicals, instructional media, and reference
resources housed in Oesterle Library, the library’s webpage (http://library.
noctrl.edu) offers access to online databases, the online catalog, and online 
reference sources. Members of the College community may also 
borrow materials from 71 other academic libraries in Illinois, either in 
person, online, or through Oesterle Library’s interlibrary loan service.

Office of International Programs
North Central College has made a firm commitment to ensuring that the College
community develops knowledge and appreciation of cultural differences in both
domestic and international settings. For students, an education at this institution
includes a global dimension gained through proficiency-based language 
learning, course work, internships, person-to-person contacts, study abroad,
travel, and exchange programs.

The Office of International Programs provides vision and guidance for 
developing and implementing international programs. The director oversees
international developments in academic programs (including study abroad and
domestic programs), student affairs, faculty development, campus events, and
grant writing.

Career Development
In today's competitive job market, students need to be prepared to enter the 
professional world before they graduate. The staff in Career Development 
encourages career exploration and clarification through individual career 
counseling, computerized assessment, programming on relevant issues, and 
developing job search strategies, plus resume, cover letter and interview 
preparation. Career Development also offers on-line job listings, job and internship
fairs, resume referrals, credential files, resume critiques, and mock interviews.
Lists of part-time (on and off campus) and full-time job vacancies are also 
available from their website.

Internships provide North Central students with valuable and marketable work
experiences. Career Development promotes as well as assists students in identifing
these opportunities with nearby companies, agencies, or organizations. Credit and
non-credit internships may be arranged during the academic year, interim, or 
summer.

Dyson Wellness Center
The Dyson Wellness Center focuses on the physical and emotional well being
of students. It offers confidential medical and counseling services, guidance in
health choices, and educational programs to students. Walk-in nursing services
for illness and injury are available. Physician services are available on a 
limited basis; please call for exact times. Counseling services are available by
appointment for individual, couples, or group assistance with a variety of major
and minor issues. Complete immunization records, medical history, and a copy
of an insurance card are required of all students taking more than three credit
hours.

Dispute Resolution Program
The North Central College Dispute Resolution Center provides services, 
training, and development opportunities to students in a variety of contexts. A
comprehensive program provides the following services: resolution of non-
disciplinary student disputes through peer mediation; training of students to
mediate disputes; a variety of community service programs; and course work
and academic minors in dispute resolution through the Leadership, Ethics, and
Values Program.
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Food Service
The college dining facility, Kaufman Dining Hall, is operated cafeteria style so
that students may have a choice in food selection. Four flexible meal plans
which offer varying increments of snack money are available. Program 
highlights include self-serve entrees, salad bar, and deli. All students living in 
college-owned residence halls or auxiliary housing units are automatically
included in the meal plan. Students living off-campus may purchase a meal plan
or purchase meals at Kaufman Dining Hall on a per-meal basis.

Commuter Students
Commuting students are an important part of the North Central College 
community and the College is committed to helping them be successful in this
environment. Commuter Assistants work with students who live off campus and
maintain office hours in the Cardinal Lounge located in the White Activities
Center. Through involvement in Cardinals on Wheels, the campus commuter
student organization, students are kept well informed of all academic and social
programs on campus.

Student Activities
The Office of Student Activities encourages students to gain valuable skills and
experiences by becoming involved in one or more of the many clubs and student
organizations on campus or the co-curricular activities offered on campus.
Student activities are planned and implemented through collaborative efforts of
students and staff. In addition to working with registered student organizations,
the Office of Student Activities regularly sponsors leadership programs, 
workshops, and conferences.

Campus Organizations
Student Governing Association (SGA) — Students at North Central assist in
the governance of the College community through elected representation to 
various committees within the governance structure. Through these elected 
officers and representatives, SGA shares student attitudes and opinions on
issues that impact the quality of student life with faculty and administrators.
College Union Activities Board (CUAB) — CUAB is a student-directed 
organization which is responsible for meeting the programming needs of 
students by providing a variety of social, educational, and cultural programs.
Included among these programs are Homecoming, Springfest, various popular
singers and comedians, dances, and off-campus outings to sporting events and
theatre performances.
Black Student Association (BSA) and Raza Unida — These organizations 
provide support to students from underrepresented ethnic minority backgrounds
and opportunities for majority students to learn about other cultures. Much of
their work is accomplished through social events, guest speakers, and student
leadership conferences.
Publications — The campus student newspaper, The North Central Chronicle,
and the literary magazine, The NC Review, are the major publications on 
campus. Students are encouraged to create pieces for inclusion in all student
publications, and a full-time instructor is assigned to each as an advisor. A
weekly faculty/staff newsletter, NCC This Week, provides a calendar of events
for the entire campus.
WONC-FM (89.1) — North Central’s powerful, student-staffed radio station
broadcasts to a potential audience of more than 3.5 million listeners. Formatted
as an album-oriented rock station, WONC offers three state-of-the-art studios
for on-air and audio production work. WONC has been honored with over 20
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Marconi Awards and assorted awards from College Media Advisors, the
National Association of College Broadcasters, the Society of Professional
Journalists, and the Illinois Broadcasters Association. More than 75 students
who staff the station are supervised by a professional director of broadcasting.
Cultural Events — The mission of Cultural Events is to provide the campus
community with a variety of speakers and programs that will enrich their 
academic experience and broaden their cultural outlook. The Cultural Events
committee invites speakers like ethicist and novelist Lori Andrews, NBC 
journalist Ron Allen, and Lincoln scholar Douglas Wilson. In addition, Cultural
Events works with Anderson’s Bookshop to bring authors to the North Central
campus, and Pfeiffer Hall has seen journalists Tom Brokaw and Tim Russert,
Life of Pi author Yann Martel, The View’s Barbara Walters, and former Happy
Days star Henry Winkler, now a children’s book author. Cultural Events also
partners with Multicultural Affairs to sponsor the Martin Luther King Day 
speaker and International Programs to sponsor a Film Festival.
Some of the many other organizations which are active on campus are the
American Marketing Association, Cardinals on Wheels, Cardinals in Action,
Fellowship of Christian Athletes, Impressions (art club), International Club,
Math Club, MENC (student chapter of Music Educators National Conference),
NCC Green (environmental awareness organization), Residence Hall
Association, SIFE (Students in Free Enterprise), the United Methodist Student
Organization, and the Cardinal Cheerleading and Dance Team. In addition,
many academic departments have active honor societies.

Performing Ensembles
The Department of Music features several performing ensembles. Choral 
ensembles include: Women’s Chorale (40 voices); Women’s Chamber Ensemble
(smaller, more select); Concert Choir (48-member, mixed voices); NCC Express
Show Choir; Vocal Jazz Ensemble; Opera Workshop; Naperville Chorus (100-
voice, community and College members); and various chamber ensembles.
Instrumental ensembles include: Concert Winds (50 members); Chamber Winds
(smaller, more select); Percussion Ensemble; Brass and Woodwind quintets; Big
Band; and Jazz Combos. All ensembles perform in concert each term and present
a variety of run-out performances, including some regional and national tours.
Most ensembles require an audition or placement; students can contact the 
director of the ensemble or the departmental secretary for more information.

Theatrical Productions
The North Central College theatre department presents numerous productions 
annually in various fine arts venues, including two musicals—one of which is 
student-directed. Several student-directed plays are also produced as part of an
expanding Studio Series. The student theatre club, the Company, organizes trips
to professional theatres in the Chicago area, and many students find work and 
internships at such prestigious theatres as the Goodman, Steppenwolf, Victory
Gardens, and Shakespeare Repertory. A special feature of the theatre department
is its active participation in the Kennedy Center/American College Theatre
Festival where students vie for awards and scholarships in criticism, acting, and
design. Highlighting NCC’s participation in this national competition, in January
2008 the theatre and music departments were invited to perform Thoroughly
Modern Millie at the five-state regional festival, a very prestigious honor.

Intercollegiate Athletics
Athletics play an important role in campus life at North Central College and 
in the personal development of the student-athletes who participate in the 22
intercollegiate sports offered by the College for men and women.
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North Central women compete in basketball, cross-country, golf, lacrosse, soc-
cer, softball, swimming, tennis, track and field, and volleyball. The men’s athlet-
ic program includes baseball, basketball, cross-country, football, golf, 
soccer, swimming, tennis, track and field, and wrestling.

North Central athletic teams, known as the Cardinals, compete as members of
Division III in the National Collegiate Athletic Association and as members of the
College Conference of Illinois and Wisconsin, considered by many 
sportswriters to be the best small college conference in the country. The athletic
teams have won 22 national championships including championships in track and
field, cross country, women’s basketball, and men’s swimming.

Intramural Sports
North Central students may participate in an active intramural sports program
which includes aerobics, basketball, bowling, floor hockey, football, softball, and
co-ed volleyball. The program is administered by the Board of Intramural
Governors and the director of intramurals. Special events such as golf 
tournaments, midnight bowling, super hoops, and volleyball tournaments dot the
annual schedule.
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ACADEMIC REGULATIONS
Graduation Requirements

1. The minimum credit for graduation is 120 credit hours, with a maximum
of 51 hours in any one department. Some programs require more than 120
credit hours. The following regulations are strictly enforced.
a. At least 60 credit hours are to be taken at a four-year college or 

university.
b. There are two ways to meet the residency requirement: 1) the last 30

hours must be earned at North Central as a degree candidate, or 2) 36 of
the last 42 hours must be earned at North Central as a degree candidate.

c. At least nine credit hours in the student’s major and six credit hours in
the student’s minor must be earned at North Central. CLEP and 
experiential credit may not be used to meet these two requirements. At
least nine hours of coursework in each major and at least six hours of
coursework in each minor must be unique.

d. Only courses numbered 100 or above count toward the 120 minimum
credit hours required for graduation.

e. Only 100- or 200-level courses may be repeated at a two-year college.
f. Graduate credit may be applied toward an undergraduate degree only if

the credit is from North Central graduate programs and the student has
prior official permission.

g. A maximum of 28 credit hours earned through CLEP and/or 
experiential credit may be applied toward the 120 credit hour 
requirement for graduation. Such credit may count towards the 
residency requirement only if the student completes at least 36 credit
hours at North Central.

h. A maximum of 12 credit hours earned through internships and/or 
independent studies, including Richter study, may be applied toward the
120 credit hour requirement for graduation.

i. A maximum of eight credit hours may be earned in physical education
activity courses.

2. A cumulative grade-point average of 2.000 or higher is required.
3. A minimum grade-point average of 2.000 is required for all courses in a

major or minor. Some programs require a higher grade point average.
4. Courses in which the student initially enrolled for a letter grade cannot be

repeated pass/no pass.
5. Completion of all general education requirements is required.
6. Completion of an approved major is required. 
7. Each student must make application for graduation in the Office of the

Registrar during the first term of the senior year. A late fee of $100 is
imposed if the application is received after the third Monday of the term
prior to the term of graduation. A late fee of $150 is imposed if received
after the first day of the term of graduation.

Degree-specific Requirements
1. Requirements for the B.A. degree, in addition to the major, are:

a. Language study through MCL 102, or
b. Three years of language study in high school with an average grade of

B in those language courses, or 
c. Participation for one term in a designated study abroad program that

develops linguistic skills in a language other than English, or
d. Transfer students who enter with 48 or more credit hours, who did not

take three years of foreign language in high school with an average
grade of B, may take MCL 390, or
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e. Students with extensive experience living in a non-English language
context may fulfill the language requirement by:
i.provision of an official transcript attesting the completion of (the 

equivalent of) an 8th grade or higher education in a non-English 
language school, or

ii.passing an exam that determines proficiencies in a non-English 
language equal to or greater than the MCL 102 outcomes.

2. Requirements for the B.S. degree, in addition to the major, are:
a. MTH 152
b. A minimum of nine credit hours, determined by the discipline, from

two of the following four areas:
1) Computer Science
2) Statistics (PSY 250, ECB/ECN 241, or MTH 342)
3) Mathematics above MTH 152 Calculus II
4) Life science or physical science course(s) outside the major 

discipline, beyond the courses used to fulfill general education
requirements, and that count toward a major in a science discipline.

c. Some majors may have additional requirements for the B.S. degree.

General Education
The general education curriculum at North Central College was designed by the
faculty to offer a well-balanced, interdisciplinary, and integrative experience
over the course of a student’s academic career.

Core courses from across the curriculum introduce students to the liberal arts
and sciences, giving particular attention to writing, oral communication, and
critical thinking. Interdisciplinary components of the core make connections
among areas of study.

All-college requirements build upon the core, emphasizing interdisciplinary
themes, collaborative learning, and problem-solving from multiple 
perspectives. Pursued concurrently with studies in the majors, they prepare 
students for entering a world in which communication across specializations
and the ability to place subjects in multiple contexts play as important a role as
professional expertise.

General education requirements are listed below. A fuller description of 
individual components of the curriculum begins on page 37 of the catalog.
The Core Requirements

Composition: six credit hours
Speech Communication: three credit hours
Mathematics: three credit hours
Life and Physical Sciences: six and one half credit hours, including one 
laboratory course
Humanities and Fine Arts: nine credit hours distributed over three courses*
Social Sciences: nine credit hours distributed over three courses*
Interdisciplinary Requirement: exploration of a topic from two or more 
disciplinary perspectives within a seminar format: three credit hours
*Within the 18 credit hours required in the Humanities and Fine Arts and
Social Sciences, up to six credit hours may be taken in the same department.

The All-College Requirements (ACR)
Religion and Ethics: three credit hours; may be taken as a separate course, as
part of the core requirements, or as one of the two ACR seminars
Intercultural Seminar*: three credit hours
Leadership, Ethics, and Values Seminar*: three credit hours
*The courses used to fulfill the ACR seminars must be drawn from two 
different disciplines and must be taken at North Central
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General education requirements may be met by study in appropriate courses or
through comparable experience. Course descriptions in this catalog include a
notation regarding which component of general education is fulfilled by each
course. Students are expected to work with their advisors to develop a plan for
meeting these requirements that best suits their previous experience, needs, and
interests.

Although each of the general education requirements implies enrollment in
an appropriate college-level course, the student may fulfill selected 
requirements by demonstrating the attainment of the proficiency or training
which essentially meets that requirement. Demonstrated proficiency or training
may include work-study projects, the College Level Examination Program
(CLEP), the CEEB Advanced Placement Program, special emphases in
approved experimental courses, actual performance (as in writing or speaking),
and unusual high school concentrations. The faculty advisor will help the 
student explore the opportunities for such demonstrated proficiency and help
make arrangements for it. Students must complete the interdisciplinary 
seminar and both ACR seminars (Intercultural and Leadership, Ethics, and
Values) at North Central College. Students who transfer in with 18 or more
hours are exempt from the interdisciplinary seminar.

ENTRY
Immunization and Health Statement Policy
Prematriculation requirements include a physical examination, health statement,
and a current immunization record. It is a requirement of the College/University
Immunization Law, Illinois Public Act 85-1315, effective July 1, 1989, that 
persons born on or after January 1, 1957, who are enrolled in designated Illinois
public and private colleges and universities, present evidence of immunity
against certain diseases. This law prohibits registration for any subsequent terms
until the requirements are fulfilled and provides for cancellation of registration
for any students who fail to submit the appropriate immunization records.

Classification of Students
Students are classified either as degree candidates or as non-degree students.

Degree candidacy is automatically conferred by the vice president for 
enrollment management and student affairs on any student enrolling at North
Central during a regular term for full-time study who meets the College’s
admission guidelines. In addition, any recent high school graduate meeting
those guidelines who enrolls for part-time study during a regular term is also
considered a degree candidate. Degree candidacy will be conferred on others
only upon written application to the vice president for enrollment management
and student affairs, supported by evidence of their ability to undertake the
College’s academic program.

Non-degree seeking students are those not admitted to degree candidacy,
regardless of course load. Students in this category may be transient or summer-
only students, adults who already have a degree, or adults who state that they do
not wish to earn a degree.

A non-degree seeking student who wishes to apply for degree candidacy
must have a cumulative grade-point average of 2.00. Such students must take
their last 30 credit hours (or 36 of their last 42 hours) at North Central as a
degree-seeking student if they intend to earn a degree. Once a student becomes
a degree candidate, he or she cannot be reclassified as a non-degree seeking 
student. A degree candidate who drops from full-time enrollment to part-time
enrollment remains a degree candidate. 
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Degree candidates fall into four traditional classifications:
• Freshman — Students with less than 27 credit hours
• Sophomore — Students with at least 27 credit hours but less than 54 
• Junior — Students with at least 54 credit hours but less than 84
• Senior — Those with 84 or more credit hours

Dates of Entry and Matriculation
A student’s date of entry is the first day of the term in which he or she enrolls
at North Central. A student may retain this date of entry as long as he or she does
not leave the College for more than one term at a time, not including 
summer. The student may graduate using the catalog current at the date of entry
or any catalog effective after the date of entry. A student who is not in 
attendance for two or more consecutive terms, not including summer, must use
the catalog which is current on the first day of the term in which he or she is
readmitted to the College. A student’s matriculation date is the date on which he
or she becomes a degree candidate.

Advanced Placement Credit
Students who took an advanced placement course in high school and scored a
grade of 4 or 5 on the CEEB Advanced Placement Examination are awarded
college credit at North Central. Departments vary in accepting a score of 3.

International Baccalaureate
Students who participate in the International Baccalaureate program are 
awarded college credit for scores of 5, 6, or 7 in higher level subjects. No 
credit is granted for standard level subjects.

Competency Credits
The College will award up to 28 credit hours for demonstrated competence
obtained through CLEP and experiential learning. Credits earned in this manner
may not be applied toward the residency requirement, unless the student will 
complete at least 36 classroom credit hours at North Central. Evidence of 
competence may be measured by examination or by an assessment committee.
College Level Examination Program (CLEP)
North Central grants CLEP credit to enrolled students for both general and 
subject matter examinations in accordance with the following guidelines:

CLEP general examinations must be taken by students enrolled at North
Central prior to attending college-level classes. Students may receive five 
credit hours for meeting the College’s score requirement on each 
examination. A maximum of 25 credit hours may be earned through the 
general examination.

CLEP subject examination credit is granted by North Central College in
many areas. Further information can be obtained in the Office of the Registrar
or the Office of Graduate and Continuing Education. Students should check
with their faculty advisors to determine applicability to degree requirements.

Students may not receive CLEP credit in a subject area in which they have
taken college-level course work. CLEP examinations in foreign languages do
not count towards the humanities and fine arts requirement.
Experiential Learning Credit
Experiential credit may be requested by following application guidelines 
available in the Office of Academic Affairs. A student may be tested or assessed
in the same credit area only once in any 12-month period and only twice 
overall. Experiential credit is not awarded for a lower-level demonstration after
a student has successfully completed a higher-level academic course in the 
same area.
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Since experiential credit may not count towards the residency requirement,
students must apply well in advance to allow ample time for assessment. Credit
awarded by other institutions is accepted at North Central if it meets the
College’s norming criteria.

DURING ENROLLMENT
Credit Unit
The unit of credit at North Central is the credit hour, which is equivalent to one
semester hour of credit or one and one half hours of credit under quarter plans.
Previous academic work by transfer students is evaluated and translated into
credit hours. Official evaluations are completed only in the Office of the
Registrar. Prior to Summer 1999, the unit of credit was the course-credit, which
was equivalent to three and one-third semester hours or five quarter hours.

Study Load
To be considered a full-time student, a student must maintain enrollment for at
least eight credit hours.A student may enroll for a maximum of 12 credit hours.
The average study load is ten credit hours.  Students dropping below eight 
credit hours should consult the Office of Financial Aid about possible loss of
financial aid. Student athletes dropping below eight credit hours should contact
the faculty athletics representative or the registrar about athletic eligibility.

Overload Registration
Registration for more than 12 credit hours in any term requires a cumulative
grade-point average above 3.33 and approval from both the faculty advisor and
the associate academic dean. In Winter term, students may register for up to five
hours in Interim and up to 12 hours in the regular term without approval.
Overload charges still apply.

Changes of Registration
The first step in making any change of schedule or program is to consult the 
faculty advisor. All enrollments in the College or in courses, as well as all 
withdrawals from the College or courses, are to be officially completed within
the prescribed timelines. Informal attendance or withdrawal is not recognized.
Both the educational program and the financial aid program of the College
depend upon the cooperation of student, advisor, and administration in all 
academic commitments.

Adding Courses — Beginning the first day of the term through the end of the sixth
week, or the third week for a course which is five weeks long, a student may only
enroll in new courses with the approval of the instructor.

Dropping Courses — A student may drop a course(s) as follows:
• Through the first eight calendar days of the term a student may cancel

enrollment in a course without grade or notation on the academic record if
all official steps are completed by the eighth day.

• From the ninth calendar day through the end of the sixth week of the term,
or the third week for a course which is five weeks long, a student may drop
a course with the notation WD on the academic record.

• After the sixth week of the term, or the third week of a five-week course,
any student who does not complete a course receives a letter grade in the
course.

• The date of withdrawal is the date that withdrawal procedures are 
completed. Absence from class does not constitute withdrawal from a
course.
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Any student contemplating dropping a course is advised to consult the Office
of Financial Aid since a student whose course load falls below eight credit hours
may immediately forfeit certain types of financial aid. Student athletes should
consult the faculty athletics representative or the registrar before dropping
below eight credit hours.

Repeated Course Registration
An undergraduate student may only repeat a course in which a final grade of D
or F was received. The repeated course grade replaces the original grade in 
calculating the cumulative grade-point average, but both grades appear on the
transcript. If a department requires that a minimum grade of C be earned to 
fulfill major or minor requirements and the student earns a C-, the course must
be retaken; however, it does not replace the C- grade or otherwise impact the
grade point average.

If a student repeats a course or completes other courses which may be 
considered a duplication, it is the responsibility of the student to notify the
Office of the Registrar during the first two weeks of the term in which the work
is being completed so that the proper adjustment can be made in the total 
number of credit hours and the grade-point average. The Office of the Registrar
cannot be responsible for notifying students of a loss of credit because of 
duplication before the student files an application for a degree. The student’s
academic record is carefully checked at that time, and loss of credit due to 
duplication of courses is reflected on the graduation audit report which is sent
to the student.

Double Registration
A degree candidate at North Central may register for courses only at North
Central, not simultaneously at North Central and another college or university.
This principle applies to correspondence work as well. It does not, however,
preclude cross-registration at consortium colleges with whom North Central has
arranged for that option. Such cross-registration is initiated at North Central and
forms are available in the Office of the Registrar.

Graduate Registration
A maximum of six credit hours of graduate coursework may be available to
seniors with the approval of their faculty advisor and special permission from
the dean of graduate and continuing education. An approval form, which must
accompany the registration, is available in the Office of Graduate and
Continuing Education.

If an undergraduate course is not available, a parallel graduate course may
apply toward an undergraduate degree. A maximum of six graduate credit hours
counts toward the 120 credit hours required for an undergraduate degree.
Graduate courses taken for credit toward an undergraduate degree will not later
be applied toward a graduate degree at North Central College.

Alternatively, graduate coursework taken as an undergraduate may apply
toward a graduate degree at NCC. This coursework will not be applied toward
the 120 hours required for an undergraduate degree or any other undergraduate 
requirement.

Grades and Grade Averages
North Central uses familiar letter grades — A, A-, B+, B, B-, C+, C, C-, D, and
F. A grade of PR indicates a course in progress, but not completed by the end of
the term. Grades of P (Pass) and NP (No Pass) have no effect on the grade-point
average and may be used for laboratory sections, remedial courses, and clinical
experiences.
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An “I” grade is used to indicate incomplete work and is calculated as an “F.”
It may be given to a student who carries a course at a passing level until near
the end of the term and then, because of circumstances beyond the student’s 
control, is unable to complete it on schedule. An incomplete course must be 
reported as complete by the middle of the following term or it lapses into an F.
All remaining work for an incomplete course in Spring Term must be 
completed by the middle of the following Fall Term.

To compute grade-point averages, the College uses a 4.000 scale: A = 4.000, 
A- = 3.700, B+ = 3.300, B = 3.000, B- = 2.700, C+ = 2.300, C = 2.000, C- = 1.700,
D = 1.000, and F = 0.000. Each course earns grade points by multiplying the
points corresponding to the letter grade by the number of credit hours for the
course. A student’s grade-point average equals the number of grade points 
divided by the number of credit hours attempted. For example, if a student earns
an A-, a B+, and a C in three 3-credit-hour courses in one term, he or she would
be credited with 27 grade points (11.1 + 9.9 + 6 = 27) and the grade-point 
average for the term would be a 3.000 (27 ÷ 9 = 3.000). If those grades were A,
B, and F, the grade-point average for the term would be 2.333.

Class Attendance
Regular class attendance is expected of all students, although the instructor of
each course sets the attendance standard for that course. A student who is absent
from class for any reason should contact the instructor.

The College expects attendance on the first and last day of a term as well as
the class days immediately preceding and following College holidays. If there
is a waiting list for a course, the instructor may remove from the course roster
any student who is absent the first day, unless the student has notified the
instructor in advance of his or her absence. Generally speaking, however,
absence from a class does not constitute withdrawal from a course.

Medical Conditions
Students are cautioned that participation in some classes requires the use of
chemicals and/or physical exertion. Therefore, students with such conditions as
pregnancy, asthma, and skeletal or muscular disorders are encouraged to consult
with the faculty member and/or physician(s) prior to participating in such 
classes so that proper precautions can be taken to prevent injury or exposure.

Prolonged Illness
Students unavoidably absent from classes because of illness should keep in
touch with the Dyson Wellness Center, faculty advisors, and instructors.
Students who must be absent from classes longer than three weeks may be
instructed to withdraw from some or all courses. The usual criteria for 
withdrawal is applied except that the date of withdrawal is calculated as the date
on which illness first prevented attendance in classes.

Other Interruptions of Attendance
Students in good standing who transfer to another institution where they remain
in good standing and who wish to return to North Central may be readmitted
through arrangements with the Office of Admission.

Stopping Out
A student who withdraws from North Central for one term and then returns may
continue to use graduation requirements detailed in the catalog that was in effect
when the student first enrolled. Students who stop out longer than one term
(excluding Summer) must use the catalog that is in effect when they reenter;
such students must also reapply for admission.
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Withdrawal
Any student contemplating withdrawal from all coursework in a given term
should contact the Office of the Dean of Students. The amount of refund for
complete withdrawal is governed by the date on which withdrawal procedures
are completed in the Registrar’s Office. Students contemplating withdrawal
from North Central in mid-term should consult the Business Office and the
Office of Financial Aid if they are receiving financial aid, because withdrawal
may prove to be more expensive than they realize.

Dean’s List
This honor is reserved for those full-time students whose grade-point average
for the term is 3.600 or higher. Part-time students are recognized at the end of
each academic year if they have earned at least eight credit hours with a 
cumulative grade-point average of 3.600 or higher during the academic year in
which they were enrolled as part-time students.

Academic Probation and Dismissal
Students falling behind in their studies to the point where the degree may soon
be out of reach are placed on academic probation. This action warns the student
and the faculty advisor that real problems exist in motivation or study skills, and
that they must be diagnosed and addressed. The student who cannot reverse
direction after a period of probation will be dismissed from the College.

A student is placed on academic probation at the end of any term in which
his or her cumulative grade-point average falls below 1.800 before the 
completion of 27 credit hours (below 2.000 after the completion of 27 credit
hours) or at the end of any term in which the grade-point average for that term
is below 1.500. Probation is defined as not in good academic standing.

A student is subject to dismissal after two terms on academic probation — 
consecutive or interrupted. A student is also subject to dismissal immediately
after any term in which his or her grade-point average for the term is below
1.000.

The student who is notified of dismissal may appeal the decision in writing
to the chair of the Academic Standing Committee. A dismissed student may
apply for readmission after one year upon demonstrating an improvement in
motivation or preparation for college work.

Academic Dishonesty
Any instructor who has assembled evidence of plagiarism will first offer the 
student a chance to provide an alternate explanation of the evidence or to admit
fault. If the inference of plagiarism remains, the instructor may choose one of
these options, listed in order of increased severity according to the extent and 
evident deliberateness of the deceit. The first two options suppose that the 
plagiarism is not extensive, that it would not have given the student substantial
academic advantage such as full course credit or high course grade, or that the
instructor has clear reasons to believe that the plagiarism can be accounted for by
ignorance, which, though subject to discipline, is genuine.

1. Reprimanding the student and requiring either a revision of the work or an
additional paper or exam

2. Lowering the grade for the paper or exam (even as far as F) without 
opportunity to regain the lost credit

The remaining three options come into play if the plagiarism is extensive, if it
gave the student substantial academic advantage, or if the student had 
previously been warned against it.

3. Directed withdrawal of the student from the course
4. Failure of the student for the course
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5. Referral of evidence to the dean of faculty for appropriate disciplinary
action (which may go so far as suspension or dismissal)

Any sanction beyond 1) will be reported to the Dean of Faculty for notation
in the student’s file. The record of past plagiarism for a given student may affect
the disposition of any new case. No notation will appear on the student’s 
permanent transcript, nor will any notation be sent off campus with the student’s
records.

Eligibility for Athletics
To represent North Central in intercollegiate athletics, a student must comply
with regulations of the College Conference of Illinois and Wisconsin (CCIW)
and the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA). For questions 
regarding athletic eligibility, contact the faculty athletics representative or the
registrar.

General Petitions
Students wishing exemptions from all-College or specific degree requirements
must file a General Petition with the registrar, explaining the reason for the
request. All persons related to the petition (e.g., the instructor, a physician, and the
faculty advisor) should sign the petition and attach all supporting documentation.

GRADUATION
Multiple Degrees
A student wishing to earn both a B.A. and a B.S. degree, whether from North
Central College or in conjunction with a degree previously earned at another
college or university, must earn at least 30 additional credit hours — beyond the
requirements for the first degree — at North Central. Students may not earn two
identical degrees from the College.

Completing An Additional Major or Minor After Graduation
A student who has received a B.A. or a B.S. degree from North Central may
complete the requirements for an additional major or minor after graduation,
subject to the following restrictions.

The student must supply official transcripts documenting all undergraduate
or graduate course work from colleges and universities attended after earning
the NCC bachelor’s degree. North Central accepts in transfer only that 
undergraduate course work that applies to the additional major. CLEP, 
experiential, and advanced placement credit are not accepted after the North
Central degree has been earned. At least nine credit hours in the additional
major and/or six credit hours in an additional minor must be earned at North
Central College. All coursework must be completed within two years of the date
the original degree was earned.

Major/Minor
Each major and/or minor must be declared by filing a Major/Minor Declaration
Form in the Office of the Registrar. Transfer students must take at least nine
credit hours in the major and six credit hours in the minor at North Central. A
2.000 grade-point average is required for all courses which may count toward
the major or minor. Students must declare their major by the Spring term of the
sophomore year. Transfer students should declare their major during their first
term of enrollment at the college.
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Maximum Credits
The maximum number of credit hours which may be taken in one department is
51 (one credit hour is equivalent to one semester hour or one and one-half 
quarter hours). Students who wish to exceed the maximum may do so by 
earning extra credit hours beyond the 120 required for the degree. Some 
programs may also require more than 51 credit hours—for example, the Athletic
Training program requires 51.5 hours of HPE credit, so a minimum of 120.5
credit hours is needed to graduate.

Unless an exclusion is given elsewhere in this catalog, the 51 credit hour
maximum applies even to courses which are not accepted for the major in that
department (e.g., CHM 100).

Any course which can count toward a major or minor does count. At least
nine hours of coursework in each major and at least six hours of coursework in
each minor must be unique. If fewer hours of coursework are unique, the 
student must complete an equivalent number of additional elective hours in the
major or minor. A single course may be used to satisfy requirements in the case
of double majors, majors and minors, and interdisciplinary or intradisciplinary
majors and minors with overlapping course requirements. Note: required 
support courses are not considered part of the major or minor.

A maximum of 12 credit hours earned through independent studies and
internships, including Richter study, may be applied toward the 120 credit 
hours required for graduation. Formal courses attended at another 
institution are not included in this restriction. The maximum number of credit
hours which may be earned through CLEP or experiential credit is 28, but such
credit may not be applied towards the residency requirement unless the student
will complete at least 36 classroom credit hours at the College.

Degrees and Commencement
All work for the degree must be completed and all documentation received in
the Office of the Registrar on or before the last day of the examination period
for that term. Students completing all requirements for the degree in any term
receive the degree on completion of that term and are recorded as members of
the graduating class for that academic year.

Students who are graduating in June are expected to attend commencement.
Students completing requirements for the degree at other times during the 
academic year may elect to participate in commencement the following spring.

In addition, students may be granted permission to participate in the 
commencement ceremony before completing all requirements if:

1. they have a graduation application approved by the registrar on file,
2. their current cumulative grade-point average is 2.000 or higher (3.000 for

graduate students) and 2.000 or higher in their major, and
3. they are registered for and will complete graduation requirements by the

end of Summer Term, or they are within one course of graduation at the
end of Spring Term but cannot complete that course until Fall Term
because the course is not offered in summer.

Students who qualify and wish to take advantage of this option must file both
the Commencement Participation Form and the Graduation Application form in
the Office of the Registrar on or before the third Monday of Winter Term 
indicating their intent to participate in the commencement ceremony. If either of
these forms is submitted after the third Monday of Winter Term, the late fee
structure detailed on page 27 is in effect.
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Graduation Honors
The B.A. and B.S. degrees are awarded summa cum laude (with highest honor)
to any student whose final cumulative grade-point average is 3.900 or higher.
The degree is awarded magna cum laude (with much honor) to any student
whose final cumulative grade-point average is 3.750 or higher, and the degree
is awarded cum laude (with honor) to students whose final cumulative grade-
point average is 3.500 or higher. The final cumulative grade-point average used
to compute eligibility for graduation with honors includes all coursework taken
at North Central and all coursework accepted in transfer from other institutions.
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THE ACADEMIC PROGRAM
Academic Objectives
Course work at North Central College is divided into three components: 
general education, exploration, and the major. Each occupies about one-third of
the student’s college experience.

• General Education — The core complements the majors by introducing
students to the liberal arts, giving particular attention to writing, 
communication, and critical thinking. All-college requirements enhance
the integrative and interdisciplinary aspects of the core by making 
connections across areas of study and by addressing problem-solving from
a variety of perspectives. Students complete 42.5 to 48.5 credit hours 
within general education.

• Major — Each North Central graduate must complete a major. The major
provides depth and focus in a subject which may relate to the student’s
career choice. Requirements for majors are listed under department, 
division or interdisciplinary program headings; most require 30 to 51 
credit hours. Some students are able to complete two majors. A few 
develop individualized majors.

• Minor — A student may decide to complete a minor as an optional part of
their curriculum (some students may be required to complete a minor as
oart of their major course of study). Requirements are listed under the var-
ious department and interdisciplinary program headings.

• Exploration — Although credit hours completed to fulfill general 
education and the major account for between two-thirds and three-quarters
of the student’s academic program, for most students some 35 credit hours
may be selected virtually without restriction except where prerequisites are
required. Exploration studies may come early or late in a student’s 
education. Those which come early may help the student choose a major.
Those which come later, such as international study, Washington Term,
internships, or independent studies, may help the student make useful 
connections between a chosen major and other interests. Many students
use the exploration component to develop a second major or a minor.

The General Education Curriculum
General education at North Central College offers an interdisciplinary and 
integrative approach to education over the course of a student’s academic career.
Core courses from across the curriculum introduce students to the liberal arts
and sciences, giving particular attention to writing, oral communication, and
critical thinking. Interdisciplinary components of the core make connections
among areas of study to enrich insight and to reveal alternative ways of seeing.

Emphasizing interdisciplinary themes, collaborative learning, and problem-
solving from multiple perspectives, all-college requirements build upon the
core. Pursued concurrently with studies in the majors, they prepare students for
entering a world in which communication across specializations and the ability
to place subjects in multiple contexts play as significant a role as professional
expertise. All-college requirements emphasize three themes and contexts that
prepare students for a lifetime of learning: religion and ethics; intercultural and
global studies; and leadership, ethics, and values.
The Core
The core courses provide a foundation of skills and approaches to learning that
are integral to a liberal arts education and to a lifetime of learning. Students are
introduced to:
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Composition: the study and practice of writing with an emphasis on 
planning, drafting, analysis, argument, and research methods

Speech Communication: study which promotes an understanding of the
nature of the speech communication process through emphasis on and practice
in public, interpersonal, and/or small group communication

Mathematics: study and practice which cultivate the ability to engage in
mathematical reasoning and problem-solving

Life and Physical Sciences: investigation of the process and/or products of
the scientific method in the life and physical sciences

Humanities and Fine Arts: study of intellectual and cultural expression as
approached through historical, cultural, and aesthetic contexts

Social Sciences: study in the social and behavioral sciences leading to an
appreciation of human continuity and change

Integrative and Interdisciplinary Study: Inquiry and practice which cultivate
the ability to analyze, integrate, and apply different disciplinary perspectives to
an area of study.
Integrative Components of the Core
Interdisciplinary First-Year Seminar — IDS 125 (or ENG 125) is the gateway
seminar for an integrative academic program that promotes reading, writing,
critical thinking, and integrative inquiry across the curriculum. Taught by an 
interdisciplinary faculty team, the seminars emphasize the study of topics that
benefit from multi-disciplinary perspectives. Topics vary from section to 
section, reflecting themes from across academic programs.
All-College Requirements
The College’s commitment to interdisciplinary and integrative themes continues
into the junior and senior years at North Central, when students’ development in
the major course of study allows for more advanced consideration of topics that
benefit from increased attention to context and interdisciplinary 
approaches to inquiry. All graduating students complete the following 
requirements:

Religion and Ethics: Students are asked to examine ethical and religious
ideas, traditions, and issues through one of a variety of courses that meet the
requirement, including designated courses in the departments of Philosophy,
Religion, and History of Ideas. Courses in the core, ACR seminars, or electives
may be used to fulfill this requirement.

Intercultural Seminar*: Incorporating an interdisciplinary approach, varying
topics are addressed from global, international, or multi-cultural perspectives.
These seminars invite students to explore problems that benefit from a 
multi-national solution, to examine the world-view of a culture outside the
United States, or to examine the multicultural heritage and contemporary 
multicultural experience of North America. The intercultural requirement may
also be fulfilled through participation in an approved study abroad program.

Leadership, Ethics, and Values Seminar*: Offered within majors as well as
in divisional or interdisciplinary courses, the LEV seminars examine varying 
topics with an emphasis on how leadership, ethics, and values interact. The 
seminars offer students a context for analyzing one or more social, political, or
cultural problems and for considering the nature of leadership, ethics, and 
values themes in relation to their majors or other areas of special interest. These
LEV seminars offer an integrative capstone experience that links general 
education perspectives and skills to advanced studies.

*The courses used to fulfill the two ACR seminars must be drawn from two
different disciplines and must be taken at North Central.
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History of Ideas
The History of Ideas option provides motivated students with an opportunity to
meet many of their general education requirements in an alternate manner. The
program gives students the opportunity to read and discuss primary texts in a 
seminar format. An interdisciplinary approach is emphasized, drawing upon the
fine arts, history, literature, philosophy, political science, religion, and the social
sciences. The five-course sequence, HOI 102-203, is divided as follows: Greek
and Hebrew Thought, Roman and Christian Thought, Medieval Thought, Early
Modern Thought, and 19th and 20th Century Thought. Each course is designed
as an honors class, open to College Scholars and to other students who seek a
stimulating interdisciplinary experience. For students interested in pursuing
advanced work in the History of Ideas, the sequence also provides a foundation
for the History of Ideas minor.

College Scholars
North Central College’s honors program, the College Scholars Program, was 
created in order to 1) attract students capable of superior work and to provide them
with increased opportunity to have a challenging and broadening intellectual
experience, 2) develop a coherent set of academic experiences emphasizing 
interdisciplinary study and individualized research, and 3) establish a schedule of
academic and social activities that encourages honors students to have contact
with professors, as well as with honor students from North Central and other 
institutions (through state, regional, and national honors conferences), for 
intellectual stimulation and support.

Based upon high school records, academic interests, and standardized test
scores, some students are invited to begin the College Scholars Program in the
fall term of their first year. For others, including transfer students, admission can
be granted by the College Scholars Committee at any time during the 
academic year, but requires an application and a reference from a professor.
Once admitted to the program, students are able to choose their own level of
involvement, but are expected to complete at least three hours of honors credit
within each academic year and maintain a cumulative grade-point average of at
least 3.00 at the conclusion of each academic year.

The title of College Scholar is bestowed upon graduating students who have
completed the specified program requirements. At least 30 hours of honors 
credit are required, including: a three hour Senior Honors Thesis, at least one
three hour Honors Seminar at the 300- or 400-level, and an additional 24 hours
of honors credit of the student’s choice. The honors thesis is an independent
study project prepared under the direction of a thesis supervisor. Each honors 
seminar is designed as a challenging and broadening intellectual experience
which has an interdisciplinary theme, attracts students from a wide variety of
academic disciplines, and typically requires both independent and collaborative
research activity. Finally, the additional honors credit may include honors 
seminars, honors credit for course enrichment, regularly scheduled departmental/
divisional honors courses, History of Ideas courses (which are often the manner
in which new students begin the program), and some credits earned while 
studying abroad. Most, if not all, of the additional honors credit counts toward
general education requirements or the student’s major.

Program participants are recognized for their achievement in several ways. All
honors work completed with a grade of B- or higher is designated as “honors” on
the transcript. In addition, each graduating member of the College Scholars
Program who completes the entire program of 30 credit hours of honors work as
described above is recognized at commencement as a College Scholar. This 
designation appears in the commencement program as well as on all official 
transcripts distributed by the Office of the Registrar.
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Any student interested in this program should consult with his/her academic
advisor and with the Office of Academic Opportunities.

Interdisciplinary Studies
North Central has long maintained a commitment to interdisciplinary study.
Interdisciplinary courses, drawn from two or more academic departments,
express the College’s conviction that knowledge flows across disciplinary
boundaries. These courses promote the mutual enrichment of fields of inquiry
and encourage an integrative and holistic approach to research and problem
solving. Courses with an interdisciplinary focus can be found co-listed under
two departments, listed under a divisional designation, or, when they involve
courses from more than one division, listed under Interdisciplinary Studies
(IDS). North Central’s general education curriculum features team-taught
courses, interdisciplinary seminars, and linked course formats that promote
interdisciplinary and integrative inquiry. Interdisciplinary majors or minors are
offered as fully developed multi-disciplinary programs in such areas as East
Asian Studies; Environmental Studies; Gender and Women’s Studies; Global
Studies; History of Ideas; Interactive Media; International Business;
Leadership, Ethics, and Values; and Urban and Suburban Studies. Students may
also choose to develop an individualized major or minor with an integrative
emphasis in consultation with the Director of Integrative Programs and the
Academic Standing Committee.

LEV - The Leadership, Ethics, and Values Program
Leadership, ethics, and values are hallmarks of a North Central College 
education. Recognizing the need for responsible, values-sensitive leaders in
business, government, the professions, and service organizations, North Central
has developed a distinctive, comprehensive program of courses and 
co-curricular activities designed to help students develop their own leadership
capabilities. It is the College’s conviction that students who develop skills in
leadership enhance their prospects for meaningful work, rewarding careers, and
the personal satisfaction that comes from taking the initiative and engaging 
others in the pursuit of worthy goals.

The Leadership, Ethics, and Values Program involves all North Central 
students. All students complete an advanced level seminar that focuses on LEV
themes. LEV courses at the introductory and advanced levels offer 
opportunities to study the emergence and exercise of effective, moral leadership
under various complex conditions which characterize our society and our world
(see Courses of Instruction for descriptions). The LEV program also offers 
students four minors concerned with leadership, social change, and conflict 
resolution. Non-credit workshops conducted by the Office of Student Affairs
help students develop leadership skills which can be practiced in campus and
community activities. The program also sponsors — frequently in association
with other campus groups — a range of conferences, speakers, and seminars
which bring to the campus academic experts on values and applied ethics, as
well as recognized leaders in the professions, business, and government.

The Leadership, Ethics, and Values Program is successful if it touches each
student in some way that advances our institutional mission of creating 
“productive, principled, and involved citizens and leaders over a lifetime.” The
College has created a rich variety of LEV options for students including 
academic coursework, Leadership and Ethics Concentrations, academic degree
options and co-curricular activities with depth and meaning. Please see the
Leadership, Ethics, and Values Program section of the catalog for further details
on academic opportunities.
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Individualized Instruction and Off-Campus Study
Directed Study is the study of a course listed in the catalog on a tutorial basis.
With the approval of the department chair, a directed study is arranged by 
mutual consent of the student and the instructor.
Independent Study is the study, on a tutorial basis, of a topic not covered in
course offerings listed in the catalog. With the approval of the department chair,
the student and the faculty member agree upon the subject, but the 
responsibility for developing and completing the independent study lies 
primarily with the student.

Independent study opportunities are listed as course numbers 299, 399 and
499. They are normally available to third- and fourth-year students who have
earned a B average or better in studies closely related to the area of proposed
study.

The first draft of the completed independent study form must be submitted to
the supervising faculty member no later than the seventh week of the term prior
to the term in which the independent study is to be completed. Application
forms are available in the Office of the Registrar.
Richter Independent Study Fellowships provide North Central students an
opportunity which is truly distinctive among undergraduate institutions. Grants
up to $5,000 are awarded for independent study projects of unusual merit and
scope. These projects normally require fieldwork, first-hand observation, 
interviews, or access to primary information sources. Recent projects have
involved travel abroad to Europe, Africa, Asia, and Latin America. In addition,
small grants are available for faculty-led group projects and travel grants are
available for participation in academic conferences. Applicants must be enrolled
in an undergraduate degree program and must be in good academic standing.
Selection is competitive and is made by the Richter Independent Study
Committee on the basis of an evaluation of proposals submitted by interested
students. Detailed information as to the proposal process and the selection 
criteria is available in the Office of Academic Opportunities.
Internships give students an opportunity to apply their general liberal arts 
background to the professional work environment. The corporate and scientific
communities in the area near North Central provide excellent opportunities for
students to enrich their classroom experiences in this manner. Students may 
participate in an internship experience either for academic credit or on a non-
credit basis. 

Through credited department-based internships — courses numbered 297, 397,
and 497 — the student, in conjunction with a faculty supervisor and an on-site
supervisor, designs a course of study that explores a particular subject in the 
context of the work environment. Each credit hour of internship requires a 
minimum of 50 hours on-site field experience and 10 hours of academic research
and writing. Concurrent registration in a non-credit section, graded pass/no pass,
is used to denote that all hours of the field experience are complete. Students must
complete and submit the Internship Agreement Form prior to beginning the on-
site experience. The internship must be completed by the end of the term in which
the student receives academic credit. If the required hours are not verified by the
on-site supervisor, the non-credit section receives a no pass grade, and a failing
grade is assigned to the credited section. Similarly, if the student receives a 
failing grade in the credited section, a grade of NP is assigned to the non-credit
section.

Non-credited internships are also available through Career Development. A
minimum of 150 hours of on-site field experience is required for 
notation of the non-credited internship on the academic transcript.
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SIROL (Student-in-Residence-on-Leave) status allows a student to attend a 
special program at another accredited institution in the United States while
remaining officially enrolled at North Central. The student may participate in a
Study Abroad program sponsored by another American college or university
(arrangements are made through the study abroad advisor) or attend such 
programs as the Washington Term at American University in Washington, D.C.,
and the United Nations Term at Drew University in New York (arrangements
are made through the chair of the department of political science and the study
abroad advisor). SIROL status is normally granted for a maximum of one 
academic year.
Study Abroad is encouraged by North Central to enrich the academic and 
personal experiences of students. The College currently sponsors the following
study abroad opportunities: student exchanges in Nagoya, Chiba, Kyoto, Iwate,
and Tokyo, Japan; Seoul, South Korea; Taichung, Taiwan; Belfast, Northern
Ireland; Angers, France; Istanbul, Turkey; Seville, Spain; Canterbury, England;
and Nairobi, Kenya; term study abroad/ internship programs in Alajuela, Costa
Rica; London, England; Beijing, China; and Kyoto, Japan; and direct enrollment
programs in Australia, England, Germany, Ghana, Ireland, People’s Republic of
China, and Scotland. In addition, programs are available thgouth ANAC
(Association of New American Colleges), Global Student Teaching, and SIROL. 

Study abroad must be planned and arranged in consultation with the study
abroad advisor by the end of the winter term of the year preceding the 
academic year in which the student plans to study abroad. Such study, 
undertaken without prior approval of the study abroad advisor, may not be
accepted for credit at North Central.
Consortium Exchange coursework is available to North Central students
through the College’s membership in the Council of West Suburban Colleges
(CWSC). North Central degree candidates may cross-register for courses at
Aurora University or Benedictine University as part of their regular course load
without additional tuition. Information is available in the Office of 
the Registrar.
A Botany Program in which North Central students may enroll in a variety of
courses for credit is available at the Morton Arboretum in nearby Lisle, Illinois.
A number of the courses in the program are repeated in a two-year cycle.
Information is available from the department of biology.
A Marine Science option is available to North Central students through the
College’s affiliation with the Gulf Coast Research Laboratory in Ocean Springs,
Mississippi. Students may arrange to study for credit at the laboratory which
offers courses, research facilities, and field trips primarily in the summer. Room
and board are available there. Information is available upon request from the
department of biology, and registration can be arranged through the Office of
the Registrar.

Pre-Professional Programs
Health Sciences — The North Central College Pre-Health Sciences Programs
are based on two principles that help students intelligently plan a program of
study, prepare adequately for admission to a professional school, and satisfy
graduation requirements. Those principles are 1) that a good, broad preparation
in the biological and physical sciences is the indispensable foundation for all
work in the health sciences and 2) that health professionals treat human beings.
Therefore, work in the humanities, both theoretical and applied, should be an
integral part of an undergraduate training.
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Most medical schools and other health science programs require a B.A. or
B.S. degree and certain additional requirements for admission. The majority 
of students who apply for admission to these programs have degrees in the 
natural sciences. However, the decision to prepare for a career in any area of the
health sciences does not mean that a student must major in biology, chemistry,
biochemistry, or physics to qualify for admission to a professional school.
Students are encouraged to explore the curriculum at North Central as well as
their own interests and then to base the choice of a major on particular interests
and experiences.

A wide range of support services is available to students preparing for a
career in the health sciences. The Pre-Health Organization (PHO) is a support
group created to instill the cooperation, sense of community, and interchange
necessary in the health sciences. Two faculty members are designated as pre-
health science advisors.
Affiliate Program in Clinical Laboratory Sciences  is available to North
Central students in cooperation with Rush University. In order to be 
recommended for admission to the B.S. degree program at Rush University, a
student must meet North Central’s admission standards and maintain a 
minimum grade-point average of 2.50 overall and 2.50 in the natural sciences. 

The pre-clinical laboratory science program provides a student with two
ways to gain entry into the baccalaureate program in clinical laboratory science
at Rush University:

1. The student may spend three years at North Central, completing all 
general education requirements and at least 30 credit hours in the major,
plus specific courses required for admission to Rush. The student may then
spend two years at Rush University. After one year at Rush, the student
may apply for a B.A. degree from North Central College with a major in a
particular academic area. After the student successfully completes two
years, Rush would also grant the B.S. degree with a major in clinical 
laboratory science.

2. The student may spend two years at North Central and take the courses
required for admission to the Rush University, and then spend two years at
Rush University. Rush University accepts the student on the basis of 
recommendations from the North Central faculty, and Rush grants the B.S.
degree with a major in clinical laboratory science after successful 
completion of the four-year program.

Engineering — North Central’s dual-degree engineering program allows a 
student to earn both a bachelor of arts degree from North Central after four years
of study and a bachelor of science degree from an engineering school after five
years of study. The typical program involves three years of pre-engineering
study at North Central, followed by two years of intensive course work in 
engineering at a school of engineering. During the first three years the student
takes courses in chemistry, computer science, mathematics and physics — the
foundation of engineering  —  as well as all the liberal arts courses needed for
the B.A. degree. Upon successful completion of North Central’s pre-
engineering program, the student is recommended for admission to a 
cooperating school of engineering where two more years of study can lead to
the B.S. degree in engineering. Formal agreements exist between North Central
and the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign and the University of
Minnesota. However, a student may complete the final two years of the program
at any accredited school of engineering, subject to the approval of the chair of
the department of physics. Students should note that completion of North
Central’s requirements does not automatically result in admission to a school of
engineering. Interested students should contact a member of the faculty in the
department of physics for more information.
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Pre-Law — The pre-law program at North Central College prepares students
for admission to and success in law school. In coordination with the NCC 
chapter of Phi Alpha Delta, the international law honor society, an atmosphere
of intellectual exchange and challenge is provided through courses, programs
and individual consultation among students and pre-law faculty advisors.

Following the recommentations of the American Bar Association’s statement
on pre-law education (http://www.abanet.org/legaled/prelaw/prep.html), 
students are encouraged to take the most demanding courses they can find to 
prepare for their careers. Specifically, preparation for law school involves 
striving for excellence in the following skills and areas of knowledge: problem 
solving, critical reading, writing, oral communication and listening, research,
task organization and management, and a value for helping others and striving
for justice.

There is no curricular track for pre-law at NCC: students matriculate into
reading- and writing-intensive majors. While students of nearly any major can
be admitted to and are successful in law school, the humanities, natural 
sciences, and social sciences are recommended areas of study. Many pre-law
students participate in NCC’s excellent co-curricular programs, acquiring 
leadership experience crucial in a legal career. Some of the many relevant
opportunities available are: The Mock Trial and Model UN teams, the Dispute
Resolution program, internships, and opportunities for service and travel in the
U.S. and abroad.

Interested students should contact the current student president of
NCC’schapter of Phi Alpha Delta, the NCC Pre-law club, or one of NCC’s pre-
law advisors.
Reserve Officers Training Corps (ROTC)
North Central students are eligible to participate in two- and four-year ROTC
programs leading to a commission in the U.S. Army or the U.S. Air Force. The
four-year programs are open to entering freshmen, while the two-year programs
are intended for junior-level transfer students or students with prior military 
service. ROTC classes are taught at Wheaton College (Army) and the Illinois
Institute of Technology (Air Force). Students should contact the ROTC office at
the appropriate institution to register for ROTC classes and to inquire about
financial aid.

A maximum of ten North Central College credit hours (ten semester hours)
of military science course work is accepted in transfer toward a North Central
College degree. Prior to registering for ROTC course work, students should
consult with the Office of the Registrar at North Central to verify which course
work will be accepted in transfer. The student must also request that a transcript
be sent to the North Central College Registrar after each term in which military
science course work is completed.

Academic Support Services
Advising, Faculty Advisors, and the Advising Center — Academic advising
by qualified faculty members and close rapport between the student and the 
faculty advisor are part of North Central’s supportive atmosphere. Upon entering
the College, each student is assigned a faculty advisor, although the student may
later make a personal choice of a faculty advisor. With help from the advisor, each
student plans an individualized academic and co-curricular program, normally a
year at a time. Later adjustments to the program are made as needed or desired.
However, students are expected to assume the responsibility for planning their
academic programs in accordance with College regulations, policies, and 
requirements.
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For some adult students, advisor availability outside of normal office hours
is more important than having an individual faculty advisor. The Advising
Center, staffed by North Central faculty and staff members, is designed to serve
the advising needs of these students. Students may call to set up appointments
during the day or evening. The Center is located on the second floor of the
Larrance Academic Center.
Academic Support Center — The ASC offers two free peer tutoring programs
to students who need additional academic assistance. Students Promoting
Success is a weekly drop-in session for students in select 100- and 200- level
courses. SPS tutors are trained to aid with questions, review concepts, and assist
students in studying for upcoming tests. Individualized tutoring is available
for courses that are not part of the SPS program; students needing assistance
contact tutors directly to arrange appointment times. Help with study skills, test
taking or other academic skills is available on a referral basis. The Center is
located on the lobby level of the Larrance Academic Center.
Disability Support Services — A wide range of support services is 
tailored to meet individual student needs. The following services are offered to  
students with documented learning disorders, attention deficit disorder, and
chronic medical or psychological conditions: individualized support and 
consultation, academic advising, college counseling staff support and 
consultation, exam accommodations, tutorial support, library research 
assistance, student self-advocacy training, and study skills/strategies classes, as
well as study skill tutoring, liaison and coordination with faculty and other 
college/community services, referral to private diagnostic evaluation services,
referral to DORS, and information on disability related events.
Writing Center — The Writing Center offers support for writing, reading, and
critical thinking across all courses. It works with students on any aspect of 
writing, from interpreting assignments and jotting down ideas, to initial drafting
and revising. Writing Center associates (successful student-writers sharing their
expertise) work with a wide range of students from across the College who are
looking for a careful reader for their writing. The Writing Center is located on
the second floor of the Larrance Academic Center.

Office of Graduate and Continuing Education
Continuing Education — North Central College offers the opportunity for
adult learners to complete their undergraduate educational goals through 
courses offered in the evenings or during the day.  Adults may earn their first
degree, add a second degree, complete elementary or secondary teacher 
certification requirements, or enjoy a class as a student at-large. Students may
complete all requirements for a B.A. or B.S. degree in ten majors through
evening classes. This format, designed to maximize learning and facilitate 
efficient use of students' time, is taught by distinguished faculty members and
is available each term.  Additional majors are available for adult learners, but
may require daytime classes to be included in the scheduling process.

For continuing education students planning to attend classes primarily in the
evening, degree programs are offered in accounting, business management, 
computer science, entrepreneurship and small business management, finance,
human resource management, management information systems, marketing, 
organizational communication, and psychology. In addition to minors in the areas
mentioned above, minors in English (writing track), history, and leadership are also
offered in the evening.

The evening course format is designed primarily for continuing education
students whose career and personal responsibilities make it difficult for them to
pursue a North Central degree during the day. Evening classes meet either two
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nights per week or in a “jumbo” format one night per week. A special emphasis
on assignments completed outside of class supplements class time and ensures
that students taking courses in the jumbo format receive the same high quality
education as students taking courses in other formats. Students taking evening
classes are also eligible to enroll during the day as their schedule permits.

North Central College is committed to meeting the needs of all students in
both traditional and non-traditional formats. This commitment ensures that all
continuing education students receive individualized academic advising and
access to other college services and facilities.
Graduate Programs — North Central College offers six graduate programs
which complement and enhance the College’s distinctive educational mission and
liberal arts heritage by providing opportunities for advanced scholarly work and
professional development:

• Master of Arts Degree in Education
• Curriculum and Instruction Track
• Educational Leadership and Administration Track

• Master of Arts Degree in Liberal Studies
• Master of Business Administration Degree

• Flexible M.B.A
• One-Year Professional Management M.B.A

• Master of Leadership Studies Degree
• Master of Science Degree in Computer Science
• Master of Science Degree in Management Information Systems
North Central also offers graduate certificates for individuals who have

earned an undergraduate degree or a graduate degree, and now seek short, more
focused programs of study. Certificates are offered in:

• Business Foundations • Change Management
• Database and Data Mining • Dispute Resolution
• Finance • Gender Studies
• History and Nature of Science • Human Resource Management
• Investments & Financial Planning • Leadership
• Management • Marketing
• Multicultural Studies • Organizational Ethics
• Teacher Leadership • Technology in Education
Administered by the Office of Graduate and Continuing Education and 

faculty program coordinators, the graduate degrees and certificates are designed
specifically for working adult students. Classes are offered in the evening and
on weekends, enabling students to balance work and family responsibilities
with their graduate education. Most importantly, these programs are 
characterized by the same attributes which distinguish North Central’s 
undergraduate programs, especially:

• Faculty recognized for their expertise in and commitment to teaching, as
well as their ability to bridge academic theory with current and future 
professional practices

• Cross-curricular focus on the interrelatedness of knowledge among academic
disciplines and professions

• Emphasis on high-level critical thinking, problem-solving, and 
communication skills

• Small classes providing optimal student-faculty interaction and creating 
a learning environment which fosters both collaborative learning and 
individual inquiry

• Personalized academic and career advising by program faculty, counselors
and administrative staff

• A “rolling” admissions process allowing for multiple program entry points
throughout the academic year
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Integrated Five-Year Bachelor’s/Master’s Programs - The College offers
three five-year programs leading to both a bachelor’s and a master’s degree:
B.A. or B.S. in Accounting: CPA Track/M.B.A.; B.A. or B.S. and M.S. in
Computer Science; and B.A. or B.S. in any discipline and M.A. in Liberal
Studies. Refer to page 244 or contact the Office of Graduate and Continuing
Education for additional details.

Learning Outcomes Assessment
In order to provide for continual improvement in the quality of a North Central
education, the College has developed an Outcomes Assessment Program, not
just to find out how much and how well students learn, but also how and where
they learn. What is discovered through the assessment program is used to make
decisions about everything the College does, from curriculum planning to 
student activities to support services.

While not all students participate in every aspect of the assessment program,
each student at North Central is expected to participate as needed in this 
important effort. Student contributions provide a clearer picture of what it
means to be a North Central graduate. Consequently, the College can 
communicate to employers and others the qualities which they can expect in a
North Central graduate.
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COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
Curriculum
The courses listed herein have been approved by the faculty as authorized by the
Board of Trustees. Courses are subject to change through normal academic
channels, and information about new courses approved after publication of this
catalog can be obtained in the Office of the Registrar or from appropriate
departments. Typically, 13.5 hours per week of combined class and study time
are expected for each three credit hour course.

The frequency of offering each course is determined by the department or
division as demand indicates. Course numbering is intended to reflect the level
of preparation which a student should have to enroll in a specific course, but
courses are not numbered according to difficulty within a hundred series.
Courses numbered below 100 affect the cumulative grade point average, but are
not applied to the 120 credit hours required for graduation at North Central
College.

Course Descriptions
For ease of reference, course descriptions on the following pages are listed
alphabetically.

The expected offering of each course, prerequisites (if any), and the General
Education Requirement(s) which each course fulfills (if any) are noted following
each course description. Academic credit for each course is noted after the course
title.

If a course qualifies as an Illinois Articulation Initiative (IAI) General Education
course, then an IAI code appears to the right of the course title. The letter codes are
C (Communications), F (Fine Arts), H (Humanities), L (Life Sciences), 
M (Mathematics), P (Physical Sciences), and S (Social Behavioral Sciences). Note
that some courses meeting NCC general education requirements are not approved
by the IAI. Students intending to transfer to another school participating in the IAI
are strongly encouraged to take only courses approved by the IAI for general 
education core requirements.

Key — Sample Entry (from Religious Studies)

100 Introduction to World Religions (3.00) IAI:  H5 900
An introduction to the major religions of the world. The primary methodology
is phenomenological. Special emphasis is given to the beliefs, rituals, sacred
texts and ethical dimension of each religion. Core: Humanities. ACR: Religion
and Ethics.

(3.00) indicates the amount of credit: three credit hours. Core: Humanities 
indicates that the course counts towards the Humanities requirement. ACR:
Religion and Ethics indicates that the course fulfills the Religion and Ethics 
all-college requirement.
A * following a faculty member’s name means that person is employed half-
time or more, but less than full-time.
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Accounting (ACC)
Professor: Gerald Hamsmith
Associate Professor: Gerald Thalmann
Assistant Professors: David Gray, Sarah McKinney
Instructor: Jennifer Ryan

Mission Statement
The Accounting department is dedicated to providing students with the 
conceptual knowledge, the skill set, and the appropriate attitude to be 
successful entrants into the business and professional accounting world. We
encourage students to become critical thinkers, develop habits of life-long 
learning, and take leadership roles.
Degrees offered: A Bachelor of Arts or a Bachelor of Science in Accounting
may be completed in one of three tracks — a Certified Public Accountant
(C.P.A.) track, a Certified Management Accountant (C.M.A.) track, or a 
corporate track. Accounting courses in all tracks emphasize communication
skills as well as critical thinking and problem-solving skills. Computer work,
cases, and group work are also incorporated in most accounting courses. In
addition, students are encouraged to pursue part-time employment at local firms
and to interact with practitioners who are invited to campus. Graduates of the
accounting program usually seek full-time positions in public accounting, in
private industry, or in not-for-profit organizations. Graduates also have the
option of attending graduate school to obtain a Master’s degree in Accounting,
Business Administration, Taxation, Information Systems, or other area of 
specialization. The Accounting 5-Year Integrated CPA Track at NCC allows
North Central College students to obtain a B.A. or B.S. degree in accounting as
well as the MBA degree within a five-year period.

Accounting Major
C.P.A. Track
A bachelor’s degree in the C.P.A. track requires 51 credit hours in accounting,
business, economics, and finance. Other courses in information systems, 
economics, and mathematics are required to complete prerequisite course work.
Transfer students must take at least 12 credit hours in the Accounting
Department at North Central College before they graduate. A bachelor’s degree
and a minimum of 150 credit hours must be completed to be eligible to take the
C.P.A. exam. 
B.A. Requirements:

ACC 201 Accounting Principles I/Financial
ACC 202 Accounting Principles II/Managerial
ACC 307 Cost Accounting
ACC 310 Accounting Information Systems
ACC 317 Intermediate Accounting I
ACC 318 Intermediate Accounting II
ACC 319 Intermediate Accounting III
ACC 430 Taxes I
ACC 431 Taxes II
ACC 440 Advanced Accounting
ACC 470 Auditing and Attestation
ACC 490 Seminar: Financial Accounting
BUS 105 Introduction to Business Law
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BUS 262 Management of Organizations
BUS 268 Marketing
ECN 252 Macroeconomic Principles
FIN 350 Corporate Finance

Prerequisite Courses (or their equivalents) must also be completed for the
C.P.A. track:

IFS 104 Problem Solving Using Spreadsheets
IFS 106 Information Management Using Databases 
ECN 250 Microeconomic Principles
MTH 121 College Algebra (or higher level course)
BUS 241 Business and Economics Statistics

B.S. Requirements:
A Bachelor of Science in the C.P.A. track requires the completion of the 
following courses beyond the requirements for the B.A. degree:

CSC 160 Computer Science I
MTH 152 Calculus II
One mathematics elective beyond MTH 152 or one computer science
course beyond CSC 160

C.M.A. Track
A bachelor’s degree in the C.M.A. track requires 51 credit hours in accounting,
business, economics, and finance. Prerequisites in information systems, 
economics, and mathematics must also be met. Graduates of the C.M.A. track
are eligible to sit for the Certified Management Accountant exam administered
by the Institute of Management Accountants.
B.A. Requirements:

ACC 201 Accounting Principles I/Financial
ACC 202 Accounting Principles II/Managerial
ACC 307 Cost Accounting
ACC 310 Accounting Information Systems
ACC 317 Intermediate Accounting I
ACC 318 Intermediate Accounting II
ACC 319 Intermediate Accounting III
ACC 430 Taxes I
ACC 440 Advanced Accounting 
ACC 470 Auditing and Attestation
ACC 480 Seminar: Managerial Accounting
BUS 105 Introduction to Business Law
BUS 262 Management of Organizations
BUS 268 Marketing
BUS 446 Operations Research
ECN 252 Macroeconomic Principles
FIN 350 Corporate Finance

Prerequisite Courses (or their equivalents) must also be completed for the
C.M.A. track:

IFS 104 Problem Solving Using Spreadsheets 
IFS 106 Information Management Using Databases 
MTH 130 Survey of Calculus (or higher level course)
BUS 241 Business and Economics Statistics
ECN 250 Microeconomic Principles

B.S. Requirements:
Beyond the above requirements for the B.A. degree, a B.S. in the C.M.A. track
requires the completion of the same courses as listed above for the B.S. in the
C.P.A. track.
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Corporate Track
A bachelor’s degree in the Corporate track requires 36 credit hours in 
accounting, business, and finance. Prerequisites in information systems, 
economics, and mathematics must also be met.
B.A. Requirements:

ACC 201 Accounting Principles I/Financial
ACC 202 Accounting Principles II/Managerial
ACC 307 Cost Accounting
ACC 310 Accounting Information Systems
ACC 317 Intermediate Accounting I
ACC 318 Intermediate Accounting II
ACC 319 Intermediate Accounting III
ACC 430 Taxes I
BUS 105 Introduction to Business Law
BUS 262 Management of Organizations
FIN 350 Corporate Finance
and one of the following:
ACC 431 Taxes II
ACC 440 Advanced Accounting
ACC 470 Auditing and Attestation

Prerequisite Courses (or their equivalents) must also be completed for the
Corporate track:

IFS 104 Problem Solving Using Spreadsheets 
IFS 106 Information Management Using Databases 
MTH 121 College Algebra (or higher level course)
BUS 241 Business and Economic Statistics
ECN 250 Microeconomic Principles

B.S. Requirements:
Beyond the above requirements for the B.A. degree, a B.S. in the Corporate
track requires the completion of the same courses as listed above for the B.S. in
the C.P.A. track.
C.P.A., C.M.A., and Corporate Track Recommended Electives:

ACC 431 Taxes II (required in C.P.A. track)
ENG 455 Writing in Technical & Professional Settings
PHL 210 Professional Ethics
PHL 230 Logic
PSY 270 Industrial Psychology
SPC 200 Interpersonal Communication
SPC 214 Group Process

Accounting Minor
At least 18 credit hours in accounting, including the equivalent of ACC 201,
202, and 317.

190 Topics in Accounting (1.00-3.00)
Topics vary depending on student interest and faculty expertise. Topics and 
prerequisites are normally announced in advance and placed in the printed 
schedule of classes. May be repeated with different content.

201 Accounting Principles I/Financial (3.00)
An introduction to accounting principles and procedures as they are employed
in the communication of financial information to various users, such as 
management, stockholders, and government agencies. Topics include 
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accounting for assets, liabilities, owner’s equity, and other reporting issues.
Prerequisites: MTH 121 or higher or appropriate placement.

202 Accounting Principles II/Managerial (3.00)
Analysis of accounting for managerial decision-making, planning, and control.
Topics include budgeting, variance analysis, traditional and nontraditional 
product costing methods, cost-volume profit analysis, and financial analysis.
Prerequisites: ACC 201, IFS 104.

290 Topics in Accounting (1.00-3.00)
Topics vary depending on student interest and faculty expertise. Topics and 
prerequisites are normally announced in advance and placed in the printed 
schedule of classes. May be repeated with different content.

297 Internship (0.00-9.00)

299 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)

307 Cost Accounting (3.00)
Development of accounting information for management decisions. A study of
several cost accounting systems, unit cost determination, budgeting, variance
analysis, cost allocation systems, and inventory control techniques used for 
routine and nonroutine management decisions. Prerequisites: ACC 202, IFS
104.

310 Accounting Information Systems (3.00)
An introduction to financial and managerial information systems. Topics
include developing an understanding of the roles and responsibilities within the
functions of accounting information systems, and understanding the 
relationship between events, financial reports, and resultant managerial 
decisions.  Prerequisites: ACC 317 or concurrent enrollment, IFS 104, IFS 106.

317 Intermediate Accounting I (3.00)
Study of Generally Accepted Accounting Principles, APB opinions, and FASB
statements, and their applications to financial accounting and financial 
statements. Topics covered include an in-depth study of cash, receivables, 
inventory, plant assets, and depreciation and depletion. Prerequisites: Junior
standing, ACC 202, IFS 104.

318 Intermediate Accounting II (3.00)
A continuation of Intermediate Accounting I. Topics covered provide an in-
depth study of intangible assets, investments, liabilities, stockholders’ equity,
revenue recognition, earnings per share calculations, and financial statement
analysis. Prerequisite: ACC 317.

319 Intermediate Accounting III (3.00)
A continuation of Intermediate Accounting II. Topics covered include an in-
depth study of pensions, leases, deferred taxes, disclosure requirements for
business segments, cash flows statement, error analysis, and selected APB and
FASB statements. Prerequisite: ACC 318.

397 Internship (0.00-9.00)

399 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)
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430 Taxes I (3.00)
(Same as: ACC 530.) Basic concepts of federal income tax laws and their 
application in individual taxation. Topics include gross income, excluded
income, deductions (business, non-business, and employee), tax credits, 
depreciation, capital gains and losses, installment sales, nonrefundable credits,
and bad debts and losses. Prerequisites: Junior standing, ACC 202.

431 Taxes II (3.00)
(Same as: ACC 531.) Basic concepts of federal income tax laws and their 
application primarily to business entities. Topics include corporations, corporate
distributions, partnerships, securities and retirement plans, administrative 
procedures, and S corporations. Prerequisite: ACC 430.

440 Advanced Accounting (3.00)
(Same as: ACC 540.) A study of accounting principles concentrating on the 
preparation of consolidated financial statements and related topics. Prerequisites:
ACC 319, IFS 104.

460 Accounting For Not-For-Profits (3.00)
(Same as: ACC 560.) A study of fund accounting as used by not-for-profit 
organizations such as government agencies, colleges, hospitals, and charitable
organizations. Prerequisites: ACC 318, IFS 104.

470 Auditing and Attestation (3.00)
(Same as: ACC 570.) A study of standards and procedures related to audit and
attest engagements. Topics include the decision-making process, the internal
control environment, and the communications for the engagement.
Prerequisites: ACC 310, ACC 319, BUS 241. ACR: Leadership, Ethics, and
Values.

480 Seminar: Managerial Accounting (3.00)
This course explores and analyzes advanced cost management issues faced by
modern organizations.  An emphasis is placed on emerging issues and their
impact on the decision making process of organizations within today’s business
environment. Prerequisites:  ACC 307, BUS 241.

490 Seminar: Financial Accounting  (3.00)
(Same as: ACC 590.) Topics in financial accounting with an emphasis on
emerging issues and the nature of financial accounting standard setting.
Repeatable with different topic. Prerequisite: ACC 319.

497 Internship (0.00-9.00)

499 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)

Actuarial Science
See Mathematics for a description of courses and programs of study in 
actuarial science.
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Anthropology
See Sociology and Anthropology for a description of courses and programs of
study in anthropology.

Art (ART)
Associate Professors: Wendy Koenig, Kelvin Mason, Barry Skurkis
Assistant Professor: Christine Rabenold

Mission Statement
The Art department facilitates the development of visually literate students by
providing opportunities for growth in both traditional and new media. Students
receive group and individualized training in studio art, interactive media, art
history, and art education encouraging conceptual, technical, and historical
knowledge beneficial to diverse professions and communities.
Exploration in the art department at North Central College is possible both for
the art major and for students simply interested in pursuing their creativity.
Basic courses in studio work such as composition, drawing, painting, figure
drawing, and ceramics are structured to encourage students to explore their own 
creativity. Studio courses in printmaking and sculpture serve as a foundation for
those students pursuing further advanced study in a variety of media—oil,
acrylic, charcoal, watercolor, clay, metals, and wood. Art history courses trace
the development of culture through visual media and nurture an appreciation of
the aesthetic values of works of art. Art history emphasizes approaches to 
solving problems through critical thinking and oral and written communication.
Art majors seeking a teaching career are assisted by both the Art and Education 
faculty in designing a program that leads to certification by the State of Illinois.
Because of flexible prerequisites in the art program, some students pursue a 
double major or a major and a minor.
Degree offered: B.A.

Studio Art Major
48 credit hours, including

ART 207 2-Dimensional Design
ART 210 3-Dimensional Design
ART 120 Drawing I
ART 220 Drawing II
ART 130 Painting I
ART 272 Art History I
ART 274 Art History II
ART 276 Art History III
one course in Ceramics or Sculpture
at least three studio art courses at the 300-level or above
one art history course at the 300-level or above
a senior art exhibit 
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Studio Art Major leading to certification in Art Education
51 credit hours in Art, including
A. Seven required courses:

ART 207 2-Dimensional Design
ART 210 3-Dimensional Design
ART 120 Drawing I
ART 220 Drawing II
ART 272 Art History I
ART 274 Art History II
ART 276 Art History III

B. One course in each of the following areas:
Painting
Figure Drawing
Ceramics
Printmaking
Sculpture

C. Required art electives:
Three studio art courses at the 300-level or above (total 9 semester hours)
One art history course at the 300-level or above (total 3 semester hours)
a senior art exhibit

D. Required support courses:
EDN 331 Elementary Art Methods
EDN 332 Elementary Art Practicum
EDN 338 Secondary Art Methods
EDN 371 Practicum Secondary Content Area
A minor in Secondary Education is also required.

NOTE: For teacher certification general and professional education 
requirements, consult the education department.

Studio Art Minor
18 credit hours, including one course in each of the following areas: 

Drawing
Design
one art history course
one art course at the 300-level or above

Art History Minor
18 credit hours, including:

ART 272 Art History I
ART 274 Art History II
ART 276 Art History III
Nine hours of additional art history at the 200-level and above, including a
minimum of six hours at the 300- or 400-level

100 Introduction to Visual Literacy (3.00)
(Same as: IMS 100.) An art survey of the theories and practice of visual forms,
especially as applied in interactive media. Theoretical instruction may include
narratology, ut pictura poesis (relationships between word and image), and/or
postmodernism; students engage these and other theories in constructing
imagery.

105 Art Through Photography (2.00)
The study and practice of photography as visual expression and communication
through picture taking, feedback, and critique. No darkroom work. 35 mm 
camera required.
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109 Image Processing (1.50)
(Same as: IFS 109.) Processing of photographic and digital imagery to enhance
communication and meaning. Topics include: representation of digital images,
digital manipulation techniques, the use of images in web pages and video 
production, and the use of digital editing applications such as Adobe Photoshop.

117 Silver Photography I (3.00)
An introduction to the basics of black and white 35 mm photography. This
course includes lectures, demonstrations, and hands-on experiences. Students
learn camera operation, film exposure, black and white negative and print
development, composition, and presentation. Students are required to provide
their own 35 mm camera with manual override. Core: Humanities.

120 Drawing I (3.00)
A course designed to develop the ability to draw with ease and flexibility.
Instruction in the use of a variety of materials combined with the elements of art
to provide the fundamentals in visual perception. An exploration of ideas in
imagery and self-expression. Core: Humanities.

130 Painting I (3.00)
A course designed for the experience of self-expression through painting.
Exploration of the fundamentals of color theory and technique. Development of
personal imagery with a parallel enhancement of basic skills and structural
knowledge. Recommended prerequisites: ART 120, ART 207. Core:
Humanities.

135 Watercolor Painting (3.00)
An introduction to watercolor painting through exploration of materials, 
techniques, and history. Enhancement of the student’s abilities to make personal
visual statement. Recommended prerequisites: ART 120, ART 207.

140 Oriental Brush Painting (3.00)
An introduction to Chinese watercolor painting through practice in the use 
of oriental brushes and ink in both calligraphy and painting and study of 
seventeenth-century Chinese painter’s manual and techniques.

141 Designing Graphics (1.50)
(Same as: IFS 141.) An introduction to digital graphics. Emphasizes hands-on
computer experience with drawing and editing tools that allow 
students to create computer based graphic arts, design, and page layout.

143 Beginning Typography (3.00)
Introduction to the understanding of type and its use as a design element. Type
is explored in relation to page layout, color, importing of graphics, and 
expression, using computer graphics technology.

150 Ceramics I (3.00)
An introduction to clay which places an emphasis on handbuilding techniques
with some sculpture, wheel throwing, glaze application, and kiln experience.
This course also addresses issues of three-dimensional design as they pertain to
contemporary ceramics. Recommended prerequisite: ART 210. Core:
Humanities.
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180 Printmaking I (3.00)
A studio and lecture printmaking survey course which may include linoleum
prints, dry point etching, and another area selected by the instructor.
Recommended prerequisites: ART 120, ART 207.

205 Digital Photography (3.00)
An introduction to the basic tools and programs used in the electronic imaging
process of digital photography. Students develop their imagery and concepts
through the use of computers and software. Areas of concentration include
imagery manipulation, color, and collage. Digital camera is required.
Prerequisite: IFS/ART 109.

207 2-Dimensional Design (3.00)
Exploration, study, and application of the basic elements of art and the 
principles of design. Course objectives include acquisition of technical skills
and introduction to a variety of materials.

210 3-Dimensional Design (3.00)
The study of design elements and principles through the form and structure of
three-dimensional space. The acquisition of technical skills and the introduction
to a variety of materials.

215 Sculpture (3.00)
Introduction to the basic concepts, materials, and processes of sculpture using
carving, modeling, and construction. Development of aesthetics and individual
projects. Recommended prerequisite: ART 210. Core: Humanities.

220 Drawing II (3.00)
Further development of techniques and application of materials. Drawing
exploration includes emphasis on imagery and self-expression. Prerequisite:
ART 120; ART 207 recommended.

225 Figure Drawing I (3.00)
The human figure studied through direct drawing exercises in gesture, contour,
and volume with work done in charcoal, pencil, crayon, ink, pastel, and 
watercolor. Live model. Recommended prerequisites: ART 120, ART 207.

230 Painting II (3.00)
Painting exploration with a continuation of personal development in the realm
of visual representation. Includes lectures pertaining to the history, philosophy,
and aesthetic contributions of specific art movements. Student’s choice of 
medium and subject with instructor’s consent. Prerequisite: ART 130; ART 120,
ART 207 recommended.

245 Art and Culture (1.50)
A study of the relationships between culture and the techniques of designing and
producing a work of art.  Such techniques are not neutral, and students learn
how to be culturally sensitive, especially when borrowing from different 
cultures. Students are also shown how knowing the cultural roots of certain
techniques and processes can help illuminate the way they use such processes.

250 Ceramics II (3.00)
Emphasis on individual exploration of ideas through ceramic media. More 
in-depth approach to glaze application and formulation and kiln firing.
Prerequisite: ART 150; ART 210 recommended.
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261 Chicago Art and Architecture (3.00)
The development of the city of Chicago and the metropolitan area, focusing on
architecture; the rise of the identifiable Chicago style in painting and sculpture; the
expanding contemporary art scene in the cultural life of the city. Field trips. Core:
Humanities.

264 Non-Western Art Survey (3.00)
A survey of art from the cultures of Asia, the Near East, Native North America,
Mesoamerica and the Andes, Oceania, and Africa. Core: Humanities.

270 Aesthetics (3.00)
(Same as: PHL 220.) An examination of aesthetic experience, the norms which
govern aesthetic judgment, and the significance of the idea of beauty in our
experience of art and nature. Core: Humanities.

272 Art History I: Prehistoric to Medieval Art (3.00) IAI:  F2 901
The chronological study of sculpture, architecture, and painting from prehistoric
to Gothic; presented in social, religious, and intellectual context. Field trip to
Chicago museum. Core: Humanities.

274 Art History II: Renaissance to Rococo Art (3.00) IAI:  F2 902
Painting, sculpture, and architecture of the Renaissance in Italy and Northern
Europe, also including Baroque and Rococo art, with consideration of social, 
religious, and intellectual conditions. Field trip to Chicago museum. Core:
Humanities.

276 Art History III: Late 18th Century IAI:  F2 902
to Contemporary Art (3.00)

Art starting with the late 18th century and ending with the most recent events
and styles of the 21st century. Emphasis on the origin, development, meaning,
and context of modern art. Field trip to Chicago museum. Core: Humanities.

280 Printmaking II (3.00)
An advanced studio and lecture course with an emphasis on etching, aquatint,
and one other area selected by the instructor. Prerequisite: ART 180 or consent
of instructor.

297 Internship (0.00-9.00)

299 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)

315 Sculpture II (3.00)
This course builds on the visual and technical skills learned in ART 215.
Emphasis is placed on developing original solutions to sculpture problems in a
variety of media.  Students are expected to be experiential in their concepts and
approaches to sculpture. Prerequisite: ART 215.

325 Figure Drawing II (3.00)
A creative approach to the figure, both in materials and in composition.
Exploration of the historical use of the figure through study and innovative
application. Work from the model. Prerequisite: ART 225.

340 Advanced Painting I (3.00)
The pursuit of advanced training within the diverse spectrum of painting.
Medium and subject matter are chosen by student with instructor’s consent.
Weekly critique. Prerequisite: ART 230.
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341 Advanced Painting II (3.00)
The continuation of advanced training within the diverse spectrum of painting.
Medium and subject matter are chosen by student with instructor’s consent.
Prerequisite: ART 340.

343 Advanced Typography (3.00)
Advanced exploration of design typography and current digital production
processes, with attention to grid structures, juxtaposition of word and image,
and preparation for offset printing. Prerequisites: ART 143 and 207.

344 2-Dimensional Computer Graphics and Animation (1.50)
Creative digital exploration of two-dimensional images and animation for print,
interactive multimedia, computer games, and the Web. Prerequisites: ART 143,
207, and IFS/IMS 125.

345 3-Dimensional Computer Graphics and Animation (3.00)
Creative digital exploration of three-dimensional images and animation for
print, interactive multimedia, computer games, architecture, and the Web.
Prerequisites: ART 143, 207, and 210.

350 Advanced Studies I (3.00)
The pursuit of advanced training within the diverse spectrum of art. Materials
and subject matter are chosen by student with instructor’s consent. Weekly 
critique. Prerequisite: 200-level art studio course.

351 Advanced Studies II (3.00)
The continuation of advanced training within the diverse spectrum of art.
Materials and subject matter are chosen by student with instructor’s consent.
Prerequisite: ART 350.

355 Ceramics III (3.00)
Emphasis on individual exploration of ideas through ceramic media.
Intermediate laboratory and practical study of clay-body preparation, glaze 
calculations, and kiln firing. Prerequisite: ART 250 or consent of instructor.

370 Late 18th- and 19th-Century European Art (3.00)
A contextual examination of the development of painting, sculpture, 
architecture, photography, and other arts from the late 18th-century to 1900,
focusing upon European movements. Field trip. Prerequisite: ART 276 or 
consent of instructor.

372 American Art to 1900 (3.00)
A contextual examination of painting, sculpture, architecture, photography and
other arts in the United States from the Colonial period to 1900. Field trip.
Prerequisite: ART 276 or consent of instructor.

374 Art of the Twentieth Century I: 1900-1950 (3.00)
A contextual history of painting, sculpture, architecture and other arts in Europe,
the United States, and other parts of the world from 1900 to 1950. Field trip.
Prerequisite: ART 276 or consent of instructor.

376 Art of the Twentieth Century II: 1950-Contemporary (3.00)
A contextual history of painting, sculpture, architecture and other arts in Europe,
the United States, and other parts of the world from 1950 to the present. Field
trip. Prerequisite: ART 276 or consent of instructor.
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397 Internship (0.00-9.00)

399 Independent Study (1.00-9.00

442 Advanced Painting III (3.00)
A continuation of advanced training within the diverse spectrum of painting.
Medium and subject matter are chosen by student with instructor’s consent.
Prerequisite: ART 341.

452 Advanced Studies III (3.00)
A continuation of advanced training within the diverse spectrum of art.
Materials and subject matter are chosen by student and with instructor’s 
consent. Prerequisite: ART 351.

455 Ceramics IV (3.00)
Advanced work and continuation of ceramic building techniques, laboratory
and practical study of clay-body preparation, glaze calculations, and kiln firing.
Prerequisite: ART 355 or consent of instructor.

460 Studio Seminar (3.00)
Intensive study of an announced topic in studio art, emphasizing technical and
practical approaches, research, and various historical approaches to specific 
studio themes. Prerequisite: 300-level art course.

470 Art History Seminar (3.00)
Intensive study of an announced topic in art history, emphasizing advanced
research and writing. Field trip. Prerequisites: ART 272, 274, 276; one 300-level
art history course; consent of instructor.

497 Internship (0.00-9.00)

499 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)

The Division of Arts
and Letters (ARL)
The Division of Arts and Letters offers majors and minors through the
Departments of Art and Theatre; English; Modern and Classical Languages;
Music; and Speech Communication as well as through interdisciplinary 
concentrations. The division also supports a wide array of performance 
activities and assists the student who wishes to seek independent study, 
internships or study abroad opportunities. Students may cultivate a 
specialization that prepares them for graduate training, teaching, or 
professional advancement; they may enrich another course of study through
exposure to the tradition and practice of the humanities; or they may draw upon
the resources of the division to build particular expertise in the areas of critical
inquiry, analysis and communication.
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100 Introduction to Greece & Rome (3.00)
A wide-ranging introduction to the field of ancient Greece and Rome. A first
course for those who are interested in knowing why it is considered important to
study the Greeks and Romans.

207 Musical Theatre Workshop I (0.00-1.00)
The relationships of music and drama are studied through the staging, mounting,
and production of an all-College musical. This course is repeatable up to a 
maximum of six credit hours. Students are expected to take this course for 
credit unless they will exceed 12 hours in the term. Prerequisite: Instructor 
consent.

208 Musical Theatre Workshop II (0.00-2.00)
The relationship of music and drama studied through the staging, mounting, and
production of an all-College musical. Students must hold major performance
roles or take on major production positions to enroll. This course is repeatable up
to a maximum of four credit hours. Students are expected to take this course for
credit unless they will exceed 12 hours in the term. Prerequisite: ARL 207 and
instructor consent.

250 Classical Mythology (3.00) IAI:  H9 901
(Same as: GRK 250.) An introduction to Ancient Greek and Roman myths, 
legends and epic-tales, their origins, development and cultural context. Core:
Humanities.

297 Internship (0.00-9.00)

299 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)

385 Symposium (3.00)
Study of a selected area, movement, theme, or genre. Prerequisite: ENG 196.

397 Internship (0.00-9.00)

399 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)

485 Symposium (3.00)
Study of a selected area, movement, theme, or genre. Prerequisite: ENG 196.

497 Internship (0.00-9.00)

499 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)
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Biochemistry (BCM)
Mission Statement

The Biochemistry program is dedicated to providing a challenging and support-
ive environment for students to: i) integrate principles and laboratory skills from
the disciplines of biology and chemistry to address real-world problems; ii)
develop their critical thinking and communication skills through course work
and collaborative research; and iii) become informed and principled citizens.

Biochemists study the molecules of life: proteins, nucleic acids, lipids, and 
carbohydrates. One need only scan a list of recent Nobel Laureates to see that 
biochemistry is one of the “cutting edges” of modern science and medicine.
North Central’s biochemistry major is offered jointly by the chemistry and 
biology departments. The curriculum is modeled after typical undergraduate 
biochemistry curricula identified by the American Society for Biochemistry and
Molecular Biology. A degree in biochemistry can prepare a student for 
employment in a private or government research laboratory; medical, dental, 
veterinary, or law school; a position in a biotechnology or other scientific firm;
or graduate study and research in the sciences or engineering.
Degrees offered: B.A. and B.S.

Biochemistry Major
B.A. Requirements:
At least 47.25 credit hours in biology and chemistry. These must include the 
following courses:

Introductory Biology BIO 101, 102
Cellular/Genetics BIO 200 or 260
Molecular Biology BIO 360
Biochemistry BCM 365, 465
Introductory Chemistry CHM 141
Organic Chemistry CHM 220, 221, 222
Analytical Chemistry CHM 210
Physical Chemistry CHM 340 or 341
Seminar BIO 475 or CHM 475

Additional Requirements:
Research Experience: Students must take a course which incorporates a
research experience. BCM 465 currently meets this requirement. Each student
presents the results of this research in either the biology or chemistry seminar
course, BIO/CHM 475. BIO/CHM 475 is taken over three (usually non-
consecutive) terms. During the first two terms the student participates as an
observer and questioner and enrolls in BIO/CHM 475 for no credit. During the
third term, the student gives the research presentation and enrolls in BIO/CHM
475 for one credit hour. Students are encouraged to gain additional research
experience by undertaking independent research under the direction of a 
biology or chemistry faculty member or by participating in a summer research
program at a university, government, or corporate laboratory.
Required Support Courses for the B.A. Degree:

Introductory Physics PHY 141, 142, and 143A or 143C;
or 115 and 116

Calculus MTH 152 
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B.S. Requirements:
A student may earn a B.S. degree in biochemistry by fulfilling the B.A. 
requirements and taking the following support courses:

Introductory Physics: PHY 141, 142, and 143A or 143C;
or 115 and 116

Mathematics: MTH 152 
Statistics: One of PSY 250, MTH 342, or ECB 241
Additional Requirements: Three of the following courses: BIO 242, BIO

340, BIO 400, BIO 430, BIO 440, CHM 340
or 341 (the one not taken for the major), CHM
405, CHM 410, CHM 420, CHM 425.

TYPICAL COURSE SEQUENCE FOR THE FIRST TWO YEARS
FALL WINTER SPRING

FIRST YEAR: CHM 141 CHM 142 BIO 102
MTH 140 or 151 MTH 141 or 152 MTH 152 or elective

BIO 101
SECOND YEAR: CHM 220 CHM 221 CHM 222

PHY 142 BIO/CHM 475
or 200-level BIO

PHY 141 or elective PHY 143 or
200-level BIO

CHM 141-142 and BIO 101-102 should be completed by Winter of the second
year. MTH 152 should be completed no later than the second year. 

140 Nutrition (3.50)
A study of food, the nutrients in foods, their biochemical function, and how they
interact in relation to physical and mental development and performance in
humans. Laboratory. Does not count toward the major in biochemistry, 
chemistry, or biology. Prerequisite: One of BIO 100, CHM 100, or two years of
high school science. Core: Science (Lab).

365 Biochemistry (3.75)
Survey of the major classes of biological molecules.  Enzyme kinetics and the
major metabolic pathways are discussed. Laboratory.  Prerequisite: CHM 222 or
CHM 216.

465 Advanced Biochemistry (3.75)
Current topics in biochemistry are studied, allowing students to synthesize 
previous biology, chemistry, and general education coursework. Ethical 
considerations in scientific research and recent primary literature are discussed.
Laboratory. Prerequisite: One of BCM 365, BIO 340, or BIO 360. Research
course. ACR: Leadership, Ethics and Values.
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Biology (BIO)
Professor: John Zenchak
Associate Professors: Stephen Johnston, Jonathan Visick, Thomas Williams
Assistant Professor: Christine Weilhoefer

Mission Statement
The Biology department strives for excellence in undergraduate education by
providing a challenging and supportive environment for students to: 
i) understand and apply a broad range of biological principles; ii) develop 
critical thinking, investigative, and communication skills through course work
and collaborative research; and iii) become informed and principled citizens 
pursuing a variety of careers in an increasingly technological world. 

Our challenging, inquiry-based, research-rich curriculum is deliberately
designed to provide our students with the right tools for a bright future in any
area of 
biology. Courses ranging from genes to organisms and cells to ecosystems give
broad background yet allow specialization in a student’s area of interest and are
complemented by an emphasis on hands-on inquiry. Many of our students 
continue their education in medical, graduate, dental, or veterinary schools or in
allied health fields such as nursing, pharmacology, or physical therapy. Other
graduates find employment in the field of education, or in conservation 
agencies, non-profit organizations and academic, industrial, or government 
laboratories.
Degrees offered: B.A. and B.S.

Biology Major
B.A. Requirements:
At least 33.75 credit hours in biology, to include a minimum of 22.5 credit hours
at the 200 level or higher, of which at least 11 must be at the 300 level or 
higher, and at least 3.5 of the 11 must be at the 400 level. Biochemistry 
courses BCM 365 and BCM 465 may be used to fulfill these requirements.
Students shall have at least one course from each of four areas of Biology:

Animal Systems: BIO 202, 302, 305, 310 or 410
Plant Systems: BIO 201 or 301
Evolution, Ecology, Diversity: BIO 216, 222, 228, 400 or 416
Cellular & Molecular: BIO 200, 260, 340, 360, 430, 440, or 

BCM 365
Research Experience: Students must take at least one course which incorporates
a research-type experience (BIO 305, 416, 430, or BCM 465) or an independent
study. Subsequently, the student presents the results of the research-type 
experience to biology faculty and peers at a seminar. The required seminar, BIO
475, is taken over three terms (not necessarily consecutive). At the beginning of
the sequence, the student is an observer and questioner. During the term in which
the student enrolls to make his/her seminar presentation, a total of one credit hour
is awarded for the entire sequence.
Required Support Courses for the B.A. Degree:

CHM 141
CHM 142 or 205 or 210
PSY 250 or MTH 141 (or a higher-level mathematics course) 
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Recommended electives:
CHM 220, 221, and 222
MTH 152
PHY 141, 142, and 143A or 143C -or- 115 and 116
Statistics (PSY 250 or MTH 342)

B.S. Requirements:
At least 41.25 credit hours in biology, to include all of the requirements for the
B.A. degree (including the research experience).
Required Support Courses for the B.S. Degree:

CHM 141, 142, 210, 220, 221 and 222
MTH 152
PHY 141, 142, and 143A or 143C -or- 115 and 116
PSY 250 or MTH 342

Other: Transfer students must take at least 11 credit hours in Biology at North
Central College, and at least 7.5 of the 11 must be at the 200-level or higher.

Biology Minor
22 credit hours in the department, to include 11 or more credit hours at the 200-
level or above.
Course selection:
During the first two years there are many logical plans for course work from
which the student might select depending on individual interest, goals, and 
personal reservations. The following chart summarizes a general recommended
sequence.
Year One:
Fall Term Winter Term Spring Term
MTH (appropriate level) MTH MTH or Open
CHM 141 BIO 101 BIO 102

CHM 142
Year Two:
Fall Term Winter Term Spring Term
100 or 200-Level BIO 100 or 200-Level BIO 100 or 200-Level BIO
MTH or Open CHM 221 CHM 222
CHM 220 or Open
Special Opportunities
Gulf Coast Research Laboratory — Located in Ocean Springs, Mississippi,
students may arrange for credit study at the laboratory, which offers courses,
research facilities, and field trips, particularly in the summer. Room and board
are available. Detailed information is provided by the biology faculty upon
request. Registration is arranged through the Office of the Registrar.
Morton Arboretum — The College maintains this affiliation through the
Associated Colleges of the Chicago Area. Located in Lisle, Illinois, the
Arboretum offers botany courses for credit on a rotating two-year cycle.
Detailed information is provided by the biology faculty upon request.
Registration is arranged through the Office of the Registrar.
Shedd Aquarium — The College maintains this affiliation through the
Associated College of the Chicago Area. Located in downtown Chicago, the
Shedd Aquarium is truly one of the world’s best aquariums and offers a variety
of courses for credit in both freshwater and marine biology, some of which
include trips to the Caribbean. Detailed information is available from the 
biology faculty. Registration is arranged through the Office of the Registrar.
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Nonmajors and students with minimal science backgrounds should take BIO
100, 106, 107, 108, 109 or a BIO 120 topics course. Students anticipating a
major in biology should start in BIO 101 or BIO 102.
After a student has taken a minimum of 3.5 credit hours at the 100-level other than
BIO 100, he/she may take courses at the 200-level. Completion of 3.75 credit
hours of 200-level biology and CHM 141 are prerequisites for 300-level courses.
After taking 3.75 credit hours of 300-level biology, the student can take a 400-
level course. Additional prerequisites may apply for specific courses at all levels.

100 Principles of Biology (3.50) IAI: L1 900L
The study of biological principles as they relate to modern society. Discussion
groups and laboratory work are an integral part of the course. Core: Science
(Lab).

101 Biology I: Introduction to Ecology, Evolution
and Diversity (3.75)

An introduction to biological diversity with emphasis on the origins of 
diversity, the phylogenetic relationships of organisms and the ways in which
these organisms interact and function in ecological communities. Topics include
the origin of life, evolutionary change, phylogeny and classification, diversity
in form and function, and the adaptations and interactions of organisms within
communities and populations. Intended for students majoring in the laboratory
sciences. Lecture, discussion, field and laboratory experience. Prerequisites:
One year of both high-school biology and high-school chemistry. Core: Science
(Lab).

102 Biology II: Introduction to Cell Biology and Genetics (3.75)
An integrated study of cellular biology including the role of biomolecules,
enzyme action, energy transformations and cellular organelles. Special 
emphasis on DNA and its role in the storage and expression of genetic 
information, including Mendelian genetics, gene interactions, transcription,
translation and the molecular analysis of gene function. Intended for students
majoring in the laboratory sciences. Laboratory emphasizes experimental
design and data analysis. Prerequisites: CHM 141 and high-school biology.
Core: Science (Lab).

106 Introduction to Environmental Science (3.50)
(Same as: ENV 106) This course is an overview of biological and physical
processes that affect the environment in the context of current environmental
issues. Topics include population, community, ecosystem ecology, conservation
biology, water and air pollution, and natural resource management. Core:
Science (Lab).

107 The Biology of Dinosaurs (3.50)
Introduction to central concepts of biology using dinosaurs as a model.
Laboratory work to underscore essential principles is an integral part of the
course. Core: Science (Lab).

108 Water, Food, and Sex (3.50)
This course focuses solely on five systems, exploring them in depth: excretory,
respiratory, circulatory, digestive, and reproductive. Complementing the 
biological concepts material is discussion from ethical and public health/public
policy perspectives. Special consideration is given to topics such as water and
food policy, environmental policy, and issues of bioethics (e.g.research ethics,
informed consent, eugenics, moral status of animals, and the Human Genome
Project). Core: Science (Lab).
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109 Genes, Genomes, and Genethics (3.50)
This course introduces key concepts of modern biology while focusing on
important questions at the interface of science and modern society. Both the 
science and the implications of such advances in genetic technology as 
screening for genetic diseases, DNA fingerprinting, stem-cell therapy, 
genetically modified organisms, and gene therapy are discussed. Core: Science
(Lab).

120 Topics in Modern Biology (3.00-3.50)
An in-depth investigation of a topic in modern biology. Topics are current issues
encountered in day-to-day life. The course is presented in a highly interactive
seminar format. Topics vary (see course schedule). Laboratory activities 
emphasize an inquiry approach. Prerequisite: Strong science background or BIO
100. Core: Science (Lab).

147 Anatomy and Physiology (3.75)
The structure, function, and integration of systems of the human body.
Laboratory studies in mammalian dissection and physiology. Prerequisite:
Strong science background or BIO 100. Core: Science (Lab).

200 Cellular Biology (3.75)
An introduction to structure and function of eukaryotic and prokaryotic cells.
Topics covered in detail include cell membranes, enzymes, energy metabolism,
gene expression, cell movement, and cell communication. Laboratory required.
Prerequisite: BIO 102.

201 Botany (3.75)
A study of the diversity of plant life by examination of the morphology, 
physiology, and ecology of major plant groups. Their evolutionary relationships
and economic importance are also considered. Prerequisite: BIO 101.

202 Zoology (3.75)
Phylogenetic relationships among the animal phyla – Porifera through the
Chordata – with reference to the natural history, morphology, and physiology of
these organisms. Includes laboratory work by observation and dissection.
Prerequisite: BIO 101 or BIO 102.

216 Ecology - How Organisms Interact with their Environment (3.75)
How living organisms interact with their environments. Laboratory work
includes field observations, laboratory experiments, and computer model 
simulations of ecological problems. Prerequisite: BIO 101. Recommended: BIO
201.

222 Estuarine Ecology (2.00)
How living organisms, including humans, interact with the estuarine environment.
The course is taught in this coastal environment during interim. Prerequisite: BIO
101 or BIO 102.

228 Desert Ecology (2.00)
How living organisms, including humans, interact with the desert environment.
The course is taught in the desert during interim. Prerequisite: BIO 101 or BIO
102.
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242 Introduction to Bioinformatics (3.00)
(Same as: CSC 242.)Introduction to the field of bioinformatics. Computational
methods for study of biological sequence data in comaprative biology and 
evolution. Analysis of genome content and organization. Techniques for 
searching sequence databases, pairwise and multiple sequence alignment, 
phylogenetic methods, and methods for pattern recognition and functional 
inference from sequence data. Database theory, information extraction, 
algorithm analysis, and data mining are utilized. Prerequisites: CSC 160; BIO
100 or BIO 120. Recommended: BIO 102.

260 Genetics (3.75)
Introduction to genetic analysis, including both classical and molecular 
genetics. Topics include DNA structure and function, transmission genetics,
chromosomes and genetic mapping, mutation, gene regulation, recombinant
DNA, and genome analysis. One three-hour laboratory per week; includes 
investigative projects in Drosophilia genetics and bacterial molecular genetics.
Prerequisite: BIO 102.

290 ACCA Seminar in Organismal Biology and Ecology (0.00-1.00)
Current topics in botany, zoology, ecology, evolutionary biology, or related
fields. Course content is provided by the Associated Colleges of the Chicago
Area and consists of a 10-week seminar held one evening per week during Fall
term, usually at an off-campus site. Attendance is required. May repeat once
with new content. May substitute for one of the two required non-credit BIO
475 seminars. Prerequisites: BIO 101, one 200-level biology course.

291 ACCA Seminar in Molecular and Cellular Biology (0.00-1.00)
Current topics in cellular biology, molecular biology, microbiology, genetics, or
related fields. Course content is provided by the Associated Colleges of the
Chicago Area and consists of a 10-week seminar held one evening per week
beginning in Winter and continuing into Spring, usually at an off-campus site.
Attendance is required. May repeat once with new content. May substitute for
one of the two required non-credit BIO 475 seminars. Prerequisite: BIO 200 or
BIO 260.

297 Internship (0.00-9.00)

299 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)

300 Human Sexuality: A Clash of Values (3.00)
(Same as: GWS 301, PHL 300.) In traditional topics in human sexuality (e.g., 
natural essence of sexuality, reproductive biology, sex research, marriage and other
arrangements, reproductive issues) there is a clash of values both within a culture
and between cultures. This course includes such controversial issues as religious
perspectives, pornography, the media, prostitution, and female circumcision. The
latter components serve to explore problems that result from the clash of values.
Prerequisite: Junior standing. ACR: Intercultural.

301 Plant Physiology (3.75)
Basic functional mechanisms of higher plants. Laboratory investigations.
Prerequisites: 3.75 credit hours of 200-level biology and CHM 141.

302 Animal Physiology (3.75)
Basic functional mechanisms of higher animals. Laboratory investigations 
including relatively long-term experimentation. Prerequisites: 3.75 credit hours of
200-level biology and CHM 141.
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305 Animal Behavior (4.00)
The motor activities of an organism as it interacts with its environment.
Laboratory investigations. Prerequisites: 3.75 credit hours of 200-level biology
and CHM 141. Research course.

310 Vertebrate Biology (3.75)
A study of the basic biology of vertebrates with special emphasis on adaptive
strategies and evolutionary relationships of the major vertebrate groups. Areas
investigated include, but are not confined to, diversity, function, and 
evolution of vertebrates. Laboratory introduces students to the extensive 
taxonomic diversity of this group and provides an introduction to vertebrate
morphology, particularly as it is used to infer evolutionary relationships within
the group. Laboratory required. Prerequisite: BIO 101 or BIO 147; 3.75 credit
hours of 200-level biology.

340 Microbiology (4.00)
Biology of microorganisms, emphasizing the physiology, genetics, and ecology of
bacteria and their relationships (pathogenic and otherwise) with other organisms.
Archaea, viruses, eukaryotic microorganisms, and basic concepts of immunology
are introduced. Two two-hour laboratory sessions per week emphasize the 
application of microbiological techniques to investigative studies. Prerequisite:
BIO 200 or 260.

360 Molecular Biology (3.75)
An in-depth investigation of current concepts in molecular biology, including 
the regulation of gene expression, signal transduction, genomics and recombinant
DNA techniques. Laboratory required. Prerequisite: BIO 200 or 260.

397 Internship (0.00-9.00)

399 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)

400 Evolution (3.50)
Investigation of the history of evolutionary thought, evidences for origin and
adaptation of organisms, and mechanisms of adaptation and speciation.
Laboratory work includes computer simulations of population genetics 
phenomena and morphological adaptation plus discussions of current readings.
Prerequisite: 3.75 credit hours of 300-level biology, and BIO 260.

410 Microscopic Anatomy (3.75)
The structural and functional components of mammalian tissues and organs.
Emphasis on laboratory work. Prerequisite: 3.75 credit hours of 300-level 
biology.

416 Ecology - Environmental Biology (3.75)
The biological aspects of human relationships to the environment. Class
research projects in the field. Laboratory required. Prerequisites: BIO 101, BIO
102, BIO 201, BIO 216.

430 Developmental Biology (3.75)
Analysis of patterns and principles of animal development. Includes basic
processes and mechanisms involved in molecular control of development.
Laboratory includes work with embryogenesis of amphibians and chicks, and
experimentation using sea urchin gametes and sponges. Prerequisite: 3.75 
credit hours of 300-level biology. Research course.
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440 Virology and Immunology (3.50)
Structure, replication, and pathogenic mechanisms of viruses are discussed in the
first part of the course. Connections between viruses and the immune 
system are then explored, leading to study of human resistance to disease, includ-
ing non-specific, antibody-mediated, and cell-mediated responses to viral and
bacterial pathogens. Laboratory includes experiments with bacterial viruses and
antigen-antibody reactions as well as discussion of primary literature.
Prerequisites: BIO 200, 260.

475 Seminar (0.00-1.00)
(Same as CHM 475.) Each student presents the results of a laboratory research
project in a scientific meeting format. Prerequisite: If taken for no credit, none; if
taken for credit, one course that includes research-type experience or an 
independent study.

499 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)

Chemistry (CHM)
Professor: Jeffrey Bjorklund, David Horner, Nancy Peterson
Associate Professors: Paul Brandt
Assistant Professor: Jeffrey Jankowski

Mission Statement
The Chemistry department is dedicated to providing a challenging and 
supportive environment for students to: 1) learn chemical principles and 
laboratory skills; ii) develop their critical thinking and communication skills
through course work and collaborative research; and iii) become informed and
principled citizens.
Chemists study the structure and transformations of matter, and create entirely
new substances such as pharmaceuticals, conducting polymers, and synthetic
fibers. A degree in chemistry can prepare a student for employment in a private
or government laboratory; medical, dental, veterinary, or law school; secondary
school teaching; a position in a scientific firm; or graduate study and research in
the sciences or engineering.

The Chemistry department’s curriculum has been approved by the American
Chemical Society and provides courses covering the five major areas of 
chemistry (analytical, biological, inorganic, organic, and physical). The 
laboratory experience is an important component of each course where students
receive hands on experience with the department’s wide range of research 
quality instrumentation. Students are encouraged to participate in ongoing
research supervised by the faculty during the school year or over the summer.
Research experience is one way for students to distinguish themselves when they
continue on into industry, research, or graduate school. In addition to the research
opportunities on campus, students can explore undergraduate research 
opportunities at nearby Argonne National Laboratory.
Degrees offered: B.A. and B.S.
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Chemistry Major
B.A. Requirements:
At least 29.25 credit hours in chemistry are required, including:

at least 22.25 credit hours at the 200-level or above;
one of CHM 405, 410, 420, 425, or BCM 465;
one course (3 credit hour minimum) in physical chemistry and one course (3
credit hour minimum) in each of three of the remaining four areas of 
chemistry (analytical, biological, inorganic, organic);
research seminar - CHM 475*;
Note:  CHM 397 and CHM 497 may not be counted toward the 29.75 credit
hours minimum or the area requirement.

Required support courses for the B.A. Degree:
Calculus: MTH 141 or MTH 151, MTH 152
Physics: PHY 141, 142, and 143A or 143C; or 115 and 116

B.S. Requirements:
At least 43.75 credit hours in chemistry, including:

ten core courses covering the five areas of chemistry:
analytical chemistry - CHM 210, 410
biological chemistry - CHM 141 or BCM 365
inorganic chemistry - CHM 205, 405
organic chemistry - CHM 220, 221, 222
physical chemistry - CHM 340, 341

research seminar - CHM 475*
at least three additional credit hours at the 400-level
introductory physics - PHY 141, 142, and 143A or 143C, or nine credit hours in
physics in addition to CHM/PHY 340, at least three of which must be at the 200-
level or higher
mathematics - MTH 152, 153
statistics - one of PSY 250, MTH 342, or BUS 241
additional requirements - one additional math or physics course to be chosen
from: MTH 254, MTH 255, MTH 300, MTH 355, PHY 210, PHY 244 or PHY
245.

*Chemistry majors must complete a research project by taking one of CHM 405,
410, 420, 425, 480, or BCM 465, or by participating in a non-credit research 
program (including off-campus programs). Each student presents the results of
this research in the chemistry seminar course, CHM 475. CHM 475 is taken over
three (usually nonconsecutive) terms. During the first two terms the 
student participates as an observer and questioner and enrolls in CHM 475 for no
credit.  CHM 190 may be substituted for one of these. During the third term the
student gives the research presentation and enrolls in CHM 475 for one 
credit hour.

Chemistry Minor
At least 22 credit hours in chemistry, which must include at least 15 credit hours
numbered 200 or higher, must include CHM 210, and must cover two areas of
chemistry.

TYPICAL COURSE SEQUENCE FOR THE FIRST TWO YEARS
FALL WINTER SPRING

FIRST YEAR: CHM 141 CHM 142 or 205 CHM 205 or 210
MTH 140 or 151 or 210 MTH 152 or 153

MTH 141 or 152
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SECOND YEAR: CHM 220 CHM 221 CHM 222
PHY 141 PHY 142 CHM 475

PHY 143
MTH 152 should be completed no later than the winter term of the second year.

100 Chemistry Today (3.50) 
A chemistry course for non-science majors. A quest for understanding those
facets of chemistry that most directly affect daily existence through a study of
selected topics in inorganic, organic, and biological chemistry. Does not count
toward a chemistry major. May not be taken after any higher level chemistry
course. Laboratory. Prerequisite: high school Algebra or MTH 095. Core: Science
(Lab).

141 General Chemistry I: Bio-organic Molecules (3.75)
An introduction to chemical principles through examples from the chemistry of
carbon compounds and the molecules found in living systems, such as simple
organic compounds, synthetic polymers, carbohydrates, lipids, proteins, and
nucleic acids. Major topics include atomic and electronic structure, ions, 
molecules, bonding energies, hybridization, acid/base chemistry, 
thermodynamics, kinetics, steroechemistry, and polymer chemistry. Laboratory.
Prerequisites: One year of high school chemistry; two years of high school 
algebra or MTH 095. Core: Science (Lab).

142 General Chemistry II: Environmental Chemistry (4.00)
An introduction to chemical principles within the context of the environmental
issues of building copper mines, water treatment, and acid rain. Major chemical
topics include aqueous reactions, properties of solutions, thermochemistry, 
equilibria, acid/base, buffers, redox, electrochemistry, coordination chemistry,
metallurgy, and kinetics. Laboratory. Prerequisite: CHM 141.

190 ACCA Seminar (0.00)
Study of a current topic in chemistry. The topic is provided by the annual 
seminar series of the Associated Colleges of the Chicago Area, and attendance at
the seminars is the major part of the course. May be repeated once with new 
content. May be substituted for one of the required non-credit CHM 475 
courses. Prerequisite: One term of a 100 level CHM course.

205 Descriptive Inorganic Chemistry (4.00)
Theoretical concepts of bonding, acid/base, and redox chemistry. Descriptive
chemistry of the elements highlighting their relationship to the biological world.
Laboratory. Prerequisite: CHM 142.

210 Chemical Analysis (3.75)
Quantitative analysis including theory and techniques for gravimetric, volumetric,
and spectrophotometric methods. Two laboratory sessions per week. Prerequisite:
CHM 142.

215 Organic Chemistry I (4.00)
Survey of the various classes of carbon compounds, with emphasis upon 
molecular structure, stereochemistry, and mechanisms of chemical reactions.
Techniques for isolating and purifying organic compounds are learned in the 
laboratory. Only offered in Summer. Prerequisite: Seven credit hours in 
chemistry.
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216 Organic Chemistry II (4.00)
Continuation of CHM 215. This course builds on previously learned concepts to
further explore the mechanisms of organic reactions. The emphasis shifts from
physical organic to synthetic organic chemistry. Laboratory. Only offered in
Summer. Prerequisite: CHM 215.

220 Organic Chemistry I (2.75)
Survey of the various classes of carbon compounds, emphasizing molecular
structure, stereochemistry, and mechanisms of chemical reactions. Techniques for
isolating and purifying organic compounds are learned in the laboratory.
Laboratory. Prerequisite: Seven credit hours in chemistry.

221 Organic Chemistry II (2.75)
Continuation of CHM 220, emphasizing the chemistry of aromatic compounds,
carbonyl containing functional groups, and alcohols. The synthesis and 
chemical transformations of organic molecules is studied in more depth.
Laboratory work focuses on synthetic techniques as well as physical and 
spectroscopic methods for molecular structure determination. Prerequisite: CHM
220.

222 Organic Chemistry III (2.75)
Continuation of CHM 221, with emphasis on the chemistry of nitrogen 
containing compounds, natural products and heterocyclic chemistry. Laboratory
work focuses on multi-step synthesis, protecting group strategies and the 
proper keeping of a laboratory research notebook. Prerequisite: CHM 221.

299 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)

340 Thermodynamics (4.00)
(Same as: PHY 340.) A study of the relationship of temperature to other 
properties of matter, using both macroscopic and microscopic viewpoints.
Applications to chemical equilibrium, phase transitions, and thermal properties of
gases and solids. Laboratory. Prerequisites: MTH 152; one of PHY 143A or PHY
143C.

341 Kinetics, Quantum Theory, & Spectroscopy (4.00)
Survey of experimental and theoretical physical chemistry, including methods for
determining rates and mechanisms of chemical reactions, quantum theory of
atomic structure and chemical bonding, and spectroscopic methods used to 
determine molecular structure. Laboratory. Prerequisites: Seven credit hours in
chemistry; MTH 152; one of PHY 143A or PHY 143C.

397 Internship (0.00-9.00)

399 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)

405 Advanced Inorganic Chemistry (3.75)
Coordination chemistry of the transition metals including isomerism, symmetry,
group theory, molecular orbital theory, crystal field theory, uv-visible 
spectroscopy, and kinetics and mechanisms of ligand substitution reactions.
Laboratory required. Prerequisite: CHM 341.
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410 Instrumental Analysis (4.00)
Theory and practice of instrumental analytical chemistry. Major topics include
potentiometric and voltammetric methods, chromatography, spectrophotometry,
mass spectrometry, and nuclear magnetic resonance spectrometry. Two 
laboratory sessions per week. Prerequisites: CHM 210; one of PHY 115, PHY
143A, or PHY 143C.

420 Advanced Organic Chemistry (3.75)
Topics in organic chemistry which build on the principles covered in CHM 220
and 221. The course explores one topic in depth, with emphasis on organic 
synthesis and natural products chemistry. Laboratory. Prerequisite: CHM 222 or
CHM 216.

425 Organometalic Chemistry (3.75)
Structure and bonding, ligands, reactions, and catalysis in chemical industry and
pharmaceuticals. Laboratory required. Prerequisite: CHM 341.

430 Special Topics (1.00-3.75)
Advanced topics in chemistry. May be repeated with new content. Prerequisite:
Varies with topic.

475 Seminar (0.00-1.00)
(Same as BIO 475.) Each student presents the results of a laboratory research 
project in a scientific meeting format. Prerequisite: If taken for no credit, none; if
taken for credit, one 400-level chemistry course or one BIO course that includes
research-type experience or an independent study.

480 Research (1.00-6.00)
Individual laboratory investigation of a problem in chemistry, undertaken with
guidance of a faculty member. May be repeated up to a maximum of six 
credit hours.

497 Internship (0.00-9.00)

499 Independent Study (1.00-9.00) 

Classical Civilization
See Modern and Classical Languages for a description of courses and 
programs of study in Greek and Latin.

Communication
See Speech Communication for a description of courses and programs of study
in communication.
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Computer Science (CSC)
Professor: Stephen C. Renk
Associate Professors: Godfrey C. Muganda, Caroline St. Clair, 

Judy C. Walters

Mission Statement
The mission of the Computer Science department is to create effective, ethical
problem solvers who understand, and can apply, the principles of computer 
science and information management to serve the research and business 
communities, as well as society in general.
The Computer Science department offers both undergraduate and graduate
degrees with a curriculum based upon national guidelines suggested by 
the ACM and IEEE computer societies. The focus is on providing students with
pragmatic, up-to-date knowledge and skills built on a solid theoretical 
foundation.

The objectives of the curriculum are:
• To provide each student with strong problem-solving skills leading to the

construction of effective problem solutions
• To provide each student with fundamental concepts of computer science

applicable to a variety of computer systems and areas
• To provide students with pragmatic, usable knowledge built on a strong 

theoretical foundation
• To promote development of effective communication skills
• To allow students, through a variety of advanced electives, to gain 

knowledge and experience in areas of special interest.
The Computer Science Department is located in the historic Carnegie

Building which houses four computer labs, classrooms, offices and the
Information Technology Services Center. The entire campus is tied into North
Central’s computer network, which is accessible from all student residence hall
rooms as well as from faculty offices, the library, classrooms, and computer
labs.

The College and the Department offer an excellent computing environment
with up-to-date hardware and software. Students have access to over 100
Windows-based PCs and several workstations running Mac OS X, all 
connected to each other and to the Internet by a high-speed campus network. A
separate graphics and multimedia laboratory offers scanners, color printers, 
digital cameras, video capture equipment, and other hardware and software for
creating and editing digital and video images. Coursework exposes students to
a wide variety of software for the development of server, desktop, and web
applications. Through coursework, students gain experience with operating 
systems such as Windows and Linux; databases such as ORACLE and SQL
server; and programming languages such as Java, C++, C#, VB.NET, Perl,
Prolog, and LISP. Additional software systems such as PHP, MySQL, and Free
BSD are available for student exploration.
Cooperative Learning - North Central’s ideal location offers students many
opportunities to engage in paid internships and cooperative learning experiences
with leading corporations and research laboratories. Students are encouraged to
take advantage of these opportunities and it is common for our undergraduates
to work in areas related to their computer studies during much of their junior
and senior years. 
Degrees offered: B.A. and B.S.
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Computer Science Major
At least 39 credit hours to include:
Core for B.A. and B.S. degrees:

CSC 160 Computer Science I
CSC 161 Computer Science II
CSC 210 Data Structures and Algorithms
CSC 220 Computer System Concepts
CSC 230 Discrete Structures I
CSC 306 Software Development in C++
CSC 495 Capstone Seminar

Application: select three of the following courses
CSC 420 Operating Systems (recommended for B.S. degree)
CSC 453 Systems Analysis (recommended for B.A. degree)
CSC 454 Object-Oriented Analysis and Design
CSC 460 Database Management Systems (recommended for B.A.

degree)
CSC 465 Principles of Programming Languages (recommended for B.S.

degree)
CSC 469 Data Communications and Networking

Electives: select three or more courses in computer science
Required communications support:
Select two of the following courses (may include the one used to fulfill the 
communications requirement within general education):

ENG 265 Style
ENG 455 Writing in Technical and Professional Settings
LEV 230 Conflict Resolution
SPC 100 Speech Communication
SPC 200 Interpersonal Communication
SPC 214 Group Process
SPC 230 Business and Professional Communication

Additional requirements: 
B.A. degree: 

Complete a minor outside of CSC/IFS -or-
Complete three additional communications courses from the 
communications support list above.

B.S. degree: 
MTH 152 Calculus II
One of BUS 241, PSY 250, or MTH 342 (Statistics)
One of MTH 153, MTH 256, or CSC/MTH 330

CSC 330 may be used as a CSC elective or as a B.S. support course, but not
both.

Computer Science Minor
A minimum of 19 credit hours of Computer Science.

Students receiving a computer science B.A. or B.S. with equivalent background
for a core course may have it waived by the department chair and substitute an
additional CSC elective in its place.
Internships: While internships in the computer industry are not required for
majors and minors, they are highly recommended. A maximum of six credit
hours of internship can be applied to a computer science major. A maximum of
three credit hours of internship can be applied to a computer science minor.
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Transfer Students: Many computer science courses from other institutions can
be used toward an NCC degree. However, transfer students should be aware that
some work at other institutions may not be accepted by the College. For 
example, courses focusing on topics like computer center operations, hardware
repair, or JCL do not transfer. Computer science course work more than five
years old is evaluated to determine if it is sufficiently current.
Graduate Work: North Central undergraduate students may transfer up to six
credit hours of work at the 500 level into the master’s program in computer 
science, provided these credits are in excess of the minimum credits required for
their undergraduate degree program. Courses at the 600 level are not open to
undergraduates.

Integrated Bachelor’s/Master’s Program
North Central College’s integrated bachelor’s/master’s program allows a 
student to earn both a bachelor of science and a master of science degree in
computer science in five years, with the bachelor’s degree being awarded at the
end of the student’s fourth year. Admission to this program is open to students
who have completed CSC 210, 220, 230, and 306, with a computer science GPA
of at least 3.50 and an overall GPA of at least 3.00, and to students with a 
computer science GPA of at least 3.30 and an overall GPA of at least 3.30.

160 Computer Science I (3.50)
An introduction to computer science and programming emphasizing 
development of algorithms and their implementation in Java. Topics include
objects, classes, inheritance, data types such as arrays and strings, control 
mechanisms for selection and iteration, graphical user interfaces, and event-
driven programming. Extensive programming required. Laboratory. May not be
taken after a higher level programming class. Prerequisite: MTH 121 or higher
or appropriate placement.

161 Computer Science II (3.50)
A second course in object-oriented programming, emphasizing design and
implementation of well constructed programs using Java. Topics include 
graphical user interfaces, polymorphism, exception handling, stream and file
I/O, algorithms for searching and sorting, recursion, linked lists, stacks, and
queues. Extensive programming required. Laboratory. Prerequisites: CSC 160
or one year of high school programming in Java; MTH 121 or higher or 
appropriate placement.

171 Elements of Java I (1.50)
An introduction to Java for students with some programming experience in an
object-oriented language, but with little or no knowledge of Java. Covers 
event-driven programming and graphical user interfaces. Prerequisite: Transfer
credit for (non-Java) Computer Science I.

172 Elements of Java II (1.50)
Further study of Java for students who have some knowledge of Java and are
familiar with the concepts of sorting, recursion, and elementary data structures
such as linked lists, stacks, and queues. Covers graphical user interfaces, 
polymorphism, exception handling, streams, and files. Prerequisite: Transfer
credit for (non-Java) Computer Science II.

210 Data Structures and Algorithms (3.00)
Structures, techniques, and algorithms for managing data. Topics include 
variations of linked lists; binary trees, B-trees, and other types of search trees;
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advanced searching and sorting algorithms; graphs and graph algorithms; and
analysis of algorithms. Programming required. Prerequisites: CSC 161 and
knowledge of Java.

215 Introduction to Web Programming (3.00)
An introduction to current paradigms and languages for Web programming,
such as XML and JavaScript. Explores various technologies to create Web
pages dynamically using external data sources. Includes multimedia 
development. Extensive programming required. Prerequisites: IFS 115, CSC
161; IFS 106 recommended.

220 Computer System Concepts (3.00)
Basic computer architecture including combinational circuits, instruction sets,
microprogramming, and assembly language, I/O (devices, busses and 
interrupts), and memory systems and organization. Programming required.
Prerequisite: CSC 161; CSC 230 recommended.

225 Web Programming with Flash (1.50)
Course covers program control of Flash animations to build content-rich 
interactive Web pages. Topics include: client-side scripting, plug-ins, 
environment and session variables, components, animation control with
ActionScript, audio and video, interaction with HTML elements, usability, and
interface design. Prerequisites: CSC 160, IFS 115, and IFS/IMS 125.

230 Discrete Structures I (3.00)
(Same as: MTH 230.) Fundamental topics in mathematics and computer science
including formal logic, proof techniques, sets, relations and functions, 
combinatorics, graphs, logic circuits, and finite state machines. Prerequisites:
CSC 160, MTH 121 or higher or appropriate placement. Core: Mathematics.

242 Introduction to Bioinformatics (3.00)
(Same as: BIO 242.) Introduction to the field of bioinformatics. Computational
methods for study of biological sequence data in comparative biology and 
evolution. Analysis of genome content and organization. Techniques for 
searching sequence databases, pairwise and multiple sequence alignment, 
phylogenetic methods, and methods for pattern recognition and functional
inference from sequence data. Database theory, information extraction, 
algorithm analysis, and data mining are utilized. Prerequisites: CSC 160; BIO
100 or BIO 120. Recommended: BIO 102.

255 Introduction to Windows Programming (3.00)
An introduction to event-driven visual programming in windowing environments.
Topics include graphical user interfaces, OCX, DLLs, ADO.NET, and SQL.
Implementation in Visual Basic.NET. Extensive programming required.
Prerequisite: CSC 161.

297 Internship (0.00-4.00)

299 Independent Study (1.00-4.00)

306 Software Development in C++ (3.00)
Object-oriented design and implementation of large scale software using C++.
Topics include development of event-driven software with graphical user 
interfaces. Prior knowledge of C++ is not required. Extensive programming
required. Prerequisites: CSC 161 and knowledge of C++ or Java. CSC 210 
recommended.
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330 Discrete Structures II (3.00)
(Same as: MTH 330.) Intermediate level topics in mathematics and computer
science including growth of functions and complexity of algorithms; 
applications of number theory; recursive definitions and algorithms; program
verification; discrete probability; recurrence relations; generating functions;
advanced counting techniques; advanced graph topics; and models of 
computation including formal grammars, finite state automata, and Turing
machines. Prerequisite: CSC/MTH 230.

397 Internship (0.00-4.00)

399 Independent Study (1.00-4.00)

420 Operating Systems I (3.00)
(Same as: CSC 520.) An examination of approaches to computer system
resource management. Topics include scheduling, memory management, file
systems, I/O management, multiprocessing, security, and protection.
Programming may be required. Prerequisites: CSC 161, CSC 220.

425 Computer Graphics (3.00)
(Same as: CSC 525.) 2D and 3D graphical applications implemented in
OpenGL, graphics, display technologies, and human factors. Extensive 
programming required. Prerequisite: CSC 306.

427 Linux Programming (3.00)
(Same as: CSC 527.) Fundamental concepts, operating system kernel, library
facilities, and programming techniques that provide the foundation for 
application programming on Linux systems. Course topics include process
management, input/output, signals, sockets, interfacing to the Internet, Shell
programming, and software project development tools. The course does not
cover system administration or operating system internals. Major project
required. Students may not receive credit for both CSC 427 and CSC 490/590
Special Topics: UNIX/Linux. Prerequisite: CSC 306. Recommended: CSC 420.

431 Advanced Windows and .NET Programming (3.00)
(Same as: CSC 531.) System and application programming on the Windows and
.NET platforms using C# and C++. Topics include development of Windows
and Web applications, the .NET framework class libraries, ADO.NET, ASP.Net, 
interprocess communication, multi-threaded applications, network 
programming, and security. Extensive programming required.  Prerequisite:
CSC 306.

435 Windows Game Programming (3.00)
(Same as: CSC 535.) Design and development of Windows game software.
Topics include computer graphics, networking, event-driven programming, the
Windows API, GDI and Win32 libraries, DirectX, DirectInput, DirectSound,
DirectPlay, modeling tools, and graphics engines for games. Extensive 
programming in C++ required. Students may not receive credit for both CSC
435 and CSC 490/590 Special Topics: Game Software. Prerequisite: CSC 425.

436 Human Computer Interaction (3.00)
(Same as: CSC 536.) Fundamental principles in the design, implementation, and
evaluation of human-machine interfaces with emphasis on human computer
interaction. Topics include user psychology, theories of human learning and 
perception, audio and visual physiology, graphical user interfaces, task analysis,
and usability heuristics. Prerequisite: CSC 160.
.
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440 Algorithms (3.00)
(Same as: CSC 540.) Design and analysis of algorithms. Classification of 
algorithms by time and space complexity. Algorithm design techniques such as
divide and conquer, the greedy method, and dynamic programming. NP-
complete problems and approximation algorithms. Introduction to parallel 
algorithms. Programming may be required. Prerequisites: CSC 210, CSC 230.

450 Advanced Java Programming (3.00)
(Same as: CSC 550.) Advanced topics in Java programming. Includes 
reflection, multi-threaded applications, interfacing to native methods, Internet
and servlet programming, JavaBeans, JDBC, remote objects, and remote
method invocation. Extensive programming required. Prerequisites: CSC 306
and knowledge of Java.

453 Systems Analysis (3.00)
(Same as: CSC 553.) Methods, techniques, and tools to model and analyze 
systems. Topics include problem definition, the project life cycle, 
organizational change, data acquisition, data flow and entity-relationship 
modeling, use cases, and domain engineering. Major project required.
Prerequisite: CSC 161.

454 Object-Oriented Analysis and Design (3.00)
(Same as: CSC 554.) Concepts and methods of the object-oriented software
analysis and design paradigm. Includes CRC and other methodologies, use cases,
overview of UML, and comparison of the object paradigm with other software
development paradigms. Programming may be required. Prerequisite: CSC 306.

455 Project Management (3.00)
(Same as: CSC 555.). Skills needed to effectively manage projects. Topics
include methods of planning, estimating, scheduling, tracking, and controlling
development projects. Addresses group process issues. Prerequisite: CSC 306 or
CSC 453. Recommended: Basic knowledge of statistics.

457 Software Quality and Reliability (3.00)
(Same as: CSC 557.) Exploration of software quality and reliability issues 
including design, verification, complexity measurement, quality metrics, test plan
development, testing techniques, and fault tolerance. Prerequisites: CSC 306 and a
course in statistics.

460 Database Management Systems (3.00)
(Same as: CSC 560.) Data modeling, database design and implementation, with
emphasis on the relational model. Introduces integrity, security, recovery, and
concurrency issues and business applications of database systems. SQL
programming required. Prerequisite: CSC 161.

464 Data Mining (3.00)
(Same as: CSC 564.). This course introduces data mining in the context of KDD
(Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining) and covers the three main phases of
the KDD process: preprocessing, data extraction, and data analysis. Includes data
cleaning and preparation techniques; extraction methods such as deviation
detection, classification, dependency modeling, and clustering; statistical 
analysis ; and visualization techniques. Students may receive credit for only one
of CSC 464, CSC 664, or CSC 692 Special Topics: Data Mining. Prerequisites:
CSC 460, CSC 485.
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465 Principles of Programming Languages (3.00)
(Same as: CSC 565.) A comparative study of programming languages. Includes
formal languages and automata, run-time behavior, internal organization, and
compilation and interpretation. Programming required. Prerequisites: CSC 220,
CSC 230, CSC 306.

469 Data Communications and Networking (3.00)
(Same as: CSC 569.) Introduction to basic communication theory, data 
transmission, and data communication protocols. Exploration of network 
architectures with emphasis on the Internet related protocol model. Introduction
to local area networks. Includes hands-on lab activities. Prerequisite: CSC 220.

470 Local Area Networks (3.00)
(Same as: CSC 570.) Exploration of Local Area Network technology including
design, protocols, standards, and performance analysis. Covers wired and 
wireless LANs, LAN operating systems, LAN security, and network 
management. Includes hands-on lab activities. Prerequisite: CSC 469.

480 Digital Logic and Computer Design  (3.50) 
(Same as: CSC 580.) Computer organization from basic digital logic to 
complete systems. Analysis and design of combinational and sequential 
networks, organization of memory, registers, ALU, and control units.
Laboratory. Prerequisite: CSC 220, CSC 230.

485 Fundamentals of Artificial Intelligence (3.00)
(Same as: CSC 585.) An introduction to artificial intelligence programming 
topics including search algorithms, knowledge representation, and uncertainty.
Covers machine learning and reasoning applications. Extensive programming in
Prolog or Lisp is required. Prerequisites: CSC 210, CSC 230.

487 Parallel Processing and Concurrent Programming(3.00)
(Same as: CSC 587.) A course in hardware, software, and language aspects of
parallel computing, focusing on the development of effective parallel 
algorithms and their implementation on a variety of parallel architectures and
interconnection networks. Students may not receive credit for both CSC 487 and
CSC 635. Prerequisite: CSC 420.

490 Special Topics (3.00)
(Same as: CSC 590.) One or more special topics courses are normally offered
each year on topics of current interest. Recent offerings have included human-
computer interaction, computer security, and eBusiness. Prerequisite: Varies
with topic. 

495 Capstone Seminar (3.00)
This Computer Science capstone course allows students to apply the many skills
they have acquired during their undergraduate studies by participating as a
member of a team to design, develop, and present a software solution to a 
substantive problem. Group process and leadership skills are addressed as well
as ethical considerations important to computer science professionals.
Prerequisites: Junior standing; Computer Science major or minor. ACR:
Leadership, Ethics and Values.

499 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)
Designed for students who want to study a topic not covered in a regular course.
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. 
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East Asian Studies (EAS)
Associate Professors: Brian Hoffert, Fukumi Matsubara

Mission Statement
The East Asian Studies program engages students in the intensive study of
Chinese and Japanese language, history, literature, art, and religion in order to
help them acquire the skills to pursue a career that focuses on some aspect of
East Asian civilization.
The program is predicated on the principle that true communication requires an
understanding of both language and culture. Students not only learn to 
appreciate Chinese and Japanese culture, but to better understand the distinctive
cultural patterns that structure their own lives. The program provides essential
preparation for anyone interested in living and working in or dealing with East
Asia. More generally, East Asian Studies is of interest to anyone curious to
explore the diversity of the human experience.
Degrees offered: BA.

East Asian Studies Major
The major is divided into a “Japan Track” and a “China Track.” All students
must finish two years (18 credit hours) in the language of their chosen region.
They must complete an additional 21 credit hours in various aspects of East
Asian history, religion, and art.

A. EAS 165 Introduction to East Asia
B. Each student must complete one of the following tracks:

Japan Track
In addition to 18 credit hours in Japanese language, one of the following:

HST 263 Japanese History -or-
EAS 292 Topics in Japanese Culture

China Track
In addition to 18 credit hours in Chinese language, one of the following:

HST 261 Traditional China -or-
HST 265 Modern China

C. At least one of the following three courses:
REL 260 The Religions of China
REL 265 The Religions of Japan
REL 315 Buddhism
HST 330 East Asian Thought

D. At least one additional elective, to be chosen from:
One of REL 260, REL 265, REL 315, or HST 330
ART 140 Oriental Brush Painting
REL 255 The Religions of India
GLS 365* Topics in Global Studies
*When topic is approved by the East Asian Studies faculty. 

E. Six credit hours in an approved program of study abroad in East Asia.
Students may study at NCC’s programs in Japan, Republic of China,
People’s Republic of China, or South Korea. Students are strongly urged to
continue their language training upon return from Asia.

F. EAS 499 Independent Study
Students finish their program with EAS 499, an independent research 
project. This project examines some aspect of East Asian history, literature,
or religion, drawn from and building upon previous coursework and the 
study abroad experience.
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East Asian Studies Minor
The minor is also divided into a “Japan Track” and a “China Track.” Students
must complete 9 credit hours of study in the appropriate language, as well as 12
additional credit hours to be distributed as follows:

Japan Track
EAS 165 Introduction to East Asia
HST 263 Japanese History -or- EAS 292 Topics in Japanese Culture
REL 265 The Religions of Japan
HST 330 East Asian Thought -or- REL 315 Buddhism -or- 
EAS 399 Independent Study

China Track
EAS 165 Introduction to East Asia
HST 261 Traditional China -or- HST 265 Modern China
REL 260 The Religions of China
HST 330 East Asian Thought -or- REL 315 Buddhism -or- 
EAS 399 Independent Study

165 Introduction to East Asia (3.00) IAI:  S2 908N
(Same as: HST 165, HTB 165.) An introduction to major themes in the 
cultural history of China and Japan. Foundational texts of East Asian 
philosophy, religion, and literature are read and discussed in their historical 
context. Important works of East Asian art and film are viewed and analyzed. The
goal is to develop a basic familiarity with the evolution of Chinese and Japanese
civilizations from their ancient foundations to their modern 
manifestations. Core: Humanities or Social Science.

292 Topics in Japanese Culture (3.00)
(Same as: HTB 292). A study of selected aspects of Japanese society and 
culture. Core: Humanities or Social Science.

397 Internship (0.00-9.00)

399 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)

497 Internship (0.00-9.00)

499 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)

Economics (ECN)
Professors: Peter Barger, Andrew Whitaker
Associate Professors: Diane Anstine, Marti Bogart, Doh-Khul Kim
Assistant Professors: Bobby Barnes, Patrick Gray

Mission Statement
The mission of the Economics and Finance departments is to teach economics
and finance majors the basic conceptual framework needed for advancement in
their careers, to contribute to the curricular needs of the accounting and 
management and marketing undergraduates, to provide support courses and the
finance courses for the masters degree programs, and to offer courses fulfilling
the general education requirements of all students at North Central College. The
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departments seek to inspire students in each of these areas to cultivate 
quantitative analytical skills and to communicate their results precisely and 
elegantly.
Economists are active advisors to government at all levels, corporations, and the
financial services sector. Economics is the study of how individuals, firms, and
societies make decisions about the allocation of scarce resources. Many students
select an economics major because it develops skills that are widely valued in
finance, business, government, and law. An economics major is also excellent
preparation for students who seek advanced degrees in economics, finance, 
business, and law.

The economics department offers both a Bachelor of Arts (B.A.) and a
Bachelor of Science degree (B.S.). The B.A. degree is most appropriate for 
students who are planning on general business careers or entry-level 
government positions. The B.S. degree is advisable for students who seek
careers which demand a technical or quantitative focus, or who intend to pursue 
graduate study.
Degrees offered: B.A. and B.S.

Economics Major
B.A. Requirements:
At least 24 economics credit hours, including the following:

ECN 241* Business and Economic Statistics
ECN 250 Microeconomic Principles
ECN 252 Macroeconomic Principles
ECN 423 Intermediate Microeconomics
ECN 427 Intermediate Macroeconomics
ECN 445 Is not required but is strongly recommended

B.S. Requirements:
At least 27 economics credit hours, including the following:

ECN 241* Business and Economic Statistics
ECN 250 Microeconomic Principles
ECN 252 Macroeconomic Principles
ECN 423 Intermediate Microeconomics
ECN 427 Intermediate Macroeconomics
ECN 445 Econometrics

Required Support Courses for the B.S. degree:
MTH 152 Calculus II
Choose one of MTH 153 or MTH 256
Choose one of CSC 160, MTH 153 (if not taken for first choice), one 200- or
300-level mathematics course, or one laboratory science course beyond the
general education requirements

*PSY 250 or MTH 342 may be substituted for ECN 241, but do not count
toward the total number of required credit hours in economics.

Economics Minor
At least 18 credit hours in economics.

TYPICAL COURSE SEQUENCE: Economics majors typically use their 
freshman year to fulfill general education requirements and complete MTH 121
(a prerequisite for ECN 250 and ECN 252). B.S. majors will want to begin
working on the College’s general B.S. requirements during their first year—
particularly MTH 152 and its prerequisites.
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FALL WINTER SPRING
FIRST YEAR: GENERAL EDUCATION and MTH 121
SECOND YEAR: ECN 250 ECN 252 ECN 241

(any term)

100 Economics of Social Issues (3.00) IAI:  S3 900
This course surveys the basic principles of economic theory with a special
emphasis on applications of economics to practical problems. Use of supply and
demand analysis enables the student to better understand how the market 
system works. Included among other issues to be covered are inflation, 
unemployment, pollution, health care, international trade, and income 
distribution. This course may not be taken after completing either ECN 250 or
ECN 252. Core: Social Science.

210 History of Economic Thought (3.00)
An examination of economic thought with major concentration on the selected
writings of economists from the mercantilists through the early 20th Century,
such as Smith, Ricardo, Malthus, Marx, Veblen, Keynes, and Schumpeter. Core:
Humanities.

241 Business and Economic Statistics (3.00)
(Same as: BUS 241.) This course is designed to provide students with the 
ability to apply and interpret descriptive and inferential procedures, probability 
distributions, statistical sampling and design, hypothesis testing, and regression.
Primary objectives are to improve the statistical capabilities of students as well
as their abilities to apply statistical concepts in a business setting. Prerequisites:
MTH 121 or higher or appropriate placement. Note: Students may not receive
credit for both ECN/BUS 241 and PSY 250. Core: Mathematics.

250 Microeconomic Principles (3.00) IAI:  S3 902
Introduction to the theory of consumer choice, social and individual welfare, the
behavior of business firms under pure competition and monopoly, and applied
microeconomic topics. Prerequisite: MTH 121 or higher or appropriate 
placement. Core: Social Science.

252 Macroeconomic Principles (3.00) IAI:  S3 901
Introduction to macroeconomic theory, with emphasis on factors which explain
changes in national income, unemployment, and inflation. Other topics include
money and banking, and fiscal and monetary policies. Prerequisite: MTH 121
or higher or appropriate placement; ECN 250 recommended. Core: Social
Science.

290 Special Topics: Contemporary Issues in Economics (1.00-3.00)
Topics vary depending on student interest and faculty expertise. Topics and 
prerequisites are announced in advance and placed in the course schedule. May
be taken more than once with different content. Prerequisites: ECN 250 and/or
ECN 252; or ECN 100.

297 Internship (0.00-9.00)

299 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)

320 Industrial Structure and Public Policy (3.00)
An application of microeconomics which involves analysis of the structure,
conduct, and performance of firms within industries. The empirical evidence
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and economic theory relating to pricing practices and policies under various
market structures is also examined. Special emphasis is placed on the theory and
precedents in U.S. anti-trust policy and the problems associated with the 
regulation of industry. Prerequisite: ECN 100 or ECN 250.

324 International Political Economy (3.00)
(Same as: PSC 324.) Analyses of the problems and prospects challenging the
global community at a time of political and economic change through the study
of the roles of industrialized countries, former socialist bloc states, and the Third
World. Attention is given to the interplay of political and economic power as
components of planetary well-being. Prerequisites: ECN 250 and ECN 252; or
ECN 100. ACR: Intercultural.

330 Labor Economics (3.00)
The economic theory and policy pertaining to the market for labor. Stress on
how the market determines employment and income and how human resources
contribute to individual and national economic welfare. Prerequisites: ECN 250,
and ECN 252; or ECN 100.

340 International Economics (3.00)
The theory of international trade and the behavior of international institutions.
Examination of how trade, trade restrictions, and international monetary 
systems affect domestic business and economic prospects. Prerequisites: 
ECN 250 and ECN 252; or ECN 100.

350 Public Finance and Social Welfare (3.00)
An examination of the economic role of the public sector in the United States
with an emphasis on theory and policy analysis of the effects of government
spending and taxation. Topics include the role of government intervention in the
market, the tax system, income redistribution programs, social security, and
deficit financing, among other current policy issues. Prerequisites: ECN 250
and ECN 252; or ECN 100.

360 Money and Banking (3.00)
An examination of the function of money, credit, and financial institutions in the
U.S. economy, and an analysis of Federal Reserve policy and its impact on the
macroeconomy. Prerequisites: ECN 250 and ECN 252; or ECN 100.

390 Special Topics: Contemporary Issues in Economics (1.00-3.00)
Topics vary depending on student interest and faculty expertise. Topics and 
prerequisites are announced in advance and placed in the course schedule. May
be taken more than once with different content. Prerequisites: ECN 250 and/or
ECN 252; or ECN 100.

397 Internship (0.00-9.00)

399 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)

423 Intermediate Microeconomics (3.00)
An economic analysis of consumers, firms, and markets. Consumer theory
includes indifference curve analysis with selected applications related to a wide
range of consumer behavior. The costs and revenue decisions of the firm are 
analyzed within the context of standard assumptions about economic behavior.
Prerequisite: ECN 250.
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427 Intermediate Macroeconomics (3.00)
An analysis of income, consumption, investment, interest, and money in their
relationships to the national economy, equilibrium, and level of employment
and prices. Prerequisites: ECN 250 and ECN 252.

440 Mathematical Economics (3.00)
This course focuses on the application of mathematics to the theoretical aspects
of economic analysis. Topics may include equilibrium analysis, comparative
statics, optimization problems, and dynamic analysis. Prerequisites: ECN 250,
ECN 252; one of MTH 141 or MTH 151.

445 Econometrics (3.00)
This course provides exposure to the estimation and testing of economic 
models using statistical methods and appropriate empirical data. Emphasis is
placed on model construction and the use of multiple linear regression for 
interpretation, analysis, and forecasting. Prerequisites: ECN 250; ECN 252; and
ECN 241 or MTH 341 and 342.

497 Internship (0.00-9.00)

499 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)

The Division of Economics
and Business (ECB)
See Accounting, Economics, Management and Marketing, and Finance for
a description of courses and programs of study in the Division of Economics
and Business. In the Management and Marketing section, descriptions of 
programs of study can be found for Management, Marketing, Entrepreneurship
and Small Business Management, International Business, Human Resource
Management, and Management Information Systems.

110 Business and Society (3.00)
An examination of the American business system, its role in the global 
economy, and its responsibility to society. The course explores the various 
functions within business organizations. No credit toward graduation will be
given if taken after the completion of one 200 level course in the Economics and
Business Division.

190 Special Topics (1.00-3.00)
Topics vary depending on student interest and faculty expertise. Topics and 
prerequisites are announced in advance and placed in the printed schedule of
classes.

200 SIFE, Leadership Experiential (1.50)
Development of leadership, communication, decision making, group dynamics,
problem solving, personal, and planning skills through community based 
student generated programs. Evaluation is based on accomplishment outside of
the traditional classroom setting. This course is open to all majors and may be
taken twice for credit.
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390 Special Topics (1.00-3.00)
Topics vary depending on student interest and faculty expertise. Topics and 
prerequisites are announced in advance and placed in the printed schedule of
classes.

490 Special Topics (1.00-3.00)
Topics vary depending on student interest and faculty expertise. Topics and 
prerequisites are announced in advance and placed in the printed schedule of
classes.

Education (EDN)
Professors: Sheryl L. Finkle, Rebecca Clemente
Associate Professors: Nancy J. Keiser, Maureen Kincaid, Shwuyi Leu, 

Lora Tyson
Assistant Professors: Renard Jackson, Kristine A. Servais

Mission Statement
The department of Education prepares undergraduate teacher candidates and
practicing teachers to facilitate the learning of all students, enabling both 
teachers and their students to act as informed, involved, principled, and 
productive citizens and leaders over a lifetime.
The Education department offers a specialized, undergraduate certification 
program in education to prepare elementary (grades K-9), secondary (grades 
6-12), K-12 art, K-12 foreign language, K-12 music and K-12 physical 
education teachers. It is an experience-oriented teacher education program
based on the liberal arts. The faculty of the education department is committed
to the serious study of education and the promotion of professional standards to
foster innovation in professional preparation. This commitment encompasses
social issues, such as multicultural and ethnic education, and increasing public
awareness of education in general. The program is approved for certification by
the Illinois State Board of Education. Teacher education programs differ from
other programs at the College in that additional specific criteria must be met in
the area of general education, as well as in the area of the major.
Degree offered: B.A. (Elementary Education major)
Minors offered: Secondary Education and Reading
Certification offered: Art (K-12), elementary education (K-9), English, foreign
language (designation in Spanish) (K-12), mathematics, music (K-12), physical
education (K-12), science (designations in biology, chemistry, or physics), and
social science (designation in history).

I. ADMISSION TO THE TEACHER EDUCATION PROGRAM
All students wishing to pursue teacher certification must apply for admission
to the teacher education program. An application, which is available online,
must be submitted when the student meets the admission criteria. Transfer
and certification-only students should apply for the teacher education 
program immediately upon meeting the requirements for admission. The 
following criteria have been established by the Teacher Education Committee
(TEC) as requirements for admission to the program:
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1) Complete an application.
2) Successfully complete EDN 100 with a grade of “C” or higher.*
3) Students minoring in Secondary Education must successfully complete

a minimum of nine credit hours in their academic (teaching) major with
grades of “C” or higher.*

4) Students majoring in Elementary Education must successfully 
complete a minimum of nine credit hours in the major beyond PSY
100, with grades of “C” or higher.*

5) Earn a 2.500 grade point average (GPA) in all the professional 
education classes.

6) Earn a 2.500 grade point average (GPA) (overall and in the major
field). This includes course work from all institutions attended.

7) Pass the Illinois Test of Basic Skills.
8) Declare a major in Elementary Education or minor in Secondary

Education.
9) Submit a four year plan signed by the student’s assigned advisor.
10) Transfer and continuing education students must submit a copy of their

transcript evaluation
* Note: Grades of “C-” do not meet the minimum standard of “C.”
Elementary Education Major:

Acceptance into the Teacher Education Program is a prerequisite for
methods courses requiring 40 or more practicum hours (EDN 360 and 362).

Secondary Education Minor:
Acceptance into the Teacher Education Program is a prerequisite for
methods courses requiring 40 or more practicum hours (EDN 300, 331, 333,
338, 340, 342, 344, 346, 348, 351, 353, and HPE 300).

II. CURRICULUM FOR ELEMENTARY EDUCATION MAJOR AND 
CERTIFICATION (K-9)
Students seeking elementary certification must satisfy:
1. North Central College’s elementary education major
2. North Central College’s general education requirements
3. State of Illinois certification requirements for grades K-9
NOTE: Each course can be used for only one certification requirement.
NOTE: All students completing a degree program must adhere to the 

number of credit hours as indicated below.

A. GENERAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS
The elementary education program follows the college’s general 
education requirements with the following exceptions:
1. MTH 108 Elementary Mathematics II must be taken to fulfill the

Mathematics requirement (prerequisite of MTH 107 Elementary
Mathematics I)

2. PSC 101 Introduction to American Government must be taken
within the Social Science requirement

3. PSY 100 Introduction to Psychology must be taken within the
Social Science requirement

4. PSY 210 Child Development must be taken within the Social
Science requirement

5. A 100 or 200 level U.S. History course must be taken within the
Humanities requirement

6. ENG 196 Story or ENG 201 Critical Methods in English Studies
must be taken within the Humanities requirement
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7. 3.50 additional hours of lab science are also required for a total of
10 hours of science (including at least 3.50 hours of biology with
a lab and at least 3.50 hours of physical science with a lab)

B. NORTH CENTRAL COLLEGE ACADEMIC MINOR OR 
CONCENTRATION — Elementary Education majors must select a
minor or an area of concentration. The area of concentration 
requirement consists of at least 18 credit hours in any one discipline.
Nine credit hours must be at the 200-level or above, plus at least three
hours at the 300-level or above.
NOTE: Elementary education majors with a minor or concentration may
teach in a departmentalized setting at the elementary or junior high level
provided that the requirements for middle school endorsement are met.
The reading and mathematics endoresements have specific 
requirements.

C. PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS
1. EDN 100 Introduction to Education (includes off-campus field 

experience — 10 hours).
2. PSY 100 Introduction to Psychology
3. PSY 205 Educational Psychology
4. PSY 210 Child Development
5. PSY 220 Psychology of Adolescence (for students seeking a

Middle School endorsement)
6 EDN 240 Classroom Management Techniques in Elementary

Education. Must be taken concurrently with a 
methods course and field experience of 40 hours

7. EDN 260 Teaching with Literature Across the Curriculum
8. EDN 324 Techniques in Elementary/Middle School —

Mathematics (includes off-campus field experience
— 20 hours).

9. EDN 326 Techniques in Elementary/Middle School-Science
(includes off-campus field experience — 20 hours).

10. EDN 328 Techniques in Elementary/Middle School — Social
Studies (includes off-campus field experience — 20
hours).

11. EDN 330 Teaching Children with Special Needs in the General
Education Classroom (includes off-campus field
experience — 10 hours).

12. EDN 360* Techniques in Elementary/Middle School —
Integrated Language Arts Instruction (requires off-
campus field experience — 40 hours).

13. EDN 363* Practicum: Elementary/Middle School — Language
Arts (one credit hour)

14. EDN 362* Techniques in Elementary/Middle School —  Reading
Instruction (requires off-campus field experience —
40 hours).

15. EDN 365* Practicum: Elementary/Middle School — Reading
(one credit hour)

16. EDN 475 Philosophy of Education and Teaching (Capstone
course and satisfies LEV seminar requirement)

17. EDN 485 Supervised Student Teaching (nine credit hours)
(includes on-campus after school seminar)

18. Pre-student teaching field experiences equivalent to a minimum of
150 clock hours prior to student teaching. These hours must be
documented and include the following:
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140 hours minimum through courses with field experience
components
20 hours completed in EDN 100 and EDN 330

Students are encouraged to complete more than the 150 hour 
minimum. Only 30 field experience hours may be transferred from
another college. Official documentation of those hours completed at
another college must be submitted directly to the education 
department. STUDENTS MUST HAVE THEIR OWN 
TRANSPORTATION AVAILABLE.

Grades below “C” in professional education courses and field 
experiences are not accepted for the education major, education minor
or certification. Note that grades of “C-” are below “C.”
If a student fails a field experience, the student must retake the field
experience the next time it is scheduled. If a student passes the field
experience but not the class, then both must be retaken. 
Unless otherwise noted, all courses are three credit hours.
NOTE: Only PSY 100 and nine other credit hours of professional 
education may be transferred in from a two-year college.
*Acceptance into the Teacher Education Program is a prerequisite.
*Courses must be taken in sequence.
Transfer and certification only students registering for EDN 363 or 365
must complete and submit a field experience application to the 
education department by the end of the first week of the Spring Term 
preceding the academic year in which they will take the sequence of
courses. Registration cannot be processed without approval from the
education department.
Field experience assignments are arranged only by the cooperating
school administration and the coordinator of field experiences. IN NO
CASE should the student initiate contact with a school administrator or
cooperating teacher to arrange an assignment unless he/she has received
permission from the course instructor or coordinator of field experience.
Students taking courses with a field experience component must be 
registered for the course at least 15 days in advance of the start of the
term so that a placement may be secured.

III. CURRICULUM FOR SECONDARY EDUCATION MINOR AND 
CERTIFICATION (GRADES 6-12, ART K-12, FOREIGN 
LANGUAGE K-12, MUSIC K-12, PHYSICAL EDUCATION K-12)
Students seeking secondary certification earn a minor in secondary
education. For a minor in secondary education students must satisfy:
1. North Central College’s academic major
2. North Central College’s general education requirements
3. State of Illinois certification requirements for grades 6-12 or K-12

NOTE: All students completing a degree program must adhere to the 
number of credit hours indicated below.

A. GENERAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS
The secondary education program follows the College’s general 
education program. Credit hours counted for the purpose of meeting
general education requirements may also be counted for certification in
the major field.
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B. PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS
1. EDN 100 Introduction to Education (includes off-campus 

experience — 10 hours).
2. PSY 100 Introduction to Psychology (counts within the Social

Science requirement)
3. PSY 205 Educational Psychology
4. PSY 220 Psychology of Adolescence (counts within the Social

Science requirement)
5. EDN 242* Classroom Management Techniques in Secondary

Education. Must be taken concurrently with a 
methods course and field experience of 50 hours

6. EDN 300* General Middle/High School Methods or HPE 300 for
Physical Education majors (requires off-campus field
experience — 50 hours).

7. EDN 302* Practicum: General Middle/High School Methods
(one credit hour)

8. EDN 3—* Methods course in major teaching field (requires 
off-campus field experience — 50 hours).

9. EDN 371* Practicum: Secondary Content Area Methods (one
credit hour)

10. EDN 330 Teaching Children with Special Needs in the General
Education Classroom or HPE 290 for Physical
Education majors (includes off-campus field 
experience — 10 hours).

11. EDN 475 Philosophy of Education and Teaching (CAPSTONE
course and satisfies LEV seminar requirement);
should be taken one term before or after student 
teaching

12. EDN 485 Supervised Student Teaching (nine credit hours)
(includes on-campus after school seminar)

13. Pre-student teaching field experiences equivalent to a minimum of
150 clock hours prior to the completion of the education program.
These hours must be documented and include the following:

100 hours minimum completed in EDN 302 and EDN 371.
20 hours completed in EDN 100 and EDN 330
30 hours (to meet 150 hour requirement) through approved
volunteer service in the schools

Students are encouraged to complete more than the 150 hour 
minimum. Only 30 field experience hours may be transferred from
another college. Official documentation of those hours completed at
another college must be submitted directly to the education 
department. STUDENTS MUST HAVE THEIR OWN 
TRANSPORTATION AVAILABLE.

Grades below “C” in professional education courses and field 
experience are not accepted for the education major, education minor
or certification. Note that grades of “C-” are below “C.”
If a student fails the field experience, the student must retake the field
experience the next time it is scheduled. If a student passes the field
experience but not the class, then both must be retaken.
Unless otherwise noted, all courses are three credit hours.
NOTE: Only PSY 100 and nine other credit hours of professional 
education can be transferred in from a two-year college.

*Acceptance into the Teacher Education Program is a prerequisite.
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Field Experience
EDN 300, General Middle/High School Methods, and all 
secondary methods courses require a minimum of 50 clock hours of
supervised field experience through concurrent enrollment in a
practicum. It is recommended that no course be scheduled 
immediately preceding or following EDN 302 and EDN 371.
Transfer and certification-only students registering for these courses
must complete and submit a field experience application to the 
education department by the end of the first week of Spring Term
preceding the academic year in which they are planning to take the
course(s). Registration cannot be processed without approval from
the education department.
Field experience assignments are arranged only by the cooperating
school administration and the coordinator of field experiences. IN
NO CASE should the student initiate contact with a school 
administrator or cooperating teacher to arrange an assignment
unless he/she has received permission from course instructor or
coordinator of field placement. Students are expected to attend
their field experience a minimum of three days per week. Students
taking courses with a field experience component must be 
registered for the course at least 15 days in advance of the start of the
term so that a placement may be secured.

C. TEACHING MAJOR
Students must meet the following requirements:
1. Complete the minimum number of credit hours in the major: art,

English, mathematics, music, physical education, science 
(designation in biology, chemistry, or physics), social science 
(designation in history), or Spanish.

2. Students must follow the guidelines of the NCC approved 
certification program.

IV. STUDENT TEACHING
In this final step in preparation for certification, students receive practical
classroom experience in one of several schools that cooperate with North
Central College in providing this program. All student teachers should
expect to be assigned to any cooperating school system depending upon:
1. availability of qualified cooperating teachers
2. number of student teachers in the area
3. distance from North Central College.
4. passing the Subject Matter Knowledge state exam

Student teaching assignments are arranged only by the cooperating school
administration and the coordinator of field experiences. IN NO CASE does
the student initiate contact with a school administrator or cooperating
teacher to arrange an assignment.

Students should not plan to student teach in a school from which they 
graduated or in which their child/children attend, or in a school district in
which a relative is currently employed or serves on the school board. 

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR ELIGIBILITY TO STUDENT TEACH
All students seeking placement as student teachers are required to submit a
completed application for student teaching one year in advance of the term
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of student teaching. Students who do not meet this deadline are not 
guaranteed a student teaching placement. Applications are available online.

Additionally, in order to student teach, all students must meet the 
following criteria:
1. Be admitted to the Teacher Education Program.
2. Complete a minimum of 15 credit hours at North Central College taken

within the previous six years that include:
a. one course in the teaching major at the 300-level or higher
b. one course taught in the College’s education department
c. 150 field experience hours, of which 120 approved field 

experience hours must be at North Central College (may be 
fulfilled through the completion of courses with field experience
components), prior to the completion of the education program.

3. Attain a minimum GPA of 2.500 overall and in the major field, and 
a 2.700 in professional education courses by the end of the term prior
to student teaching.

4. Pass all areas of the Subject-Matter Knowledge state exam. If the
department of education does not receive passing scores for the content
test prior to the first day of student teaching, the placement will be 
cancelled.

5. Complete all of the professional education courses and field 
experiences with grades of “C” or higher.* EDN 475 is the only 
professional education course that can be taken after EDN 485.

6. Secondary Education students must complete nine of the courses
required for the academic teaching major or course work in the 
teaching major equivalent to that as defined by the College.

* Note: Grades of “C-” do not meet the minimum standard of “C.”

The student must have transportation available and must be able to be at the
appointed school during the entire day for one term without any conflicts.
Students are placed as student teachers within public school districts 
within a radius of approximately 30 miles from the college. Exceptions are
made for students who wish to student teach in an urban setting. Students
may be required to interview with the prospective school district in which
they will student teach. Students may also be required to attend institute and
faculty meetings which occur in August and September, regardless of the
term in which they student teach. Some school districts require student
teachers to complete a background check prior to beginning student 
teaching.

Student teachers are required to attend six seminars on campus during
the student teaching term, and to complete a portfolio based on the Illinois
Professional Teaching Standards. 

An additional fee of $150 is required for Supervised Student Teaching.
See schedule of Miscellaneous Fees.

Additional policies and information concerning student teaching can be
found in the Department of Education Student Handbook and the Student
Teaching Handbook.

V. REQUIREMENTS FOR TEACHER CERTIFICATION
Graduating seniors should apply for an initial license to teach in Illinois 
by filing an application with the department’s teacher certification officer
prior to graduation. The teacher certification officer will process the 
application only after the student has fulfilled all degree and/or certification 
requirements. Applications and specific details are available in the 
education department.
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The following must also be completed:

A. ILLINOIS CERTIFICATION TESTING SYSTEM (ICTS)
Students must pass the state-mandated Illinois Certification Testing
System (ICTS) tests developed and implemented by the Illinois State
Board of Education (ISBE). This includes the Illinois Test of Basic
Skills, Subject Matter Knowledge tests, and the Assessment of
Professional Teaching. Registration information and study packets are
available online at http://www.icts.nesinc.com.

B. SPECIAL CERTIFICATE K-12
Students qualifying for the special certificate (K-12) in art, foreign 
language (designation in Spanish) music, or physical education must
have field experiences and student teach at the elementary or middle
school and secondary levels. They must fulfill the General Education
and Professional Education Requirements listed in Secondary
Education curriculum. 

Reading Minor
Elementary education majors may use this minor to fulfill the academic minor
or concentration requirement. However, since completion of this minor results
in 54 credit hours within Education, students must complete a minimum of 123
total hours in order to fulfill graduation requirements. Students who want to
apply for the Reading Teacher Endorsement must take the Illinois Certification
Reading Teacher test. Registration information and study packets are available
in the education online at http://www.icts.nesinc.com.

EDN 260 Teaching with Literature Across the Curriculum
EDN 360 Techniques in Elementary/Middle School Integrated

Language Arts Instruction
EDN 362 Techniques in Elementary/Middle School Reading 

Instruction
EDN 363 Practicum: Elementary/Middle School Language Arts
EDN 365 Practicum: Elementary/Middle School Reading

Instruction
EDN 372 Writing as it Relates to Reading
EDN 374 Content Reading Instruction in the Middle School
EDN 462 Reading Assessment Tools and Strategies
EDN 463 Diagnostic Reading Instruction
EDN 464 Practicum in Diagnostic Reading Instruction

100 Introduction to Education (3.00)
Introductory course. Investigates current education issues and teaching as a 
profession. Req: 10 field experience hours. Required course for admission to the
Teacher Education Program.

240 Classroom Management Techniques in Elementary Education (3.00)
Classroom organization, management theories, effective management 
principles, and instructional strategies which foster positive relationships with
and among students are examined. To prepare pre-service teachers for working
in classrooms with unique challenges and diverse cultures, needed pedagogical
skills and discipline approaches are included. Prerequisites: PSY 205 or PSY
220; concurrent registration with a methods course of 40 or more field 
experience hours; and acceptance into the Teacher Education Program.
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242 Classroom Management Techniques in Secondary Education (3.00)
Classroom organization, management theories, effective management 
principles, and instructional strategies which foster positive relationships with
and among students are examined. To prepare pre-service teachers for working
in classrooms with unique challenges and diverse cultures, needed pedagogical
skills and discipline approaches are included. Prerequisites: PSY 205 or PSY
220; concurrent registration with a methods course of 40 or more field 
experience hours; and acceptance into the Teacher Education Program.

260 Teaching with Literature Across the Curriculum (3.00)
This course assists elementary education majors to become familiar with a 
variety of literature across genre areas and a variety of strategies that can be
used to teach using literature across curriculum areas. Students are exposed to a
multitude of reader response strategies that can be used when teaching with 
literature across a variety of subject areas. Prerequisite: ENG 196 or ENG 201. 

297 Internship (0.00-9.00)

299 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)

300 General Middle/High School Methods (3.00)
This course explores curricular issues and teaching strategies and provides 
practicum experience for secondary education certification minors through 
concurrent enrollment in EDN 302. Students are placed at middle schools.
Prerequisites: EDN 100; PSY 205 or concurrent enrollment; and acceptance into
the Teacher Education Program. Must be taken concurrently with EDN 302.

302 Practicum: General Middle/High School Methods (1.00)
This course is designed to provide students with an extended field experience in
a middle school classroom supervised jointly by an NCC supervisor and the
classroom teacher. Students complete 50 hours of supervised field work, 
applying research-based methods to actual teaching situations in middle school
settings. At least twice during the term, an NCC supervisor observes the 
students as they conduct lessons and conducts a follow up conference in which
the student and supervisor evaluate and discuss the lesson. Prerequisites: EDN
100; PSY 205 or concurrent enrollment. Must be taken concurrently with EDN
300 (or HPE 300 for HPE majors).

324 Techniques in Elementary/Middle School — Mathematics (3.00)
Principles, aims, methods, and techniques of teaching math at the elementary
level. In this course students compare and contrast the significance of 
mathematics in the elementary school curriculum as it relates to current 
educational and psychological theories about learning. Students relate various
theories of learning to methods and materials used in the elementary 
mathematics classroom. Req: 20 field experience hours. Prerequisites: EDN 100;
PSY 205 or concurrent enrollment; MTH 107; MTH 108. Recommended GPA of
2.5.

326 Techniques in Elementary/Middle School Science Instruction (3.00)
A study of content, methodology, and current research on teaching and learning
in elementary and middle school science. Emphasis on developing a range of
teaching skills appropriate for effective and engaging science instruction.
Students develop, teach, and reflect on lessons. Through a range of experiences
examining model programs, curriculum resources, and hands-on activities, 
students gain an understanding of effective science teaching. Required: 20 field
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experience hours and concurrent enrollment in EDN 328. Prerequisites: EDN
100; one science course; PSY 205 or concurrent enrollment. Recommended
GPA of 2.5.

328 Techniques in Elementary/Middle School — Social Studies (3.00)
A study of the principles, aims, and methods of teaching social studies to 
students in elementary and middle schools. Its main purpose is gaining an
understanding of developing K-8 students’ abilities to make informed and 
reasoned decisions for the public good as citizens of a culturally diverse, 
democratic society in an interdependent world. Req: 20 field experience hours
and concurrent enrollment in EDN 326. Prerequisites: EDN 100; one 100- or
200-level U.S. History course; PSY 205 or concurrent enrollment.
Recommended GPA of 2.5.

330 Teaching Children with Special Needs in the General Education
Classroom (3.00)
This course examines the learning characteristics, teaching strategies, 
accommodations and modifications for successful inclusion of children with
special learning needs in the general education classroom. The course content
covers children with identified disabilities served under IDEA and Sec. 504, as
well as students identified as at-risk or gifted. Required: 10 field experience
hours. Prerequisites: PSY 205, and a methods course which includes a field
experience.

331 Elementary Art Methods (3.00)
This is an interactive study of art education issues and practices for the 
elementary portion of K-12 Art Teacher certification. Through discussion,
observation, and modeling, students use state goals and curricula to develop a
meaningful, integrated art program. The focus is on sequential skill building,
expressive content lessons, and teaching strategies based on the physical, social,
and emotional needs of the K-5 student. Prerequisites: ART 120, 207, 210; and
acceptance into the Teacher Education Program. Must be taken 
concurrently with EDN 332.

332 Elementary Art Practicum (1.00)
This course is designed to provide students with an extended field experience in
an elementary school art classroom supervised jointly by an NCC supervisor
and the classroom teacher. Students complete 50 hours of supervised field work,
applying research-based methods to actual teaching situations in the elementary
school setting. At least twice during the term, an NCC supervisor observes the
students as they conduct lessons and conducts a follow up conference in which
the student and supervisor evaluate and discuss the lesson. Prerequisites: EDN
100, PSY 205 or concurrent enrollment; ART 120, 207, and 210; and acceptance
into the Teacher Education Program. Must be taken concurrently with EDN 331.

333 Techniques in Middle/Secondary School Physical Education (3.00)
This course covers methods of teaching physical education at the middle school
and secondary levels. Various teaching strategies, evaluation procedures, and
the organization, planning and management of classes and events are 
emphasized. Prerequisites: EDN 100, PSY 205, HPE 300, and acceptance into
the Teacher Education Program. Must be taken concurrently with EDN 371.

335 Computer Curricular Integration for Teachers K-12
This course provides preservice teachers with a basic understanding of and
hands-on experience with curricular uses of computers in grades K-12.
Prerequisite: One of EDN 324, EDN 326, EDN 328, or EDN 300.
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338 Secondary Art Methods (3.00)
Secondary art education issues and practices are researched and studied. Using
state and curriculum goals, students develop grade 6-12 lesson plans of a 
conceptual and intrapersonal nature. The sequence of learning objectives is
challenging and based on successful teaching strategies. Postmodern principles,
multiple media, and technological processes are applied to content areas. Art
education students develop interdisciplinary lesson plans that improve students’
expressive and analytic capacities. Homework assignments support learning
with chapter readings, journaling, reporting on current research, and 
contributing to a final portfolio. Prerequisites: ART 120, 207, 210; and 
acceptance into the Teacher Education Program. Must be taken concurrently
with EDN 371.

340 Techniques in Secondary Education — English (3.00)
Current research and methods of teaching English (literature, composition, and
language) at the secondary level are explored. Consideration is given to such
issues as: instructional planning in a multicultural setting, teaching reading in
the content areas, and writing across the curriculum. Prerequisites: EDN 100,
PSY 205, EDN 300, and acceptance into the Teacher Education Program. Must
be taken concurrently with EDN 371.

342 Elementary/Secondary School Foreign Language (3.00)
Current research and methods of teaching foreign languages at the elementary
and secondary levels are explored. Prerequisites: EDN 100, PSY 205, EDN 300,
and acceptance into the Teacher Education Program. Must be taken 
concurrently with EDN 371.

344 Techniques in Secondary Education — Mathematics (3.00)
Current research and methods of teaching mathematics at the secondary level
are explored. Consideration is given to such issues as: instructional planning in
a multicultural setting, teaching reading in the content areas, and writing across
the curriculum. Prerequisites: EDN 100, PSY 205, EDN 300, and acceptance
into the Teacher Education Program. Must be taken concurrently with EDN 371. 

346 Techniques in Secondary Education — Science (3.00)
Current research and methods of teaching science at the secondary level are
explored. Consideration is given to such issues as: instructional planning in a
multicultural setting, teaching reading in the content areas, and writing across
the curriculum. Prerequisites: EDN 100, PSY 205, EDN 300, and acceptance
into the Teacher Education Program. Must be taken concurrently with EDN 371.

348 Techniques in Secondary Education — Social Studies (3.00)
Current research and methods of teaching social studies at the secondary level
are explored. Consideration is given to such issues as: instructional planning in
a multicultural setting, teaching reading in the content areas, and writing across
the curriculum. Prerequisites: EDN 100, PSY 205, EDN 300, and acceptance
into the Teacher Education Program. Must be taken concurrently with EDN 371.

351 Elementary Music Education (3.00)
A study of music and its function in the elementary school curriculum. Students
participate in hands-on experiences in teaching music and develop 
pedagogical techniques suitable for students at the elementary level.
Prerequisites: MUS 342 and 344, or consent of the Music Department, and
acceptance into the Teacher Education Program. Must be taken concurrently
with EDN 352.
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352 Practicum: Experience in Teaching Music (1.00)
This course is designed to provide students with an extended supervised 
field experience in an elementary classroom with emphasis on teaching music.
Students observe, assist, and teach several music plans under the joint 
supervision of a cooperating teaching in the school and a supervisor from NCC.
Students must develop lesson plans, conduct the lessons, and evaluate their own
teaching of these lessons in consultation with the teacher and the supervisor.
Students submit written lesson plans along with their reflective self evaluations
after the teaching of the lessons. Req. 40 field experience hours. Must be taken
concurrently with EDN 351.

353 Secondary School Music (3.00)
A study of music and its function in the secondary school curriculum. Students
participate in hands-on experiences in teaching music and develop pedagogical
techniques suitable for students at the secondary level. Prerequisites: EDN 300,
MUS 202, and acceptance into the Teacher Education Program. Must be taken
concurrently with EDN 371.

360 Techniques in Elementary/Middle School Integrated Language Arts
Instruction (3.00)

This course provides an exploration of the six language arts: reading, writing,
listening, speaking, viewing, and visually representing. Students study various
methodologies and become familiar with materials for effective language arts
instruction for students with vatious learning styles, background experiences,
and diverse cultures, with a specific emphasis on English Language Learners.
Students study the importance of the language arts across all curriculum areas.
Prerequisites: EDN 362, and acceptance into the Teacher Education Program.
Must be taken concurrently with EDN 363.

362 Techniques in Elementary/Middle School Reading Instruction (3.00)
This course provides an exploration of the nature of reading and how reading
instruction integrates with the other language arts. Students study various
methodologies and become familiar with materials for effective reading 
instruction for students with various learning styles and background 
experiences. Students are exposed to research, methods and assessment for the
five major areas of reading: comprehension, phonemic awareness, phonics,
vocabulary, and fluency. Prerequisites: EDN 100, 260, 324, 326 and 328; PSY
205 or concurrent enrollment; and acceptance into the Teacher Education
Program. Must be taken concurrently with EDN 365.

363 Practicum: Elementary/Middle School Language Arts (1.00)
This course is designed to provide students with an extended supervised 
field experience in an elementary/middle school classroom with emphasis on
teaching language arts. Students observe, assist, and teach several language arts
lessons under the joint supervision of a cooperating teacher in the school and a
supervisor from NCC. Students must develop lesson plans, conduct the lessons,
and evaluate their own teaching of these lessons in consultation with the teacher
and the supervisor. Students submit written lesson plans along with their 
reflective self-evaluations after the teaching of the lessons. Req: 40 field 
experience hours. Must be taken concurrently with EDN 360.

365 Practicum: Elementary/Middle School Reading (1.00)
This course is designed to provide students with an extended supervised 
field experience in an elementary/middle school classroom with emphasis on
teaching reading. Students spend observe, assist, and teach several language arts
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lessons under the joint supervision of a cooperating teacher in the school and a
supervisor from NCC. Students must develop lesson plans, conduct the lessons,
and evaluate their own teaching of these lessons in consultation with the teacher
and the supervisor. Students submit written lesson plans along with their 
reflective self-evaluations after the teaching of the lessons. Req: 40 field 
experience hours. Must be taken concurrently with EDN 362.

371 Practicum: Secondary Content Area Methods/Techniques (1.00)
The course provides students with an extended field experience in a secondary
classroom in the student’s major content area (English, foreign language, 
mathematics, social studies, speech, art, music, or physical education). Students
complete 50 hours of supervised field work applying research-based methods
and techniques to actual teaching situations under the joint supervision of the 
cooperating classroom teacher and the NCC supervisor. Req: 50 field 
experience hours. Must be taken concurrently with one of EDN 333, EDN 338,
EDN 340, EDN 342, EDN 344, EDN 346, EDN 348, EDN 350, or EDN 353.

372 Writing As It Relates to Reading (3.00)
This course focuses on the connection between reading and writing. Writing is
viewed as both a product and a process. Prerequisite: EDN 360.

374 Content Reading Instruction in the Middle School (3.00)
An examination of content reading instruction in the middle school. Emphasis
is on the nature of how to teach students to both learn to read and read to learn.
Prerequisite: EDN 362.

381 Elementary/Secondary Field Experience (1.00)
Supervised field experience of 50 clock hours. Course used for remediation or
for students who have more than two terms between field experiences and/or
student teaching. Additionally used to meet certification deficiencies. May be
taken for credit twice.

397 Internship (0.00-9.00)

399 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)

462 Reading Assessment Tools and Strategies (3.00)
An examination of the nature of the reading process and the tools and strategies
used to evaluate reading development. Emphasis is on the use of assessment to
strengthen and extend the reading abilities of middle school students.
Prerequisite: EDN 362.

463 Diagnostic Reading Instruction (3.00)
Students are introduced to the nature of literacy development and the learning
difficulties children may face as they develop as readers. The focus of the course
is on the interactive view of reading ability and disability, which suggests that
reading is the process of constructing meaning through interaction between the
reader, the text, and the context of the reading situation. Students are exposed to
a variety of alternative teaching strategies and materials to help students solve
their problems with reading. Emphasis is placed on a holistic and ongoing
approach to the diagnostic process and the relationship between diagnostic
assessment and instructional planning. Prerequisite: EDN 462.
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464 Practicum in Diagnostic Reading Instruction (1.00)
Students use a variety of alternative teaching strategies and materials while
working with elementary/middle school students in a supervised practicum 
setting. Students conduct a multifaceted diagnostic assessment to identify 
individual reading abilities and difficulties and develop a plan for intervention
based on assessment results. Emphasis is placed on applying techniques learned
in EDN 462 and EDN 463. Prerequisite: EDN 462. Must be taken concurrently
with EDN 463.

475 Philosophy of Education and Teaching (3.00)
The foundation of this course is education as an institution and its relationship
to the teacher, the student, the community, and the evolutionary educational
process in our society. Students examine the sociological, philosophical, 
historical, political, and anthropological perspectives of education. Additionally,
the course emphasizes an understanding of the values and ethics necessary for
the development of the teacher as leader and facilitator of learning.
Prerequisites: For education majors and minors: all EDN courses required for
certification except EDN 485, EDN 240/242 and one other EDN course; for
non-education majors: Senior standing. ACR: Leadership, Ethics and Values.

485 Supervised Student Teaching (9.00)
Observe, plan, and teach under guidance of cooperating teacher; emphasis on
guided teaching in actual classrooms. Ten full weeks following the public
school calendar. Includes on-campus seminar requirement. Prerequisite:
Acceptance into the Teacher Education Program, and completion of all 
professional education courses except EDN 475.

497 Internship (0.00-9.00)

499 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)

English (ENG)
Professors: Sara Eaton, Richard Glejzer Richard Guzman, Francine Navakas,

John Shindler
Associate Professors: Judith Brodhead,, Jennifer Jackson, Lisa Long
Assistant Professors: Martha Bohrer, Zachary M. Jack, Patricia King* 

Nancy Kirby

Mission Statement
The English department trains students to read and write texts—traditional and
emerging—so that they recognize and use methods and conventions of textual
analysis. Students develop a variety of rhetorical and stylistic choices to
strengthen their writing, drawing on disciplinary, historical, global, and ethical
contexts in which all acts of writing and reading can be situated.
Students pursuing a major in English explore language and its effects, 
analyzing how diverse social texts—literature, film, essays, plays, narratives,
journalism—are constructed, interpreted, and critiqued. Drawing on historical
traditions and contemporary theory, the study of literature, language, and 
culture addresses urgent human questions: What ethics and values inform 
reading and writing practices? How differently do we imagine culture? How can
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we effectively argue about the conflicting values within and beyond our 
communities? We encourage students to interpret the world through careful
reading and analytic, persuasive writing.

English majors choose among three emphases: Literature, Writing, and Print
Journalism. All three areas train students to interpret, analyze, and produce
texts. Coursework also encourages students to forge connections among 
disciplines throughout the College and to explore reading and writing in global
and ethical contexts.

Students in English studies can also gain practical experience as Writing
Center tutors, classroom Writing Assistants, and writers and editors for the
Chronicle (the College newspaper), The Kindling humor magazine, and the NC
Review literary magazine. In a senior portfolio, English majors collect and
reflect on their best work as critical readers and writers.

Advanced placement credit is possible for students with high performance in
the Advanced Placement Program of the College Entrance Examination Board
and for others with exceptional preparation.

Students seeking the English major and a minor in Secondary Education
must take additional English courses. Consult the Education Student Handbook
for these requirements.
Degree offered: B.A. 
NOTE: ENG 115, ENG 125, and ENG 315 may not be counted toward an
English major or minor or toward the 51 credit hour maximum in the 
department.

English Major
The choice of electives to complete the major should be determined by the 
student’s interests and career choices in addition to careful consultation with the
student’s academic advisor.
The Departmental Core:

ENG 201 Critical Methods in English Studies
ENG 203 English Literature to 1660
ENG 205 18th-Century Literature
ENG 207 19th- and 20th-Century American Literature
ENG 209 19th- and 20th-Century British Literature

Literature Emphasis:
34 credit hours minimum, including the five core courses, ENG 265, ENG 480,
and 15 hours at the 300-level or higher, of which at least 12 hours must be in 
literature and at least six hours must be at the 400-level.
Required Support Courses
Nine credit hours of foreign language study at any level.
Writing Emphasis:
34 credit hours minimum, including the five core courses, ENG 260, ENG 265,
ENG 275, ENG 480, at least six credit hours of literature at the 300-level or
higher, and two terms of either writing internship (ENG 397/497) or College
publication practicum (ENG 128, 130, 132), either credit or non-credit. In 
addition, students must complete one of the following:

ENG 360 Writing for Social Change
ENG 365 Writing Creative Nonfiction
ENG 375 Writing Fiction
ENG 377 Writing Poetry

Required Support Courses:
Nine credit hours of foreign language study at any level.
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Print Journalism:
37 credit hours minimum:
12 credit hours in literature to include:

ENG 201 Critical Methods in English Studies
Nine additional credit hours selected from the departmental core

18 credit hours in journalism:
SPC 185 Mass Media and Society
ENG 220 News Writing
ENG 250 News Editing
ENG 260 Integrating Word and Image
SPC 325 Communication Law
One of the following:
ENG 325 News Reporting -or-
ENG 335 Magazine Writing

Advanced writing:
ENG 365 Creative Nonfiction

Additional course in advanced writing to be chosen from:
ENG 265 Style -or-
ENG 360 Writing for Social Change -or-
ENG 465 Advanced Workshop in Nonfiction

Additional requirements:
Either three terms of ENG 132 College Newspaper Practicum or two terms
of ENG 132 and a Writing internship (ENG 397/497). In both cases the
practica and/or internship may be credit or non-credit.
ENG 480 Senior Portfolio.

Required Support Courses:
Nine credit hours of foreign language study at any level.

English Minor
ENG 201 plus any 15 credit hours in English (except ENG 115, ENG 125, or
ENG 315).

English—Writing Minor
ENG 201 plus any 15 credit hours in English, nine or more of which are 
writing courses.

Print Journalism Minor
18 credit hours to include:

SPC 185 Mass Media in Society
ENG 220 News Writing
ENG 250 News Editing
SPC 325 Communication Law
ENG 365 Creative Nonfiction
Plus:
ENG 325 News Reporting -or-
ENG 335 Magazine Writing

Recommended electives:
ART 105 Art through Photography
ENG 260 Integrating Word and Image
ENG 265 Style
ENG 275 Creative Writing
ENG 360 Writing for Social Change
SPC 265 Broadcast News
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101 English as a Second Language I (3.00)
Introduction to American academic English for non-native speakers with special
attention to speaking and listening skills, American culture, vocabulary 
building, and idiom practice.  Conversation partners assigned to each student.

103 English as a Second Language II (3.00)
Advanced practice in writing, reading, speaking, and listening skills in
American English for non-native speakers. Focus on essay writing, readings in
American culture, vocabulary, and idiom practice.

105 English as a Second Language III (1.00-3.00)
Advanced review and practice in writing skills for non-native speakers. Special
attention to essentials of English grammar. 

115 First-Year Writing (3.00) IAI:  C1 900
The study and practice of writing: planning, drafting, and revising for 
particular aims. Students learn to summarize, interpret, analyze, and question
selected readings, with an emphasis on rhetoric. Basic research is introduced,
including the use of internet, databases, and more conventional materials.
Students may not receive credit for both ENG 115 and ENG 125. Core:
Composition.

125 First-Year Seminar (3.00)
Gateway course for NCC’s integrative curriculum. Focuses on reading, writing,
and critical thinking related to a specific topic of inquiry. Topics vary, but
emphasis is on rhetoric and interdisciplinary perspectives. Team taught by 
faculty from English and another department. Students may not receive credit
for both ENG 125 and ENG 115. Honors course. Admission by English 
department placement. Core: Composition. ACR: Interdisciplinary requirement.

128 College Humor Magazine Practicum (0.00-1.50)
Practical experience on the staff of the College humor magazine, the Kindling.
Students may register for 0.00 or 1.00 credit hour for graded work as writers or
editors,  photographers, artists, or designers. Registration for credit requires four
hours of work on the publication per week. Editors may register for 1.5 credit
which requires six hours of work on the publication per week. Enrollment is
encouraged but not required of staff members. A maximum of six credit hours
may be earned in English department practica. Prerequisite: ENG 115 or ENG
125.

130 College Literary Magazine Practicum (0.00-1.50)
Practical experience on the staff of the College literary magazine, the NC
Review. Students may register for 0.00 or 1.00 credit hour for graded work as
writers, editors, photographers, artists, or designers. Registration for credit
requires four hours of work on the publication per week. Editors may register
for 1.5 credit which requires six hours of work on the publication per week.
Enrollment is encouraged but not required of staff members. A maximum of six
credit hours may be earned in English department practica. Prerequisite: ENG
115 or ENG 125.

132 College Newspaper Practicum (0.00-1.50)
Practical experience on the staff of the College newspaper. Students may 
register for 0.00 or 1.00 credit hour for graded work as writers or editors, 
photographers, artists, or designers. Registration for credit requires four hours of
work on the publication per week. Editors may register for 1.5 credit which
requires six hours of work on the publication per week. Registration for credit
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requires the consent of the instructor. Enrollment is encouraged but not required
of all staff members. A maximum of six credit hours may be earned in English
department practica. Prerequisite: ENG 115 or ENG 125.

196 Story (3.00) IAI:  H3 900
An examination of the fundamental role of story across cultures, ages, and 
genres, including foundational narratives such as violence, fear of death, and
seasonal rebirth. Story is investigated in both traditional and emerging forms,
which may include fiction, poetry, drama, film, photography, graphic novels,
screenplays, storyboards, liturgical works, and game narratives. Offers 
beginning practice in narrative appreciation, analysis, production, and peda-
gogy. Prerequisite: ENG 115 or ENG 125. Core: Humanities.

200 Writing Across Media (3.00)
(Same as IMS 200.) An introduction to writing across media that prepares 
students to produce news and information that meets the needs of various media
outlets including print, broadcast, and online. Students are introduced to various
types of media writing, including print and broadcast journalism, public 
relations, and advertising. The course introduces students to issues involved in
the growing trend of media convergence, and expands their knowledge of how
content is produced for both print and non-print platforms. Prerequisite: ENG
115 or ENG 125.

201 Critical Methods in English Studies (3.00)
An introduction to the critical reading of texts for students pursuing an 
emphasis in literature, writing, or print journalism. Students explore a range of
theoretical approaches, while engaging in research and writing across English
studies. Prerequisite: ENG 115 or ENG 125. Core: Humanities.

203 English Literature to 1660 (3.00)
An introduction to medieval and early modern English texts, the Continental 
traditions that influenced them, and the socio-political and intellectual contexts
that produced them. Prerequisite: ENG 201.

205 Eighteenth-Century Literature (3.00)
A study of American, English, and Anglo-Irish texts and the cultures that 
produced them in the “long century,” beginning in the Restoration and ending
with the emergence of Romanticism. Prerequisite: ENG 201.

207 Nineteenth- and Twentieth-Century
American Literature (3.00)

An introduction to the literature of the United States and the American 
diaspora from the early national period to the Cold War era. Students examine
fiction and nonfiction texts and their relationship to the dominant modes of
American romance, realism, modernism, and postmodernism. Prerequisite:
ENG 201.

209 Nineteenth- and Twentieth-Century
British Literature (3.00)

A study of Victorian, Commonwealth and Postcolonial literature in  historical
and cultural context, giving special attention to the emergence of the modern
British identity and the idea of empire. Students examine intersections among
British writers and their counterparts in such countries as Canada, Ireland, India,
and South Africa. Prerequisite: ENG 201.
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214 Children’s Literature (2.00)
An examination of children’s genres from picture books to junior-high fantasy
and fiction. Emphasis on criteria for evaluation and ways to interact with 
children to promote love of reading. Prerequisite: ENG 196 or ENG 201.

216 Adolescent Literature (2.00)
A study of literature written for and read by students in grades 6-12, placing the
works in their social and historical contexts. Prerequisite: ENG 196 or ENG
201.

220 News Writing (3.00)
An introduction to the print journalism profession emphasizing journalistic style
and techniques with attention to hard news, deadline reporting, and feature 
writing. Emphasis on writing for publication. Prerequisite: ENG 115 or ENG
125.

240 Introduction to Film (3.00) IAI:  F2 905
An introduction to the critical analysis of film through an examination of the 
technical, formal, and stylistic aspects of cinematic production. Prerequisite: One
of ENG 196, ENG 201, or college literature course. Core: Humanities. 

245 Literature, Science, and Culture (3.00)
This course explores the wide variety of interactions between what some have
called “the two cultures”—science and literature. Students analyze science texts
(both fiction and essays) along with literature and film that imagines, critiques,
and evaluates science and its endeavors. Writers have used scientific ideas to
explore ethics, morality, politics, religion, economics, and so on, even as science
draws on literary strategies such as metaphor, culture, and language for its
insights. Topics considered may include literature representing the medical, 
biological, or physical sciences; environmental/green literature; literature 
examining the emergence of industrial and information technologies; feminist 
science studies; apocalypse literature; or science, post-human, and/or cyborg 
fiction. Prerequisite: ENG 115 or ENG 125. Core: Humanities.

250 News Editing (3.00)
Basic techniques and responsibilities of a publications editor. Topics include
editing for both content and style, working with photos, writing photo captions,
and writing headlines. Course includes a review of libel and attention to ethical
dilemmas facing journalists. Prerequisite: ENG 220.

260 Integrating Word and Image (3.00)
Offers beginning instruction in visual literacy and design skills in theory and
practice. Useful for prospective teachers, writers, editors, and arts 
entrepreneurs, the course engages students in the invention, production, 
revision, and analysis of purposeful fusions of word and image. Particular 
attention is paid to rules of legibility, readability, and visual and textual style.
Course projects consider text and image in a variety of for-print products, 
bringing content, audience, and author together in compelling ways.
Prerequisite: ENG 201 or ENG 196.

265 Style (3.00)
An examination of the linguistic structure and rhetorical effects of sentences,
paragraphs, and essays in the works of selected writers. Students review English
syntax in order to expand their understanding of how stylistic choices affect the
creation of meaning. Prerequisite: ENG 115 or ENG 125.
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270 Writing, Rhetoric, and Culture (3.00)
An introduction to historical and contemporary theories of rhetoric and their
application to writing. Students construct and critique written arguments, 
examining ways culture may be shaped by persuasive discourse. The class offers
practice in analyzing a range of texts, identifying their historical or cultural 
contexts. By way of interpretive reading and critique, students consider central
questions in the humanities and liberal arts more generally. Prerequisite: ENG
115 or ENG 125. Core: Humanities.

275 Creative Writing (3.00)
An introduction to writing poetry and fiction, to some of the conventions 
writers use in the two genres, and to the workshop-style writing classroom.
Prerequisite: ENG 115 or ENG 125.

280 Introduction to Women’s Literature (3.00)
(Same as: GWS 280.) A study of the kinds of works written by women 
historically and the way female experience is expressed: what the author wants
to convey to her audience and why she chooses the medium she does.
Prerequisite: ENG 196 or ENG 201. Core: Humanities.

285 Writing Theories and Practices (3.00)
An exploration of how writing is taught, both historically and by way of current
theories and pedagogies, along with an examination of contemporary arguments
about literacy instruction. Students practice methods of working one-on-one
with writers. Prerequisite: ENG 115 or ENG 125. Required for Secondary
Education minors seeking certification in English.

297 Internship (0.00-9.00)

299 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)

301 Studies in American Literature (3.00)
Specialized topics in American literature. Content defined by the individual 
instructor. This course may be repeated once with different content.
Prerequisites: ENG 201 and one 200-level literature course.

303 Studies in British Literature (3.00)
Specialized topics in British literature. Content defined by the individual
instructor. This course may be repeated once with different content.
Prerequisites: ENG 201 and one 200-level literature course.

305 Studies in Contemporary Literature (3.00)
Specialized topics in contemporary literature. Content defined by individual
instructors. This course may be repeated once with different content.
Prerequisites: ENG 201 and one 200-level literature course.

307 Studies in Literature of Cultural Identity (3.00)
Specialized topics in a literature of cultural identity originating within a 
particular racial, ethnic, economic, or sexual community. This course may be
repeated once with different content. Prerequisites: ENG 201 and one 200-level
literature course.
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315 Advanced Writing (3.00)
This course extends skills introduced in ENG 115, IDS 125, and the General
Education experience. Drawing on interdisciplinary readings and practicing
cross-disciplinary writing and revision, students examine both their specific
area of study, and the larger academic and non-academic 
communities around them. Using inquiry and dialogue, students focus on the
value of writing with others from a variety of fields in order to address complex 
problems in the public sphere. Prerequisite: ENG 115 or ENG 125. Core:
Composition.

325 News Reporting (3.00)
Examination of the role of the reporter in the newspaper industry. Topics include
advanced fact gathering, interview and research techniques, beat coverage, and
team reporting. Prerequisite: ENG 220.

330 Multicultural Literature of North America (3.00)
An exploration of one or more North American ethnic culture’s practices and
values through the lens of literature. Students examine oral, musical, religious,
philosophical, and historical conditions, or traditions that have influenced the 
formation of ethnic literatures and American culture as a whole. Prerequisite:
Junior standing. ACR: Intercultural.

335 Magazine Writing (3.00)
An examination of the role of magazine journalism with practice in developing,
researching, reporting, writing, and revising articles for specific magazines.
Analysis of audience, both the reader/subscriber and the editor, with emphasis
on marketing strategies for the freelance writer. Prerequisite: One of ENG 220,
ENG 265, or ENG 275.

340 Global Films (3.00)
An interdisciplinary study of selected films representing various cultures of the
world. Prerequisite: Junior standing. ACR: Intercultural.

360 Writing for Social Change (3.00)
An exploration of writing that engages in civic life and contributes to 
meaningful public debates. Students engage in research designed to expand
their expertise as cultural critics. Prerequisite: ENG 265.

365 Writing Creative Nonfiction (3.00)
Workshop in creative nonfiction writing that emphasizes invention, research, 
drafting, and revision. Additionally, students examine published models for 
critique and appreciation of craft. Topic and approach may vary. This course may
be repeated once with different content and permission of the instructor.
Prerequisite: One of ENG 220, ENG 265, or ENG 275.

370 Language and Linguistics (3.00)
An investigation of the essentials of human language: what it includes (sounds,
words, sentence patterns, and meanings), how it works, how it varies in social
settings, and how it changes across time. Recommended prerequisite: Junior
standing. Required for Secondary Education minors seeking certification in
English.

375 Writing Fiction (3.00)
An advanced workshop in fiction writing that emphasizes invention, research,
drafting, and revision. Additionally, students examine published models for 
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critique and appreciation of craft. Topic and approach may vary. This course
may be repeated once with different content and permission of the instructor.
Prerequisite: ENG 275.

377 Writing Poetry (3.00)
An advanced workshop in poetry writing that emphasizes invention, research,
drafting, and revision. Additionally, students examine published models for 
critique and appreciation of craft. Topic and approach may vary. This course
may be repeated once with different content and permission of the instructor.
Prerequisite: ENG 275.

380 Global Literature (3.00)
An interdisciplinary study of world literatures, focusing on selected topics and
regions, usually connected to the College’s annual international focus. Texts are
examined in the context of the history and culture of their regions. Prerequisite:
Junior standing. ACR: Intercultural.

390 Sacred Texts as Literature (3.00)
A literary study of sacred texts from around the world, including portions of the
Bible, Bhagavad Gita and Upanishads, Koran, Tao Te Ching, Dhammapada, and
the Analects. Students compare literary structures, strategies, and themes, while
considering the cross-cultural influences such texts have had on world literature
and art. Prerequisite: Junior standing. ACR: Intercultural.

397 Internship (0.00-9.00)

399 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)

401 Seminar in Drama (3.00)
An intensive study of some aspect of drama or of a particular dramatist. This
course may be repeated once with different content. Prerequisite: ENG 201 or
one 200- or 300-level literature course.

403 Seminar in Fiction (3.00)
An intensive study of some aspect of fiction in the context of history and critical
theory. This course may be repeated once with different content. Prerequisite:
ENG 201 or one 200- or 300-level literature course.

405 Seminar in Poetry (3.00)
An intensive study of some aspect of poetry, including individual poets, 
movements, historical periods or approaches to the genre. This course may be
repeated once with different content. Prerequisite: ENG 201 or one 200- or 300-
level literature course.

407 Seminar in Selected Authors (3.00)
An intensive study of works by a single author or authors sharing a particular
connection. This course may be repeated once with different content.
Prerequisite: ENG 201 or one 200- or 300-level literature course.

409 Seminar in Theory (3.00)
A study of major theorists or theoretical movements that have shaped the 
selection of texts and how they are read within cultures. This course may be
repeated once with different content. Prerequisite: ENG 201 or one 200-or 300-
level literature course.
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455 Writing in Technical & Professional Settings (3.00)
(Same as: ENG 555.) An intensive, advanced study of and practice in technical
and professional writing for various audiences, addressing the use of document
formats, electronic media, and ethical practices in global communication.
Prerequisite: ENG 265.

460 Seminar in Special Topics (3.00)
An intensive study of a selected topic in literature, language, writing, literary
criticism or theory with special attention to issues related to leadership, ethics,
or values. This course may be repeated once with different content. Prerequisite:
ENG 201 or one 200- or 300-level literature or writing course. ACR:
Leadership, Ethics and Values.

465 Advanced Creative Nonfiction — Multimedia (3.00)
An advanced writing seminar wherein student writers transform creative 
nonfictions into a variety of multi-media forms which may include the 
following visual and/or audio products: documentary, oral history, monologue,
commentary, storyboard, slideshow, spoken word poetry, or theatrical sketch.
Students learn to enlarge the contemporary practice of written nonfiction
through projects and prompts that encourage creative, hands-on exploration as
well as workshop-based analytical and critical skills. Prerequisite: ENG 196 or
ENG 201.

475 Advanced Workshop in Creative Writing (3.00)
An intensive, advanced study of one particular aspect of or issue in fiction 
writing or poetry writing. Topic and approach may vary. This course may be
repeated once with different content and permission of the instructor.
Prerequisite: ENG 275.

480 Senior Portfolio (1.00)
Compilation of revised writing required of all majors. English majors must 
register for and complete this credit before graduation. Prerequisites: ENG 201,
declared English major, senior standing.

497 Internship (0.00-9.00)

499 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)

Entrepreneurship and Small Business
Management
See Management and Marketing for a description of courses and programs of
study in Entrepreneurship and Small Business Management.
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Environmental Studies (ENV)
Associate Professors: Jeffrey Anstine, Stephen Johnston, Gerald Thalmann
Assistant Professors: William Barnett, Martha Bohrer, Matthew Krystal,

Christine Weilhofer

Mission Statement
Environmental Studies prepares students for future roles as citizens, scientists,
business people, or policy makers who have learned to assess and address the
multiple social, cultural and economic causes and effects of environmental
problems. This cross-college program teaches students to evaluate arguments
about environmental issues from varied perspectives and integrate multiple 
disciplines to develop, assess, and institute potential solutions.
A total of 21 credit hours are required for this minor. Students explore 
scientific and technical environmental problems and their historical 
background, cultural circumstances, and ethical implications, by taking nine
credit hours distributed equally across three core areas: Sciences, Humanities,
and Social Sciences. They may then focus on their particular area of interest as
they take nine more credit hours from the list of electives. ENV 300 is an 
interdisciplinary exploration of particular environmental case studies and is the
capstone course required for all minors.

Environmental Studies Minor
The minor consists of 21 credit hours, including:

ENV 300 Modern Environmental Issues
3 credit hours from each of the following three core areas for a total of 9 credit
hours:

Sciences
BIO 101 Diversity, Evolution & Ecology
BIO/ENV 106 Introduction to Environmental Science
CHM 142 General Chemistry II: Environmental Chemistry

Humanities
HST 185 Peoples and Cultures of Africa
ENG 125* First-Year Seminar
ENG 245* Literature, Science, and Culture
IDS 125* First-Year Seminar
HST/ENV 248 American Environmental History

Social Sciences
PSC 101 Introduction to American Government
SOA 105 Introduction to Cultural Anthropology
SOA 155 Native Americans
IDS 125* First-Year Seminar

An additional 9 credit hours from the following electives:
ART 372 American Art to 1900
BIO 101 Diversity, Evolution & Ecology
BIO/ENV 106 Introduction to Environmental Science
BIO 201 Botany
BIO 202 Zoology
BIO 216 Ecology
BIO 301 Plant Physiology
BIO 302 Animal Behavior
BIO 416 Environmental Biology
BUS 390* Seminar
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CHM 142 General Chemistry II: Environmental Chemistry
CHM 210 Chemical Analysis
ECB 110 Business and Society
ECB 290* Special Topics
ECB 390* Special Topics
ECN 100 Economics of Social Issues
ECN 290* Special Topics: Contemporary Issues in Economics
ECN 390* Special Topics: Contemporary Issues in Economics
ENG 125* First-Year Seminar
ENG 245* Literature, Science, and Culture
ENG 303* Studies in British Literature
ENG 460* Special Topics
HST 185 People and Cultures of Africa
HST/ENV 248 American Environmental History
HST 325 American Cities and Suburbs
HTB 115 Human Geography
IDS 125* First-Year Seminar
LEV 495* Applied Leadership
PHL 110 Ethics
PSC 101 Introduction to American Government
PSC 214 American Political Parties and Interest Groups
SCI 141 Physical Geology
SOA 105 Introduction to Cultural Anthropology
SOA 155 Native Americans
SOA 165 Introduction to Archaeology
SOA 190 Urban Problems
SOA 245 Public Policy

*When appropriate - consult with ENV program coordinator

Special Study Opportunities
Gulf Coast Research Laboratory — Located in Ocean Springs, Mississippi.
Students may arrange for credit study in the laboratory, which offers courses,
research facilities, and field trips, particularly in the summer. Room and board
are available. Detailed information is provided by the biology faculty upon
request. Registration is arranged through the Office of the Registrar.
Morton Arboretum — The College maintains this affiliation through the
Associated Colleges of the Chicago Area. Located in Lisle, Illinois, the
Arboretum offers botany courses for credit on a rotating two-year cycle.
Detailed information is provided by the biology faculty upon request.
Registration is arranged through the Office of the Registrar. 
Shedd Aquarium — The College maintains this affiliation through the
Associated Colleges of the Chicago Area. Located in downtown Chicago, the
Shedd Aquarium is truly one of the world’s best aquariums and offers a variety
of courses for credit in both freshwater and marine biology, some of which
include trips to the Caribbean. Detailed information is available from the 
biology faculty. Registration is arranged through the Office of the Registrar.
Study Abroad — Numerous opportunities are available for study abroad in
Environmental Studies programs. Detailed information is available from
International Programs. Credit toward the minor may be arranged in 
consultation with the coordinator of Environmental Studies and the Registrar.
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106 Introduction to Environmental Science (3.50)
(Same as: BIO 106) This course is an overview of biological and physical
processes that affect the environment in the context of current environmental
issues. Topics include population, community, ecosystem ecology, conservation
biology, water and air pollution, and natural resource management. Core:
Science (Lab).

248 American Environmental History (3.00)
(Same as: HST 248.) This broad survey of American history from an 
environmental perspective examines the ways that different groups of Americans
adapted to and changed the landscape, and analyzes their ideas about nature.
Major themes include the new perspective of environmental history, reading the
landscape, the role of region in America, and knowing nature through labor.
Prerequisite: One humanities or social science course. Core: Humanities or
Social Science.

300 Modern Environmental Issues (3.00)
This is the capstone course for the Environmental Studies program. Led by 
professors from different departments with guest appearances by additional
members of Environmental Studies faculty, this is an interdisciplinary course
that integrates principles and approaches from the sciences, humanities, and
social sciences to better understand modern environmental issues. In this
course, students examine different ways of thinking about nature and the envi-
ronment, and seek to understand the complex social, cultural, political, 
economic, and scientific causes of environmental problems, in order to evaluate
potential and alternate social and policy solutions. Students also consider the
ethical relationship between humankind and the natural environment, and the
relevance of various ethics and values to environmental decisions. ACR:
Leadership, Ethics and Values.

397 Internship (0.00-9.00)

399 Independent Study (1.00-3.00)

497 Internship (0.00-9.00)

499 Independent Study (1.00-3.00)

Exercise Science
See Health and Physical Education for a description of courses and programs
of study in Exercise Science.
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Finance (FIN)
Professors: Peter Barger, Andrew Whitaker
Associate Professors: Diane Anstine, Marti Bogart, Doh-Khul Kim
Assistant Professors: Bobby Barnes, Patrick Gray

Mission Statement
The mission of the Economics and Finance departments is to teach economics
and finance majors the basic conceptual framework needed for advancement in
their careers, to contribute to the curricular needs of the accounting and 
management and marketing undergraduates, to provide support courses and the
finance courses for the masters degree programs, and to offer courses fulfilling
the general education requirements of all students at North Central College. The
departments seek to inspire students in each of these areas to cultivate 
quantitative analytical skills and to communicate their results precisely and 
elegantly.
Finance is a dynamic and challenging field that seeks to develop within students
an understanding of the conceptual framework of modern finance and the
applied quantitative skills required for financial decision-making. Students
majoring in finance study financial markets and institutions and the financial
decision-making process of firms and analyze investments and financial 
markets. The finance major is appropriate for students interested in careers in
financial services (principally with banks, insurance companies, brokerage
houses, mutual funds, stock and commodity markets) or general business, or
who intend to pursue graduate study in finance, economics, business, or law.

The finance major is housed in the economics department, which offers both
a Bachelor of Arts (B.A.) and a Bachelor of Science degree (B.S.) in finance.
The B.A. degree is most appropriate for students who are planning on general 
business careers, and who do not plan to pursue graduate study. The B.S. degree
is advisable for students who seek careers in security analysis and portfolio
management, or who intend to pursue graduate study.
Degrees offered: B.A. and B.S.

Finance Major
B.A. Requirements:
The following courses are required:

ACC 201 Accounting Principles I/Financial
ACC 202 Accounting Principles II/Managerial
ECN 250 Microeconomic Principles
ECN 252 Macroeconomic Principles
ECN 360 Money and Banking
ECN 423 Intermediate Microeconomics
ECN 427 Intermediate Macroeconomics
FIN 350 Corporate Finance
FIN 400 Investments and Portfolio Management
FIN 425 Financial Institutions
FIN 450 Advanced Corporate Finance
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B.S. Requirements:
In addition to the B.A. degree requirements, the following courses must be 
completed:

ECN 241 Business and Economic Statistics
ECN 445 Econometrics
MTH 152 Calculus II
Choose one of MTH 153 or MTH 256
Choose one of CSC 160, MTH 153 (if not taken for first choice), one 200-
or 300-level mathematics course, or one laboratory science course beyond
the general education requirements

Finance Minor
18 credit hours, including the following courses:

ACC 201 Accounting Principles I/Financial
ECN 241 Business and Economic Statistics
ECN 250 Microeconomic Principles
FIN 350 Corporate Finance
Six additional credit hours in finance

TYPICAL COURSE SEQUENCE: Finance majors typically use their freshman
year to fulfill general education requirements and complete MTH 121 (a 
prerequisite for ECN 250 and 252). B.S. majors will want to begin working on
the College’s general B.S. requirements during their first year — particularly
MTH 152 and its prerequisites. Finance students are also encouraged to take
FIN 370, FIN 385, ACC 317 and ACC 318 before graduation.

FALL WINTER SPRING
FIRST YEAR: GENERAL EDUCATION and MTH 121
SECOND YEAR: ECN 250 ECN 252 ECN 241

ACC 201 ACC 202 (any term)

297 Internship (0.00-9.00)

299 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)

340 Small Business Finance (3.00)
Introduction to finance topics most important for owners and managers of small
or startup enterprises. These include cash management, sources and costs of
financing, forecasting financial statements, and startup value. Prerequisite: ACC
202.

350 Corporate Finance (3.00)
An introduction to corporate financial management. Topics include financial
statement analysis, discounted cash flow analysis, security valuation, common
stock/debt financing, risk and return, capital budgeting, short-term financial
management, mergers, and bankruptcy. Prerequisites: ECN 250; ECN 252; and
ECN 241 or MTH 341 and 342.

365 Theory of Interest (3.00)
(Same as: MTH 365.) The study of compound interest and annuities; 
applications to problems in finance and actuarial science. Required for the
major in actuarial science. Prerequisites: MTH 152, FIN 350.
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370 Wealth Management (3.00)
This is a broad-based course in personal financial planning and personal finance
intended for students interested in taking a first step toward careers in personal
financial advising as well as students who seek to better manage their own
financial affairs. Topics include the financial planning process, personal 
investing, mutual funds, retirement planning, tax planning, insurance planning,
estate planning, investment advising, professional ethics and conduct, and 
personal financial responsibility. Prerequisite: FIN 350. ACR: Leadership,
Ethics, and Values.

385 International Finance (3.00)
Theory and applications in the realm of financial decision making in the 
international sphere. Topics may include the global financial environment, 
foreign exchange risk management, financing international transactions, and
asset management including short-term and long-term multinational corporate
finance decisions. Prerequisite: FIN 350.

390 Seminar: Special Topics in Finance (1.00-3.00)
Topics vary depending on student interest and faculty expertise. Topics and 
prerequisites are announced in advance and placed in the printed schedule of
classes. May be repeated with different content. Prerequisite: FIN 350 is 
normally required.

397 Internship (0.00-9.00)

399 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)

400 Investments and Portfolio Management (3.00)
A broad survey of investments and portfolio management. Topics include stock
and bond market analysis and valuation, portfolio analysis and management,
efficient markets, international financial markets, and derivative securities.
Prerequisite: FIN 350.

425 Financial Institutions (3.00)
A study of measuring and managing the risks faced by financial institutions.
Topics include the organizational and regulatory structure of the financial 
services industry. The risks measured may include interest rate risk, market risk,
credit risk, off-balance sheet risk, liquidity risk, insolvency risk, foreign
exchange risk and sovereign risk. The risk management methods may include
liability and liquidity management, deposit insurance and capital adequacy,
product or geographic expansion, and the use of derivatives. Prerequisites: ECN
360, FIN 350.

450 Advanced Corporate Finance (3.00)
The theory and practice of corporate finance. Study of selected topics in corporate
finance including capital budgeting, capital structure and dividend policy, mergers
and acquisitions, and financial analysis and planning. Prerequisite: FIN 350.

497 Internship (0.00-9.00)

499 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)
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French
See Modern and Classical Languages for a description of courses and 
programs of study in French.

Gender and Women’s Studies (GWS)
Professors: Sara Eaton, Gerald Gems, Francine Navakas, John Zenchak
Associate Professors: Beverly Richard Cook, Sophie Hand, Jennifer Jackson,

Maureen Kincaid, Lisa Long, Stephen Macek, Heidi Matthews, 
Wioleta Polinska,

Assistant Professors: Mara Berkland, Leniece Davis, Jennifer Keys,
Paloma Martinez-Cruz

Mission Statement
The Gender and Women’s Studies program is an interdisciplinary minor that pre-
pares students to think critically about gender as they become global citizens who
value life-long learning and social justice.
Gender and Women’s Studies offers an interdisciplinary minor in the study of 
gender and its impact on women and men in history, literature, the arts, the social
and natural sciences, religion, philosophy, and culture studies. Courses in this
minor bring students together with faculty who are interested in contemporary
debates on differing theories of feminisms, sexualities, and gender construction,
and on the contributions and politics of women in society. This minor also 
provides an academic foundation for students wishing to attend graduate 
programs that emphasize gender and women’s studies.

Gender and Women’s Studies Minor
21 hours, including:

GWS 100 Introduction to Gender and Women’s Studies
GWS 490 Seminar (or approved 400-level substitute)

An additional 15 credit hours from the following GWS and elective courses:
GWS 210 Gender Studies
GWS 220 Family
GWS 230 Gender in the Judeo-Christian Traditions
GWS 250 U.S. Women’s History
GWS 280 Introduction to Women’s Literature
GWS 301 Human Sexuality: A Clash of Values
GWS 350 Gender and World Religions
GWS 389 Gender and the Mass Media
GWS 390 Intercultural Seminar in Gender and Women’s Studies
GWS 395 Leadership, Ethics, and Values in Gender and Women’s Studies
GWS 497 Internship
GWS 499 Independent Study

Electives:
ENG 307* Studies in Literature of Cultural Identity: African American

Women Writers
ENG 405* Seminar in Poetry: Representations of Women in Poetry
ENG 409* Seminar in Theory: Queer Theory
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HPE 272* Sport and Art: Representations of American Masculinity
IDS 390* Topics: Hispanic Women in Translation
IDS 460* Seminar: Gender and Art; Feminist Perspectives: Literature,

Theory and Public Life
IDS 490* Seminar: What are We? Women and Men Writing Back
LEV 495* Leadership in Work Environments (subject to approval of the

Gender & Women’s Study Committee)
PSC 313 Politics of Race, Gender, and Class
PSY 400* Seminar: Psychology of Women
SCI 345 History of Women in Science
SPN 490* Gender & Power in Latin American Performance

*Designated Topics Courses: Since the subject matter of topics courses
changes from term to term, they only count toward the minor if specifically 
designated to do so by the GWS committee. The topics listed above are a 
sampling of topics courses approved in the past and likely to be offered in the
future. The topics of LEV 495 are determined in part by the student’s
work/internship experiences, and thus need the approval of the GWS faculty to
count toward the minor.

In rare cases, students may seek approval from the committee for other 
courses to be counted toward the minor.

100 Introduction to Gender & Women’s Studies (3.00)
“Gender” as practice, performance, and representation has differed for women
and men according to race, class, and other divisions throughout time. This 
interdisciplinary course places critical focus on “gender,” or the cultural 
invention and representation of femininity and masculinity. Lectures and 
discussions examine areas such as:  appearance, health, relationships, birth 
control, and pornography; access to political institutions and power; gender in
the workplace; sexuality and sexual orientation; gender representation in 
popular culture;  the impact of women’s perspectives on research, knowledge,
history, and other cultural institutions; feminisms and cultural politics. Core:
Humanities or Social Science.

210 Gender Studies (3.00)
(Same as: SOA 210.) The study of gender as a social product, including 
theoretical frameworks, gender-defining institutions, and feminism.

220 Family (3.00)
(Same as: SOA 220.) The sociological study of the family. Topics examined
from a structuralist/feminist perspective includes the history of the family, the
relationship between work and family, and the impacts of class and race on 
family structure. Core: Social Science.

230 Gender in the Judeo-Christian Traditions (3.00)
(Same as: REL 230.)  The study of how gender affects religious practices,
beliefs, and experiences in Christianity and Judaism. Core: Humanities. ACR:
Religion and Ethics. 

235 Sexuality and Christianity (3.00)
(Same as: REL 235.) An examination of contemporary Christian approaches to
sexuality in a dialogue with secular philosophies of sexuality. Core: Humanities.
ACR: Religion and Ethics.
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250 U.S. Women’s History (3.00)
(Same as: HST 250.) A survey of American women’s history from colonial
times to the present.  An examination of women’s legal and political status, 
educational and occupational opportunities, family relations, and health with
special attention on how and why lives and experiences of women have changed
over time. An exploration of the history that women share as a group as well as
differences among specific groups of women. Prerequisite: Sophomore standing
or consent of instructor. Core: Humanities or Social Science.

280 Introduction to Women’s Literature (3.00)
(Same as: ENG 280.) A study of the kinds of works written by women 
historically and the way female experience is expressed: what the author wants
to convey to her audience, and why she chooses the medium she does.
Prerequisite: ENG 196 or ENG 201. Core: Humanities.

301 Human Sexuality: A Clash of Values (3.00)
(Same as: BIO 300, PHL 300.) In traditional topics in human sexuality (e.g., 
natural essence of sexuality, reproductive biology, sex research, marriage and other
arrangements, reproductive issues), there is a clash of values both within a culture
and between cultures. This course includes such controversial issues as religious
perspectives, pornography, the media, prostitution, and female circumcision. The
latter components serve to explore problems resulting from the clash of values.
Prerequisite: Junior standing. ACR: Intercultural.

312 Women and American Politics (3.00)
(Same as: PSC 312.) Study of women as citizens, candidates, and office 
holders within the American political system. Topics include, but are not 
limited to, social movements, electoral politics, and interest group activities.
Prerequisite: One of PSC 101, GWS 100, or LEV 221. ACR: Leadership,
Ethics, and Values.

350 Gender and World Religions (3.00)
(Same as: REL 350.) An analysis of feminist thought in non-Western religious
traditions. The course discusses women’s redefinition of traditional concepts, 
rituals and practices in a number of religious traditions across the globe. ACR:
Religion and Ethics and Intercultural Seminar. Prerequisite: REL 100 or a
course in non-Judeo-Christian tradition.

389 Gender and the Mass Media (3.00)
(Same as: SPC 389.) The critical analysis of the complex relations between 
gender and the mass media. Special emphasis is placed on the social 
construction of gender, representations of the body, and the cultural significance
of the media. Prerequisite: Junior standing or consent of instructor.

390 Intercultural Seminar in Gender and
Women’s Studies (3.00)

Specialized topics considered from a global, intercultural, and/or multicultural
position through the lens of gender and women’s studies. Content defined by the
individual instructor. Prerequisite: Junior standing. ACR: Intercultural.

395 Leadership, Ethics, and Values  Seminar
in Gender and Women’s Studies (3.00)

Specialized topics exploring the concepts of leadership, ethics, and values
through the lens of gender and women’s studies. Content defined by the 
individual instructor. Prerequisite: Junior standing. ACR: Leadership, Ethics,
and Values.
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490 Seminar (3.00)
Advanced study of an interdisciplinary subject within a seminar format. Content
will vary from year to year. Prerequisite: GWS 100, one 300- or 400-level
course.

497 Internship (0.00-9.00)

499 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)

German
See Modern and Classical Languages for a description of courses and 
programs of study in German.

Global Studies (GLS)
Professors: John Shindler
Associate Professors: Brian Hoffert, Robert Moussetis
Assistant Professors: Shereen Ilahi, William Muck

Mission Statement
The Global Studies program brings together courses from a variety of 
disciplines to help students gain a broader perspective on the issues that 
confront all of us as “citizens” of the earth. Graduates are prepared to serve in
the public, private and non-profit sectors, at the national or international level.
The Global Studies program is guided by the principle that participation in a
globalizing world demands an understanding of the various issues that confront
all the earth’s citizens. Our interdisciplinary program draws upon courses from
a variety of disciplines to help students grasp the diversity of our world, the
common problems we face, and possible solutions from which we can choose.
Students who participate in global studies accept the idea that both physical and
intellectual boundaries must be crossed. Graduates with a major in global 
studies are prepared for the flexible opportunities that an ever changing 
international system holds. Their preparation offers them a wide variety of
career choices, including service in the public and private sectors, at the 
international and national level, and in the areas of business, government, 
languages, and journalism.
B.A. Requirements:
The Global Studies major requires 42-51 credit hours, including a common set
of courses (minimum of 21 credit hours) which provide the basis for each of the
specialized tracks:

PSC 102 Introduction to International Relations
SOA 105 Introduction to Cultural Anthropology
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One introductory elective chosen from:
BUS 135 Introduction to International Business
HST 155 Global History
HTB 175 Cultural Regions of the World
REL 100 Introduction to World Religions

One research methods course chosen from:
PSC 200 Nature of Political Inquiry
SOA 200 Research Methods in Social Sciences
ECN 241 Business and Economic Statistics
PSY 250 Statistics

One global structure course chosen from:
PSC 221 Comparative Political Systems
PSC 320 Global Governance
ECN 324 International Political Economy
PSC 333 International Law

One advanced elective chosen from:
LEV 350 Ethnic and Religious Conflict Resolution
PHL 343 Economic and Social Justice
PSY 310 Cultural Psychology
SPC 317 Intercultural Communication
SOA 421 Indigenous Peoples and the State

GLS 492 Seminar in International Studies

Students must also complete one of the following tracks:

East Asia Track (21-30 credit hours)
EAS 165 Introduction to East Asia
One history course from:

HST 263 Japanese History
HST 265 Modern China

One religion, culture, philosophy, or political science course from:
EAS 292 Japanese Culture
REL 260 Religions of China
REL 265 Religions of Japan
REL 315 Buddhism
HST 330 East Asian Thought
PSC 321 Model UN I (with approval of GLS program coordinator)
PSC 322 Model UN II (with approval of GLS program coordinator)

College level proficiency in Japanese or Chinese through 103. Students 
may place out of this requirement by testing into CHI or JPN 201.

Twelve credit hours earned through study abroad. Students may participate
in North Central College’s China/Japan program, or some other approved
study program in East Asia.

Developing States Track (21-30 credit hours)
BUS 135 Introduction to International Business
One history course from:

HST 175 Latin American History
HST 185* People and Cultures of Africa
HST 363 Mexico and Its Neighbors
HST 271 Modern Middle East
HST 265 Modern China
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One religion, culture, philosophy, or political science course from:
HST 185* People and Cultures of Africa
REL 250 African Religions
REL 280 Islam and the Middle East
PSC 321 Model UN I (with approval of GLS program coordinator)
PSC 322 Model UN II (with approval of GLS program coordinator)

*Note HST/SOA 185 may only be used to meet one requirement.
College level proficiency in French or Spanish through 103. Students may
place out of this requirement by testing into FRN or SPN 201.

Twelve credit hours earned through study abroad. Students may participate
in North Central College’s Costa Rica program or some other approved
study abroad program in the developing world.

Europe Track (21-30 hours)
HST 259 Modern Europe
One history course from:

HST 251 History of Russia and the Soviet Union
HST 345 European Intellectual History
HST 385 World Wars of the Twentieth Century
HST 392 The Holocaust

One religion, culture, philosophy, or political science course from:
ART 376 Art of the Twentieth Century II
PSC 321 Model UN I (with approval of GLS program coordinator)
PSC 322 Model UN II (with approval of GLS program coordinator)

College level proficiency in French, German, or Spanish through 103. 
Students may place out of this requirement by testing into FRN, GER, or 

SPN 201.
Twelve credit hours earned through study abroad. Students may participate
in North Central College’s London program or some other approved study
abroad program in Europe.

International Business Track (18-30 credit hours)
BUS 135 Introduction to International Business
ECN 100 Economics of Social Issues
ACC 201 Principles of Accounting I
BUS 262 Management of Organizations
Two courses selected from:

BUS 482 International Management
ECN 324 International Political Economy
ECN 340 International Economics

One of the following:
Twelve credit hours earned through an approved study abroad program OR
college level proficiency in a language through 103. Students may place 
out of this requirement by testing into 201.

International Relations Track (30 credit hours)
PSC 222 American Foreign Policy
ECN 324 International Political Economy
One course on the developing world selected from:

HST 175 Latin American History
SOA 185 People and Cultures of Africa
HST 265 Modern China
HST 271 Modern Middle East
REL 280 Islam and the Middle East
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One course on the developed world selected from:
ECN 340 International Economics
HST 259 Modern Europe
HST 263 Japanese History
REL 270 U.S. Diplomatic History

PSC 321 Model UN I
PSC 322 Model UN II
Twelve credit hours earned through study abroad. Students may participate
in any of North Central College’s programs or other approved study abroad
program.

Global Studies Minor (21 credit hours)
PSC 102 Introduction to International Relations
SOA 105 Introduction to Cultural Anthropology
One introductory elective chosen from:

BUS 135 Introduction to International Business
HST 155 Global History
HTB 175 Cultural Regions of the World
REL 100 Introduction to World Religions

One research methods course chosen from:
PSC 200 Nature of Political Inquiry
SOA 200 Research Methods in Social Science: Quantitative
ECB 241 Business and Economic Statistics
PSY 250 Statistics

One global structure course chosen from:
PSC 221 Comparative Political Systems
PSC 320 International Organizations
ECN 324 International Political Economy
PSC 333 International Law

One advanced elective chosen from:
LEV 350 Ethnic and Religious Conflict Resolution
PHL 343 Economic and Social Justice
PSY 310 Cultural Psychology
SOA 421 Indigenous Peoples and the State
SPC 317 Intercultural Communication

GLS 492 Seminar in International Studies

177 Topics in Global Awareness (1.50-3.00)
Intensive study of a cultural topic designed to help students develop a sense of
global systems and interdependence in the context of a particular discipline.
Content defined by the individual instructor. Repeatable with different content.
Core: May count towards Humanities or Social Science depending on the topic.

277 Seminar: Pre-Study Abroad (0.00-1.50)
A workshop in intercultural learning designed both for students planning to
study abroad and for those interested in cross-cultural communication. Topics
include culture-based perceptions and values, nonverbal communication, and
culture shock. Activities include cross-cultural simulations and problem-
solving.

287 Topics in Chinese Culture (1.50)
Intensive study of cultural topics required of students in NCC-in-China/Japan
program who are studying only one or no language.
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288 Topics in Japanese Culture (1.50)
Intensive study of cultural topics required of students in NCC-in-China/Japan
program who are studying only one or no language.

363 Seminar in Costa Rica (3.00)
Seminar taught in English by the NCC faculty member. Course content varies
according to the expertise and areas of interest of the faculty member. ACR:
Intercultural.

365 Topics in Global Studies (3.00)
Intensive study of a selected international topic from a variety of disciplinary
perspectives, including those of the humanities and social sciences.
Prerequisite: Junior standing. ACR: Intercultural.

367 British Life and Culture (3.00)
Selected topics in British history and culture designed to give context for 
student’s study in London. Each lecture has an accompanying field trip.
Required of all students on NCC-in-London program. Prerequisite:
Junior/Senior standing. ACR: Intercultural.

377 Seminar: Post-Study Abroad (0.00-1.00)
Reentry course which requires students to reflect on their study abroad 
experience, examine the principles of cross-cultural communication, and 
mentor students who plan to study abroad.

387 Seminar in China and Japan (3.00)
Seminar taught in English by the NCC faculty member.  Course  content varies
according to the expertise and areas of interest of the faculty member. ACR:
Intercultural.

397 Internship (0.00-9.00)

399 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)

492 Seminar in Global Studies (3.00)
Topics in global studies such as international relations theory, globalization,  
democratization, and global change. Seminar serves as capstone for 
global studies majors. Prerequisite: Junior/Senior standing. ACR: Intercultural.

497 Internship (0.00-9.00)

499 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)

Greek
See Modern and Classical Languages for a description of courses and 
programs of study in Greek.
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Health and Physical Education (HPE)
Professors: Allen Carius, Gerald Gems
Associate Professors: Frank Gramarosso, James Kulawiak, Heidi Matthews
Assistant Professors: Jenni Kapanen, Kari (Nethery) Kluckhohn, 

Karen Kunka, John Thorne
Instructors: Kevin Bratland, Mark Broucek, John Fitzgerald, Amanda Gacek,

Matthew Klosterman, Robert Simon, William Wienke

Mission Statement
The department of Health and Physical Education is dedicated to developing
well-educated, lifelong learners and competent professionals. The program 
provides students with educational opportunities and experiences that deeper
the understanding and appreciation of a commitment to physical activity and 
wellness, and enhance the skills and habits required for leading and promoting
a healthy lifestyle in a variety of health and sports related professions.
The department contributes to personal development by inculcating the values
of a healthy lifestyle. A variety of tracks prepare majors for teaching and/or
coaching in schools, work in fitness/health clubs, preparation for graduate
school, and athletic training and rehabilitation.
Degree offered: B.A.
Major requirements: 40-51 credit hours are required, plus education course
work as necessary. Students must choose a track in athletic training, exercise
science, sport management, or teaching physical education K-12.
Minor requirements: A minimum of 19 credit hours are required. Most minors
require more than 19 credit hours. Minors are available in coaching, health 
education, physical education, and wellness. Other minors are recommended for
sport management majors.
Unless specifically required for an HPE major, HPE activity courses (HPE 100-
135) do not count toward the major or minor or toward the maximum number
of credits allowed in HPE.

Teaching Physical Education: K-12 Certification Program
The job potential is the greatest with this certificate. The student can teach 
physical education at the elementary, middle, or secondary school level. A
maximum of 51 credit hours in HPE is allowed.

HPE 121 Wellness
HPE 137 First Aid
BIO 147 Anatomy and Physiology
HPE 210 Elementary School Activities
HPE 211 Practicum in Elementary Physical Education
HPE 247 Human Anatomy
HPE 250 Sport Management
HPE 255 Teaching/Coaching Team Sports
HPE 257 Teaching/Coaching Individual Sports
HPE 276 Techniques and Methods of Teaching Rhythmic Movement
HPE 290 Techniques and Methods of Teaching Physical Education to

the Exceptional Child
HPE 300 Curriculum Design in Physical Education
HPE 310 Measurement and Evaluation in Physical Education
HPE 317 Kinesiology
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HPE 347 Physiology of Exercise -or-
HPE 195 Motor Learning and Human Motion
At least 2 electives from HPE 100-135 or equivalent, for a total of at least
4 credit hours, to a maximum of 8 credit hours. HPE 121 does not count
toward this requirement.

Additional requirements:
Physical education teaching majors must demonstrate physical fitness with
a minimum grade of B in a cardiovascular course (HPE 100-104, 120, 121)
or by proficiency exam; and swimming ability by a passing grade in HPE
274 (by junior year) or proficiency exam (by the first term of senior year). 
Required coursework for teacher certification (these courses provide a
minor in secondary education):
EDN 100, PSY 205, PSY 220, EDN 242, EDN 302, EDN 333, EDN 371,
EDN 475, and EDN 485.
150 clinical hours: 50 (K-5), 50 (6-8), 50 (9-12).
See Education Department section of catalog for other requirements.

Recommended activities:
Athletic involvement is strongly encouraged.

Athletic Training Major
Requires 51.5 credit hours in HPE; students must complete a minimum of 120.5
total credit hours to graduate.

HPE 137 First Aid
BCM 140 Nutrition
BIO 147 Anatomy and Physiology
HPE 220 Athletic Training Clinical Experience I (three terms of HPE

220 are required for a total of three credit hours)
HPE 225 Introduction to Athletic Training
HPE 247 Human Anatomy
HPE 280 Human Physiology
HPE 285 Applied Anatomy and Assessment Techniques in Athletic

Training
HPE 317 Kinesiology
HPE 325 Advanced Techniques in Athletic Training
HPE 330 Athletic Training Clinical Experience II (three terms of HPE

330 are required for a total of three credit hours)
HPE 340 Recognition and Evaluation of Athletic Injuries: Lower

Extremity and Back
HPE 341 Recognition and Evaluation of Athletic Injuries: Upper

Extremity, Head and Neck
HPE 347 Physiology of Exercise
HPE 350 Medical Aspects of Sportsmedicine
HPE 351 Organization & Administration of Athletic Training

Programs
HPE 410 Fitness Evaluation
HPE 425 Therapeutic Modalities in Athletic Training
HPE 430 Rehabilitative Techniques in Athletic Training
HPE 440 Athletic Training Clinical Experience III (three terms of HPE

440 are required for a total of three credit hours)
HPE 497 Internship in Athletic Training

Required Support Courses:
MTH 121 College Algebra or equivalent
PSY 100 Psychology: Science of Behavior
PSY 250 Statistics
PSY 255 Research Design and Experimentation
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Prerequisite Courses include:
BIO 100 Principles of Biology
IFS 104 Problem Solving Using Spreadsheets -or-
IFS 106 Information Management Using Databases.

The Commission on Accreditation of Athletic Training Education (CAATE)
accredited program in athletic training is designed to prepare students for a
career in the field of athletic training, or to serve as the pre-professional course
of study for other allied health professions. The program leads to a Bachelor of
Arts degree. The athletic training education program begins with one year of
pre-athletic training courses and clinical observations. The students must then
apply for admission to the program, which involves a competitive selection
process. Once admitted, the program consists of three years of professional and
clinical education. Because of enrollment limitations, students who have 
completed the pre-athletic training year cannot be assured of admission to the
professional and clinical education phase of the program. Once admitted into
the program, students must obtain a physical examination, to be kept on file in
the wellness center. Students are expected to obtain all required immunizations
(HBV included).

Admission to the athletic training program is contingent upon the student 
satisfactorily completing the following prerequisites:

a. Completion of one year of attendance at North Central College with a 
minimum cumulative gpa of 2.250 or higher (including transfer credits)
and a 2.500 gpa or higher in all HPE and athletic training courses.

b. Complete 50 hours of supervised observation in the North Central College
athletic training facilities.

c. Complete HPE 137, HPE 225, and HPE 325.
d. Complete BIO 100 with a grade of “C” or better.
e. Completion of all pre-admission skill competencies and proficiencies.
f. Complete the North Central College written “Athletic Training Program

Application.
g. Write a brief essay discussing the student’s reason for pursuing a career in

athletic training and what the student’s professional goals are.
h. Submit two letters of recommendation. These letters must come from

sources outside the NCC Athletic Training Staff.
i. Complete an interview with the Athletic Training Committee.
j. Complete and submit the “Technical Standards for Admission” form.
During the course of the program, students are required to accumulate a 

minimum of 950 hours of supervised clinical experience with the North Central
College intercollegiate athletic program or an affiliated site. These hours
include the clinical experience course sequence and the required 
internship. Upon completion of the program, or during the Spring term of the
senior year, students may apply to take the BOC certification exam.

Detailed information regarding admission and other ATEP policies is posted
on the program website (http://www.noctrl.edu/atep) and in the “Athletic
Training Student Handbook.” There are additional fees associated with the
ATEP (travel expenses for clinical assignments, uniforms, liability insurance,
conferences).

Exercise Science Major
A maximum of 51 credit hours in HPE allowed.

BIO 100 Principles of Biology
HPE 121 Wellness
BCM 140 Nutrition
HPE 137 First Aid
BIO 147 Anatomy and Physiology
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HPE 195 Motor Learning
HPE 247 Human Anatomy
HPE 250 Sport Management
HPE 280 Human Physiology
PSY 250 Statistics
PSY 255 Research Design -or-
SOA 200 Research Methods in Social Science
HPE 317 Kinesiology
HPE 347 Physiology of Exercise
HPE 410 Fitness Evaluation
HPE 497 Internship

Sport Management Major
A maximum of 51 credit hours in HPE allowed.

BUS 105 Introduction to Business Law
IFS 106 Information Management Using Databases
HPE 150 History of Physical Education and Sport
ACC 201 Accounting I/Financial
HPE 230 Community Health -or-
HPE 231 School Health
LEV 230 Conflict Resolution
SPC 230 Business and Professional Communication
ECN 241 Business and Economic Statistics
HPE 250 Sport Management
HPE 260 Psychological Aspects of Coaching
BUS 262 Management of Organizations
HPE 262 Sport in Modern Society
BUS 268 Marketing
BUS 378 Sales and Sales Management
BUS 384 Human Resource Management
HTB 490 Leadership, Ethics and Values in Sport and Fitness
HPE 497 Internship
Three additional hours in BUS at the 300-level or higher.

Recommended Minors:
Business Administration, Conflict Resolution, Social Change and Public
Advocacy, Leadership, Finance, Accounting, Coaching, or Physical Education

Teaching Health Education Minor
Students seeking certification in physical education and/or health 
education should consult with the department of Education prior to registration
as certification requirements may differ from the requirements for the minor.
All of the following are needed to teach health:

HPE 137 First Aid
HPE 230 Community Health
HPE 231 School Health
BIO 300 Human Sexuality
PSY 280 Drugs and Behavior
HPE 331 Curriculum Development, Methods and Evaluation in

Health Education
HPE 352 Advanced Concepts of Health
Plus four courses from the following:
BCM 140 Nutrition
BIO 216 Ecology-How Organisms Interact with Their Environment
BIO 222 Estuarine Biology
BIO 228 Desert Ecology
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BIO 416 Ecology-Environmental Biology
BIO 440 Virology and Immunology
PSY 230 Psychology of Adulthood and Aging
PSY 324 Abnormal Psychology

Required Support Courses:
EDN 100, 205, 220, 240, 250, 302, 330, 475, and 485

Coaching Minor
23-26 credit hours, including:

HPE 137 First Aid -or-
HPE 225 Introduction to Athletic Training 
HPE 150 Introduction to Physical Education
HPE 195 Motor Learning and Human Motion
HPE 250 Sport Management 
HPE 255 Teaching/Coaching Team Sports
HPE 257 Teaching/Coaching Individual Sports
HPE 260 Psychological Aspects of Coaching
HPE 262 Sport in Modern Society
Coaching Internship (one to three credit hours). Internship should be done
with the age group in which the future coach wishes to work.

Physical Education Minor
19-23 credit hours, including:

HPE 137 First Aid 
HPE 150 Introduction to Physical Education
HPE 195 Motor Learning and Human Motion
HPE 250 Sport Management 
HPE 255 Teaching/Coaching Team Sports
HPE 257 Teaching/Coaching Individual Sports
One HPE 200 or higher-level course as an elective

Wellness Minor
21.5-22.5 credit hours, including:

BCM 140 Nutrition
PSY 280 Drugs and Behavior
HPE 121 Wellness
HPE 103 Weight Training
one cardiovascular course chosen from HPE 100-104
one lifetime activity course chosen from HPE 113, 118, 274, 276, 279
since a maximum of eight credit hours of physical education activity 
courses may count toward graduation requirements, if HPE 113 or 118 is
taken to fulfill the lifetime activity requirement, a minimum of 121 credit
hours is needed to graduate
three credit hours from Religion, Philosophy, or Leadership, Ethics and
Values*
three credit hours from Sociology and Anthropology or a three credit hour
internship in community service*
*To be agreed upon with faculty advisor when the minor is planned.

All students taking HPE coursework:
A maximum of eight credit hours may be earned in physical education activity
courses.
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Varsity Athletics
Students who participate in varsity athletics may register for two credit hours at
the start of the main sports season for that sport. This credit counts towards the
eight credit hour physical education activity limit. Students must register for
varsity athletics credit within the first two weeks of the term, per CCIW/NCAA
guidelines.

100 Multi-Activities (2.00)
Physical education activity course.

101 Jogging (2.00)
Physical education activity course.

102 Cardiovascular Cross Training (2.00)
Physical education activity course.

103 Weight Training (2.00)
Physical education activity course.

104 Cycling (2.00)
Physical education activity course.

109 Downhill Skiing (2.00)
Physical education activity course.

110 Badminton (2.00)
Physical education activity course.

111 Bowling (2.00)
Physical education activity course.

113 Golf (2.00)
Physical education activity course.

114 Power Volleyball (2.00)
Physical education activity course.

115 Rock Climbing (2.00)
Physical education activity course.

116 Self Defense (2.00)
Physical education activity course.

117 Racquetball (2.00)
Physical education activity course.

118 Tennis (2.00)
Physical education activity course.

119 Scuba Diving (2.00)
Physical education activity course.

120 Outdoor Education (3.00)
A course designed to achieve personal growth and self-directed learning 
experiences through shared educational adventures in the outdoors. Emphasis is
on the development of wilderness and problem-solving skills and ecological
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awareness in noncompetitive, personal growth, cooperative activities. Physical
education activity course.

121 Wellness (3.00)
Emphasis on a holistic approach to health and wellness. Recognition of the
importance of lifestyle and self-responsibility for achieving health and wellness.
Development and implementation of a wellness plan with an emphasis on a 
cardiovascular activities program. Physical education activity course.

124 Basketball (2.00)
Physical education activity course.

125 Varsity Baseball (2.00)
Physical education activity course.

126 Varsity Basketball (2.00)
Physical education activity course.

127 Varsity Cross Country & Track (2.00)
Physical education activity course.

128 Varsity Football (2.00)
Physical education activity course.

129 Varsity Golf (2.00)
Physical education activity course.

130 Varsity Soccer (2.00)
Physical education activity course.

131 Varsity Softball (2.00)
Physical education activity course.

132 Varsity Swimming (2.00)
Physical education activity course.

133 Varsity Tennis (2.00)
Physical education activity course.

134 Varsity Volleyball (2.00)
Physical education activity course.

135 Varsity Wrestling (2.00)
Physical education activity course.

137 First Aid (2.00)
Proper techniques and methods employed through the immediate and temporary
care given to an injured person

145 Musical Theatre Dance I (2.00)
(Same as: THE 145.) An introductory course in jazz, ballet, and tap techniques
for the stage. The course includes instruction in the history and theory of 
musical theatre, dance and the basic building blocks of choreography. This
course assumes no prior dance experience and is open to all students interested
in dance training for performance. This course may be repeated for credit once.
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150 History of Physical Education and Sport (3.00)
Consideration of historical and philosophical foundations and the effect on 
present day sport and physical education. Core: Social Science.

195 Motor Learning & Human Motion (3.00)
Emphasis on learning theories, motivation, and attitudes in movement skills.
Basic physical laws of force and balance in human motion.

210 Elementary School Activities (3.00)
Perceptual motor and movement education concepts, basic skills, game activities,
approaches and techniques of teaching. Must be taken concurrently with HPE
211.

211 Practicum in Elementary Physical Education (1.00)
This course provides students with clinical experience in elementary physical 
education methods, teaching styles, and strategies. Students complete 50 hours of
supervised field work applying research-based methods and techniques to actual
teaching situations under the joint supervision of the cooperating classroom
teacher and the NCC supervisor. Prerequisites: EDN 100, PSY 205, admission to
Teacher Education Program; Must be taken concurrently with HPE 210.

216 Advanced Self-Defense (2.00)
An advanced section designed to develop and perfect self-defense skills. Personal
awareness and current laws relating to self-preservation are discussed in-depth.
Individual rights and the judicial system are examined. Prerequisite: HPE 116.

220 Athletic Training Clinical Experience I (1.00)
Guided and supervised clinical experiences in recognition, evaluation, 
disposition, treatment, and rehabilitation of injuries to the physically active. This
experience is completed in the NCC athletic training facilities and contracted
affiliated settings. Prerequisites: Sophomore standing; acceptance into the
Athletic Training program. Repeatable up to a total of three credit hours.

225 Introduction to Athletic Training (3.00)
An introductory course to the profession of athletic training. Topics include the
prevention, care, and management of injuries to the physically active.
Laboratory work includes emergency procedures and taping/wrapping skills.
Prerequisite: HPE 137 or concurrent enrollment.

230 Community Health (3.00)
Examines basic elements of community health education, planning, and 
evaluation. This analysis includes geographic, social, political, economic, 
epidemiologic, and health service components.

231 School Health (3.00)
Contemporary issues with a direct bearing on the school health program.
Policies and practices required in meeting the health needs of today’s school age
population.

245 Musical Theatre Dance II (2.00)
(Same as: THE 245.) An extension of Musical Theatre Dance I. This course has
its emphasis in jazz, tap, and ballet techniques as applied to musical theatre at an
intermediate level. This course also covers choreography in jazz and tap and
auditioning techniques. This course may be repeated for credit once.
Prerequisite: THE/HPE 145 or instructor consent.
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247 Human Anatomy (3.00)
A detailed study of anatomy of the human body. The names, locations, and 
functions of the structures as they relate to exercise are studied.  Prerequisite:
BIO 147.

250 Sport Management (3.00)
A study of sport management organization for physical education classes or
coaching at any level. Plan, organize, implement, and evaluate so that goals,
philosophy, and winning or losing are positive factors in sport.

255 Teaching/Coaching Team Sports (3.00)
A study of team sports including fundamental skills, strategies, methodologies,
and other procedures used on the field of play. Prerequisite: HPE 250.

257 Teaching/Coaching Individual Sports (3.00)
A study of individual sports including fundamental skills, strategies, 
methodologies, and other procedures used on the field of play. Prerequisite:
HPE 250.

260 Psychological Aspects of Coaching (3.00)
An examination of the psychological principles which influence the athlete,
coach, and performance.

262 Sport in Modern Society (2.00)
The study of sociological and cultural aspects of sport in modern society.
Prerequisite: HPE 150.

272 Sport and Art (2.00)
This course examines the aesthetic relationships between sport and art and 
analyzes sports subjects and their representation in art. Topics of interest may
include visual art, film, and literature. An example might be an analysis of the
works of Frederic Remington, Thomas Eakins, and George Bellows and their
role in the representation of American masculinity.

274 Lifeguard Training (2.00)
Red Cross certification in the proper techniques and methods employed in 
lifeguarding. Prerequisite: Swimming ability (CPR and first aid card required
for Red Cross certification).

276 Techniques and Methods of Teaching Rhythmic Movement (3.00)
Techniques of moving to sounds and patterns with emphasis on circle, square,
folk, and ballroom dancing.

279 Water Safety Instruction (2.00)
Preparation and certification in materials and methods of teaching Red Cross
aquatics courses from beginner to advanced life saving.

280 Human Physiology (3.00)
The study of the control and function of human organ systems. Lecture only.
The course is organized around an organ system approach, beginning with cells
and moving up to the more complex organ systems. Prerequisite: HPE 247.

285 Applied Anatomy and Assessment Techniques
in Athletic Training (1.50)

The focus of this course is the practical study of surface anatomy as it relates to
the physically active. Topics include anatomical landmarks, palpation 
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techniques, joint range of motion (active, passive and resistive), range of motion
evaluation, and manual muscle testing. Must be taken concurrently with HPE
247. Prerequisite: BIO 147.

290 Techniques and Methods of Teaching Physical Education 
to the Exceptional Child (3.00)

Theory and teaching of physical education activities to culturally diverse, gifted,
and physically, mentally, emotionally, and learning disabled students. Req: 25
clinical hours; these hours do not count toward the 150 clinical hours required for
teacher certification. Prerequisite: PSY 210 or HPE 195; a cardiovascular 
activity course.

297 Internship (0.00-9.00)

299 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)

300 Curriculum Design in Physical Education (3.00)
This course actively engages students in the curriculum design process by
studying the philosophical bases, objectives, selection, and sequencing of 
activities, materials, and evaluation of various curriculums. Prerequisite:
Acceptance into the Teacher Education Program. Must take concurrently with
EDN 302.

310 Measurement & Evaluation (3.00)
This course is designed to aid students in gaining knowledge about the skills in
measurement processes and techniques, particularly as they relate to physical
education.

317 Kinesiology (3.00)
Analysis of human muscular movement and methods of correcting individual
defects. Prerequisite: HPE 247.

325 Advanced Techniques in Athletic Training (3.00)
An advanced course in athletic training topics and techniques. Topics include
protective equipment fitting, nutrition in athletics, skin disorders, illnesses and
conditions, development of conditioning programs, ergogenic aids, and drugs
and the athlete. Prerequisite: HPE 225.

330 Athletic Training: Clinical Experience II (1.00)
Guided and supervised clinical experiences in recognition, evaluation, disposition,
treatment and rehabilitation of injuries to the physically active. This experience is
completed in the NCC athletic training facilities and contracted affiliated settings.
Prerequisite: HPE 220. Repeatable up to a total of three credit hours.

331 Curriculum Development, Methods and Evaluation 
in Health Education (3.00)

A development of skills in planning, implementing, and evaluating comprehensive
school health programs, health services, healthful school environments, and health
instruction. Prerequisite: HPE 230.

340 Recognition and Evaluation of Athletic Injuries:  
Lower Extremity and Back (3.00)

A thorough study of evaluative techniques in the initial care and management of
lower extremity and back injuries to the physically active. The evaluation process
is examined in detail, including the history, observation, palpation, and 
functional testing approach as it pertains to the lower extremity, low back, thorax,
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and abdomen. Common signs and symptoms of various injuries/conditions are 
discussed. Prerequisites: HPE 247, HPE 285.

341 Recognition and Evaluation of Athletic Injuries:  
Upper Extremity, Head and Neck (3.00)

A thorough study of evaluative techniques in the initial care and management of
upper extremity, head, and neck injuries to the physically active.  The evaluation
process are examined in detail, including the history, observation, palpation, and
functional testing approach as it pertains to the upper extremity, head, and neck.
Common signs and symptoms of various injuries/conditions are discussed.
Prerequisites: HPE 247, HPE 285.

347 Physiology of Exercise (3.00)
Emphasis on cardiovascular efficiency, energy metabolism, fitness, training,
fatigue, and recovery. Prerequisites: HPE 247, HPE 280.

350 Medical Aspects of Sports Medicine (3.00)
A survey of skin conditions; disease; conditions affecting the digestive system,
the reproductive system, the endocrine system, the respiratory system and the 
cardiovascular system; special populations; and congenital conditions.
Additional topics include pharmacology and counseling/psychosocial 
interventions. A lecture format is used, with guest speakers on several topics.
Prerequisite: HPE 325.

351 Organization & Administration of Athletic 
Training Programs (3.00)

A course in athletic training program management. Topics include personnel
development, managing conflict, facility management, recordkeeping, insurance,
legal issues in athletic training, developing an emergency plan, facility planning,
pre-season physical examinations, and computer usage in the athletic training
room.  Prerequisite: HPE 325.

352 Advanced Concepts of Health (3.00)
Covers the scope of vital health issues, the potential for prevention, the role of
education, and the need to deal with health problems within the context of the
entire health care system. Prerequisite: HPE 121.

360 Sport in Society (3.00)
(Same as: SOA 360.) An historical study of sport across time and cultures. A
comparative analysis of sport and its uses in ancient, medieval, and modern 
societies is undertaken. Work-leisure patterns that developed over the course of
American history are examined. Primary consideration of the urban, industrial,
and commercial processes that contributed to culture formation with particular
emphases on class and gender relations, commercialized leisure practices, and the
impact of the mass media in the formation of value systems. ACR: Intercultural.

362 Sport, Politics, and Power (2.00)
This course is designed to examine the uses of sport as a political tool in the 
creation of, maintenance of, or resistance to power in both global and local
spheres.

397 Internship (0.00-9.00)

399 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)
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410 Fitness Evaluation (3.00)
Comparison of fitness tests and techniques followed in schools, health/fitness
clubs, and cardiac rehabilitation programs. Development of fitness assessment
proficiencies and certification requirements of various certifying boards.
Practical fieldwork. Exposure to fitness computer software programs.
Prerequisites: HPE 247, HPE 347.

425 Therapeutic Modalities in Athletic Training (3.00)
Studies, through classroom and hands-on practical experiences, the role of 
therapeutic exercise and modalities in promoting the healing process.
Prerequisites: HPE 247, HPE 280, HPE 285.

430 Rehabilitative Techniques in Athletic Training (3.00)
A study of the role of therapeutic exercise and rehabilitative techniques in the
care and management of injuries to the physically active. Development of a
rehabilitative program, evaluation of joint mobility, manual muscle testing, 
classification of therapeutic exercises, manual therapy, and associated topics
will be covered. Prerequisites: HPE 247, HPE 280, HPE 285.

440 Athletic Training Clinical Experience III (1.00)
Guided and supervised clinical experiences in recognition, evaluation, disposition,
treatment and rehabilitation of injuries to the physically active. This experience is
completed in the NCC athletic training facilities and contracted affiliated settings.
Prerequisite: HPE 330. Repeatable up to a total of three credit hours.

497 Internship (0.00-9.00)

499 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)

History (HST)
Professor: Ann Durkin Keating,
Associate Professors: Brian Hoffert, Bruce Janacek
Assistant Professors: William Barnett, Shereen Ilahi

Mission Statement
The History department is dedicated to informing students of knowledge of the
past that provides context and prepares them to be lifelong learners. Students are
exposed to major historical perspectives and are prepared to locate and analyze
written, visual, and material evidence, understanding and appreciating 
continuities, change, and even contradictions in historical evidence and our
understanding of the past.
History is one of the integrating disciplines of the liberal arts. It bridges the
humanities and the social sciences. It relates political, economic, intellectual,
cultural, and social forces as they shape civilizations from age to age. Its study
develops an appreciation for the traditions of a civilization and a perspective on
current events. It provides a strong background for graduate training and the
professions, especially law and teaching, or for such vocations as museum work
and research. It also provides support of the study of literature, philosophy, and
the arts.
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History requires a broad liberal arts knowledge, and students are encouraged
to use their general education requirements to provide a firm base for their 
historical studies. In addition, North Central College offers special 
opportunities which can enhance a liberal arts education including: the local 
history program and internships, foreign language study, study abroad 
opportunities, Model U.N., and interdisciplinary courses.
Degree offered: B.A.

History Major
At least 33 credit hours in history, including HST 200 and six credit hours in
each of the following areas: United States, Europe, and non-western. At least
one of the two courses in each area must be at the 200-level or higher. Majors
need to take at least two courses (three credit hours each) at the 300-level and
the history capstone, HST 470. The capstone seminar requires primary-source
research on a topic usually developed in one of the student’s 200 or 300-level
courses. Majors must complete a satisfactory portfolio in history that includes
sample course work and a self-evaluation (see department handout). Students
may offer a maximum of two courses from other disciplines as part of their 
history major, provided that such courses contribute directly to the overall
coherence of their major program. The chairperson of the department must
approve such courses for the major.

History majors interested in graduate school should gain at least a reading 
proficiency in a foreign language.

Social Science/History Major
A broad overview of the social sciences with a specialty in history. This major
is intended for students seeking teacher certification in the Social Sciences but
is open to all students. Candidates for teacher certification in Social Science are
required to pass two content area examinations: one in Social Science and a sec-
ond in a specialty area. The Social Science/History major prepares students for
the general examination in Social Science and the specialty examination in
History. Students wanting to prepare for a specialty examination in another
social science discipline should consult with the chair of history about the 
advisability of crafting an individualized major.
Social Science Coursework (minimum of 30 hours)

1. Methodology: SOA 200
2. Political Science: PSC 101, 211 or 212, 221.
3. Economics: ECN 100
4. Geography: HTB 115, 175
5. Sociology: SOA 100; Recommended elective: SOA 380
6. Anthropology: SOA 105
7. Psychology: PSY 100

History Coursework (minimum of 33 hours)
1. European: Six credit hours; at least three must be at or above the

200 level
2. Non-Western: Six credit hours in Asian, Latin American, African, or

Middle Eastern history; coursework must cover at
least two areas; at least three hours must be at or
above the 200-level

3. United States: One of the following groups:
a) HST 111, 236 and 238 or
b) HST 113 and two of HST 230, 232, and 234

4. Illinois: HST 245
5. Seminars: Six credit hours at the 300 level
6. Capstone: HST 470
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Additional Requirement:
Majors must complete a satisfactory portfolio in history that includes sample
course work and a self-evaluation (see department handout).
Note: Students interested in teacher certification must complete the secondary
education minor.

History Minor
At least 18 credit hours in history, including at least one three credit hour course
at the 200-level or higher in each area: United States, European, and non-
western. At least three credit hours must be taken at the 300-level or above.
Local History Program: Through course offerings, internship possibilities, and
an annual local history conference, the history department offers a local history 
program. This program helps students to see the relationships between local life
and the larger picture of regional and national history, as well as providing 
practical experience in historical research techniques through independent study
and internships. In addition, the local history program brings together academic
and independent historians and builds bridges between the college and 
community through colloquia and special programs.

101 Western Civilization I (3.00) IAI:  H2 901
The development of ancient Western civilization, from its cultural origins to the
sixth century of the Christian era. Core: Humanities or Social Science.

104 Western Civilization II (3.00) IAI:  H2 902
The development of European civilization from the Middle Ages to early 
modern Europe. Core: Humanities or Social Science.

108 Western Civilization III (3.00) IAI:  H2 902
The development of Western capitalism, industrialism, and Enlightenment ideas
and values; the challenge to these in the 20th century; and the worldwide 
expansion and contraction of European power. Core: Humanities or Social
Science.

111 U. S. History Survey to 1877 (3.00) IAI:  S2 900
The development of American society from the establishment of the English
colonies through the end of Reconstruction. Broad social, political, economic, and
cultural themes are stressed, with special emphasis on the origin and development
of the American nation. Core: Humanities or Social Science.

113 U. S. History Survey since 1877 (3.00) IAI:  S2 901
A survey of U.S. history from the post-Civil War era to the present. A central
theme is the struggle of diverse groups, including African Americans and
women, to gain full citizenship. Other major themes include the nation’s urban-
industrial transformations, the evolution of American consumer culture, the
expansion of the federal government, and the rise of the United States as a world
power. Core: Humanities or Social Science.

120 Chicago History (3.00)
This introduction to Chicago history explores the development of the 
metropolitan area through a variety of media, including sports, literature, social
criticism, architecture, economics, business, and the built environment. Class
time is devoted to discussion on the readings, videos, and tours. Core:
Humanities or Social Science.
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154 Global Perspectives: Premodern Era (3.00)
This course provides a broad historical perspective of the world before c. 1800.
The course surveys long distance trade, the rise of slavery in the Western
Hemisphere and the colonization that occured in the New World, Africa, and
Asia. Particular attention is paid to the economic, social, and political factors
that led to these developments, as well as to the cultural and artistic 
achievements that flowed from them. Core: Humanities or Social Science.

155 Global Perspectives: Modern Era (3.00)
Colonialism, urbanization, nationalism, globalization, and the interconnection
of trade and immigration patterns are considered in this overview of modern
world history. Core: Humanities or Social Science.

165 Introduction to East Asia (3.00) IAI:  S2 908N
(Same as: EAS 165, HTB 165.) An introduction to major themes in the 
cultural history of China and Japan. Foundational texts of East Asian 
philosophy, religion, and literature are read and discussed in their historical 
context. Important works of East Asian art and film are viewed and analyzed.
The goal is to develop a basic familiarity with the evolution of Chinese and
Japanese civilizations from their ancient foundations to their modern 
manifestations. Core: Humanities or Social Science.

175 Latin American History (3.00)
Overview of Latin-American history from pre-Columbian times to the present.
Attention is given to the heritage of native cultures, the legacy of colonialism,
the impact of modernization and urbanization, and relations with the United
States. Core: Humanities or Social Science.

185 Peoples and Cultures of Africa (3.00) IAI:  S2 906N
(Same as: SOA 185.) An introductory survey of the cultural diversity and 
complexity of sub-Saharan Africa. Attention is given to the long period of 
independent development of traditional societies, the forms and extent of
European domination, and the post-1945 struggles to regain independence and
create new cultural identities. Core: Humanities or Social Science.

200 Historical Methods (3.00)
This course introduces students to working with archival material, both in 
physical and virtual settings. Upon completion of the course, students are 
prepared to complete research in advanced history seminars and the HST 470
capstone course as well as compete successfully for internships in archives, 
historical societies, and museums. Prerequisite: One 100- or 200-level history
course.

210 City Life (3.00)
(Same as: HTB 210.) Survey of the living environment of the modern city, to
focus on ways in which writers, thinkers, architects, planners, and artists have
conceived of the conditions of life in urban areas, and ways in which those 
conditions could be improved. Prerequisite: One humanities or social science
course. Core: Humanities or Social Science.

230 American Colonial History (3.00)
European expansion in the Western Hemisphere. The establishment of the 
economy, culture, and politics of the English colonies; the development of 
slavery; and the causes, course, and consequences of the American Revolution.
Prerequisite: One humanities or social science course. Core: Humanities or
Social Science.
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232 Early American Republic 1789-1845 (3.00)
The political, social, cultural, and intellectual life of the early American 
republic from the ratification of the Constitution through the age of Jefferson and
Jackson to the eve of the Mexican War. Prerequisite: One humanities or social
science course. Core: Humanities or Social Science.

234 Civil War and Reconstruction 1848-1877 (3.00)
An exploration of the causes, course, and consequences of the American Civil
War. The crisis over slavery and the Union is investigated in its constitutional,
political, military, economic, and diplomatic implications. Attention is devoted
to the meaning of the conflict for American race relations. Prerequisite: One
humanities or social science course. Core: Humanities or Social Science.

236 American Society & Politics 1890-1945 (3.00)
Topics discussed include urban-industrial transformations, the Progressive era,
the two world wars, and the Great Depression. Prerequisite: One humanities or
social science course. Core: Humanities or Social Science.

238 U.S. Since 1945 (3.00)
Topics discussed include the growth of consumer culture, the Cold War, the
changing status of women and minorities, the Vietnam War, the revolts of the
1960s, foreign and domestic policies since the end of the Cold War, and
America’s changing economy. Prerequisite: One humanities or social science
course. Core: Humanities or Social Science.

245 Illinois History (3.00)
A history of Illinois from the French colonial period to the 20th century with a
focus on its social and economic aspects. Prerequisite: One humanities or social
science course. Core: Humanities or Social Science.

248 American Environmental History (3.00)
(Same as: ENV 248.) This broad survey of American history from an 
environmental perspective examines the ways that different groups of Americans
adapted to and changed the landscape, and analyzes their ideas about nature.
Major themes include the new perspective of environmental history, reading the
landscape, and the role of region in America. Prerequisite: One humanities or
social science course. Core: Humanities or Social Science.

249 African-American History (3.00)
History of African-Americans, including the background of Africa, slavery,
emancipation, and the current struggle for racial equality. Prerequisite: One
humanities or social science course. Core: Humanities or Social Science.

250 U.S. Women’s History (3.00)
(Same as: GWS 250.) A survey of American women’s history from colonial times
to the present. An examination of women’s legal and political status, educational
and occupational opportunities, family relations, and health with special attention
on how and why lives and experiences of women have changed over time. An
exploration of the history that women share as a group as well as differences
among specific groups of women. Prerequisite: One humanities or social science
course. Core: Humanities or Social Science.

251 History of Russia and Soviet Union (3.00)
Survey of modern Russian history from the establishment and growth of the
empire to the revolution to the development and collapse of the Soviet system.
Prerequisite: One humanities or social science course. Core: Humanities or
Social Science.
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255 Greek and Roman History (3.00)
(Same as: LAT 255.) The rise, predominance, and fall of Greece and Rome, with
emphasis on the workings of their governments. Prerequisite: One humanities or
social science course. Core: Humanities or Social Science.

256 Medieval and Renaissance Europe (3.00)
An introduction to late medieval Europe, discussing the twelfth-century
Renaissance; urbanization; social and political transformations; the Black
Death; the Italian Renaissance; and political, social, and artistic changes in
Northern Europe. Prerequisite: One humanities or social science course. Core:
Humanities or Social Science.

257 Reformation Europe (3.00)
This course examines the forces and influences in the late middle ages that led to
the break with the Medieval Church in the early sixteenth century. The course
focuses on the theological, political, social and cultural effects of the
Reformation in the regions of Europe most affected by this event: Germany,
France, and England. Prerequisite: One humanities or social science course.
Core: Humanities or Social Science.

258 Early Modern Europe (3.00)
This course examines the history of early modern Europe in the generations that
followed the Reformation, c. 1550-1792. The course focuses on the social and 
cultural changes that resulted from the Reformation with particular emphasis on
the regions that experienced the greatest growth, expansion and influence during
the period: the Netherlands, England, and France. Prerequisite: One humanities
or social science course. Core: Humanities or Social Science.

259 Modern Europe (3.00)
An examination of the rise of modern nationalism and the development of middle
class society in Europe. Topics emphasized are the unification of Germany, the
impact of the world wars, analysis of the Nazi regime, and changes in Europe
since 1945. Prerequisite: One humanities or social science course. Core:
Humanities or Social Science.

261 Traditional China (3.00)
A survey of the political and cultural development of Chinese civilization from
prehistory through to the Ming dynasty (17th century). Prerequisite: One
humanities or social science course. Core: Humanities or Social Science.

263 Japanese History (3.00)
(Same as: HTB 263.) An examination of the political and cultural evolution of
Japanese civilization from prehistory to the present. Some of the themes
explored are Japan's traditional pattern of adapting Chinese political and 
cultural forms according to contemporary needs, the role of the samurai in
Japanese history, and the modernization of Japan from 1868 to the present.
Prerequisite: One humanities or social science course. Core: Humanities or
Social Science.

265 Modern China (3.00)
An examination of China's transition from the "traditional" civilization of the
dynastic period (up to 1911) to the "modern" nation that has emerged in the 21st
century. Prerequisite: One humanities or social science course. Core:
Humanities or Social Science.
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267 Topics in Global History (3.00)
This course provides an opportunity to explore a specific topic in global 
history. Topics may include urbanization, industrialization, nationalism, 
warfare, gender, ethnicity, race, religion, or migration patters. Particular 
attention is paid to the economic, social and political factors related to the 
chosen topic, as well as to the cultural and artistic achievments that flowed from
them. Prerequisite: One humanities or social science course. Core: Humanities
or Social Science.

270 U.S. Diplomatic History (3.00)
After examining the early history of American diplomacy, this course focuses
on the modern era. Topics discussed include the emergence of the United States
as a great power, American participation in the World Wars, the Cold War era
and the process of decolonization, and Vietnam. The relationship between
domestic politics and American diplomacy is also explored. Prerequisite: One
humanities or social science course. Core: Humanities or Social Science.

271 Modern Middle East (3.00) IAI:  S2 919N
Napoleon’s invasion of Egypt in 1798 to the present, with special attention to
nationalistic movements, pan-Islam, and the Arab-Israeli conflict. Prerequisite:
One humanities or social science course. Core: Humanities or Social Science.

299 Independent Study (0.00-9.00)

312 Immigration and U.S. Ethnic Identity (3.00)
Examination of the U.S. immigration history from colonial times to the present.
Exploration of the world conditions that led to the major waves of American
immigration. Comparison of immigrant experiences to those of African-
Americans and Native Americans opens to wider focus on the concept of ethnic
identity in U.S. history.  Prerequisite: One 200-level course in history, political
science, sociology and anthropology, or English.

315 Research and Local History (3.00)
Introduction to the study of local history. Emphasis is placed on both the study
of individual communities over the course of their history and the ways in
which individual communities are a part of the wider sweep of historical trends
and events. Prerequisite: One 200-level history course.

320 U.S. Social Movements (3.00)
A detailed examination of major social movements in the modern United States.
Emphasis on the African American civil rights movement, the women’s 
movement, the environmental movement, and recent conservative movements.
Prerequisite: One 200-level course in history, political science, sociology and
anthropology, or English.

323 History of Ideas in America (3.00)
An examination of broad intellectual and cultural developments in American
history. Major themes include the creation of the United States as an agrarian
republic, efforts to reform social and economic systems including slavery,
responses to urban-industrial transformations, tensions between religious 
traditions and modern science and technology, and debates about the role of
government in American life. Primary texts, including literature and art, are
used as sources. Prerequisite: One 200 level course in history or instructor 
consent.
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325 American Cities and Suburbs (3.00)
Topics discussed include the development of an urban network, the expansion
of city services, the drive-in culture of modern suburbia, and the enduring 
problems of urban poverty. Prerequisite: One 200-level course in history, 
political science, sociology and anthropology, or English.

330 East Asian Thought (3.00)
An historical survey of the East Asian intellectual tradition based on the 
reading of primary sources in translation and focusing on the cross-fertilization
of ideas between the three major intellectual traditions of Confucianism, Taoism
and Buddhism. Recommended prerequisite: Previous course in East Asia,
Intellectual History, or History of Ideas. ACR: Intercultural.

345 European Intellectual History (3.00)
An examination of the role of education and learning from antiquity to the 
modern era, with a particular emphasis on historical knowledge and education.
Past topics include, but are not limited to, the lost library of Alexandria, the
Dead Sea Scrolls, medieval universities, Renaissance humanist academies, and
modern historical assumptions and techniques. Prerequisite: One 200-level 
history course or instructor consent.

347 Science, Religion, and Magic (3.00)
An examination of the relationship between science and religion with particular
attention to late medieval and early modern Europe. Core primary texts as well
as current historical studies are the foundation for discussion and research. The
roles of astrology, alchemy, heresy, and witchcraft in the context of religious
belief and scientific thought are also considered. The goal of this course is to
provide a broad historical understanding of the theological, philosophical, and
intellectual crises and debates that occurred as a result of the Reformation and
the Scientific Revolution. Prerequisite: One 200-level history course or 
instructor consent.

348 The Age of Discovery: Europe 1300-1700 (3.00)
This course examines the concept of discovery, broadly defined, from the years
1300-1700. It examines the impact and consequences of European exploration
of the East and West. The course moves beyond the scope of exploration to 
consider intellectual discoveries in science and theological and social 
discoveries that define and clarify concepts such as, but not limited to, 
rationality and belief, and orthodoxy and heresy. Prerequisite: One 200-level
history course or instructor consent. ACR: Intercultural.

358 Work and Leisure: Modern Western Social Patterns (3.00)
This seminar focuses on the changing patterns of work and play in the U.S. and
in Europe from about 1875 to 1975. Changes in the makeup of the middle class;
evidence for a working class culture; and uses for increased leisure are 
considered. Different explanatory approaches to these new societal patterns are
studied. Prerequisite: One 200-level history course or instructor consent.

363 Mexico and its Neighbors (3.00)
(Same as: SOA 363.) Continuity and change, diversity and commonality among
the indigenous peoples of Mexico, Guatemala, and the Southwestern U.S. from
first human occupation to the present. Emphasis on indigenous politics and
transnational flows of people, culture, and material. Prerequisite: Any 100-level
social science course. ACR: Intercultural.
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370 Seminar in Global History (3.00)
This seminar examines history on a global scale, with a focus on the period
since World War II. Special attention is paid to cultures outside the U.S., as well
as to an interdisciplinary perspective, through themes that can include 
exploration, religion, women’s studies, urbanization, or economic development.
Prerequisite: Junior standing.

385 The World Wars of the Twentieth Century (3.00)
World War I ended Europe’s global domination, brought the U.S. to world 
leadership, and sowed the seeds of subsequent political crises from Nazism to
the breakup of Yugoslavia. This seminar considers reasons for the outbreak of
war in 1914 and the impact of that struggle both short-term and long term. The
focus here is primarily on political questions. Prerequisite: One 200-level 
history course or instructor consent. ACR: Intercultural.

392 Seminar: Holocaust (3.00)
(Same as: HTB 392.) The study of the unique and universal aspects of the
Holocaust with an emphasis on the relationship among the perpetrators, the 
victims, and the bystanders. Prerequisite: Junior standing. ACR: Leadership,
Ethics and Values.

395 Advanced Research in Local History (3.00)
Advanced work in the methods and outlooks of historians engaged in local
research in primary sources. Independent research project required.
Prerequisite: HST 315 or instructor consent.

397 Internship (0.00-9.00)

399 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)

470 Capstone Seminar (3.00)
This capstone course for the history major includes advanced investigation of
the ways in which historians have approached their materials and craft, 
including issues related to leadership, ethics, and values. Course centers on an
individualized research project. Prerequisite: Senior standing as a history major.
ACR: Leadership, Ethics, and Values.

497 Internship (0.00-9.00)

499 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)
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History of Ideas (HOI)
Professors: Peter Barger, David Fisher, Richard Glejzer, Karl Kelley, 

Robert Lehe, Timothy Morris, Francine Navakas, Nancy Peterson, 
Richard Wilders

Associate Professors:, Brian Hoffert, Jennifer Jackson, Bruce Janacek,
Wioleta Polinska, Thomas A. Williams

Assistant Professor: William Barnett

Mission Statement
The History of Ideas program is dedicated to directing students to explore and
examine the major trends, ideas, and philosophies of the past from antiquity to the
present through primary texts, and prepares them to be lifelong learners. Students
learn to ask questions, analyze, form and defend arguments from multiple 
perspectives and disciplines.
North Central College offers an interdisciplinary sequence of five honors 
courses in the history of ideas dealing with ideas central to religion, art, 
philosophy, literature, and the social sciences. The courses emphasize reading of
primary texts and reflection on classics within the liberal arts tradition. The 
seminar format encourages lively discussion of intellectually engaging issues.

The courses are open to College Scholars and other students seeking a 
stimulating interdisciplinary experience. Education majors may take one or
more courses in the sequence to meet selected general education requirements
for state certification. Consult the education department for details.

The history of ideas sequence may form the foundation of a minor. Interested
students should consult the coordinator of History of Ideas to plan a course of
study.

History of Ideas Minor
21 credit hours, including:

HOI 102, 103, 201, 202, 203 (History of Ideas sequence)
Two additional courses, at least one at the 300-level or above, to be drawn
from:
SCI 210 Landmark Discoveries in Natural Science
ECN 210 History of Economic Thought
HST 330 East Asian Thought
HST 323 History of Ideas in America
HST 345 European Intellectual History
PHL 260 Ancient and Medieval Philosophy
PHL 270 Early Modern Philosophy
PHL 280 Modern Philosophy
IDS 490 Seminar
IDS 499 Independent Study

or
Appropriate IDS or other topics course, to be approved by History of Ideas
Committee. Such courses normally include the following elements: focus
on primary texts, in the context of intellectual history, with an emphasis on
critical thinking and discussion.

102 History of Ideas I: Greek and Hebrew Thought (3.00) IAI:  HF 902
An examination of the artistic, literary, philosophical, religious and social/political
thought of the ancient Greeks and Hebrews. Honors course. Core: Humanities.
ACR: Religion and Ethics.
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103 History of Ideas II: Roman and Christian IAI:  HF 902
Thought (3.00)

An examination of the artistic, literary, philosophical, religious, and social/political
thought of the Romans and Christians. Honors course. Core: Humanities. ACR:
Religion and Ethics.

201 History of Ideas III: Medieval and Renaissance  IAI:  HF 902
Thought (3.00)

An examination of the artistic, literary, philosophical, religious, and social/political
thought of the medieval period. Honors course. Core: Humanities. ACR: Religion
and Ethics.

202 History of Ideas IV: Early Modern Thought (3.00) IAI:  HF 903
An examination of the artistic, literary, philosophical, religious, and social/political
thought of the early modern period. Honors course. Core: Humanities or Social
Science.

203 History of Ideas V: 19th and 20th Century 
Thought (3.00) IAI:  HF 903

An examination of the artistic, literary, philosophical, religious, and social/political
thought of the 19th and 20th centuries. Honors course. Core: Humanities or Social
Science.

Human Resource Management
See Management and Marketing for a description of courses and programs of
study in Human Resource Management.

The Division of Human Thought
and Behavior (HTB)
The Division of Human Thought and Behavior combines the academic areas
defined in many colleges and universities as the humanities and the social and
behavioral sciences. While the distinctive subject matter in each of the departments
is stressed, the common academic interests which span two or more departments
are also emphasized. The division endeavors to demonstrate the relationship
between the facts and interpretations in one department with the data and meaning
presented in other departments. The over-reaching goal is to enhance the students’
understanding of human nature and the social world. In light of that objective, 
several interdisciplinary courses are offered, and one divisional minor and two 
divisional majors are available.
Degree offered: B.A.
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Humanities Major
At least 33 credit hours planned as a coherent program to include history, 
philosophy, and religious studies with stress on one of these three. Prior to
declaring a humanities major, the student must secure the approval of the 
division chairperson and the chairperson of the department he or she intends to
emphasize.

115 Human Geography (3.00) IAI:  S4 900N
This course is designed as an exploration to develop understanding of how 
cultures and individuals order their environment. Examines the locational
aspects of material culture, social organizations, belief systems, art, and 
language. Core: Social Science.

165 Introduction to East Asia (3.00)
(Same as: EAS 165, HST 165.) An introduction to major themes in the 
cultural history of China and Japan. Foundational texts of East Asian 
philosophy, religion, and literature are read and discussed in their historical 
context. Important works of East Asian art and film are viewed and analyzed.
The goal is to develop a basic familiarity with the evolution of Chinese and
Japanese civilizations from their ancient foundations to their modern 
manifestations. Core: Humanities or Social Science.

175 Cultural Regions of the World (3.00)
Major world regions and the geographical organization of their physical 
environments. Stresses the interrelatedness of physical and cultural phenomena
which lend special character to the earth’s surface.

200 Research Methods in Social Sciences: Quantitative (3.00)
(Same as: SOA 200.) An assessment of the strengths and limitations of various
modes of quantitative data collection including experiments, questionnaires, 
content analysis, and the use of secondary data. Emphasis is placed on ethical
issues, becoming a critical consumer of research, and developing the ability to
design and carry out an independent study.

203 Greek Social Patterns (1.50)
(Same as: GRK 203.) Greek outlooks on life, the state, religion, morality, 
education, and family. Concentration on 5th century B.C. Athens. Taught in
English.

205 Roman Social Patterns (1.50)
(Same as: LAT 205.) Roman outlooks on life, the state, religion, morality, 
education, and family. Concentration on the early Roman Empire. Taught in
English.

210 City Life (3.00)
(Same as: HST 210.) Survey of the living environment of the modern city, to
focus on ways in which writers, thinkers, architects, planners, and artists have
conceived of the conditions of life in urban areas, and ways in which those 
conditions could be improved. Prerequisite: One humanities or social science
course. Core: Humanities or Social Science.

215 Regional Geography (3.00)
This course provides an in-depth focus on one world region. It explores 
physical features as well as the human response to them. This course may be
repeated with a different region. Prerequisite: HTB 115 or 175.
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253 Symposium on Ethical/Legal/Moral Responsibility (3.00)
Addressing some of the nonscientific aspects of social research, this symposium
examines ethical/moral concerns, including the norms of voluntary participation
and protection of subjects from harm, and legal/political concerns such as
respondents’ rights to privacy and the use of scientific findings to support 
ideology. Selections from important social scientific works are used as a basis
for dialogue.

263 Japanese History (3.00)
(Same as: HST 263.) An examination of the political and cultural evolution of
Japanese civilization from prehistory to the present. Some of the themes
explored are Japan's traditional pattern of adapting Chinese political and 
cultural forms according to contemporary needs, the role of the samurai in
Japanese history, and the modernization of Japan from 1868 to the present.
Prerequisite: One humanities or social science course. Core: Humanities or
Social Science.

292 Topics in Japanese Culture (3.00)
(Same as: GLS 288). A study of selected aspects of Japanese society and 
culture. Core: Humanities or Social Science.

297 Internship (0.00-9.00)

299 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)

310 Death and Dying (3.00)
(Same as: REL 310.) An examination of general topics related to death and
dying, with a special emphasis on the study of selected ethical and theological
issues. Prerequisite: Junior standing. ACR: Religion and Ethics.

392 The Holocaust (3.00)
(Same as: HST 392.) The study of the unique and universal aspects of the
Holocaust with an emphasis on the relationship among the perpetrators, the 
victims, and the bystanders. Prerequisite: Junior standing. ACR: Leadership,
Ethics and Values.

397 Internship (0.00-9.00)

399 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)

490 Leadership, Ethics, and Values in 
Sport and Fitness (3.00)

This interdisciplinary course covers philosophical, historical, and sociological
roots of contemporary gender, race, and moral issues in the realm of sport and
fitness. Leadership theory, the role of leadership and followership, values 
clarification, and ethical decision making to promote critical analysis and
behavioral change is fostered through discussion, group projects, and individual
written assignments. Prerequisite: Junior standing. ACR: Leadership, Ethics and
Values.

497 Internship (0.00-9.00)

499 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)
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Individualized Major Program (IND)
An individualized major is intended for students with clearly defined academic
or career objectives who feel that their specific needs are not met by the 
existing departmental, divisional, and interdisciplinary majors. A student at
North Central College may propose a plan for an Individualized Major that must
be approved by a subcommittee of the Undergraduate Academic Standing
Committee and must satisfy the following conditions:

1. Students applying for an Individualized Major must be in good academic
standing at the time of application. The proposal mus be submitted to the
Office of Academic Affairs prior to enrollment in the last 27 credit hours
needed to fulfill graduation requirements.

2. Students applying for an Individualized Major must have completed a 
minimum of 16 credit hours at North Central College at the time of 
application. Additional guidelines, the application forms for Individualized
Major and the Faculty Recommendation form are available on the
Registrar’s website and in the Registrar’s office.

3. The proposed major must include at least 30 credit hours but not more than
51 credit hours. At least 12 credit hours must be at the 300-level or above.
The major must include a 3 credit hour capstone experience, typically an
independent study (IND 499).

4. No more than 9 credit hours of the individualized major may be used to
meet general education core requirements and/or another major's or
minor's requirements.

5. The proposal must include a comprehensive statement 
justifying the overall major as well as a list of the specific courses 
included in the proposed major. The subcommittee of the Undergraduate
Academic Standing Committee must approve any significant revisions in
individualized majors.

6. Applications for individualized majors are available in the Registrar's
Office. The application must include a signature by the student's advisor
and a faculty sponsor. In addition, the faculty sponsor must submit the
Individualized Major Recommendation Form to the Office of Academic
Affairs. 

499 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)

Information Systems (IFS)
Professor: Stephen C. Renk
Associate Professors: Godfrey C. Muganda, Caroline St. Clair,

Judy C. Walters
A minor in Information Systems is offered jointly by the Computer Science and
Business departments to give students in all disciplines experience with 
computer systems to support their major.

Information systems are becoming increasingly important across all disciplines
as computers become more powerful, affordable, and useful for data management,
analysis, and decision-making. The IFS curriculum merges technical and 
application fundamentals so students can become effective developers and users
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of computer applications and systems. Due to overlapping curriculum, this minor
may not be chosen by computer science majors or minors.

Information Systems Minor
A minimum of 19 credit hours, including:

10 credit hours in CSC,
6 credit hours in IFS, and
an additional 3 credit hours selected from:

CSC, IFS, BUS 305, BUS 446, BUS 460, or BUS 465.

102 Introduction to Information Technology (2.00)
An overview of current computer utilization in our society focusing on 
presentation, acquisition, and analysis of information. Emphasizes hands-on
computer experiences, including word processing, hypertext document 
preparation, and Internet use. This course does not apply to a minor in 
computer science.

104 Problem Solving Using Spreadsheets (1.50)
Introduction to spreadsheets and their use in solving problems drawn from a
variety of disciplines. Concepts covered include principles of spreadsheet
design, different ways of visualizing and summarizing data, analysis of what-if
scenarios, and planning. Prerequisite: High school algebra.

106 Information Management Using Databases (1.50)
Introduction to database management systems and their use in storing and 
managing information. Topics include requirements analysis for database table
design, selection of appropriate data storage types, referential integrity, and data
queries. Includes an introduction to security and ethical considerations in 
databases. May not be taken concurrently with or after CSC 460. Prerequisite:
High school algebra.

109 Image Processing (1.50)
(Same as: ART 109.) Processing of photographic and digital imagery to enhance
communication and meaning. Topics include: representation of digital images,
digital manipulation techniques, the use of images in web pages and video 
production, and the use of digital editing applications such as Adobe Photoshop.

115 Web Page Development (1.50)
A hands-on course which enables students to create web pages. Includes an
introduction to the Internet and the World Wide Web; HTML and HTML
editors; and artistic, organizational, technical and ethical considerations of web
site design. Major project required. Prerequisite: Familiarity with word 
processors and web browsers.

116 Web Site Project (1.50)
A project course which allows students to build on knowledge from IFS 115 to
design and create a large web site. Includes requirements analysis, design 
specification, and advanced techniques such as nested framesets, image maps,
and graphics optimization. Major project required. Prerequisite: IFS 115.

125 Computer Animation with Flash (1.50)
(Same as: IMS 125.) Course covers the fundamentals of animated computer
graphics for web based delivery. Topics include: vector graphics, file 
compression, gradients, layers, drawing, animation, motion tweening, and 
interactivity in a timeline-based editor. Emphasis is placed upon using Flash to
develop compact interactive animations that graphically communicate ideas.
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141 Designing Graphics (1.50)
(Same as: ART 141.) An introduction to digital graphics. Emphasizes hands-on
computer experience with drawing and editing tools that allow students to 
create computer based graphic arts, design and page layout.

220 Video Editing and Production (1.50)
(Same as: IMS 220.) Principles of video editing and production. Topics include:
cuts and splices, transitions, composition, video and text overlays, audio 
synchronization, multi-channel editing, streaming video, and croma-keying.
Professional editing packages such as Adobe Premier and Final Cut Pro are used
to produce short videos in formats suitable for delivery over CD/DVD, Web,
and TV/Cable broadcast.

230 Digital Audio Editing and Production (1.50)
(Same as IMS 230.) Principles of audio capture and manipulation. Topics
include: physics of sound and hearing, analog to digital conversion, audio 
sampling and compression, sound decomposition and recomposition, sound
effects, filtering distortion and noise, and multi-track editing and production.

297 Internship (0.00-4.00)

299 Independent Study (1.00-4.00)

320 Multimedia Presentations (1.50)
Design, production, and delivery of computer-based presentations. Covers
screen design skills and uses a hands-on approach to teach the creation and 
integration of text, graphics, audio, and video into presentations to enhance 
communication. Prerequisites: One CSC or IFS course; SPC 100 or concurrent
enrollment.

397 Internship (0.00-4.00)

399 Independent Study (1.00-4.00)

497 Internship (0.00-4.00)

499 Independent Study (1.00-4.00)

Interactive Media Studies
Professor: Stephen Renk
Associate Professors: Stephen Macek, Kelvin Mason
Assistant Professors:  John Madormo, Nancy Kirby, Zachary Jack

Mission Statement
Interactive Media Studies is an interdisciplinary program that blends Art,
Computer Science, English, and Speech Communication to offer a major and
minor addressing multimedia based communication. Students learn to critically
analyze multimedia and its application, and to use interactive digital 
technologies to express themselves with audio, video, text, graphics, and 
animation delivered via the web and other digital media systems.
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The Interactive Media Studies program, an interdisciplinary program drawing
from course work in a number of traditional disciplines across the college, 
combines graphic design with the history and language of visual 
communication and the role of the media in reflecting and shaping cultural
experience. Students learn to use graphics and media technology in socially
responsible ways, expand their conceptual and organizational abilities, and
improve their communication and presentation skills through the required
courses, internships, and choices of tracks based on interest. The program 
culminates in a portfolio workshop course to prepare students for entry to fields
such as journalism, information systems, graphic design, advertising, and 
public relations.

Degree offered: B.A.

Interactive Media Studies Major:
The major consists of a minimum of 40 credit hours to include the required core
courses and track requirements. All courses are three credit hours unless 
otherwise noted.
Core Courses:

ART 100 Introduction to Visual Literacy
ENG 196 Story
ART 109 Image Processing (1.5)
IFS 115 Web Page Development (1.5)
IMS 125 Computer Animation with Flash (1.5)
ART 141 Designing Graphics (1.5)
ART 207 2-Dimensional Design
SPC 260 Introduction to New Media
SPC 325 Communication Law
IMS 490 Portfolio Workshop
Two terms of practica or internships, chosen from:

ENG 128 College Humor Magazine (0.0-1.0)
ENG 130 College Literary Magazine (0.0-1.0)
ENG 132 Newspaper Practicum (0.0-1.5)
SPC 113 Cardinal Video Practicum (0.0-1.5)
IMS 297/397/497   Internship (0.0-9.0)

Note: Internships cannot be used to fulfill the 300/400 level track 
requirements.

Within the major, students must then select one of the following tracks:
A. Graphic Arts Track:

ART 143 Beginning Typography
ART 205 Digital Photography
ART 210 3-Dimensional Design
ART 343 Advanced Typography
ART 344 2-Dimensional Computer Graphics/Animation (1.5)
ART 345 3-Dimensional Computer Graphics/Animation
Coursework from Interactive Media Technology or Convergent-Media
Tracks:

3 credit hours at 200-level or above
3 credit hours at 300-level or above

Recommended electives:
ART 117 Silver Photography
IMS 297/397/497 Internship (0.0-9.0)
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B. Interactive Media Technology Track:
CSC 160 Computer Science I (3.5)
CSC 225 Web Programming with Flash (1.5)
IFS 320 Multimedia Presentations (1.5)
Select at least eight credit hours from:

IFS 116 Web Site Project (1.5)
CSC 161 Computer Science II (3.5)
CSC 215 Web Programming
IMS 220 Video Editing and Production (1.5)
IMS 230 Audio Editing and Production (1.5)
CSC 425 Computer Graphics
CSC 435 Windows Game Programming
CSC 436 Human/Computer Interaction

Coursework from Graphic Arts or Convergent-Media Tracks:
6 credit hours (two courses) at the 200-level or above

Recommended: A minor in Computer Science.
C. Convergent-Media Track:

SPC 185 Mass Media and Society
IMS 200 Writing Across Media
Select three credit hours from:

ENG 220 News Writing
ENG 275 Creative Writing
SPC 267 TV Screenwriting (1.5)
SPC 268 Film Screenwriting (1.5)
SPC 277 Broadcast Copy Writing

Select three credit hours from:
ART 143 Beginning Typography
ART 205 Digital Photography
IFS 116 Web Site Project (1.5)
IFS 230 Audio Editing and Production (1.5)
IFS 320 Multimedia Presentations (1.5)
SPC 269 TV and Video Production

Select three credit hours from:
ENG 201 Critical Methods in English Studies
ENG 240 Introduction to Film
ENG 270 Writing, Rhetoric, and Culture
SPC 391 Seminar in Broadcast Media
CSC 436 Human Computer Interaction

Select six credit hours from:
ENG 335 Magazine Writing and Production
ENG 465 Advanced Creative Nonfiction-Multimedia
SPC 410 Rhetorical Criticism
SPC 412 Media Criticism
SPC 491 Seminar in Broadcast Media

Interactive Media Studies Minor:
21 credit hours to include:

IMS 100 Introduction to Visual Literacy
SPC 260 Introduction to New Media
IFS 115 Designing Web Pages (1.5)
IMS 125 Computer Animation with Flash (1.5)

Select twelve or more additional hours from the Interactive Media Studies 
interdisciplinary courses listed above, 4.5 hours of which must be at the 300-
level or above.
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100 Introduction to Visual Literacy (3.00)
(Same as: ART 100.) An art survey of the theories and practice of visual forms,
especially as applied in interactive media. Theoretical instruction may include
narratology, ut pictura poesis (relationships between word and image), and/or
postmodernism; students engage these and other theories in constructing
imagery.

125 Computer Animation with Flash (1.50)
(Same as: IFS 125.) Course covers the fundamentals of animated computer
graphics for web based delivery. Topics include: vector graphics, gradients, 
layers, drawing, animation, motion tweening, and interactivity in a timeline-
based editor. Emphasis is placed upon using Flash to develop compact 
interactive animations that graphically communicate ideas.

200 Writing Across Media (3.00)
(Same as: ENG 200.) An introduction to writing across media that prepares 
students to produce news and information that meets the needs of various media
outlets including print, broadcast, and online. Students are introduced to various
types of media writing, including print and broadcast journalism, public 
relations, and advertising. The course exposes students to issues involved in the
growing trend of media convergence and expands their knowledge of how 
content is produced for both print and non-print platforms. Prerequisite: ENG
115 or ENG 125.

220 Video Editing and Production (1.50)
(Same as: IFS 220.) Principles of video editing and production. Topics include:
cuts and splices, transitions, composition, video and text overlays, audio 
synchronization, multi-channel editing, streaming video, and croma-keying.
Professional editing packages such as Adobe Premier and Final Cut Pro are used
to produce short videos in formats suitable for delivery over CD/DVD, Web,
and TV/Cable broadcast.

230 Digital Audio Editing and Production (1.50)
(Same as IFS 230.) Principles of audio capture and manipulation. Topics
include: physics of sound and hearing, analog to digital conversion, audio 
sampling and compression, sound decomposition and recomposition, sound
effects, filtering distortion and noise, and multi-track editing and production.

260 Introduction to New Media (3.00)
(Same as: SPC 260.) This course offers an overview of the Internet and other
forms of new media, and examines their impact on human communication, 
culture, politics, and daily life. It covers the major themes in the sociological
and cultural study of new media, and includes some instruction in basic web
design skills.

297 Internship (0.00-3.00)

299 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)

397 Internship (0.00-3.00)

399 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)

490 Portfolio Workshop (3.00)
Working independently or in a small group, under the direction of an IMS 
faculty advisor, students create original interactive media presentations.
Required of all IMS majors. Prerequisites: Senior status; declared IMS major.
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497 Internship (0.00-3.00)

499 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)

Interdisciplinary Studies (IDS)
Professors: Sara Eaton, David Fisher, Richard Glejzer, Francine Navakas,

Thomas Sawyer, Richard Wilders
Associate Professors: Jennifer Jackson, Lisa Long, Thomas A. Williams
Interdisciplinary studies courses emphasize the interconnections between 
academic disciplines and enrich inquiry by offering analysis from a variety of 
disciplinary perspectives. Some courses are created among departments within
a division. Others develop around a College-wide theme or interest. Linked
courses, integrative minors, and course clusters offer experiences in connected
learning. Special programs which offer an interdisciplinary focus include
College Scholars; East Asian Studies; Environmental Studies; Gender and
Women’s Studies; the History of Ideas; International Business; Global Studies;
Interactive Media Studies; Leadership, Ethics and Values; and Urban and
Suburban Studies. Course descriptions and requirements for interdisciplinary
academic majors or minors are listed under the program titles to which they
apply. Individualized majors and minors with an interdisciplinary emphasis are
reviewed by the Director of Integrative Programs. The director is also available
to assist in identifying special on- and off-campus opportunities for 
interdisciplinary work at the undergraduate and graduate levels.

125 First-Year Seminar (3.00)
Gateway course for North Central College’s integrative curriculum. Team-
taught by faculty from two different departments. Topics vary, but emphasis is
on critical thinking, application of interdisciplinary approaches to problem-
solving, and the opportunity to connect classroom work to experiential learning.
Prerequisite: ENG 115. ACR: Interdisciplinary requirement.

299 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)

360 Topics (3.00)
Intensive study of an interdisciplinary topic. Content varies from year to year.
Typically, the course carries an honors designation.

390 Topics (3.00)
Intensive study of an interdisciplinary topic. Content varies from year to year.
Typically, the course carries an honors designation.

399 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)

460 Seminar (3.00)
Advanced study of an interdisciplinary subject within a seminar format. Content
varies from year to year. Typically, the course carries an honors designation.

490 Seminar (3.00)
Advanced study of an interdisciplinary subject within a seminar format. Content
varies from year to year. Typically, the course carries an honors designation.
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499 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)

International Business
See Management and Marketing for a description of courses and programs of
study in international business.

Japanese
See Modern and Classical Languages for a description of courses and 
programs of study in Japanese.

Latin
See Modern and Classical Languages for a description of courses and 
programs of study in Latin.

Leadership, Ethics, and Values (LEV)
Professor: Thomas D. Cavenagh, Richard Guzman, Ann Durkin Keating,

Ramona Wis
Associate Professor: Judith Brodhead, Stephen Caliendo, Kenneth Campbell
Assistant Professor: Jennifer Keys

Mission Statement
The Leadership, Ethics, and Values program is committed to advancing the college
mission statement of creating “productive, principles, and involved citizens and
leaders over a lifetime.”
The academic component of the LEV program is an integral part of North Central
College’s institutional commitment to the development of ethical leaders. The over-
all goal of the courses is to help students understand the many aspects of the lead-
ership process, and to help them develop the skills and qualities necessary for
responsible leadership.

Leadership Ethics, and Values Program Concentrations in Ethics and
Leadership
Completion of an interdisciplinary Ethics or Leadership Concentration allows a
student to obtain a formal transcript designation with fewer courses and 
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requirements than a full academic minor in the context of a challenging, 
coherent, and meaningful LEV experience involving coursework and 
co-curricular efforts. Both concentrations consist of tightly focused collections of
academic and educational co-curricular experiences in ethical or leadership
analysis and application. In most cases, the courses taken to satisfy the 
concentration will also satisfy general education requirements. The 
concentrations afford our students a splendid resume credential that we believe
has real significance in a wide variety of professional settings.

Students must maintain a ‘B’ average in the courses taken to acquire the 
concentration. Requirements for the concentrations come in three areas: 
coursework, applications, and portfolio.

Leadership Concentration
Courses (four total):

Required: LEV 121 Issues in Leadership
LEV 390 Seminar in Leadership Theory

Two of: Choose two courses from the list of courses satisfying the LEV
ACR requirement. These two courses may not be taken within
the same discipline.

Application:
One of: Service in an NCC organizational leadership position (e.g.,

student government, residence life staff, service trip 
coordinator, board member of campus ministry organization,
etc.)
Service in an NCC athletic leadership position (e.g., Team
Captain, Member of SAAC, Member of SAM, etc.)
Completion of LEV 250: Precepting, or service in some other
approved academic leadership position
Service in an approved off-campus leadership position
Service as an LEV MicroLoan advisor
Completion of an LEV approved Verandah course involving
significant leadership components, or
Completion of an LEV approved internship experience,
preferably LEV 495, involving significant leadership 
components.
Note: Students are encouraged to propose additional 
leadership applications to satisfy this component of the
Leadership Concentration to the Director of the Leadership,
Ethics, and Values Program.

Leadership Portfolio including all of the following:
Written responses to two “leadership designated” cultural
events not to exceed 2 pages each
Evidence of participation in two annual leadership 
concentration colloquia
Copies of major written work submitted in all leadership 
concentration required courses
A concluding/capstone personal statement not to exceed 3
pages
A resume
Completion of all requirements for either a North Central
College B.S. or B.A. degree.
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Ethics Concentration
Courses (four total):

Required: PHL 110 Ethics
One of: PHL 210 Professional Ethics

REL 115 Christian Ethics
REL 125 Religious Ethics
REL 225 Urban Ethics and Religion

Two of: BIO/PHL 300 Human Sexuality: A Clash of Values
ECN 350 Public Finance and Social Welfare
ENG 360 Writing for Social Change
LEV 350 Ethnic & Religious Conflict Resolution
PHL 310 Ethical Theory
PHL 361 Science & Religion: Conflict or Dialogue
PSC 336 Civil Rights, Liberties and Justice
REL 375 Topics in Religious Ethics
SOA 375 Protest and Change

Application:
One of: Participant on national Ethics Bowl team

Participant on College sponsored or approved service trip
Service as Dispute Resolution Center Associate
Completion of an LEV approved Verandah course involving
significant service or ethics work, or
Completion of an LEV approved internship experience, 
preferably LEV 495, involving significant service or ethics
work.
Note: Students are encouraged to propose additional 
leadership applications to satisfy this component of the Ethics
Concentration to the Director of the Leadership, Ethics, and
Values Program.

Ethics Portfolio including all of the following:
Written responses to two “ethics designated” cultural events
not to exceed 2 pages each
Evidence of participation in two annual ethics concentration
colloquia
Copies of major written work submitted in all ethics 
concentration required courses
A concluding/capstone personal statement not to exceed 3
pages
A resume 
Completion of all requirements for either a North Central
College B.S. or B.A. degree.

Leadership Minor
This minor offers students interdisciplinary preparation for the demands of 
leadership in various organizational settings such as business, government, 
education, and non-profit organizations. The minor consists of at least 17 credit
hours.
Required courses:

LEV 390 Seminar on Leadership Theory
LEV 495 Leadership in Work Environments

Decision-Making and Conflict Resolution (one required):
BUS 262 Management of Organizations
LEV 230 Conflict Resolution

Ethics (one required):
PHL 110 Ethics
PHL 210 Professional Ethics
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Communication (one required):
SPC 200 Interpersonal Communication
SPC 214 Group Process

Applied elective (two credit hour minimum)
Any applied leadership course relevant to the special interests of the student 
subject to approval by the director of the LEV Program; e.g., a fourth course
from among those listed above in decision-making and conflict resolution,
ethics, or communication or:

LEV 121 Contemporary Issues in Leadership
LEV 250 Preceptor
LEV 330 Conflict Resolution Clinic
PSC 211 American Presidency
SOA 190 Urban Problems
REL 115 Christian Ethics
PSY 270 Industrial Psychology
SPC 230 Business and Professional Communication
SPC 330 Organizational Communication Theory

Conflict Resolution Minor
This minor offers students applied interdisciplinary and preprofessional 
preparation to engage in a variety of conflict resolution models including 
negotiation, mediation, and facilitation. Additionally, it complements academic
majors in a variety of disciplines in which students may seek graduate education.
The minor consists of 22 credit hours.
Required Courses:

PHL 210 Professional Ethics
LEV 230 Conflict Resolution
LEV 330 Conflict Resolution Clinic (must be taken twice)
LEV 495 Leadership in Work Environments (LEV 390 is not a 

prerequisite for Conflict Resolution Minors)
One of:

BUS 105 Business Law
SOA 190 Urban Problems

One of:
SPC 200 Interpersonal Communication
SPC 230 Business and Professional Communication
SPC 317 Intercultural Communication

One of:
PSC 103 Introduction to Law
PSC/PHL 241 Philosophy of Law
LEV 350 Ethnic and Religious Conflict Resolution

Social Change and Public Advocacy Minor
This minor prepares students to be activists in making changes in social systems.
The minor consists of 24 credit hours.
Required Courses:

LEV 121 Contemporary Issues in Leadership
SOA 375 Protest and Change

Ethical Analysis: three hours from the following:
PHL 110 Ethics
PHL 210 Professional Ethics
REL 115 Christian Ethics
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Analysis of Social Systems: three hours from the following:
ECN 100 Economics of Social Issues
PSC 101 Introduction to American Government
SOA 190 Urban Problems
GWS/SOA 210 Gender Studies
PHL/PSC 241 Philosophy of Law
PSY 330 Community Psychology

Critique of Social Systems: three hours from the following:
SOA 280 Racial and Ethnic Minorities
HST 320 U.S. Social Movements
PHL/PSC 343 Economic and Social Justice
SOA 380 Social Class
IDS 460 when topic is “Feminist Perspectives”

Communication Skills
(Persuasive presentations): three hours from the following:

ENG 220 News Writing
ENG 260 Integrating Word and Image
ENG 360 Writing for Social Change
IFS 115 Web Page Development (1.50 credit hours)
SPC 285 Argumentation and Debate
SPC 287 Advanced Public Speaking

Communication Skills:
(Understanding Persuasive Process): three hours from the following:

ENG 270 Writing, Rhetoric and Culture
LEV 230 Conflict Resolution
SPC 367 Persuasion Theories

Capstone: three hours from the following:
LEV 390 Leadership Theory
LEV 495 Leadership in the Workplace
XXX 397/497 Internship (need approval of LEV program Director to use

internship outside of LEV for this minor)

121 Contemporary Issues in Leadership (3.00)
An examination of leadership needs in American communities, corporations,
and political life. Studies of several leaders who have met diverse challenges
form the basis of developing a normative perspective on leadership in our 
society. Core: Social Science.

230 Conflict Resolution (3.00)
An inquiry into the theories and skills relating to the resolution of conflict in the
community and the workplace. A variety of approaches are used to understand and
analyze issues and develop skills including lecture/discussion, negotiation exercis-
es and simulated mediations. The course focuses on developing the ability to prac-
tice as a mediator. Prerequisite: Sophomore standing. Core: Communication or
Social Science.

240 Leadership & Culture (3.00)
This course provides an overview of the basic elements of leadership with
emphasis on recognizing cultural variety and developing effective leadership
approaches suited for cross cultural contexts. The course provides a basic
overview of leadership definition, types of leadership and leadership traits.
Then it explores leadership across cultures in terms of: leadership theories, 
communication, motivation, exploration of non-Western cultures and effective
leadership approaches.
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250 NCC Preceptor (1.00-2.00)
Students who have recently taken an undergraduate course at NCC are selected
by the instructor to help facilitate the teaching of that course in the following
term. Preceptors attend the class lectures of their precepted class, lead 
discussion/problem sessions, and participate in weekly seminars with other 
preceptors to reflect on their teaching and leadership experience. This course
may be taken twice for credit. Students may sign up for the course more than
two times, but will receive no additional credit.

301 Servant Leadership (3.00)
Introduction to the basic principles of servant leadership, or principle-centered
leadership, and the application of these principles to personal and professional
life. Students examine the “ten characteristics of servant leadership,” learn to 
distinguish between leadership and management, learn how to use power in a non-
coercive way and discuss ways to lead groups to a unified goal. Prerequisite:
Junior standing: ACR: Leadership, Ethics and Values.

325 Leadership and Place (3.00)
(Same as: USS 325.) Leadership and Place traces the influence of home towns
and home places on contemporary and historical leadership paradigms while
considering such ethical questions as: What role does place play in forming a
responsible and responsive leader? How does one lead responsibly and well far
from home? How and where do rural, urban, and suburban ethical standards and
value judgments converge and diverge? Where have the leaders of the past come
from and where are they likely to be found in the future? Paying close attention
to small communities and neighborhoods as key loci in the production of 
twentieth-century civic leaders and as ethical centers in a Jeffersonian republic,
course texts, lectures, and discussions feature real-life case studies designed to
engage students in debates weighing ethical and moral positions viewed through
the lens of place. Leadership and Place uniquely encourages students in the study
of personal (inside-out) as well as cultural (outside-in) place-based, ethical 
perspectives while inviting them to consider the foundational role home 
communities play in ethical leadership on the local, regional, and national level.
Prerequisite: Junior Standing. ACR: Leadership, Ethics and Values.

330 Conflict Resolution Clinic (2.00)
An advanced, skills-oriented course focusing on the resolution of actual, rather
than simulated conflicts. The course continues the conflict resolution theory and
skill development commenced in LEV 230 by applying both to conflicts on the
college campus and eventually, in community courts and businesses. The course
continues the LEV 230 focus on developing the ability to practice as a mediator.
Repeatable course. Prerequisite: LEV 230.

350 Ethnic and Religious Conflict Resolution (3.00)
Considers the ways in which conflict, both domestic and abroad, is created
and/or exacerbated as well as resolved by religion and ethnicity. The course
draws on the resources of many traditional disciplines in understanding the
causes and solutions to ethnic and religious conflict, including political science,
law, sociology, and communication theory, as well as the newer field of peace
studies. Students consider a range of religious and cultural contexts in which
conflict exists or has existed, including, but not limited to, Northern Ireland, the
Middle East, Southeast Asia, and the American Southwest. Prerequisite: Junior
standing. ACR: Intercultural.
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390 Seminar on Leadership Theory (3.00)
The goal of the seminar is to gain familiarity with the considerations involved
in framing a comprehensive theory of leadership with special emphasis upon 
the connections between leadership, values, and ethics. In independent projects
students relate major theories about leadership to the study of specific
leader/constituent relationships. ACR: Leadership, Ethics, and Values.

495 Leadership in Work Environment (3.00)
A structured seminar reflection upon experience of leadership relations gained
in an approved internship. Students spend approximately 10 to 12 hours per
week in their internship placement. One two-hour class meeting per week.
Prerequisite: LEV 390 or two terms of LEV 330.

499 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)

Management and Marketing (BUS)
Professors: Michael J. Duane, Gary Ernst, Thomas Cavenagh
Associate Professors: Jeffrey D. Anstine, Kenneth Campbell, Jean Clifton, 

Thomas Clifton, Mary Galvan, Robert Moussetis
Assistant Professors: Brian Hanlon, Christine Kukla*,

Donnavieve Smith, Jeffrey Woodruff*

Mission Statement
The mission of the department of Management and Marketing is to provide a
high quality business education that promotes the development of students as
managers, marketers, entrepreneurs, and leaders as well as socially 
responsible individuals. Consistent with North Central College’s mission, the
department is committed to offering programs that are not only rooted in the 
liberal arts but actively stress the world of work and the necessary practical
skills so that graduates can succeed in their careers and future educational 
pursuits.
Degrees offered: B.A. and B.S.
Both B.A. and B.S. degree programs are offered in management, entrepreneurship
and small business management, marketing, international business, human
resource management, and management information systems. Each major
requires a minimum of 36 credit hours within the Division of Economics and
Business. A minimum of six credit hours in the major must be at the 400-level.

Management Major
Management emphasizes organizational performance and analysis. Graduates
are employed in a wide range of companies and public and private agencies.
Students who pursue graduate study normally work toward the M.B.A. degree
or an M.S. degree in management.
B.A. Requirements:
BUS 105, ACC 201, ACC 202, ECN 250, ECN 252, FIN 350, BUS 262, BUS
268, BUS 384, BUS 460, BUS 241, BUS 482 and BUS 475; and a minimum of
two electives from any ACC, BUS, ECN, or FIN courses at the 300/400 level.
Support courses should be selected from English, sociology, mathematics, 
psychology, LEV, and speech communication.
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B.S. Requirements:
Beyond the B.A. requirements, students must complete CSC 160; MTH 152;
one mathematics elective beyond MTH 152 or one computer science elective
beyond CSC 160; and one of: ACC 307, BUS 446, or ECN 445.

TYPICAL COURSE SEQUENCE
ASSUMES THE STUDENT HAS THE NEEDED PREREQUISITES

FALL WINTER SPRING
FIRST YEAR: — — — BUS 105 — — —
SECOND YEAR: ACC 201 ACC 202 BUS 262

BUS 268 ECN 250 ECN 252
THIRD YEAR: BUS 241 FIN 350 BUS 384
FOURTH YEAR: BUS 460 BUS 475 Elective

Elective BUS 482

General Business Minor
A minimum of 24 credit hours within the Division of Economics & Business,
12 of which must be in the business department.

Entrepreneurship and Small Business Management Major
The study of entrepreneurship and small business focuses on new enterprise 
development or entrepreneurial initiatives in ongoing businesses. Graduates of the
program should plan on being employed with a small, privately-held company; an
innovative, forward-thinking company; or self-employed by launching their own
enterprise. Courses in the curriculum examine competitive analysis, strategy 
development, managerial control mechanisms, financial analysis, as well as 
operational challenges associated with the varying stages of growth and 
development in entrepreneurial ventures.
B.A Requirements:
A minimum of 42 credit hours to include BUS 105, ACC 201, ACC 202, BUS 241,
ECN 250, ECN 252, BUS 262, BUS 268, BUS 384, BUS 395, FIN 340, BUS 397,
BUS 460, BUS 495.
Recommended support courses:
ECB 195, ECB 197.
B.S. Requirements:
Beyond the B.A. requirements, students must complete CSC 160; MTH 152;
one mathematics elective beyond MTH 152 or one computer science elective
beyond CSC 160; and one of: ACC 307, BUS 446, or ECN 445.

TYPICAL COURSE SEQUENCE
ASSUMES THE STUDENT HAS THE NEEDED PREREQUISITES

FALL WINTER SPRING
FIRST YEAR: — — — BUS 105 — — —
SECOND YEAR: ACC 201 ACC 202 BUS 262

BUS 268 ECN 250 ECN 252
THIRD YEAR: BUS 241 BUS 384 BUS 395
FOURTH YEAR: FIN 340 MIS 460 BUS 397

BUS 495

Marketing Major
Marketing contributes to the success of any business or not-for-profit organization.
As a dynamic part of the free enterprise system, marketing stimulates competition
between companies to create and satisfy the needs of consumers. Businesses 
identify the needs and wants of consumers and seek to fulfill them in a timely and
economic manner. Tools available to the marketer include development of products
and/or services, formulation of distribution methods, creation and guidance of 
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promotional efforts, and determination of proper pricing structures. To become
successful in this field requires a sound understanding of fundamental business
practices, good interpersonal skills, and comprehensive communication skills, as
well as specific marketing course work. An appreciation of the global economy and
current trends and forces changing today’s marketplace is also essential. Students
who wish to pursue graduate study normally work toward an M.S. degree in 
marketing or an M.B.A. degree.
B.A. Requirements:
BUS 105, ACC 201, ACC 202, ECN 250, ECN 252, BUS 135, BUS 241, BUS
268, BUS 372, BUS 378, BUS 393, BUS 455, BUS 470, BUS 460, and a 
minimum of one elective course from: BUS 395, BUS 485, BUS 488 and
300/400 ECN.
Recommended electives:
ENG 265, ENG 270, ENG 455, PSY 240, SPC 100, SPC 185, SPC 200. The
study of a foreign language is highly recommended.
B.S. Requirements:
Beyond the B.A. requirements, students must complete CSC 160; MTH 152;
one mathematics elective beyond MTH 152 or one computer science elective
beyond CSC 160; and one of: ACC 307, BUS 446, or ECN 445..

TYPICAL COURSE SEQUENCE
ASSUMES THE STUDENT HAS THE NEEDED PREREQUISITES

FALL WINTER SPRING
FIRST YEAR: — — — BUS 105 BUS 135
SECOND YEAR: ACC 201 ACC 202 BUS 268

ECN 250 ECN 252 — — —
THIRD YEAR: BUS 241 BUS 372 BUS 393
FOURTH YEAR: BUS 460 Elective BUS 470

BUS 378 BUS 455

Marketing Minor
A minimum of 18.5 credit hours to include: BUS 135, BUS 268, BUS 372, BUS
393, BUS 455 and one elective in the Division of Economics and Business.

International Business Major
The international business major is an interdisciplinary area that integrates five
areas of study from a global perspective: business, modern languages, history,
politics, and culture. Graduates may be employed by domestic firms operating 
internationally, by multinational firms doing business in the United States, by
state or federal agencies involved with international trade and economic 
development, or by international organizations (United Nations, World Bank,
etc.). Increasingly, even domestic firms are seeking International Business 
graduates for their business, language, and multi-disciplinary skills. Students
interested in graduate study may pursue the M.B.A., an M.S. degree in 
international business, an M.S. degree in international relations, and/or the J.D.
degree.
B.A. Requirements:
1. Core requirements: 30 hours from ACC 201, ACC 202, BUS 105, BUS

262, BUS 268, BUS 241, ECN 250, ECN 252, FIN 350, and BUS 460.
2. International Business requirements: 12 hours from BUS 135, BUS 482,

BUS 488, and either FIN 385 or ECN 340.
3. Enrichment Courses or International Study: nine hours, achieved either

through study abroad or three courses from the following list: ART 245,
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ART 270, HST 165, HST 175, HST 185, HST 249, HST 259, HST 261,
HST 263, HST 265, HST 271, MUS 156, PHL 220, PSC 102, PSC 221,
PSC 320, PSC 333, REL 255, REL 270, REL 280, REL 315, REL 345,
SOA 105, SPC 317.

4. Language Requirement and additional electives: 12 hours, composed as
follows:

(a) 3-12 credit hours of modern language study, with a minimum of
three credit hours at the MCL 201 level or higher. The appropriate
placement level is determined by the MCL faculty. Exceptional
cases may appeal to MCL faculty for special consideration. 

(b) For students taking less than 12 credit hours under option (a), an
additional 0-9 credit hours of electives (to reach a total of 12 
credit hours) from additional foreign language study 
(recommended) or from coursework selected from the list of
enrichment courses above.

B.S. Requirements:
Beyond the B.A. requirements, students must complete CSC 160; MTH 152;
one mathematics elective beyond MTH 152 or one computer science elective
beyond CSC 160; and one of: ACC 307, BUS 446, or ECN 445..

TYPICAL COURSE SEQUENCE
ASSUMES THE STUDENT HAS THE NEEDED PREREQUISITES

FALL WINTER SPRING
FIRST YEAR: — — — BUS 105 BUS 135
SECOND YEAR: ACC 201 ACC 202 BUS 262

ECN 250 ECN 252 BUS 268
— — — — — — BUS 241

THIRD YEAR: FIN 350 BUS 482 BUS 488
FOURTH YEAR: BUS 460 FIN 385 -or- — — —

Foreign Study* ECN 340 — — —
* Students are better prepared for Foreign Study upon completion of BUS 488.

International Business Minor
The minor is designed for students having either a major or a minor in a foreign
language or equivalent proficiency. ACC 201, ECN 100 (or ECN 250 and ECN
252), BUS 262, BUS 268, ECN 340, BUS 482, and BUS 488 are required.

Human Resource Management Major
The human resource management major is interdisciplinary, combining courses
from economics and business, psychology, sociology, history, communications,
and ethics to prepare students to manage the human resources of organizations
in the private or government sectors. Students study the legal, theoretical, and
practical aspects of staffing, training, motivating, rewarding, assessing 
performance, and disciplining employees in union and non-union settings.
Students also study one or more of these functional areas in greater depth
through an internship or an independent study project. Those interested in 
graduate studies may pursue the MBA, the MA of Industrial Relations, or the
MA of Industrial and Organizational Psychology.
B.A. Requirements:
BUS 105, BUS 262, BUS 384, BUS 241 or PSY 250, PSY 270, PSY 320, PHL
110, BUS 424, BUS 434; one of BUS 393, PSY 255, or SOA 200; BUS 497 or
BUS 499; one of SPC 230, SPC 317, SPC 330, or LEV 230; one of HST 236, HST
320, HST 358, or SOA 380; ACC 201 or ACC 202.
Recommended electives:
ENG 455 and ECN 330.
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B.S. Requirements:
Beyond the B.A. requirements, students must complete CSC 160; MTH 152,
one mathematics elective beyond MTH 152 or one computer science elective
beyond CSC 160; and one of : ACC 307, BUS 446, or ECN 445.

TYPICAL COURSE SEQUENCE
ASSUMES THE STUDENT HAS THE NEEDED PREREQUISITES

FALL WINTER SPRING
FIRST YEAR: PSY 100 MTH 130 BUS 105

ENG 115 ENG 116 PSY 270
SECOND YEAR: ACC 201 BUS 262 LEV 230

PHL 110 Research choice SPC choice
BUS 241

THIRD YEAR: BUS 384 BUS 424 HST choice
PSY 320 PHL 110

FOURTH YEAR: Elective BUS 434
Elective BUS 497/499

Human Resource Management Minor
PHL 110, BUS 241, PSY 270, BUS 384, BUS 424, and two additional electives
from the major.

Management Information Systems Major
MIS in its broadest terms consists of coordinated methods of gathering, 
processing, and disseminating past, present, and projected information to assist
managers in decision making. It is usually, but not necessarily, computerized,
with information being provided in various formats, including written reports
and informal oral methods. This involves obtaining information from within 
the business structure across departmental boundaries as well as outside the
organization. It considers governmental, ethical, cultural, and competitive
issues. The degree requires extensive course work in business and computer 
science, and recommended course work in speech, psychology, communication,
law, and English.
B.A. Requirements:
ACC 201; ACC 202; BUS 241; ECN 250; ECN 252; BUS 262; BUS 268; BUS
475; CSC 455; BUS 446; BUS 460; BUS 490 or BUS 465; one of ACC 307,
FIN 350, BUS 393, ECN 445, or BUS 420; and a computer science minor 
consisting of at least 23.5 credit hours to include: IFS 104; CSC 160; CSC 161;
one of CSC 215 (prerequisite IFS 115), CSC 255, or CSC 306 (prerequisite CSC
210); CSC 220; CSC 453; CSC 460; and CSC 469.
B.S. Requirements:
Completion of the B.A. degree requirements and MTH 152.

TYPICAL COURSE SEQUENCE 
ASSUMES THE STUDENT HAS THE NECESSARY PREREQUISITES

FALL WINTER SPRING
FIRST YEAR: IFS 104 CSC 160 CSC 161
SECOND YEAR: ECN 250 ECN 252 BUS 268

ACC 201 ACC 202
CSC 306 BUS 241 CSC 220

THIRD YEAR: BUS 262 BUS 320 BUS 446
CSC 453 BUS ELECTIVE

FOURTH YEAR: CSC 469 BUS 475 BUS 490 
CSC 460 BUS 460 CSC 455
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Management Information Systems Minor
18.5 credit hours, including: CSC 160, BUS 262, BUS 268, BUS 446, BUS 460,
and BUS 490.

105 Introduction to Business Law (3.00)
An introductory survey of the major aspects of the law governing business and
commerce including the domestic and international legal environment, the
range of dispute resolution processes, legal liability including business torts and
crimes, contracts, employment law including employment discrimination, 
business entities focusing on corporations and general partnerships, and 
intellectual property with particular attention to copyright and trademark law.

135 Introduction to International Business (3.00)
An introduction to the study of Globalization and Business. The course 
exposes the student to the broad issues of globalization; illustrates the 
advantages and disadvantages of globalization; relates globalization to culture,
politics, ethics, labor, legal settings, geography, and international organizations;
and finally, provides the context of business as it operates globally.

195 Entrepreneurial Focus (1.50)
Through readings, guest speakers, and classroom discussion students examine
the benefits and opportunities that can be found through self-employment.
Students also investigate how entrepreneurs manage to start successful 
businesses.

197 Entrepreneurial Experience (1.50)
This course expands student understanding of the opportunities and challenges
provided through entrepreneurship and increases awareness of managerial skills
needed to launch a new business.

241 Business and Economic Statistics (3.00)
(Same as: ECN 241.) This course is designed to provide students with the 
ability to apply and interpret descriptive and inferential procedures, probability 
distributions, statistical sampling and design, hypothesis testing, and regression.
Primary objectives are to improve the statistical capabilities of students as well
as their abilities to apply statistical concepts in a business setting. Prerequisites:
MTH 121 or higher. or appropriate placement. Note: Students may not receive
credit for both BUS 241 and PSY 250. Core: Mathematics.

262 Management of Organizations (3.00)
A study of management principles and functions in formal organizations.
Setting objectives, planning, organizing, delegating, decision making, budget
setting, and controlling as practiced in for-profit and not-for-profit 
organizations. Prerequisites: Sophomore standing; ECN 250 recommended.

268 Marketing (3.00)
The scope and methods of product development, pricing, distribution, and 
promotion of goods and services by for-profit as well as not-for-profit 
organizations. Prerequisite: Sophomore standing.

297 Internship (0.00-9.00)

299 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)
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305 Systems Development in Organizations (3.00)
A study of the treatment of information systems from a functional business 
analysis point of view. Topics may include a marketing research study, a 
personnel planning system, or an accounting budgeting system. Most decisions
and problem-solving are at the operational or functional levels of management.
(Students who take CSC 453 should not take this course.) Prerequisite: IFS 106.

372 Consumer Behavior (3.00)
Theories and research regarding the consumer’s buying decision process: 
problem recognition, search for information, evaluation and decision, and 
postpurchase assessment. Additional topics include consumer perception, 
personality, life style, communication patterns, and their implications for 
marketing strategy. Prerequisites: BUS 268, PSY 100.

378 Sales & Sales Management (3.00)
A survey of the basic principles of selling, consumer analysis, sales presentations,
and management of a sales organization, with emphasis on selection, training,
control, and motivation of the sales force. Prerequisite: BUS 268. ACR:
Leadership, Ethics, and Values.

384 Human Resource Management (3.00)
An examination of the basic functions of personnel and labor relations.
Discussions focus on valuing, employing, developing, motivating, and 
maintaining human resources in organizations. The history of the American
labor movement and the collective bargaining process is also examined.
Prerequisites: Junior standing, ECN 250.

390 Seminar (3.00)

393 Market Research (3.50)
A study of research methods used in marketing, including research design, 
gathering and interpreting of field and/or secondary data, presentation of
research conclusions, and projections for the future. In order to successfully 
participate, students must be exposed to marketing principles and theories and
preferably have some exposure to consumer behavior activities. Prerequisites:
BUS 241, BUS 268; BUS 372 recommended.

395 Small Business & Entrepreneurship (3.00)
A study of the skills and business strategies necessary for creating a successful
small business. Additional topics include analysis of the economic climate, 
securing technical and financial assistance, new product development, and 
business concepts applicable to entrepreneurial situations in a corporate 
environment. Prerequisites: ACC 202, BUS 268, ECN 250.

397 Internship (0.00-9.00)

399 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)

420 Production/Operations Management (3.00)
A study of the production process and its relationship to scientific decision 
making. Emphasis on plant layout, planning, quality control, inventory 
management, and integration of market demand with scheduling. Prerequisites:
BUS 262, BUS 241.
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424 Staffing and Employment Law (3.00)
An in-depth analysis of the economic, psychological, and management theory
and legal concepts related to the staffing of public and private sector 
organizations, including a review of employee assessment techniques currently
practiced. Prerequisite: BUS 384.

434 Compensation and Performance Management (3.00)
A study in the historical development of compensation theory and its 
application to the design and implementation of reward structures in modern
organizations. An examination of method and practice in management of
employee performance. Prerequisite: BUS 384.

446 Operations Research (3.00)
(Same as: BUS 546). An introduction to the application of mathematical 
models in managerial decision making. Includes statistical design theory, linear
programming, the transportation problem, inventory models, the Markov
process, and queuing theory. Prerequisite: BUS 241.

455 Promotional Strategy (3.00)
A study of the theories and techniques applicable to the development of the 
promotional mix. Topics include the analysis and development of promotional
objectives, budgets, message and media design, and measurement of the 
effectiveness of advertising, personal selling, sales promotion, public relations,
and publicity efforts. Prerequisites: Junior standing, BUS 268, BUS 372, BUS
393.

460 Management Information Systems (3.00)
An applications course which combines information theory and practice to 
prepare the student to analyze managerial information needs and find the most
effective ways of meeting those needs. Applications in areas of functional 
management and decision making by various problem solving methods is
emphasized. Prerequisite: Senior standing.

465 MIS Field Project (3.00)
An advanced course providing actual experience with information systems used
in business. Management concerns in systems design, development, and 
evaluation of information systems are emphasized from a strategic perspective.
Prerequisite: CSC 453 or BUS 305.

470 Marketing Management (3.00)
An integrative course in marketing, addressing the process of strategic marketing
planning for new and existing products/services through the use of case analysis.
Management of the marketing mix through the marketing plan is stressed
throughout the course. To be taken as the final course in marketing major.
Prerequisite: Senior standing. 

475 Business Strategy (3.00)
An integrative course in business, dealing with strategic policy formulation and
implementation, long-range planning, and environmental scanning through the
use of case analysis. Prerequisite: FIN 350, Senior standing.

480 Business Law Topics (3.00)
(Same as: BUS 580.) An advanced course in selected business law areas. Topics
may include cyberlaw, the law of commercial speech, employment 
discrimination law, and topics in international business law. Prerequisites: BUS
105, BUS 262, and BUS 268.
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482 International Management (3.00)
Application of management principles to the conduct of business and not-for-
profit operations on a multinational scale, and involving economic, political, and
cultural differences. Prerequisites: BUS 262, ECN 250, and ECN 252.

485 Marketing Topics (3.00)
An advanced course in selected marketing areas. Topics may include current
marketing issues, service marketing trends, international marketing issues, new
product development strategies, product life cycle management techniques,
management information systems support, and marketing ethics issues.
Prerequisites: BUS 135 and BUS 268.

488 International Marketing (3.00)
A study of the applications of marketing on an international level. Strategies for
penetrating foreign markets and establishing international marketing programs
are the focus of this course. Prerequisites: BUS 268, BUS 135, ECN 250, ECN
252, and ACC 202.

490 Seminar (3.00)

495 Business Plan Development (3.00)
A study in the application and integration of marketing, management, financial,
and operational resources needed to prepare a business plan. Students evaluate
the obstacles and issues facing an entrepreneur in business start-ups or in 
capitalizing on market opportunities. Taken as the final course in the 
entrepreneurship and small business management major. Prerequisites: FIN
340, BUS 395, Senior standing.

497 Internship (0.00-9.00)

499 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)

Mathematics (MTH)
Professors: Linda Q. Gao, R. Devadoss Pandian, Richard J. Wilders
Associate Professors: Mary T. McMahon, David J. Schmitz, 
Assistant Professors: Andrea M. Frazier, Matthew Pons, Richard J. Wyllie*

Mission Statement
The mission of the department of Mathematics is two-fold:
I. To support the mission of the institution by providing general education and 
service courses in mathematics which provide each student with the 
mathematical experience appropriate to that student’s interests and abilities;
II. To provide mathematics majors and minors with a strong grounding in the tools
and methods of mathematics so as to enable them to succeed in mathematics or a
related field, and to provide as many majors as possible with a significant 
independent research experience.
The study of mathematics can reveal its beauty and wonder and can develop a 
student’s potential for logical thought. College mathematics has evolved from
arithmetic and geometry, two of the seven original Liberal Arts, to a variety of
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abstract and applied topics. Applications of mathematics occur in science, 
engineering, medicine, business, statistics, psychology, social science and other
areas. A bachelor’s degree in mathematics can lead to graduate study in 
mathematics or statistics, secondary teaching, actuarial science, industrial or 
governmental research, or careers in business.

Each student works with a faculty advisor to plan an individual major leading
to one or more of the above objectives.
Degrees offered: B.A. and B.S.

The B.A. degree program is offered in mathematics while the B.S. degree 
program is offered in mathematics, applied mathematics, and actuarial science.

Mathematics Major
B.A. Requirements:
At least 27 credit hours in mathematics. MTH 280, 300, 421, 461, and 490 are
required of all majors. No more than one course below MTH 141 may be
offered toward the B.A. degree.
B.S. Requirements:
At least 33 credit hours in mathematics, including MTH 280, 300, 341/342 or
256/355, 421, 461, 490 and at least one of MTH 422 or 462. 
Required Support Courses for the B.S. degree:
CSC 161 and an additional computer science course numbered above 200; and
a minor in biology, chemistry, computer science, economics, or physics, or 
completion of the requirements for certification as a secondary teacher of 
mathematics. NOTE: No course numbered below MTH 141 may be counted
toward the B.S. degree.

Mathematics Minor
At least 18 credit hours in mathematics, including at least nine credit hours
numbered 200 or higher and no more than three credit hours numbered below
MTH 141. ECN 440 or ECN 445 may be included in the 18 credit hours
required for the minor.

Applied Mathematics Major
B.S. Requirements:
At least 33 credit hours in mathematics, including:

MTH 141 or 151, 152, 153, 254, 256, 300, 341, 342, and 355;
at least one of MTH 260 and 461;
23 credit hours of support courses required:

PHY 141, 142 and 143C
CSC 161
CSC 230 or 306;
at least three other support courses (at least nine credit hours) in applied
areas, to be selected from the list below. Some or all of the seven (or more)
support courses may be part of a minor or a major in another discipline.

Required Support Courses in Applied Areas (select at least three):
CSC 230 Discrete Structures
CSC 425 Computer Graphics
CSC 435 Windows Game Programming
CSC 440 Algorithms
ECN 440 Mathematical Economics
ECN 445 Econometrics
PHY 315 Statics
PHY 321 Classical Dynamics
PHY 340 Thermodynamics
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PHY 420 Electricity & Magnetism
BUS 446 Operations Research
Independent Study or Internship or Seminar in applied mathematics (subject
to approval by the chairperson of the mathematics department)

*CSC 445 may be substituted for MTH 355. At least two courses in the major
(selected from the above-listed mathematics and support courses) must be at the
400-level. No course numbered below MTH 141 may be counted toward the 
33 credit hour mathematics requirement. No course may be counted toward both
the mathematics requirement and the applied area requirement.

Actuarial Science Major
B.S. Requirements:
45 credit hours from Mathematics, Economics and Finance, including: MTH
141 or 151, MTH 152, MTH 153, MTH 254, MTH 300, MTH 341, MTH 342,
ECN 250, ECN 252, ECN 360, ECN 445, FIN 350, FIN 400, FIN 425 and
MTH/FIN 365.
Required Support Courses:
CSC 161 plus an additional course in CSC above 161.
Required Prerequisites:
ACC 201, ACC 202, and IFS 104 are prerequisites for the upper level Finance
courses.
Credit is given for students with high performance on the Advanced Placement
Calculus exams or through the CLEP program. Consult a member of the 
mathematics faculty about these options.
All students taking MTH coursework:
Courses below calculus may not be taken for credit once a term of calculus has
been successfully completed.

TYPICAL COURSE SEQUENCE FOR THE FIRST TWO YEARS
ASSUMES THE STUDENT HAS THE NECESSARY PREREQUISITES

FALL WINTER SPRING
FIRST YEAR: 140 or151 141 or 152 152 or 153
SECOND YEAR: 153 or 254 254 or 341 300 or 342

280

095 Intermediate Algebra (3.00)
A standard course in intermediate algebra (high school Algebra II) covering 
equations, exponents and radicals, rational expressions, graphing, and logarithms.
It is designed to prepare students for MTH 111 or 121. This course does not count
toward a major or minor in mathematics. It does not count toward graduation. It
does count toward full-time status. Prerequisite: One year high school algebra or
placement test.

107 Elementary Mathematics I (3.00)
Essentials of mathematics for the prospective elementary teacher to include
cognitive reasoning, sets, logic and structure of arithmetic through the real 
numbers including numeration systems, percents, proportions, and number 
theory. Emphasis on problem solving techniques. Prerequisites: Intermediate
Algebra, high school geometry, Elementary Education major.

108 Elementary Mathematics II (3.00) IAI:  M1 903
Continuation of MTH 107 to include Euclidean and transformational geometry,
measurement and the metric system, basic algebra, probability, and applied 
statistics. Emphasis on problem solving. Prerequisites: MTH 107, high school
geometry, Elementary Education major. Core: Mathematics.
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111 Quantitative Reasoning (3.00)
This course is designed to fulfill the general education core requirement in
mathematics for students whose majors do not require specific skills in 
mathematics. The course focuses on mathematical reasoning. A maximum of
four of the following topics are covered in-depth: graph theory, logic, game 
theory, linear programming, and statistics. Use of the computer or an algebraic
calculator is a part of this course. Prerequisite: MTH 095 or two years high
school algebra. Core: Mathematics.

121 College Algebra (3.00)
This course covers the algebra skills needed for the study of calculus. Topics
include linear, quadratic, and absolute value equations and inequalities; graphs
of linear, quadratic, and rational functions; graphs, properties, and applications
of exponential and logarithmic functions. Students may not receive credit for
both MTH 121 and MTH 140. Prerequisite: MTH 095 or two years high school
algebra.

122 College Trigonometry (3.00)
This course covers the topics in trigonometry and the theory of equations needed
for the study of calculus. Topics include definitions and graphs of the 
trigonometric functions, solutions of triangles, conic sections, systems of 
equations, DeMoivre’s theorem, and theory of equations. Students may not
receive credit for both MTH 122 and MTH 140. Prerequisite: MTH 121 or 2 1/2
years high school algebra.

128 Finite Mathematics (3.00) IAI:  M1 906
An introduction to the elements of finite mathematics for students in management
and social sciences. Topics include linear and other functions, matrices, linear 
programming, probability, and logic. Prerequisite: MTH 121 or 2 1/2 years high
school algebra. Core: Mathematics.

130 Survey of Calculus (3.00) IAI:  M1 900
An introductory course in the elements of the differential and integral calculus,
including applications in the management and social sciences. To include: 
limits and continuity, differentiation and integration of algebraic functions,
max/min theory, exponential functions and their calculus. Students may not
receive credit for MTH 130 and either MTH 141 or MTH 151. Prerequisite: One
of MTH 121, MTH 140, or three years high school algebra. Core: Mathematics. 

140 Integrated Calculus I: Calculus of Limits (3.00)
An integrated calculus course which combines the study of algebraic, 
trigonometric, and inverse trigonometric functions with a formal development of
the limit. Students may not receive credit for MTH 140 and any of MTH 121,
MTH 122, or MTH 151. Prerequisites: Four years of high school mathematics,
including trigonometry and geometry.

141 Integrated Calculus II: Calculus of Derivatives (3.00)
An integrated calculus course which combines the study of exponential and 
logarithmic functions with a formal development of the derivative. Students may
not receive credit for MTH 141 and any of the following: MTH 122, MTH 130,
or MTH 151. Prerequisite: MTH 140 or consent of the instructor. Core:
Mathematics.

151 Calculus I (3.00) IAI:  M1 900
Fundamental concepts of calculus including limits, continuity, and 
differentiation with applications. The Calculus I, II, and III sequence is 
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recommended for students in the Division of Sciences as well as for students in
other divisions desiring a strong preparation in mathematics. MTH 152 is
required for the B.S. degree in  any department. Students may not receive credit
for MTH 151 and any of the following: MTH 130, MTH 140, or MTH 141.
Prerequisites: MTH 121 and MTH 122; or four years high school math 
including algebra, geometry, and trigonometry. Core: Mathematics.

152 Calculus II (3.00) IAI:  M1 900
Continuation of Calculus I with emphasis on integration and its applications.
Required for the B.S. degree in any department. Prerequisite: MTH 141 or MTH
151. Core: Mathematics.

153 Calculus III (3.00) IAI:  M1 900
Continuation of Calculus II with an emphasis on infinite series. Prerequisite:
MTH 152. Core: Mathematics.

230 Discrete Structures I (3.00) IAI:  M1 905
(Same as: CSC 230.) Fundamental topics in mathematics and computer science
including formal logic, proof techniques, sets, relations and functions, 
combinatorics, graphs, logic circuits, and finite state machines. Prerequisites:
CSC 160, MTH 121 or higher or appropriate placement. Core: Mathematics.

254 Calculus IV (3.00)
Functions of two or more variables, partial derivatives, multiple integrals, and
line integrals. Vector analysis, divergence and Stoke’s theorems. Prerequisite:
MTH 153. Core: Mathematics.

256 Introduction to Differential Equations and Linear Algebra (3.00)
First and second order ordinary differential equations, complex numbers, matrix
and vector algebra, systems of linear equations, vectors, eigenvalues and 
eigenvectors. Prerequisite: MTH 152. 

260 Complex Variables (3.00)
Algebra, geometry, and calculus with complex numbers. Transformations of the
complex plane, analytic functions, Cauchy theory of integration, power series,
and residue theory. Prerequisite: MTH 153.

280 The Nature of Proof in Mathematics (3.00) 
The study of the nature of proof in mathematics. Students learn to find examples
and counterexamples of abstractly defined objects and to generalize from those
examples to conjecture theorems of their own. Specific proof techniques are
taught within the context of subject matter chosen by the instructor. Prerequisite:
MTH 152.

297 Internship (0.00-9.00)

299 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)

300 Linear Algebra (3.00)
Vector spaces, linear transformations, bilinear forms, eigenvalues and 
eigenvectors, Gram-Schmit process, Jordan canonical form, orthogonal 
transformations. Prerequisite: MTH 153. MTH 280 recommended.

305 College Geometry (3.00)
Euclidean and non-Euclidean geometry in two and three dimensions. Axiomatics
and the nature of proof. Required for secondary education majors in mathematics.
Prerequisite: MTH 153.
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310 History of Mathematics (3.00)
An examination of the historical origins and genesis of important mathematical
concepts from the ancient Greeks to modern times. Emphasis on the 
methodologies and philosophies of those involved in the creative process.
Required for secondary education majors in mathematics. Prerequisite: MTH
153.

330 Discrete Structures II (3.00)
(Same as: CSC 330.) Intermediate level topics in mathematics and computer
science including growth of functions and complexity of algorithms; 
applications of number theory; recursive definitions and algorithms; program
verification; discrete probability; recurrence relations; generating functions;
advanced counting techniques; advanced graph topics; and models of 
computation including formal grammars, finite state automata, and Turing
machines. Prerequisite: CSC/MTH 230.

335 Numerical Analysis I (3.00)
Approximation of functions and solution of equations and differential 
equations, curve fitting, integration, development and evaluation of techniques
for computer solution of these problems. Some programming required.
Prerequisites: MTH 153, CSC 160.

341 Probability & Statistics I (3.00)
Basic laws of probability, discrete distributions, random variables, mathematical
expectation, moment generating functions, Chebyshev’s inequality, and Markov
chains. Prerequisite: MTH 254.

342 Probability & Statistics II (3.00)
A continuation of MTH 341 to include continuous distributions, central limit
theorem, estimations, hypothesis testing, and applications. Prerequisite: MTH
341.

355 Applied Mathematical Techniques (3.00)
(Same as: PHY 355.) Special functions, orthogonal functions, partial differential
equations, integral transforms, and calculus of variations. Prerequisites: MTH
254, MTH 256.

365 Theory of Interest (3.00)
(Same as: FIN 365.) The study of compound interest and annuities; applications
to problems in finance and actuarial science. Required for the major in 
actuarial science. Prerequisites: MTH 152; MTH 153 and FIN 350 are 
recommended.

370 Topology (3.00)
Set theory, metric spaces, general topological spaces, continuous functions, 
connectedness, compactness, separation axioms, and metrization. Prerequisites:
MTH 254, MTH 300.

375 Problem Solving Seminar (1.00-3.00)
An intensive seminar in problem solving. Intended to provide participants with
the ability to solve non-routine problems. Useful preparation for mathematics
competitions. Prerequisite: Junior or senior mathematics major, or instructor
consent.

397 Internship (0.00-9.00)
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399 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)

421 Abstract Algebra I (3.00)
Elementary theory of rings, fields, and groups, including modular arithmetic,
polynomial rings, factorization, ideals and quotient rings, homomorphisms, and
subgroups. Prerequisites: MTH 280, MTH 300.

422 Abstract Algebra II (3.00)
Advanced theory of rings, fields, and groups, including symmetric and 
alternating groups, structure theorems for finite abelian groups, principle ideal
domains, unique factorization domains, the field of quotients of an integral
domain, vector spaces, extension fields, finite fields, and the Galois Theory.
Prerequisite: MTH 421.

461 Advanced Calculus I (3.00)
Sets, functions, and properties of the real number system. Rigorous analysis of
limits, sequences, series, continuity, differentiation, and the Riemann integral.
Prerequisites: MTH 280, MTH 300.

462 Advanced Calculus II (3.00)
Continuation of MTH 461 with an emphasis on analysis of Rn, including 
partial derivatives and multiple integrals. Prerequisite: MTH 461.

490 Seminar (3.00)
Exploration of topics not included in other mathematics courses. Specific topics
are determined by the interest of the students and faculty. Repeatable with 
different topic. Prerequisite: MTH 421 or MTH 461 or consent of instructor.

497 Internship (0.00-9.00)

499 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)

Modern and Classical Languages 
Professor: Fukumi Matsubara
Associate Professors: Norval Bard, Beverly Richard Cook, Sophie Hand,

Gregory Wolf
Assistant Professor: Michael de Brauw, Paloma Martinez-Cruz
Instructor: Annie Liu*, Carmella DiNicola

Mission Statement
The Modern Language programs prepare students to be informed global citizens
by developing the linguistic and cultural skills needed to interact in personal and
professional contexts throughout the world. Our programs provide instruction in
a highly interactive and challenging environment while strongly advocating
international experience.
The Classics program prepares students to be informed global citizens by 
developing an understanding of some of the cultures and languages that have
played a formative role in the shaping of our contemporary world. The Classics
program provides stimulating and challenging instruction in a highly interactive
and interdisciplinary environment.
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The department of Modern and Classical Languages offers majors and minors
in French, German, Japanese, Spanish, and Classical Civilization, and a minor
in Chinese.
Degree offered: B.A.
Study of a second language enables students to fulfill the goals of a traditional
liberal arts education while preparing them to meet the professional challenges
of the future. North Central College’s commitment to fostering intercultural
awareness across the curriculum makes language study particularly relevant for
students in various disciplines, including Art, Business, English, History, Global
Studies, Music, Philosophy, Political Science, Religious Studies, Sociology and
Anthropology, and Theatre. Many graduate programs in these fields require
competency in a second language, and an increasing number of employers are
actively seeking graduates who can demonstrate proficiency in another 
language.

Upon completion of the major program, students should possess the 
speaking, writing and reading skills necessary to function effectively in a broad
range of personal and professional contexts. Students will also have a fuller 
understanding of and appreciation for the social, political, and ethnic history of
another culture. The language program at North Central College provides many
opportunities for students to develop their language skills in informal 
settings outside the classroom. Language tables, film festivals, and field trips to
museums, exhibits, theaters, concerts, and restaurants throughout the greater
Chicago area are important components of our program.

The Roberta I. Myers Language Resource Center provides access to the 
latest technology designed to enhance the language learning experience.
Students can listen to audio samples, watch video from around the world, and
work with language tutors and other students in the LRC. Multi-media stations
support the creation and editing of a variety of audio-video projects.

Students who would like to continue a language previously studied must take
a placement exam. New freshmen and transfer students without college-level 
foreign language course work who studied French/German/Spanish prior to
enrolling at NCC may receive credit for work completed in high school. To
receive credit, students may choose one of the following options: (1) College
Level Examination Program (CLEP) (see CLEP Guidelines), or (2) Advanced
Placement Test (AP) (see AP Guidelines). Note: Students who receive credit for
work completed in high school and who wish to major or minor in language are
strongly encouraged to take additional course work beyond the minimum
major/minor requirements.

North Central College believes that acquiring knowledge through study
abroad is an important and unique form of academic and personal enrichment
that will enhance a student’s preparation for any profession. The College 
sponsors numerous study abroad opportunities, including: student exchanges in
Japan (including Kyoto, Nagoya, and Tokyo), in Seoul, South Korea, in Taiwan,
Republic of China, in Shanghai, People’s Republic of China, in Angers, France,
and in Sevilla, Spain; and term study abroad/internship programs in Alajuela,
Costa Rica, and in the China/Japan program. In addition to these programs, 
students may also choose to participate in study abroad programs sponsored by
other U.S. colleges and universities. Students who participate in a study abroad
program sponsored by another institution apply for Student in Residence on
Leave status (SIROL). Richter Independent Study Fellowships are awarded for
independent research projects which may include travel abroad. Language 
students are strongly encouraged to complete coursework in related areas of
study, such as History, Philosophy, Literature, East Asian Studies, International
Business, Psychology, and Education.
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Major in Modern Languages
A major in French, German, or Spanish consists of at least 24 credit hours, at
the level of 103 or above, including three credit hours at the 400-level. A major
in Japanese consists of at least 24 credit hours, at the 103 level or above, 
including three credit hours at the 400-level and a minimum of one term of
study in Japan.  Students seeking a major in the modern languages are strongly
encouraged to take additional language coursework beyond the minimum major 
requirements.

Minor in Modern Languages
A minor in Chinese, French, German, Japanese, or Spanish consists of at least
18 credit hours, including six credit hours at the 300-level.

Classical Civilization Major
Classical civilization traces the intellectual and cultural roots of Western 
civilization through the study of ancient Greece and Rome. The program offers
courses in Greek and Latin languages and literatures, ancient history and
mythology. The study of Classical Civilization complements many other 
disciplines, including foreign language, literature, history, religion and art and
prepares students for a variety of careers.
A major in Classical Civilization consists of at least 27 credit hours, including:
Core (12 hours):

ARL 100 Introduction to Greece and Rome -or- 
HST 101 Western Civilization I
ARL/GRK 250 Classical Mythology
HST/LAT 255 Greek and Roman History
LAT 499 Independent Study

Five electives (15 hours from three of the following four areas):
Arts:

THE 359 Theatre History and Literature I
ART 272 Origins of Art

Ideas:
HOI 102 History of Ideas I: Greek and Hebrew Thought
HOI 103 History of Ideas II: Roman and Christian Thought
PHL 260 Ancient and Medieval Philosophy

Civilization (minimum of 3 hours):
GRK 203 Greek Social Patterns (1.50 hours)
LAT 205 Roman Social Patterns (1.50 hours)
HST 256 Medieval and Renaissance Europe

Language:
LAT 101 Elementary Latin I
LAT 102 Elementary Latin II

Completion of the Elementary Latin I and II sequence is strongly 
recommended. LAT 101 does not count towards elective credit in the major
without the successful completion of LAT 102.

Classical Civilization Minor
A minor in Classical Civilization consists of at least 18 credit hours. Nine hours
to include ARL 100 or HST 101; HST 255; and GRK 250. Nine hours from two
of the four areas listed above (arts, ideas, civilization, language).
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MODERN AND CLASSICAL LANGUAGES (MCL)

390 Topics in Language and Culture (3.00)
Intensive study of an interdisciplinary topic with special focus on culture and
the role of linguistic and/or lexical diversity. Content varies from course to
course. Prerequisite: Transfer student with a minimum of 48 credit hours. ACR:
Intercultural.

CLASSICAL LANGUAGES

GREEK (GRK)

203 Greek Social Patterns (1.50)
(Same as: HTB 203.) Greek outlooks on life, the state, religion, morality, 
education, and family. Concentration on 5th century B.C. Athens. Taught in
English.

250 Classical Mythology (3.00) IAI:  H9 901
(Same as: ARL 250.) An introduction to Ancient Greek and Roman myths, 
legends and epic-tales, their origins, development and cultural context. Core:
Humanities.

297 Internship (0.00-9.00)

299 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)

390 Topics (3.00)
Advanced tutorial courses in selected areas.

397 Internship (0.00-9.00)

399 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)

497 Internship (0.00-9.00)

499 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)

LATIN (LAT)

101 Elementary Latin I (3.00)
An introduction to basic elements of Latin grammar and syntax, etymology, and
basic translation into idiomatic English; includes a review of the principles of
English grammar.

102 Elementary Latin II (3.00)
An introduction to intermediate elements of Latin grammar and syntax 
including the passive system, case functions, and participles. Prerequisite: LAT
101.

103 Elementary Latin III (3.00)
An introduction to advanced elements of Latin grammar and syntax including
the subjunctive and complex sentences; attention paid to increased reading 
comprehension. Prerequisite: LAT 102.
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201 Intermediate Latin (3.00)
An introduction to Latin prose writing through readings of Roman historians,
philosophers, and politicians. Texts vary. Prerequisite: LAT 103.

205 Roman Social Patterns (1.50)
(Same as: HTB 205.) Roman outlooks on life, the state, religion, morality, 
education, and family. Concentration on the early Roman Empire. Taught in
English.

255 Greek and Roman History (3.00)
(Same as: HST 255.) The rise, predominance, and fall of Greece and Rome,
with stress on the workings of their governments. Prerequisite: One humanities
or social science course. Core: Humanities or Social Science.

297 Internship (0.00-9.00)

299 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)

397 Internship (0.00-9.00)

399 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)

497 Internship (0.00-9.00)

499 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)

MODERN LANGUAGES

CHINESE (CHI)

101 Elementary Chinese I (3.00)
Introduction to the basic structure of Chinese language. Pronunciation and tonal
accuracy are strongly stressed, with gradual development of communication
skills and verbal fluency.

102 Elementary Chinese II (3.00)
A continuation of Elementary Chinese I. Prerequisite: CHI 101.

103 Elementary Chinese III (3.00)
A continuation of Elementary Chinese II. Prerequisite: CHI 102.

201 Intermediate Chinese I (3.00)
Continued development of verbal communication skills, with introduction of
proverbs and idioms. Writing skills are emphasized, and students are exposed to 
important cultural aspects of the Chinese language. Prerequisite: CHI 103.

202 Intermediate Chinese II (3.00)
A continuation of Intermediate Chinese I. Prerequisite: CHI 201.

203 Intermediate Chinese III (3.00)
A continuation of Intermediate Chinese II. Prerequisite: CHI 202.

297 Internship (0.00-9.00)

299 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)
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310 Conversation and Composition (3.00)
Focuses on continued development and expansion of vocabulary, oral 
proficiency, and writing skills. Students read, discuss, and summarize texts.
Prerequisite: CHI 203.

325 Introduction to Classical Chinese (3.00)
A survey of major work in Classical Chinese from various dynasties. Students
read, discuss, reflect, and memorize work. Prerequisite: CHI 310.

397 Internship (0.00-9.00)

399 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)

FRENCH (FRN)

101 Elementary French I (3.00)
Introduction to the basic structures of the French language, with emphasis on
listening and speaking.

102 Elementary French II (3.00)
A continuation of Elementary French I. Prerequisite: FRN 101.

103 Elementary French III (3.00)
A continuation of Elementary French II. Prerequisite: FRN 102.

201 Intermediate French I (3.00)
Development of reading and writing skills, with continued emphasis on listening
and speaking. Prerequisite: FRN 103.

202 Intermediate French II (3.00)
A continuation of Intermediate French I. Prerequisite: FRN 201. Core:
Humanities.

250 Techniques in French Composition (3.00)
Emphasis on improving proficiency through grammar review, advanced writing
and discussion of short texts. Prerequisite: FRN 202.

297 Internship (0.00-9.00)

299 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)

310 Style and Structure in French Composition (3.00)
Emphasis on improving proficiency through grammar review, advanced 
writing, and discussion of short texts, in preparation for 300-level courses.
Prerequisite: FRN 250.

320 French for Business I (2.00)
An introduction to French company organization and related activities 
(employment, correspondence, simulated transactions), with emphasis on the
language skills needed to function effectively in a French business setting.
Prerequisite: FRN 310.

325 Survey of French Literature - Medieval to 17th Century (3.00)
An overview of major works of French literature from the Middle Ages to the
17th century. Prerequisite: FRN 310.
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326 Survey of French Literature - 18th to 21st Century (3.00)
An overview of majors works of French literature from the 18th century to the
present. Prerequisite: FRN 310.

327 Survey of French and Francophone Women Writers (3.00)
An introduction to the works of women writers from Medieval France to 
contemporary France and Francophone cultures. Prerequisite: FRN 310.

330 History of France (3.00)
The development of French culture and civilization from its origins to the
beginning of the Fifth Republic. Prerequisite: FRN 310. Core: Humanities.

331 Contemporary France (3.00)
The institutions and social structures of France from the establishment of the
Fifth Republic to the present. Prerequisite: FRN 310. Core: Social Science.

338 Vichy France (3.00)
A study of France under the Nazi occupation in World War II, including a focus
on collaboration, rescue and resistance, survival, and memory. Prerequisite:
FRN 310. ACR: Leadership, Ethics and Values.

370 Francophone Africa (3.00)
An exploration of the socio-cultural changes in Francophone Africa resulting
from colonization and independence, as reflected in contemporary and 
traditional literature. Prerequisite: FRN 310.

380 French Cinema (3.00)
The history and development of French cinema from the Lumiere Brothers to
the present. Prerequisite: FRN 310 and one other 300-level French course.

390 Topics (3.00)
Advanced study of selected literary and cultural topics. Repeatable with 
different topic. Prerequisite: One 300-level French course or consent of 
instructor.

397 Internship (0.00-9.00)

399 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)

420 Medieval French Literature (3.00)
A selection of genres, authors, and texts from various periods in the French
Middle Ages. Prerequisite: FRN 310 and one other 300-level French course, or
consent of instructor.

470 Humor in French Literature (3.00)
A study of comic modes throughout French literary history, with an emphasis
on theoretical approaches to the questions that literary humor raises.
Prerequisite: FRN 310 and one other 300-level French course, or consent of
instructor:

480 French Theatre (3.00)
An in-depth study of the major developments in French theatre, from the 17th
century to the 20th. Prerequisite: FRN 310 and one other 300-level French
course.
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490 Seminar (3.00)
Advanced study focusing on a specific literary or cultural topic, with emphasis
on student-directed inquiry and the development of individual projects and 
presentations. Repeatable with different topic. Prerequisite: FRN 310 and one
other 300-level French course.

497 Internship (0.00-9.00)

499 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)

GERMAN (GER)

101 Elementary German I (3.00)
Introduction to the basic structures of the German language, with emphasis on
listening and speaking.

102 Elementary German II (3.00)
A continuation of Elementary German I. Prerequisite: GER 101.

103 Elementary German III (3.00)
A continuation of Elementary German II. Prerequisite: GER 102.

201 Intermediate German I (3.00)
Speech, writing, and reading for the discussion of most literary and cultural 
topics. Prerequisite: GER 103.

202 Intermediate German II (3.00) IAI: H1 900L
A continuation of Intermediate German I. Prerequisite: GER 201. Core:
Humanities.

203 Conversation and Composition I (3.00) IAI: H1 900L
Focuses on the continued development of oral and written proficiency. Students
write and rewrite several short compositions. Prerequisite: GER 202.

297 Internship (0.00-9.00)

299 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)

310 German Life and Culture after World War II (3.00)
Offers students an introduction to life and culture in East and West Germany
after World War II. Specific focus is placed on the founding of the countries, the
Cold War, the 1953 uprising, the Berlin Wall, Communism, and unification.
Prerequisite: GER 203 or consent of instructor.

320 German History and Culture (3.00)
A survey of major sociological, political, and artistic events in German-
speaking lands from their origins to the present. Prerequisite: GER 203 or con-
sent of instructor. Core: Humanities.

325 Survey of German Literature (3.00)
Survey of principal German authors, periods, and genres. Prerequisite: GER
203 or consent of instructor.

330 The Weimar Republic (3.00)
A contextualized study of the life and culture during the Weimar Republic in
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Germany. Special attention is given to the literature, film, and visual art of the
period. Prerequisite: GER 203.

350 German Film (3.00)
This course introduces students to the history and development of German film.
Films are analyzed within their historical epoch, but also as cultural documents
problematizing aspects of German life and history. Prerequisite: GER 203 or
permission of instructor.

370 Berlin: A City in Flux (3.00)
A study of the dynamic German city, from its time as the capital of the Prussian
kingdom, its cultural and economic rise in the German Empire, through its
changes in the Weimar Republic, during the Third Reich, throughout its division
during the Cold War, and finally after German unification in 1990. Prerequisite:
GER 203.

390 Topics (3.00)
Advanced study of selected literary and cultural topics. Course topics may
include studies on specific authors, such as Bertolt Brecht, periods and epochs,
such as Expressionism or Exile Literature, or specific themes. Repeatable with
different topic. Prerequisite: One course in German at the 300 level.

397 Internship (0.00-9.00)

399 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)

490 Seminar (3.00)
Advanced study of selected literary and cultural topics. Topics may include
studies on specific authors, such as Bertolt Brecht, periods and epochs, such as
Expressionism or Exile Literature, or specific themes. Repeatable with different
topic. Prerequisite: One course in German at the 300 level.

497 Internship (0.00-9.00)

499 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)

JAPANESE (JPN)

101 Elementary Japanese I (3.00)
Introduction to the basic structures of the Japanese language through aural-oral
practice and drills.  A good command of kana syllabaries (hiragana and
katakana) and the ability to reproduce about 100 kanji (Chinese characters) is
expected by the end of the Elementary Japanese sequence.

102 Elementary Japanese II (3.00)
A continuation of Japanese I. Prerequisite: JPN 101.

103 Elementary Japanese III (3.00)
A continuation of Japanese II. Prerequisite: JPN 102.

201 Intermediate Japanese I (3.00)
Emphasis on further development of listening and speaking skills. The 
introduction of basic grammar is completed by the end of the Intermediate
Japanese sequence. Introduction of vocabulary and kanji is accelerated.
Prerequisite: JPN 103.
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202 Intermediate Japanese II (3.00)
A continuation of Japanese 201. Prerequisite: JPN 201. Core: Humanities.

203 Intermediate Japanese III (3.00) IAI:  H1 900
A continuation of Japanese 202. Prerequisite:  JPN 202.

297 Internship (0.00-9.00)

299 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)

310 Reading and Grammar I (3.00)
Development of fluency in reading and speaking, with emphasis on expansion
of grammatical understanding, vocabulary and kanji. Instruction of reading
strategies are incorporated in reading practice with a variety of Japanese texts.
Prerequisite: JPN 203 or instructor consent.

351 Writing and Grammar I (3.00)
Development of writing skills in Japanese with emphasis on expansion of 
grammatical understanding, vocabulary, and kanji. Reading and discussion of
various types of short texts are also incorporated. Prerequisite: One 300-level
Japanese course, or instructor consent.

390 Topics (3.00)
An advanced course in a selected topic. Topics may include business Japanese,
Japanese literature, Japanese films, Japanese culture and history, or advanced
grammar. Repeatable with different topics. Prerequisite: JPN 351 or instructor
consent.

397 Internship (0.00-9.00)

399 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)

410 Reading and Grammar II (3.00)
Further development of reading proficiency with continued emphasis on 
expansion of grammatical understanding, vocabulary, and kanji. The reading
texts may include short stories, advertisements, and articles from magazines and
newspapers. Practices of reading strategies are incorporated Prerequisite: JPN
310 or instructor consent.

451 Writing and Grammar II (3.00)
Further development of fluency in written and oral Japanese through reading
and writing various types of texts. Continued emphasis on grammatical 
understanding, vocabulary, and kanji. Prerequisite: One 400-level Japanese
course or instructor consent.

490 Seminar (3.00)
An in-depth study of a selected topic. Special emphasis on student-directed
inquiry and the development of individual projects and presentations.
Repeatable with different topics. Prerequisite: JPN 451 or instructor consent.

497 Internship (0.00-9.00)

499 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)
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SPANISH (SPN)

101 Elementary Spanish I (3.00)
Introduction to the basic structures of the Spanish language, with emphasis on
listening and speaking.

102 Elementary Spanish II (3.00)
A continuation of Elementary Spanish I. Prerequisite: SPN 101.

103 Elementary Spanish III (3.00)
A continuation of Elementary Spanish II. Prerequisite: SPN 102.

177 Intensive Spanish in Costa Rica (6.00)
Intensive study of spoken and written Spanish. Level is determined by 
placement exam given upon arrival in Costa Rica.

201 Intermediate Spanish I (3.00)
Speaking, reading, and writing for the discussion of most socio-cultural topics.
Prerequisite: SPN 103.

202 Intermediate Spanish II (3.00) IAI:  H1 900
A continuation of Intermediate Spanish I, with emphasis on study of complex
grammatical structures. Special focus on oral communication. Prerequisite:
SPN 201. Core: Humanities.

250 Spanish Conversation and Composition I (3.00)
Emphasis on conversational and communicative skills; focus on improvement
of written proficiency intensive practice in writing various types of prose
(descriptive and narrative); includes grammar review. Prerequisite: SPN 202.

277 Intensive Spanish in Costa Rica (6.00)
Intensive study of spoken and written Spanish. Level is determined by 
placement exam given upon arrival in Costa Rica.

297 Internship (0.00-9.00)

299 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)

310 Spanish Conversation and Composition II (3.00)
Emphasis on literary and film analysis while continuing to build on 
communicative skills; focus on improvement of written proficiency through
intensive practice in writing various types of prose (expository and research);
may include some grammar review. Prerequisite: SPN 250.

322 Spanish for the Professions (3.00)
Oral and written practice focused on the special terminology of various professions
including business, the health professions, social services, and legal/law 
enforcement. Emphasis is placed on simulation of real life situations and methods
of communication. For advanced level students. Prerequisite: SPN 310.

325 Survey of Peninsular Spanish Literature (3.00)
An overview and analysis of the principal literary periods of Spain from the
Middle Ages through the present. Special emphasis is placed on selected works,
authors, and schools of thought. Prerequisites: SPN 310.



327 Modern Spanish Theatre (3.00)
A study of representative dramatic works from Spain from the period of 
La generación del 98 to the present. Emphasis is placed on dramatic theory with
regard to Spanish history, literary analysis, and experimental performance.
Prerequisite: SPN 310.

331 Latin American Area & Civilization (3.00)
Natural, social, and political characteristics of contemporary Latin America.
Prerequisite: SPN 310. Core: Social Science.

333 Civilization & Culture of Spain (3.00)
An overview of the history, customs, institutions, cultural patterns, and heritage
of the Spanish people from earliest times to the present. Prerequisite: SPN 310.
Core: Humanities.

335 Survey of Latin American Literature (3.00)
An overview and analysis of the principal literary periods of Latin America
from the pre-Hispanic era to the present. Special emphasis is placed on 
selected works, authors, and schools of thought. Prerequisites: SPN 310.

337 Latin American Short Stories (3.00)
Traces the development of the short story genre in Latin America from its 
origins in the nineteenth century through the Boom authors and into present day.
Special emphasis may be placed on particular periods and national movements
of authors. Prerequisites: SPN 310.

377 Intensive Spanish in Costa Rica (6.00)
Intensive study of spoken and written Spanish. Level is determined by 
placement exam given upon arrival in Costa Rica.

390 Topics (3.00)
Advanced tutorial courses in selected areas. Topics may include study of a 
literary genre, movement, author, Hispanic linguistics, or some aspect of
Hispanic culture. Repeatable with different topic. Prerequisite: SPN 310.

397 Internship (0.00-9.00)

399 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)

477 Intensive Spanish in Costa Rica (6.00)
Intensive study of spoken and written Spanish. Level is determined by 
placement exam given upon arrival in Costa Rica.

490 Seminar (3.00)
Study in depth of a literary genre, movement, author, or a topic on Hispanic 
culture or language. Repeatable with different topic. Prerequisite: One 300-level
Spanish literature course.

497 Internship (0.00-9.00)

499 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)
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Music (MUS)
Professors:  Jeordano Martinez, Ramona Wis
Associate Professors: Lawrence Van Oyen
Assistant Professors: Philip Ewell, Linda Ogden Hagen*
Instructors: Eugene (Jack) Mouse*, Barbara Vanderwall*
Applied Music Faculty: Marie Bennett, George Blanchet, Janice Borla, 

Reed Capshaw, Timothy Carr, Frank Caruso, Kathy Christian, 
Elizabeth De Lamater, Cathy Dunafin, Thomas Dymit, Mara Gallagher, 
Paul Grizzell, Nick Janssen, Larry Kohut, John McLean, Jeremy Miller,
Ariadne A. Moisiades, Daniel O’Connell, Mitch Paliga, Kim Richter,
Erin Roller, Doug Ruhs, Doug Scharf, James Schopp, Jackie Schutt
John Timmins, Victoria VerHoven, Ann Waldron, Tricia L. Wlazlo

Mission Statement
Ths mission of the department of Music is to provide opportunities for students
to acquire the skills, knowledge, understanding, and experience to become 
successful artists, broadly thinking educators and life-long appreciators of
music.
Degree offered: B.A.

Music Education Major
Music Education is the largest music degree program at North Central College,
with approximately 50 majors. Students in Music Education complete core
music requirements in theory/musicianship, music literature/history, 
conducting, methods/pedagogy, and private study/ensembles, along with a 
comprehensive set of courses and clinical experiences in education. Music
Education majors also have numerous opportunities for leadership through the
student chapters of MENC (the field’s leading professional organization) and
ACDA (American Choral Directors Association), and in ensembles, 
productions, and special programs.
(1) Music Requirements
A. Instrumental Music Education track:

MUS 101, 102, 201, 202, 341, 342 (Theory sequence; must be taken 
concurrently with Musicianship)
MUS 108, 109, 208, 209, 343 (Musicianship sequence; must be taken 
concurrently with Theory)
MUS 250, 251 (Music Literature)
MUS 301, 302, 303 (Music History)
MUS 322, 323, 324, 325 (Instrumental Techniques; choose three of four)
MUS 344 (Elements of Conducting)
EDN 351, 352 (Elementary School Music Methods and Practicum)
EDN 353, 371 (Secondary School Music Methods and Practicum)
MUS 407 (Instrumental Conducting and Techniques)
Participation in an approved instrumental ensemble each term in the 
program.
Participation in classical private instrument study each term in the 
program.
Private piano lessons until the Piano Proficiency Exam is completed.
Junior recital.
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Successful completion of the Piano Proficiency Exam and the
Comprehensive Musicianship Exam.
Completion of 11 terms of Concert/Recital Attendance.

B. Choral Music Education track:
MUS 101, 102, 201, 202, 341, 342 (Theory sequence; must be taken 
concurrently with Musicianship) 
MUS 108, 109, 208, 209, 343 (Musicianship sequence; must be taken 
concurrently with Theory)
MUS 250, 251 (Music Literature)
MUS 301, 302, 303 (Music History)
MUS 322, 323, 324, 325 (Instrumental Techniques classes; choose one)
MUS 328 (Diction for Singers)
MUS 329 (Vocal Pedagogy)
MUS 344 (Elements of Conducting)
EDN 351, 352 (Elementary School Music Methods and Practicum)
EDN 353, 371 (Secondary School Music Methods and Practicum)
MUS 408 (Choral Conducting and Techniques)
Participation in an approved choral ensemble each term in the program. 
Participation in classical private voice study each term in the program.
Private piano lessons until the Piano Proficiency Exam and Comprehensive
Musicianship Exam are completed.
Junior recital.
Successful completion of the Piano Proficiency Exam and the
Comprehensive Musicianship Exam.
Completion of 11 terms of Concert/Recital Attendance.

NOTE:  Each student is expected to take primary ensemble and private lessons
on the student’s primary instrument for credit. Only when the student would
exceed the amount of credits applicable to the degree, or in unavoidable 
circumstances where the student will exceed 12 credit hours in a term, may the
student register for “no credit.”  Under no circumstances may the student 
participate in an ensemble or take private lessons without registering.
(2) A minor in secondary education is required.

Music Major
A. Jazz Studies Track
The Jazz Studies program at North Central College is fully staffed with an
adjunct faculty of world-renowned professional jazz artists, whose combined
credits read like a veritable “Who’s Who” of jazz. The program affords students
the opportunity to study firsthand with these highly visible professional artists,
all of whom are currently active within the art form as well as being experienced
jazz educators.

In addition to intensive one-on-one instruction, students also pursue studies
in jazz harmony, jazz history, and jazz improvisation. Ensemble and 
performance opportunities include Jazz Combos, Vocal Jazz Ensemble, and Big
Band, all of which participate in numerous jazz events throughout the year, both
on and off campus. The College’s close proximity to one of the world’s great
centers of jazz enables students to observe and participate in the Chicago area’s
active music scene.
Major Requirements:

MUS 101, 102, 201, 202, 341 (Theory sequence; must be taken 
concurrently with Musicianship)
MUS 108, 109, 208, 209, 343 (Musicianship sequence; must be taken 
concurrently with Theory)
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MUS 250 and 251 (Music Literature)
MUS 181 Jazz Improvisation I
MUS 182 Jazz Improvisation II
MUS 260 Jazz Harmony I
MUS 261 Jazz Harmony II
MUS 281 Jazz Improvisation III
MUS 282 Jazz Improvisation IV
MUS 305 Jazz History I
MUS 306 Jazz History II
Three terms of applied jazz music
Three terms of applied classical music (MUS 211, 221, or 231)
Nine terms of jazz ensemble
Successful completion of the Jazz Piano Proficiency Exam
Completion of a 30 minute Junior Instrumental or Vocal Jazz Recital
Completion of a 60 minute Senior Instrumental or Vocal Jazz Recital. 

Under special circumstances a Senior Project (such as a composition
recital or conducting lecture/recital) may be substituted for the Senior 
Recital. Department Chair permission is required for a Senior Project.

B. Liberal Arts Track
The liberal arts track in Music is for the student who wishes to major in music
but does not want to pursue a teaching career or a performance career in jazz.
Students in the liberal arts track take the same academic core of theory/aural
skills, music literature/history, and private study/ensembles as other music
majors, but add to their degree program in other ways which meet their unique
career goals and interests.

An individual program of study can be designed in consultation with the
department chair or departmental advisor.
Major Requirements:

MUS 101, 102, 201, 202, 341, 342 (Theory sequence; must be taken 
concurrently with Musicianship)
MUS 108, 109, 208, 209, 343 (Musicianship sequence; must be taken 
concurrently with Theory)
MUS 250, 251 (Music Literature)
MUS 301, 302, 303 (Music History)
MUS 344 (Elements of Conducting)
Three to seven credit hours of Music electives
Participation in an approved performing ensemble each term in the 
program
12 terms of applied classical music (MUS 211, 221 or 331)
Three terms of foreign language (nine credit hours)
Completion of 12 terms of Concert/Recital Attendance.
Enrollment in MUS 211 (Piano Lessons) is required until the Piano
Proficiency Examination is completed.
Successful completion of the Piano Proficiency Examination.
Completion of a 30 minute Junior Instrumental or Vocal Recital.
Completion of a 60 minute Senior Instrumental or Vocal Recital. 

Under special circumstances a Senior Project (such as a composition
recital or conducting/lecture recital) may substitute for the Senior
Recital. Department Chair permission is required for a Senior Project.

Students interested in pursuing a degree in Music should contact the Music
Department Chair as early as possible to plan a course of study.
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Music Minor
At least 18 credit hours, including:

MUS 101, 102, 201 (Theory; must be taken concurrently with Musicianship)
MUS 108, 109, 208 (Musicianship; must be taken concurrently with Theory)
A minimum of six credit hours at the 200-level.
Elementary Education majors completing an area of concentration in music
must take a minimum of 18 credit hours, including 9 credit hours at the 200-
level or above, and 3 credit hours at the 300-level or above.
Completion of six terms of Concert/Recital Attendance.

Recommended electives for the minor
MUS 202, 341, 342 (Theory)
MUS 209, 343 (Musicianship)
MUS 250, 251 (Music Literature)
MUS 344 (Elements of Conducting)
Performing ensembles.
Private vocal and/or instrumental study.
Independent study courses (for partial or full credit) designed to meet the 
student’s interests and needs.

101 Basic Music Theory I (3.00)
Study of basic notation rules, triads in root position, triads in first and second
inversions voice leading rules, phrase structure, cadences, harmonic 
progressions, and rudimentary forms.

102 Basic Music Theory II (3.00)
A study of non-harmonic tones, dominant seventh chords, altered non-harmonic
tones, and seventh chords. This course includes the study of basic harmonization
techniques using triads and seventh chords as well as the study and analysis of
standard music literature. Prerequisite: MUS 101.

108 Basic Musicianship I (1.00)
Introduction to basic concepts of musicianship including rhythm performance
and recognition, sight singing, and ear training. Must be taken concurrently with
MUS 101.

109 Basic Musicianship II (1.00)
Continued basic work with sight singing, ear training, triad recognition, and
melodic and rhythmic dictation. Must be taken concurrently with MUS 102.

111 Concert Choir (0.00-0.50)
The North Central Concert Choir performs a varied repertoire in three formal
college concerts as well as occasional off-campus appearances. Membership is
open to all North Central students with consent of instructor. Audition is
required.

112 North Central Express (0.00-0.50)
Membership in the North Central Express is limited to 16 members and is by 
audition only. Auditions are held the second week of Fall Term. Repertoire is of a
popular nature and performances are staged and choreographed. This group has
frequent off-campus performances.

113 Naperville Chorus (0.00-0.50)
The Naperville Chorus is dedicated to the performance of large-scale musical
works, with orchestral accompaniment and professional soloists. Membership is
open without audition to anyone with previous singing experience.
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114 Concert Winds (0.00-0.50)
Concert Winds performs a wide variety of music, including new music and
works from the standard repertoire. Concert performances are scheduled both
on and off campus. Auditions are held for placement within sections and for the
select ensemble, Chamber Winds. Prerequisite: Ability to play appropriate
instrument.

115 Big Band (0.00-0.50)
The 20-member Big Band performs a wide variety of large-ensemble jazz and
popular music. Each year the ensemble performs at least three concerts on 
campus. Audition is required.

116 Women’s Chorale (0.00-0.50)
The study and performance of choral music for women’s voices. Each term 
culminates in one or more public performances. Audition is required.

121 Class Voice (1.00)
Voice instruction for beginning students who wish to learn the rudiments of
singing in a group context. Instruction encompasses vocal production, diction,
and stage presence.

150 Listening to Music (3.00) IAI:  F1 900
Introduction to the masterpieces of Western music; a broadly-based grounding
in the rudiments of music, aesthetic values, and literature of the Baroque,
Classical, Romantic, and contemporary periods. Core: Humanities.

156 The World of Music (3.00) IAI:  F1 900
Introductory course with examples drawn from the musics of the five continents:
Asia, Africa, Europe, and North and South America. Core: Humanities.

181 Jazz Improvisation I (3.00)
Fundamentals of jazz harmony, rhythmic style and melodic development 
utilized in jazz improvisation. Technical, ear training, and improvisation 
exercises using the major scales and the dorian and mixolydian modes.
Analysis, transcription, and performance of recorded jazz solos are used to 
illustrate these principles.  Prerequisite: MUS 102.

182 Jazz Improvisation II (3.00)
Principles of jazz harmony, rhythmic style, and melodic development utilized in
jazz improvisation. Technical, ear training, and improvisation exercises and jazz
repertoire utilizing the ii-V-I harmonic progression, the blues scale and form,
the aeolian and locrian modes, and the minor ii-IV-I harmonic progression.
Analysis, transcription, and performance of recorded jazz solos illustrating
these principles. Prerequisite: MUS 181.

201 Intermediate Music Theory I (3.00)
Study of altered dominant chords, modulation to closely related keys, borrowed
chords, and diminished seventh chords as they apply to the form and analysis of
standard music literature. Prerequisite: MUS 101, 102.

202 Intermediate Music Theory II (3.00)
A study of extended chords, modulations to foreign keys, augmented sixth
chords, Neapolitan sixth chords, and the tone row. A study of harmonization and
modulations are applied to the analysis and form of standard music literature.
Prerequisite: MUS 101, 102, 201.
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205 Opera Workshop (0.00-0.50)
A basic study of performance techniques for the singer of musical theatre and
opera, designed to give students experience in singing and acting through study
and active participation in works of the musical stage. This course is repeatable. 

208 Intermediate Musicianship I (1.00)
Intermediate work with sight singing, ear training, melodic and rhythmic 
dictation, seventh chords, and harmonic dictation. Must be taken concurrently
with MUS 201.

209 Intermediate Musicianship II (1.00)
Continued intermediate work with sight singing, ear training, triad recognition,
melodic and rhythmic dictation, seventh chords, and harmonic dictation.
Introduction of modes, intervals beyond the octave, and hearing of forms. Must
be taken concurrently with MUS 202.

211 Piano Lessons (0.00, 0.50, 1.00)
Available to all students. May be repeated. Students may take hour lessons for
1.0 credit with permission of the instructor. 1/2 hour lessons=0.5 credit; 1 hour
lessons=1 credit; 0 credit option only for students who have reached 12 credit
hour full time limit.

221 Voice Lessons (0.00, 0.50, 1.00)
Available to all students. May be repeated. Students may take hour lessons for
1.0 credit with permission of the instructor. 1/2 hour lessons=0.5 credit; 1 hour
lessons=1 credit; 0 credit option only for students who have reached 12 credit
hour full time limit.

231 Instrumental Lessons (0.00, 0.50, 1.00)
Available to all students. May be repeated. Students may take hour lessons for
1.0 credit with permission of the instructor. 1/2 hour lessons=0.5 credit; 1 hour
lessons=1 credi;. 0 credit option only for students who have reached 12 credit
hour full time limit.

241 Jazz Combo (0.00-0.50)
A performance student chamber ensemble open to instrumentalists and 
vocalists with an interest in the improvisational art form of jazz. Audition is
required.

245 Vocal Jazz Lab Ensemble (0.00-0.50)
A vocal workshop ensemble open to all students interested in the 
improvisional jazz as presented in a multi-voice setting. Audition is required.

250 Music Literature I (2.00) IAI:  F1 901
Composers and selected examples of their musical work in historical 
perspective. An introduction to musical styles, genres, and forms in Western
music from the Middle Ages through the Classical Period. Prerequisite: MUS
101 or MUS 150. Core: Humanities.

251 Music Literature II (2.00) IAI:  F1 902
Composers and selected examples of their musical work in historical 
perspective. A study of the musical styles, genres, and forms in Western music
from the Romantic Period through the present day. Prerequisite: MUS 101 or
MUS 150. Core: Humanities.
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260 Jazz Harmony I (3.00)
Music theory as it applies to Swing and Bebop Jazz styles. Scale/chord 
relationships; harmonic notation; standard sectional song forms; alterations,
extensions, and substitutions. Prerequisite: MUS 102.

261 Jazz Harmony II (3.00)
Music theory as it applies to the stylistic changes which occurred in jazz after
Bebop. Modal and chromatic harmony, polychords, pedal points, free playing,
and quartal harmony. Prerequisite: MUS 260.

281 Jazz Improvisation III (3.00)
Intermediate principles of jazz harmony, rhythmic style, and melodic 
development utilized in jazz improvisation. Technical, ear training, and 
improvisation exercises and jazz repertoire utilizing the lydian and phrygian
modes, sectional forms, the diminished mode, and the whole tone scale.
Analysis, transcription, and performance of recorded jazz solos illustrating
these principles. Prerequisite: MUS 182.

282 Jazz Improvisation IV (3.00)
Advanced principles of jazz harmony, rhythmic style, and melodic development
utilized in jazz improvisation. Technical, ear training, and improvisation 
exercises and jazz repertoire utilizing the harmonic and melodic minor scales,
altered lydian modes, pentatonic scales, and Coltrane substitutions. Analysis,
transcription, and performance of recorded jazz solos illustrating these 
principles. Prerequisite: MUS 281.

299 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)

301 Music History I (2.00)
The study of Western music from ancient times through the Renaissance 
period. Prerequisites: Junior standing; MUS 250 and 251 or consent of 
instructor.

302 Music History II (2.00)
The study of Western music of the Baroque and Classical periods. Prerequisite:
MUS 301 or consent of instructor.

303 Music History III (2.00)
The study of Western music from the Romantic period to the present day.
Prerequisite: MUS 302 or consent of instructor.

305 Jazz History I (3.00)
The stylistic evolution of Jazz from its origins to 1945, examined within its
American cultural context. Traces it historical development from early Combo
Jazz through the Swing era to the development of Bebop. Prerequisite: MUS
102 or consent of instructor.

306 Jazz History II (3.00)
The stylistic evolution of modern jazz after Bebop; from 1945 to the present
day, examined within its American cultural context. Traces the historical 
development of the diverse styles—Bop, Third Stream, Free Jazz, Fusion—
co-existing within the contemporary Jazz idiom. Prerequisite: MUS 305 or 
consent of instructor.
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307 Chamber Ensemble (0.00-0.50)
A variety of instrumental and vocal chamber ensembles, such as brass and
woodwind quintets, string quartet, world music ensemble, or a cappella groups.
Changes annually. Prerequisite: Audition or consent of instructor.

311 Piano (0.00, 0.50, 1.00)
Available to qualified juniors and seniors who have demonstrated the stipulated
proficiency in their major performing area by passing with distinction a Jury-
Exam at the end of the sophomore year where each plays approximately 15 
minutes of memorized music. 1/2 hour lessons=0.5 credit; 1 hour lessons=1 
credit; 0 credit option only for students who have reached 12 credit hour full time
limit. Prerequisite: MUS 211.

321 Voice (0.00, 0.50, 1.00)
Available to qualified juniors and seniors who have demonstrated the stipulated
proficiency in their major performing area by passing with distinction a Jury-
Exam at the end of the sophomore year where each sings approximately 15 
minutes of memorized music. 1/2 hour lessons=0.5 credit; 1 hour lessons=1 
credit; 0 credit option only for students who have reached 12 credit hour full time
limit. Prerequisite: MUS 221.

322 Woodwind Techniques (1.50)
A study of the performance techniques of the flute, clarinet, saxophone, oboe,
and bassoon. Students study teaching techniques appropriate for the instruction
of the instruments at various levels. Prerequisite: MUS 201.

323 Brass Techniques (1.50)
A study of the performance techniques of the trumpet, horn, trombone, and tuba.
Students study teaching techniques appropriate for the instruction of the 
instruments at various levels. Prerequisite: MUS 201.

324 String Techniques (1.50)
A study of the performance techniques of the violin, viola, cello, and bass.
Students study teaching techniques appropriate for the instruction of the 
instruments at various levels. Prerequisite: MUS 201.

325 Percussion Techniques (1.50)
A study of the performance techniques of the various percussion instruments
found in the band and orchestra. Students study teaching techniques appropriate
for the instruction of the instruments at various levels. Prerequisite: MUS 201.

328 Diction for Singers (1.50)
Instruction in Italian, German, and French diction as it applies to vocal music.
Coursework includes use of the International Phonetic Alphabet and the 
preparation and in-class performance of representative vocal solos in each 
language studied. Required for all Music Education majors in choral track; 
recommended for all those studying voice.

329 Vocal Pedagogy and Techniques (1.50)
The study of the vocal instrument and techniques for proper use. Emphasis is on
healthy production and the establishment of a technique to be used with young
or amateur singers. Required for Music Education majors in the choral track;
recommended for any student studying voice.
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331 Instrumental Lessons (0.00, 0.50, 1.00)
Available to qualified juniors and seniors who have demonstrated the stipulated
proficiency in their major performing area by passing with distinction a Jury-
Exam at the end of the sophomore year where each plays approximately 15 
minutes of memorized music. 1/2 hour lessons=0.5 credit; 1 hour lessons=1 
credit; 0 credit option only for students who have reached 12 credit hour full
time limit. Prerequisite: MUS 231.

341 Advanced Music Theory (3.00)
A study of chromaticism including mode mixture, enharmonic spellings, and
enharmonic modulations. The course covers tonal harmony in the late 
nineteenth century as well as the twentieth century use of rhythm, serialism, and
non-tertian harmonic techniques. Materials studied are applied to the form and
analysis of standard music literature. Prerequisites: MUS 101, 102, 201 and
202.

342 Arranging and Orchestration (3.00)
Students study the technical and historic aspects of orchestration and arranging
for both vocal and instrumental ensembles. Prerequisite: MUS 341.

343 Advanced Musicianship (1.00)
Advanced level work with sight singing and ear training including modal, 
atonal, and contemporary idioms. Special projects involving transcriptions and
dictation from students’ areas of interest. Must be taken concurrently with MUS
341.

344 Elements of Conducting (2.00)
Basic conducting technique, including posture, position of the arms and hands,
simple patterns, cueing, and releases. Introduction to score preparation and
rehearsal technique. Prerequisites: MUS 341, MUS 343; or consent of 
instructor.

397 Internship (0.00-9.00)

399 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)

407 Advanced Instrumental Conducting & Techniques (3.00)
A study of advanced instrumental conducting techniques, including score 
preparation and rehearsal techniques. Prerequisites: MUS 202, MUS 344.

408 Advanced Choral Conducting & Techniques (3.00)
Advanced conducting technique as related to the choral ensemble. Further study
on score preparation and rehearsal techniques, using standard choral repertoire as
a basis for study. Prerequisites: MUS 202, MUS 344.

490 Seminar in Music (3.00)
Topics of interest to the music major, such as philosophy of music, music and
the community, marching band techniques, or electronic music applications.
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor.

497 Internship (0.00-9.00)

499 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)
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NCC Courses (NCC)
Courses which address the College at large but do not fit into either a department
or interdisciplinary program receive the College initials as prefix identification:
NCC. Faculty from all divisions teach NCC courses. No major or minor is 
granted under this designation.

095 Applied Principles of Learning and Memory (1.50)
This course teaches students basic principles of learning and memory. The
emphasis is on how to encode information so that it can be recalled later and
how to retrieve information effectively. Learning styles are assessed and 
discussed. Students are given multiple opportunities to practice learning and
memory strategies.

100 Exploration (1.00)
Many students want to explore a variety of majors, either because they are 
interested in many areas or because they do not know the kinds of opportunities 
different fields offer. In this course students conduct projects that help them to
develop and refine life skills (such as self-assessment, research, interviewing,
writing, discussion, reflection) which will assist them in choosing their majors
and ultimately their careers.

120 Information Research Strategies (1.50)
This course guides students in becoming life-long learners and effective and
efficient users of information. Students who take this course develop the ability
to recognize a need for information, efficiently locate information relevant to
the need, critically evaluate information, select the most authoritative resources,
and effectively communicate that information to accomplish an identified 
purpose. Students build upon existing skills and understandings to advance their
abilities to draw upon new information in ethically-informed and resourceful
ways.

297 Non-Credit Internship/Cooperative Learning I (0.00)
Students use and further develop skills related to their career goals in an 
introductory internship/cooperative learning experience of their choice. Designed
to be a first experience in a particular field; most appropriate for students with no
previous career-related experience (typically freshmen or sophomores). Official
recognition of completed non-credit internship/cooperative learning experience is
included on a student’s transcript.

299 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)

397 Non-Credit Internship/Cooperative Learning II (0.00)
Students use and further develop skills related to their career goals in an 
internship/cooperative learning experience of their choice. Most appropriate for
students who have had rudimentary exposure to their field and who desire a
more comprehensive experience. Official recognition of a completed 
non-credit internship/cooperative learning experience is included on a student’s 
transcript. May be repeated.

497 Non-Credit Internship/Cooperative Learning III (0.00)
Students use and further develop skills related to their career goals in an advanced
internship/cooperative learning experience of their choice. Designed for students
with prior internship/cooperative internship or work experience in their field who
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desire a more in-depth experience and the opportunity to function as a professional.
Official recognition of a completed non-credit internship/cooperative internship
experience is included on a student’s transcript. May be repeated. Prerequisites:
Senior standing, completion of a 397-level internship.

499 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)

Nuclear Medicine Technology (NMT)
Nuclear medicine is an interdisciplinary field that combines chemistry, physics,
mathematics, computer technology, and medicine in using radiation to diagnose
and treat disease. Though there are many diagnostic techniques currently 
available, nuclear medicine uniquely provides information about both the 
structure and function of virtually every major organ system within the body. It is
this ability to characterize and quantify physiologic function which separates
nuclear medicine from other imaging modalities, such as x-ray. Nuclear 
medicine procedures are safe, they involve little or no patient discomfort, and do
not require the use of anesthesia.

North Central College’s degree program in Nuclear Medicine Technology 
prepares students for a career as a Nuclear Medicine Technologist. The first
option is a 3+1 program with Northwestern Memorial School of Nuclear
Medicine. Students spend three years at North Central College, where they 
complete their liberal arts general education core along with prerequisite 
science and math courses. This is followed by a 12 month clinical experience at
Northwestern Memorial Hospital. The student graduates from North Central
College with a liberal arts degree in Nuclear Medicine Technology. Admission to
the final year of the program is based upon successful application to the 
program at Northwestern Memorial Hospital in the second term of the junior
year. Student applicants are considered and evaluated solely by the faculty/staff
at Northwestern Memorial Hospital. Student admission to the program at
Northwestern is not guaranteed.

Another option is for the student to complete a four-year B.S. or B.A. degree
at North Central College in chemistry, biology, or biochemistry, and then apply
for admission to Northwestern Memorial Hospital for a one-year certificate 
program in Nuclear Medicine Technology.

Students intending to major in Nuclear Medicine Technology must apply for
admission into the North Central College program at the end of their second year
of study.
Degrees offered: B.A. and B.S.

Nuclear Medicine Technology Major
B.A. Requirements:
Required Prerequisites:

Introductory Biology BIO 101, BIO 102
Introductory Chemistry CHM 141, CHM 142
Organic Chemistry CHM 220, CHM 221, CHM 222
Statistics PSY 250 or ECN 241
Calculus I MTH 141 or 151
Physics PHY 141, PHY 142, PHY 143A or 143C;

or PHY 115, PHY 116
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Upper Level Biology or Chemistry Coursework:
A minimum of 11.25 credit hours in additional biology or chemistry coursework
is required. At least 7.5 credit hours must be at the 300 level or higher. The 
courses should be a series which provides an area of concentration at the upper
level. Some suggested series:

BIO 200, BIO 202, BIO 260
BIO 302, BIO 310, BIO 340, BIO 360, BIO 430
CHM 205, CHM 210
CHM 341, BCM 365, BCM 465, CHM 405, and CHM 420.

Major Requirements:
NMT 401 Technical Mathematics
NMT 410 Management and Methods of Patient Care
NMT 412 Radiation Safety Protection
NMT 414 Radiation Detection and Instrumentation
NMT 421 Nuclear Physics
NMT 425 Diagnostic Nuclear Imaging Practicum I
NMT 426 Diagnostic Nuclear Imaging Practicum II
NMT 430 Clinical Nuclear Imaging Procedures
NMT 432 Radionuclide Chemistry and Radiopharmacy
NMT 434 Radiation Biology
NMT 436 Computer Applications
NMT 438 Clinical Correlation
NMT 480 Clinical Practicum

B.S. Requirements:
In addition to the B.A. requirements, MTH 152 must be completed.

401 Technical Mathematics (0.00)
Practical mathematics in nuclear medicine including radiation unit conversion,
dose conversion, dose calculation, determination of specific activity, decay, and
half-life calculation, counting efficiency, and statistics. Prerequisite: Admission
into the NMT program.

410 Management and Methods of Patient Care (2.00)
Skills in problem solving, critical thinking, and decision-making are developed,
as well as oral and written communication skills. Career skills are enhanced
through the study of the interview process, resume writing, and administrative
duties including budgeting, medical and legal considerations, and political
issues affecting health care. Special emphasis is placed on participation in a
quality control program and scheduling guidelines. The course focuses on basic 
measures necessary to provide quality patient care, basic principles of record
keeping, and procedures for maintaining confidentiality of information.
Prerequisite: Admission into the NMT program.

412 Radiation Safety Protection (3.00)
Supervised practice and procedures for the receipt, handling, transporting, 
storage, usage, record keeping, disposal, and decontamination of radioactive
materials. Emphasis is placed on licensing and regulations set forth by local,
state, and federal agencies. Academic and clinical instruction teach radiation
safety techniques which allow students to minimize exposure to themselves, the
patient, the public, and fellow workers. Regulations regarding therapeutic
dosages and follow-up procedures are explained. Prerequisite: Admission into
the NMT program.
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414 Radiation Detection and Instrumentation (2.00)
Evaluation, maintenance and function of instrumentation used in imaging and
in the laboratory. Principles and theory of the following topics are covered: PET
and scintillation camera operation and performance, radiation measurements,
event counting activity, pulse height spectra, detection efficiency, uniformity,
relative sensitivity, spacial linearity , and resolution testing. Quality assurance
procedures for PET scanner include radial, tangential and axial resolution, 
sensitivity, linearity, uniformity, attenuation accuracy, scatter determination, and
dead time corrections. Prerequisite: Admission into the NMT program.

421 Nuclear Physics and Instrumentation (3.00)
Theory and physical principles associated with atomic structure, nucleus and
quantum physics related to radioactive decay. Properties of the elements and the
production of characteristic x and gamma rays, anger electrons, and
Bremstrahlung. Instruction on the modes of decay, radiation dosimetry, and
interaction of ionizing radiation with matter. Basic physics, instrumentation,
and radiochemistry of Positron Emission Tomography (PET). Prerequisite:
Admission into the NMT program.

425 Diagnostic Nuclear Imaging Practicum I (4.00)
Supervised clinical education that gives the student the opportunity to perform
a variety of patient procedures on both SPECT and PET imaging systems for all
diagnostic, therapeutic, nonimaging in-vivo and in-vitro procedures. Clinical
competencies are developed in patient care, positioning techniques, analyzing
images, and the selection of imaging parameters and collimators. Develops
knowledge of integrated computer systems designed for use with clinical
gamma cameras, Single Photon Emission Computed Tomogrpahy (SPECT),
and Position Emission Tomography (PET) images. The clinical practicum is
designed to promote independent critical thinking, balanced responsibility,
organization, and accountability in the student. The student will demonstrate
competence in all procedures presented. Prerequisite: Admission into the NMT
program.

426 Diagnostic Nuclear Imaging Practicum II (4.00)
A continuation of NMT 425. This course entails a supervised clinical education
that gives the student the opportunity to perform a variety of patient procedures
on both SPECT and PET imaging systems for all diagnostic, therapeutic, 
nonimaging in-vivo and in-vitro procedures. Clinical competencies are 
developed in patient care, positioning techniques, analyzing images, and the
selection of imaging parameters and collimators. Develops knowledge of 
integrated computer systems designed for use with clinical gamma cameras,
Single Photon Emission Computed Tomogrpahy (SPECT) and Position
Emission Tomography (PET) images. The clinical practicum is designed to 
promote independent critical thinking, balanced responsibility, organization and 
accountability in the student. The student will demonstrate competence in all 
procedures presented. Prerequisite: Admission into the NMT program.

430 Clinical Nuclear Imaging Procedures (3.00)
Course emphasis is on the theory and techniques of clinical procedures used in
nuclear medicine imaging. Areas emphasized include patient care, developing
acquisition parameters, imaging techniques, radionuclide identification, 
energies, half-lives, and principles of radionuclides in imaging and nonimaging
procedures. The student continues to develop an increased degree of 
competence in performance of the skills related to critical thinking and problem
solving. Prerequisite: Admission into the NMT program.
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432 Radionuclide Chemistry and Radiopharmacy (3.00)
The chemical, physical, and biological properties of radiopharmaceuticals used
in diagnosis and therapy are covered. The course examines the performance of
all radionuclide quality control and quality assurance procedures. Principles of
decay and half-life, tissue localization, chemical impurities, generator systems,
dose preparation, and techniques of good laboratory practices and cell labeling
are all included in this course. Prerequisite: Admission into the NMT program.

434 Radiation Biology (2.00)
The emphasis is upon the knowledge of cell structure and function as a basis for
understanding both cellular and organ responses to the effects of ionizing 
radiation, radionuclides, and radiation oncology. The course develops the 
understanding of units of exposure, organ dose calculation, and body 
distribution. Prerequisite: Admission into the NMT program.

436 Computer Applications (3.00)
The course covers the operations and maintenance of computer hardware and
software. The emphasis is on data collection, analysis and processing used in
clinical imaging, and application of computer devices and memory usage. Also
emphasized are SPECT and PET quality control procedures. Prerequisite:
Admission into the NMT program.

438 Clinical Correlation (3.00)
The course focuses on the study of the structure and function of human cells,
tissues, organs, and systems. It covers the clinical interpretation of organ 
systems, with emphasis on immunology, anatomy, and physiology, which 
provides a basis for understanding abnormal or pathological conditions as
applied to nuclear medicine. Causes, symptoms, and treatments of disease are
discussed as well as its effect on the images. In addition, the student is 
scheduled to observe the interpretation of images with the physician staff.
Prerequisite: Admission into the NMT program.

480 Clinical Practicum (0.00)
The course content provides sequential development, application, analysis, 
integration, synthesis, and evaluation of concepts and theories in nuclear 
medicine technology. Through structured sequential assignments in clinical
facilities, concepts of team practice, patient-centered clinical practice, and 
professional development are discussed, examined, and evaluated. This
includes supervised clinical education, which offers exposure to a sufficient and 
well-balanced variety of nuclear medical treatments, examinations, and 
equipment. Prerequisite: Admission into the NMT program.

Philosophy (PHL)
Professors: David Fisher, Robert Lehe, Timothy Morris

Mission Statement
The Philosophy department provides opportunities that challenge students to
develop critical and synthetic reasoning skills through reading philosophical
texts and discussion of philosophical problems in historial context, to develop
the capacity for effective verbal and written expression of their own 
understanding of philosophical problems, and to develop an understanding and
appreciation of the normative dimension of life.
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Philosophy claims that an unexamined life is unworthy of a human being. By
studying philosophers of the past and present, students learn to think critically
and reflectively about the fundamental problems of human existence, such as
whether or how true knowledge is possible, the sources and justifications for
moral values, the existence of a knowable god, humankind’s relation to nature,
the nature of beauty and art, and the meaning of justice. Philosophy courses
emphasize the ability to analyze and develop rational arguments on life’s most
perplexing issues. A major in philosophy is excellent preparation for a career in
business and professions such as law, medicine, or ministry, as well as for the
teaching of philosophy.
Degree offered: B.A.

Philosophy Major
At least 30 credit hours in philosophy, including PHL 100; at least one of PHL
110, 210, or 220; 230, 260, 270, 280, 490, and two electives, at least one of
which must be at the 300 or 400-level. Students who complete the History of
Ideas sequence may omit PHL 100.
Recommended Electives:

Students preparing for graduate study in philosophy: PHL 310, PHL 380,
History of Ideas, and a foreign language.
Students preparing for law school: PHL 210, PHL 241, PHL 341, and PHL
343. (Pre-law students are advised to consult the Pre-law section of the 
catalog and one of the pre-law advisors.)

Philosophy Minor
At least 18 credit hours in philosophy, including PHL 100, 110, one course from
the History of Philosophy sequence (PHL 260, PHL 270, or PHL 280), and three
electives, including at least one at the 300 or 400-level.
Recommended Electives:

Students preparing for law school: PHL 210, PHL 230, PHL 241, PHL 341,
and PHL 343.
Students with a major in  the Arts and Letters Division: PHL 220 and PHL
235.
Students with a major in Political science: PHL 341 and PHL343.
Students with a major in History: PHL 320.

100 Introduction to Philosophy (3.00) IAI:  H4 900
An examination of basic questions in philosophy, such as how we can know
anything, whether God exists, how moral judgments can be justified, whether
people have souls, and whether people have free will. Core: Humanities. ACR:
Religion and Ethics.

110 Ethics (3.00) IAI:  H4 904
An examination of alternative bases for morality and the arguments by which
moral claims are justified. Core: Humanities. ACR: Religion and Ethics.

210 Professional Ethics (3.00)
Professional ethics in selected career fields including law, business, and 
biomedicine. Students may apply basic concepts to the career of their choice,
relate their personal ethics to professional ethics, and become better informed
consumers of professional services. This course begins with an examination of
the alternative bases for making moral judgments. Core: Humanities.
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215 Bioethics (3.00)
After a brief overview of ethical theory and the philosophy of medicine, the
moral dimensions of the following topics are considered: the health care 
professional-patient relationship (e.g., truth-telling, informed consent, and 
confidentiality), euthanasia and physician-assisted death, abortion and 
maternal-fetal conflicts, the new reproductive technologies, human genetics,
research involving human and animal subjects, the allocation of health care
resources, managed care, public health, and health care policy. The course is
intended to be self-contained, and the emphasis on the topics may change from
year to year. Prerequisite: Sophomore standing.

220 Aesthetics (3.00)
(Same as: ART 270.) An examination of aesthetic experience, the norms which
govern aesthetic judgment, and the significance of the idea of beauty in our
experience of art and nature. Core: Humanities.

230 Logic (3.00) IAI:  H4 906
An examination of inductive and deductive reasoning, formal and informal 
fallacies, and rules and procedures for evaluating arguments. Core: Humanities.

235 Existentialism (3.00)
An introduction to existentialism as a 19th and 20th century philosophical and
literary movement. Authors discussed typically include Dostoevsky,
Kierkegaard, Nietzsche, Heidegger, Sartre, Unamuno, and Merleau-Ponty.
Core: Humanities.

240 Philosophy & Literature (3.00)
An introduction to the relationship between philosophy and literature through
examination of ways in which philosophical ideas and methods can be used to
analyze, understand, or criticize literature and critical writing about literature.
Prerequisite: ENG 196 or a philosophy course.

241 Philosophy of Law (3.00)
(Same as: PSC 241.) An introduction to the concept of law, including such 
topics as the nature of law, liberty and law, justice, legal responsibility, 
punishment, and theories of legal interpretation. Prerequisite: PSC 103 or a 
philosophy course. Core: Humanities.

260 Ancient & Medieval Philosophy (3.00) IAI:  H4 901
Part one of the History of Philosophy sequence; Ancient Greece through the
16th century. Core: Humanities. ACR: Religion and Ethics.

270 Early Modern Philosophy (3.00) IAI:  H4 902
Part two of the History of Philosophy sequence; the 17th and 18th centuries.
Core: Humanities.

280 Modern Philosophy (3.00) IAI:  H4 902
Part three of the History of Philosophy sequence; major philosophical 
developments of the 19th and 20th centuries. Prerequisite: One of PHL 100, 
PHL 260, PHL 270. Core: Humanities.

290 Philosophic Inquiry (3.00)
An examination of questions or issues of contemporary philosophic interest.
Check course schedule for current topic. Prerequisite: PHL 100.

297 Internship (0.00-9.00)
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299 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)

300 Human Sexuality: A Clash of Values (3.00)
(Same as: BIO 300, GWS 301.) In traditional topics in human sexuality (e.g., 
natural essence of sexuality, reproductive biology, sex research, marriage and other
arrangements, reproductive issues), there is a clash of values both within a culture
and between cultures. This course includes such controversial issues as religious
perspectives, pornography, the media, prostitution, and female circumcision. The
latter components serve to explore problems that result from the clash of values.
Prerequisite: Junior standing. ACR: Intercultural.

310 Ethical Theory (3.00)
An examination of topics in contemporary and/or classical ethical theory.
Course may focus on key figures in ethical theory or issues in normative ethics
and metaethics. Topics have included virture ethics, feminist ethics, and 
relationships between normative ethical theory and social or natural sciences.
Prerequisite: PHL 110.

320 Philosophy of History (3.00)
An investigation of the nature of history and the nature and limits of historical
knowledge. Prerequisite: Junior standing.

341 Classics of Political Philosophy (3.00)
(Same as: PSC 341.) A survey of the history of Western political thought.
Prerequisite: Any 200-level political science course or two philosophy courses.

343 Economic and Social Justice (3.00)
(Same as: PSC 343.) A brief introduction to the concept of justice, followed by
an examination of the alternative views of distributive justice. Alternatives
include the various forms of liberalism (contractarianism, libertarianism, and
utilitarianism), Marxism, communitarianism, feminism, and postmodernism.
Prerequisite: Previous course in philosophy, economics, history, political 
science, or sociology and anthropology.

344 Religion and the Political Order (3.00)
(Same as: REL 344.) A historical survey of primary texts engaging the 
intersection of religion and political theory, as well as the relationship between
political leadership and religious/ethical values. Emphasis is placed upon
Western political philosophers shaped within the traditions of Judaism,
Christianity, and/or Islam, as well as upon the themes of theocracy, civil 
religion, and secularization. Thinkers studied may include Plato, early Christian
authors, Eusebius, John Chrysostom, Augustine, Al-Farabi, Maimonides,
Averroes, Aquinas, Marsillus of Padua, Reformation authors, Hobbes, Locke,
Rousseau, or De Tocqueville. Prerequisite: Any two courses in Philosophy,
Religious Studies, or Political Science. ACR: Leadership, Ethics, and Values.

360 Philosophy of Religion (3.00)
(Same as: REL 360.) An examination of the basic issues in the philosophy of
religion, including the relation of faith and reason, the problem of the existence
and nature of God, and the nature and significance of religious experience.
Prerequisite: Previous course in philosophy or religion. ACR: Religion and
Ethics.

361 Science and Religion: Conflict or Dialogue? (3.00)
(Same as: REL 361.) This course examines the contemporary dialogue between
science and religion in relation to different Western and Asian religious 
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traditions. The course considers the implications of recent scientific theories for
understanding and assessing the belief systems of various theistic and 
nontheistic religions. Prerequisites: Junior standing, one course in science.
ACR: Intercultural Seminar.

370 Philosophy of Science (3.00)
An inquiry into the nature of scientific evidence, laws, explanations, and 
theories, as well as the nature of the relationship between the natural and social
sciences. Prerequisite: Previous course in philosophy or a natural science
course.

380 Epistemology & Metaphysics (3.00)
An examination of such topics as theories of knowledge, truth, and justification
of belief, the problem of skepticism, the mind-body problem, the problem of 
universals, and theories of being. Prerequisite: One of PHL 100, PHL 270, or
PHL 280.

397 Internship (0.00-9.00)

399 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)

490 Philosophic Problems: Seminar (3.00)
Examination of a major philosopher or central problem in one of the areas of 
philosophy such as philosophy of mind, metaphysics, epistemology, or value
theory. Prerequisites: Philosophy major or minor and junior or senior standing.

497 Internship (0.00-9.00)

499 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)

Physical Education
See Health and Physical Education for a description of courses and programs
of study in physical education.

Physics (PHY)
Professor: David Horner
Assistant Professor: Paul Bloom

Mission Statement
The Physics department is dedicated to providing a challenging and supportive
environment for students to: i) learn physical principles, analytical skills, and
laboratory methods; and ii) develop their critical thinking and communication
skills through course and laboratory work and through collaborative learning
and research.
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Physics is the science which deals with nature at its most fundamental level.
Much of the theoretical framework of chemistry, engineering, and even biology
is provided by discoveries made by physicists.

Courses recommended for all Physics majors include CHM 141, CSC 161, and
MTH 256. Additional coursework in mathematics and computer science is 
highly recommended for students interested in graduate school or industrial
employment. The demand for high-school physics teachers is very high; students
interested in secondary education should consult a member of the education
department early in the freshman year. Students interested in the dual-degree 
engineering program should read page 44.
Degree offered: B.A.

Physics Major
At least 30 credit hours in physics with at least 22 credit hours numbered 200
or higher.

Physics Minor
At least 21 credit hours in physics, including at least 13 credit hours numbered
200 or higher.

TYPICAL COURSE SEQUENCE FOR THE FIRST TWO YEARS
ASSUMES THE STUDENT HAS THE NEEDED PREREQUISITES

FALL WINTER SPRING
FIRST YEAR: MTH 151 PHY 142 PHY 143C

PHY 141 MTH 152 MTH 153
SECOND YEAR: CSC 160 CSC 161 PHY 244

MTH 254 PHY 245
MTH 256 or 
General Education

100 Principles of Physics (3.50)
As an introduction to the concepts of physics, this course is intended for non-
science majors. Utilizing a conceptual approach, selected topics in mechanics,
sound, electricity, and light that relate to our daily experience are explored.
Does not count towards a physics major. May not be taken after successful 
completion of any higher level physics course. Laboratory. Prerequisite: High
school algebra or MTH 095. Core: Science (Lab).

115 Summer Physics I (4.00) IAI:  P1 900L
The first in a sequence of two summer physics courses. Topics include the study of
motion using Newton’s Laws and the conservation of energy principle, rotational
motion, thermodynamics, and fluid mechanics. Laboratory. Credit may be earned
for only one of the following sequences: PHY 115 and 116 or PHY 141,142, and
143 (A or C). Prerequisite: MTH 121, MTH 122; or high school algebra and
trigonometry. Core: Science (Lab).

116 Summer Physics II (4.00)
The second in a sequence of two summer physics courses. Topics include: 
electricity and magnetism, optics, waves, and sound. Laboratory. Credit may be
earned for only one of the following sequences: PHY 115 and 116 or PHY 141,
142, and 143 (A or C). Prerequisite: PHY 115. Core: Science (Lab).
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141 Physics I (3.00)
The first in a sequence of introductory physics courses. The study of motion using
Newton’s Laws and the conservation laws for energy and linear momentum.
Credit may be earned for only one of the following sequences: PHY 115 and 116
or PHY 141, 142, and 143 (A or C). Prerequisite: Completion of or concurrent
enrollment in MTH 141 or MTH 151. Core: Science (Lab).

142 Physics II (3.00)
A continuation of PHY 141. Static equilibrium, rotational motion, conservation
of angular momentum, oscillatory and wave motion, sound, geometric and
physical optics. Calculus is used. Laboratory. Credit may be earned for only one
of the following sequences: PHY 115 and 116 or PHY 141, 142, and 143 (A or C).
Prerequisites: PHY 141; MTH 141 or 151. Core: Science (Lab).

143A Physics III  (Algebra-Based) (3.00)
A continuation of PHY 142. Electrical and magnetic forces and phenomena are
described using the concept of the field. Introduction to electrical circuits. Other
topics include fluid mechanics, heat, temperature, phases transitions, and
radioactive decay. Laboratory. Credit may be earned for only one of the 
following sequences: PHY 115 and 116 or PHY 141, 142, and 143 (A or C).
Prerequisite: PHY 142.

143C Physics III (Calculus-Based) (3.75)
A continuation of the PHY 142. Electrical and magnetic forces and phenomena
are described using the concept of the field. Coulombs law, the electric and
magnetic fields, electric potential, electromagnetic induction, Maxwell’s 
equations, DC electrical circuits, radioactive decay. Calculus is used.
Laboratory. Credit may be earned for only one of the following sequences: PHY
115 and 116 or PHY 141, 142, and 143 (A or C). Prerequisites: PHY 142, MTH
152.

210 Electronics (3.00)
Survey of electronics with focus on application to scientific instrumentation.
Topics include an overview of DC and AC circuits, diodes, transistors, 
operational amplifiers, logic gates, and digital applications. The course focuses
on applied learning in the laboratory. Two hours of lecture and two 3-hour 
laboratory sessions per week. Prerequisites: PHY 143A or 143C; MTH 152.

244 Physics IV (3.00)
A continuation of PHY 143. AC circuits, kinetic theory, thermal physics, fluid
mechanics, special relativity, origins of quantum physics. Calculus is used.
Laboratory. Prerequisite: PHY 143A or 143C.

245 Physics V: Modern Physics (3.00)
An introduction to quantum physics and its applications, including the
Schrödinger equation, one-dimensional potentials, the electronic structure of
atoms, and selected topics chosen from molecules, solids, semiconductors,
nuclei, and elementary particles. Prerequisites: PHY 244; completion of or 
concurrent enrollment in MTH 254.

297 Internship (0.00-9.00)

299 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)
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315 Statics (3.00)
Classical mechanics with application to engineering problems. Topics include
equivalent systems of forces, centroids, analysis of trusses and frames,
machines, and forces due to friction. Prerequisites: MTH 254 and PHY 141.

321 Classical Dynamics (3.00)
The study of Newtonian mechanics using intermediate level mathematics.
Topics include the harmonic oscillator, gravity and planetary motion, motion of
rigid bodies and systems of particles, and an introduction to the Lagrandgian
formalism. Mathematical and computer techniques are used to solve complex
problems. Prerequisites: PHY 142, MTH 254, and MTH 256.

340 Thermodynamics (4.00)
(Same as: CHM 340.) A study of the relationship of temperature to other 
properties of matter, using both macroscopic and microscopic viewpoints.
Applications to chemical equilibrium, phase transitions, and thermal properties
of gases and solids. Laboratory. Prerequisites: MTH 152; PHY 143A or PHY
143C.

355 Applied Mathematical Techniques (3.00)
(Same as: MTH 355.) Special functions, orthogonal functions, partial 
differential equations, integral transforms, and calculus of variations.
Prerequisites: MTH 254, MTH 256.

397 Internship (0.00-9.00)

399 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)

420 Electricity and Magnetism (3.00)
The theory of electromagnetic fields and waves, including electrostatics, 
magnetostatics, steady and time varying currents, dielectrics, and Maxwell’s
equations. Prerequisites: PHY 143C, MTH 254.

441 Quantum Mechanics (3.00)
The physical interpretation and mathematical formalism of quantum mechanics.
Topics include the Schrödinger equation, one-dimensional and three-
dimensional potentials, angualr momentum, the hydrogen atom, operator 
methods, matrix mechanics, Dirac notation, and approximation methods.
Prerequisites: PHY245, MTH 254, and one of MTH 256 or MTH 300.

450 Advanced Laboratory (1.00-3.00)
Students work independently on experiments in physics undertaken with the
guidance of a faculty member. May be repeated with new content. Prerequisite:
PHY 210, PHY 245.

490 Research (1.00-3.00)
Techniques of literature searching, laboratory investigation, and data reporting;
intensive work with the instructor on a problem chosen by mutual agreement.
This course may be repeated.

497 Internship (0.00-9.00)

499 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)
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Political Science (PSC)
Professor: Harold. R. Wilde
Associate Professor: Stephen Maynard Caliendo
Assistant Professors: Leniece Davis, William Muck

Mission Statement
The Politicial Science program stimulates intellectual curiosity with respect to
power relationships within and among the mass public and its leaders. Through
theoretical contemplation, applied experiences, and scholarship, students 
develop skills to contribute meaningfully to a democracy that values diversity
and social justice in a global community.
Political Science enhances the liberal education of students through a focus on
the ways in which we organize and govern our world, and on the continuing
struggle over issues of power, freedom, equality, justice, and social order.
Politics is crucial in all human relationships, whether they be social, economic,
religious, cultural, or even personal. In so many words, political science seeks
to answer a simple question: “Who gets what, when, and how?” A serious study
of politics compels us to examine ethical, moral, and value questions of the
highest order, thereby enriching the moral, personal, leadership, and 
intellectual development of students.

The way in which we structure our institutions, whether they be global, 
national, or local, is a reflection of how we make decisions concerning those 
individuals whom we entrust to govern our lives through the policy decisions
they make on our behalf. Therefore, how we decide the critical questions 
determines how we are governed.

Political science prepares students for many career opportunities. Graduates
have pursued their life’s work in the legal profession, government service, 
business, professional political consulting, education, and journalism. Some 
students pursue graduate degrees as a way to enter the work world of higher 
education or participation in civic life. The study of political science helps all 
students to be effective citizens in an increasingly complex and changing world.
Degree offered: B.A.

Political Science Major
33 credit hours which must include the following: PSC 101, PSC 102, PSC 200,
PSC 201, and PSC 490. In addition, at least 18 credit hours must be at the 200-
level or higher. Electives fulfilling the remaining credit hour requirements must
include at least one course from each of the following areas:

American Politics World Politics Law & Courts Political Theory
PSC 210 PSC 221 PSC 103 PSC 241
PSC 211 PSC 222 PSC 230 PSC 341
PSC 212 PSC 320 PSC 231 PSC 343
PSC 213 PSC 321 PSC 333
PSC 214 PSC 322 PSC 335
PSC 215 PSC 324 PSC 336
PSC 313

Course sequence:
Students should take PSC 101, PSC 102, PSC 200, and PSC 201 as background
to other courses in the department. Pre-law students are encouraged to take PSC
103 in their first year.
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Recommended Electives:
Many students find it useful to supplement their studies in political science with
course work in a foreign language. In addition, students interested in attending
graduate school in political science, public policy, or public administration are
urged to take ECN 100, as well as one of the following courses in research
methods: PSY 250, SOA 200, ECN 241.

Minor Requirements
18 credit hours which must include the following: PSC 101, PSC 200, and PSC
490, plus at least two PSC courses at the 300-level.
Special Opportunities
Model United Nations: Model United Nations is open to students of all majors
and all career interests. Students gain instruction and experience in the conduct
of international diplomacy through public speaking, critical thinking, research,
and teamwork. Our students participate in two national Model United Nations
simulations, serving as delegates representing pre-selected countries.
National Intercollegiate American Mock Trial: The Mock Trial Program
attracts students who are interested in law and trial procedures, regardless of
major. In preparing to participate in regional and national competitions, students
gain valuable experience in research, public speaking, and critical thinking.
Pi Sigma Alpha: As one of 600 chapters of this national undergraduate policial
science honors fraternity throughout the country, the NCC Pi Sigma Alpha is
open to juniors and seniors from all majors who have completed at least fifteen
credits of policial science including one upper-level political science course,
with no grade below “B” in those classes. Students must also have an overall
grade point average that places them in the top one-third of their class. The goal
of Pi Sigma Alpha is to engage students and faculty interested in the study of
political science in discussions and projects related to politics and government.
Internships: Many political science students choose to earn academic credit
through internship experience. Recent interns have worked for members of
Congress and the state legislature, as legal assistants, for international and 
national non-governmental organizations, and at the national, state, county, and
city levels of government.
Off-campus Study: Students are encouraged to pursue off-campus study and
research opportunites within the United States and abroad. North Central
College is a member institution of the Washington Semester Program at
American University, which combines the traditional classroom environment
with internships and allows students to study all facets of the American 
political system in the nation’s capital. The college has numerous study abroad 
opportunities for students in sites located around the world. All students are 
eligible to apply for Richter fellowship funding to support individualized off-
campus research projects.

101 Introduction to American Government (3.00) IAI:  S5 900
Introduction to American politics, the Constitution, Congress, Presidency, 
political parties, interest groups, and principal contemporary problems of the
U.S. government. Satisfies teacher certification requirements in Illinois and the
U.S. Constitution. Core: Social Science.

102 Introduction to International Relations (3.00) IAI:  S5 904N
Trends in international relations from both a theoretical and practical 
perspective through the examination of power, diplomacy, morality, international
law, and organization. Core: Social Science.
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103 Introduction to Law (3.00)
The role of law in shaping values and controlling society examined through the
humanities and social sciences, including literature, ethics, history, politics, 
philosophy, and sociology. Topics include origins and nature of law, law and
social change, and uses of precedent. Students participate in legal arguments.
Core: Social Science.

200 Theories of Political Science (3.00) IAI:  S5 903
Examination of politics as studied by political scientists, including the major
political ideas and theories that are the purview of the field, such as the 
meaning of the state, power, realism, and idealism. Core: Social Science.

201 Practices of Political Science (3.00)
A continuation of PSC 200 in which the focus is on understanding and applying
the tools of political science research including quantitative analysis, survey
design, assessment, and research ethics. Prerequisite: PSC 200. Core: Social
Science.

210 Chicago Politics (3.00)
This course focuses on the genesis and development of politics “Chicago style.”
It examines important political figures, the struggle for political inclusion of
immigrants and African-Americans, and political competition in the ward 
system. It examines key historical events in Chicago’s political history such as
the Haymarket Riots and the elections of Oscar DePriest, Jane Byrne, and
Harold Washington. Political corruption is also a key concern of this course.
Prerequisite: PSC 101.

211 American Presidency (3.00)
In-depth study of the President’s constitutional and political power. Special 
attention to decision-making styles, the war power, presidential character, 
relations with the media and the public, and crises such as the Cuban missile 
crisis, Watergate, and the Iran-Contra affair. Prerequisite: PSC 101. Core: Social
Science.

212 American Congress (3.00)
Focus on how Congress works, including characteristics of members, staff, 
committees, procedures, and debates. Student research examples: Clean Air Act,
Iran-Contra hearings, Rules Committee, President-Congress relations.
Prerequisite: PSC 101. Core: Social Science.

213 Elections and Campaigns (3.00)
The role of parties, voters, and the media in elections and the political process,
including local, state, and national races. Attention to social, economic, and 
psychological factors affecting voting patterns. Fieldwork in campaigns is
encouraged. Prerequisite: PSC 101. Core: Social Science.

214 American Political Parties and Interest Groups (3.00)
This course provides an in-depth examination of American political parties and
organized interest groups. We explore the interrelationship among such groups
and discuss the importance of group activity, representation of constituencies
and organizations, as well as the role of parties and interest groups in elections.
Prerequisite: PSC 101. Core: Social Science.

215 Political Behavior and Public Opinion (3.00)
An examination of the theoretical and applied aspects of opinion formation,
measurement, and expression in several Western democracies. Students explore
modern polling techniques and enegage in hands-on activities using the tools
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that social scientists use to analyze public opinion and to explain and predict
political behavior. Prerequisite: PSC 101. Core: Social Science.

221 Comparative Politics (3.00)
A comparative approach to the major political systems in the world such as 
parliamentary, totalitarian, and democratic. Typical countries include Russia,
Japan, China, Great Britain, and France. Prerequisite: PSC 101.

222 American Foreign Policy (3.00)
Dynamics of the U.S. foreign policy decision-making process examined from
the perspectives of the President, Congress and public opinion; special attention
to the evolution of the U.S. role as a great power since World War II.
Prerequisite: PSC 101.

230 Mock Trial I: Techniques and Procedures (3.00)
Introduction to the rules, procedures and case materials of the American Mock
Trial Association in preparation for regional and national competition.
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor.

231 Mock Trial II: Competition Practicum (2.00)
Preparation for and participation in Mock Trial tournament competition. This
course is graded pass/no pass. May be taken up to three times for credit.
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor.

241 Philosophy of Law (3.00)
(Same as: PHL 241.) An introduction to the concept of law, including topics
such as the nature of law, liberty and law, justice, legal responsibility, 
punishment, and theories of legal interpretation. Prerequisite: PSC 103 or a PHL
course. Core: Humanities.

290 Topics in Politics (3.00)
An examination of a current topical issue in politics, such as religion and 
politics or political corruption, in a seminar style format. Students conduct an 
analysis of the topic using primary documents and scholarly sources.

295 Research Practicum (0.50-3.00)
Students work in collaboration with faculty on ongoing research. Activities vary
according to project needs and student background, but may include recruitment
of participants, data collection, data coding and entry, bibliography construction,
literature review, or statistical analysis. This course is graded pass/no pass. May
be taken more than once for up to three total credit hours. Prerequisite: Consent
of Instructor.

297 Internship (0.00-9.00)

299 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)

312 Women and American Politics (3.00)
(Same as: GWS 312.) Study of women as citizens, candidates, and office 
holders within the American political system. Topics include, but are not 
limited to, social movements, electoral politics, and interest group activities.
Prerequisite: One of PSC 101, GWS 100, or LEV 121. ACR: Leadership,
Ethics, and Values.
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313 Politics of Race, Gender and Class (3.00)
This course analyzes the interrelationship of race, class, and gender to explore
how each has shaped the experiences of all people in the United States. It 
investigates these interlocking categories of experiences and conceptualizes
them as interactive systems, not just as separate features of experience. The
underlying perspective of this course is that race, class, and gender are part of
the whole fabric of experience for all groups, not just women and people of
color. As such, the course focuses on the institutional or structural basis for race,
class, and gender relations; the influence of race, class, and gender in shaping
social and political policy; the extent to which politics affects our 
understanding of race, class, and gender, and how these categories illuminate or
obscure our understanding of contemporary political issues. ACR: Leadership,
Ethics, and Values.

320 Global Governance (3.00)
The study of the international framework of global governance which includes
an analysis of the structures, interactions, and operations of actors such as 
public international organizations like the United Nations and European Union;
states; and non-state actors like non-governmental organizations, multinational
corporations, and epistemic communities. These is also a focus on the 
continuing issues of global governance including peace and security, human
rights, economic development, and the environment. Special emphasis is placed
on the creation of a global civil society.

321 Model United Nations I (3.00)
Preparation for and participation in the American Model United Nations 
simulation program. Students represent a pre-selected country during three days
of debate/diplomacy on current U.N. topics with students from other Midwest 
colleges. May be taken twice for credit. Prerequisite: PSC 320.

322 Model United Nations II (3.00)
Analysis of political, economic, and social structure of pre-selected countries
with an emphasis on foreign policy and participation in Midwest Model United
Nations. May be taken twice, with study of different governments each time.
May be taken concurrently with PSC 321.

324 International Political Economy (3.00)
(Same as: ECN 324.) Analyses of the problems and prospects challenging the
global community at a time of political and economic change through the study
of the rules of industrialized countries, former socialist bloc states, and the Third
World. Attention is given to the interplay of political and economic power as
components of planetary well-being. Prerequisites: ECN 100; or ECN 250,
ECN 252. ACR: Intercultural.

333 International Law (3.00)
The development and use of international law in the conduct of international
relations; special emphasis is placed on such current topics as space law, laws
of war, law of the sea, diplomatic immunity, and human rights. Prerequisite: 
PSC 102.

335 Constitutional Law (3.00)
Analysis of U.S. Supreme Court opinions, methods of constitutional 
interpretation, and the philosophy and politics of decision-making. Focus is on
powers of the judiciary, President and Congress; federal-state relations; and 
foreign affairs, war, commerce, taxing, and spending powers. Prerequisites:
PSC 101, PSC 103, PSC 200, and one other 200-level political science course.
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336 Civil Rights, Liberties, & Justice (3.00)
Focus on historical and contemporary topics in the area of constitutional 
litigation, such as free speech, press, religion, reproductive rights, privacy,
rights of the criminally accused, and discrimination (race, gender, and sexual
orientation). Constitutional litigation is approached from the viewpoint of 
politics, economics, history, social movements, value conflicts, and leadership.
Students assess the leadership role of individuals and groups in promoting and
hindering social change. Prerequisite: PSC 101. ACR: Leadership, Ethics, and
Values.

341 Classics of Political Philosophy (3.00)
(Same as: PHL 341.) A survey of the history of Western political thought.
Prerequisite: Any 200-level PSC course or two PHL courses.

343 Economic and Social Justice (3.00)
(Same as: PHL 343.) A brief introduction to the concept of justice, followed by
an examination of the alternative views of distributive justice. Alternatives
include the various forms of liberalism (contractarianism, libertarianism, and
utilitarianism), Marxism, communitarianism, feminism, and postmodernism.
Prerequisite: One course in philosophy, economics, history, political science, or
sociology and anthropology.

344 Modern and Postmodern Political Thought: Culture and Power (3.00)
This course examines the relationship between culture and power. Culture 
infuses and constitutes forms of identity, organization, and practice in society,
the economy, and in politics. It informs the lives of humans in relation to one 
another and the social system in which they participate. Culture is the process
of meaning making that gives rise to attitudes, beliefs, values, and norms. The
course outlines some of the central theoretical traditions in the study of 
cultural meaning making, and examines the relationship between processes of
meaning making, power, and domination in social life. Most of the readings
make an effort to examine these issues in the context of specific past and 
present empirical cases in the United States and other societies.

397 Internship (0.00-9.00)

399 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)

490 Seminar in Political Science (3.00)
Capstone course in political science. Topics change. May include major
research paper. Prerequisites: PSC 101, PSC 200, PSC 201, and one 300-level
PSC course. and Senior standing.

497 Internship (0.00-9.00)

499 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)
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Psychology (PSY)
Professors: Karl Kelley, Mary Jean Lynch, Jonathan Mueller, Thomas Sawyer
Associate Professors: Heather M. Coon, Steven M. Davis
Assistant Professors: Patricia Mitchell, Paul J. Mullen*

Mission Statement
The mission of the Psychology department is to prepare students to function as
competent, ethical individuals in their personal and professional lives. In order
to accomplish this goal, we expect their study of psychology to enhance their
ability to think critically, to communicate effectively, and to appreciate the 
scientific approach to understanding behavior.
As a member of the social sciences, psychology seeks to understand the causes
and consequences of human and animal behavior by employing the methods of
scientific inquiry. Given this general orientation, the psychology program at
North Central College seeks to provide students with a sound background in the
methods used to understand behavior. Students receive an overview of several
key areas within the discipline: Social, Biological, Cognitive/Learning, and
Developmental. In addition, students explore at least one topic in depth through
a senior seminar, an independent study, or an internship.
Degrees offered: B.A. and B.S.

Psychology Major
B.A. Requirements:
30-42 credit hours, including:

at least nine credit hours at the 300- or 400-level
Three Core Courses

PSY 100 Psychology: The Science of Behavior
PSY 250 Statistics
PSY 255 Research Design & Experimentation

Theoretical Perspectives
Social (chose one):

PSY 240 Social Psychology
PSY 310 Cultural Psychology

Biological (choose one):
PSY 200 Evolutionary Psychology
PSY 280 Drugs & Behavior
PSY 370 Physiological Psychology

Cognitive/Learning (choose one):
PSY 340 Learning
PSY 345 Cognitive Psychology

Developmental (choose one):
PSY 210 Child Development
PSY 220 Psychology of Adolescence

Depth (choose at least three credit hours of one of the following)
400-level seminar
400-level Independent Study (Or HON 400, Senior Honors Thesis, if
supervised by psychology faculty)
400-level Internship

Psychology majors must also complete the psychology outcomes assessment.
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B.S. Requirements:
33-45 credit hours; including:

at least 12 credit hours at the 300- or 400-level
Four Core Courses

PSY 100 Psychology: The Science of Behavior
PSY 250 Statistics
PSY 255 Research Design & Experimentation
PSY 360 Tests & Measurement

Theoretical Perspectives
Social (choose one):

PSY 240 Social Psychology
PSY 310 Cultural Psychology

Biological (choose one):
PSY 200 Evolutionary Psychology
PSY 280 Drugs & Behavior
PSY 370 Physiological Psychology

Cognitive/Learning (choose one):
PSY 340 Learning
PSY 345 Cognitive Psychology

Developmental (choose one):
PSY 210 Child Development
PSY 220 Psychology of Adolescence

Depth (at least three credit hours)
400-level Independent Study (Or HON 400, Senior Honors Thesis
if supervised by psychology faculty)

Psychology majors must also complete the psychology outcomes assessment.

Required Support courses for the B.S. degree
MTH 152
At least six credit hours from two of the following areas:

Computer Science
Mathematics above MTH 152
Life science or physical science course(s) outside the major discipline,
beyond the courses used to fulfill general education requirements, and
that count toward a major in a science discipline

Recommended Electives for the B.S. degree
PHL 370 Philosophy of Science
PSY 380 History of Psychology
SOA 202 Research Methods in Social Sciences: Qualitative

Psychology Minor
A minimum of 21 credit hours to include PSY 100, PSY 250, and at least 3 
credit hours in Psychology at or above the 300-level.

100 Psychology: Science of Behavior (3.00) IAI:  S6 900
An examination of the basic concepts, processes, theories, and empirical findings
concerning the behavior of organisms. Consideration is given to the following
topics: physiological and developmental basis of behavior, sensory and 
perceptual processes, states of consciousness, learning and memory, and 
motivation and emotion, as well as personality, intellectual functioning, 
psychopathology, and social influences on behavior. Core: Social Science.
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120 Psychology of Personal Adjustment (2.00)
A survey of various theories of personality and development and their practical
implications for effective coping with the demands of everyday life. Students
are encouraged to differentiate empirically supported theories from the “pop
psychology” that pervades modern media. Topics include stress and coping,
identity development and self-assessment, interpersonal relationships, social
influence, self-esteem, career development, and behavior change. This course
does not count toward a major in psychology.

200 Evolutionary Psychology (3.00)
This course focuses on the evolution of behavioral and cognitive processes that
relate to the adaptation of organisms to challenges of survival and successful
reproduction. While the primary emphasis is on humans, consideration of such
adaptations in non-human species provides a broader context for considering
human evolutionary psychology. Topics for consideration include gender 
differences in sex and mating; parental investment and parent-offspring conflict;
altruism and aggression; food preferences and habitat selection; and the 
potential integrative influence of evolutionary theory across the field of 
psychology. Prerequisites: BIO 100 or BIO 101; PSY 100.

205 Educational Psychology (3.00)
The application of various psychological concepts, theories, and experimental
findings to an understanding of human behavior in an instructional setting.
Group discussions of actual case studies on problems in teaching and education
are conducted. The course is required by all states for prospective public school
teachers. Prerequisite: PSY 100.

210 Child Development (3.00) IAI:  S6 903
Theory and research from the field of child development are studied in order to
better understand the child’s physical, language, cognitive, social, and 
emotional development from birth to adolescence. Prerequisite: PSY 100. Core:
Social Science.

220 Psychology of Adolescence (3.00) IAI:  S6 904
This course focuses on the developmental tasks of adolescence, such as 
forming an identity and developing mature relations with peers, family, and 
possible mates. Theory and research in the area of adolescent psychology are
examined. Prerequisite: PSY 100. Core: Social Science.

230 Psychology of Adulthood and Aging (3.00) IAI:  S6 905
The focus of this course is on the developmental tasks of adulthood, beginning
with the transition from adolescence to young adulthood and ending with the
issues faced by the oldest members of our society. We will discuss theories and
research related to identity, adult relationships, sexuality, careers and retirement,
health and wellness, the biological process underlying aging, and the pursuit of
“successful aging.” Prerequisite: PSY 100. Core: Social Science.

240 Social Psychology (3.00) IAI:  S8 900
An examination of the theories and research regarding human social behavior.
Discussed in this area are social perception, self-perception, attitudes, social
influence, attraction, altruism, aggression, group effects, and environmental 
psychology. Prerequisite: PSY 100. Core: Social Science.
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250 Statistics (3.00) IAI:  M1 902
A course stressing the methods, concepts and logic underlying the statistical
evaluation of research data. The course stresses descriptive and inferential 
statistics, estimation and hypothesis testing and “why” as well as “when” to use
various statistical methods. A working knowledge of basic algebraic techniques
is necessary. Only one of PSY 250 and BUS/ECN 241 may be taken for credit.
Prerequisites: MTH 121 or higher; one of IFS 104, IFS 106, or spreadsheet
experience. Core: Mathematics.

255 Research Design & Experimentation (3.75)
The activities involved in obtaining, accumulating, and organizing scientific
knowledge through experimentation are stressed in this course. The concepts,
logic, and methods which serve as a basis for designing and conducting 
scientific research are presented in lecture and laboratory periods, and are 
practiced in laboratory exercises and in individual projects. Prerequisites: PSY
100, PSY 250. 

270 Industrial Psychology (3.00)
This course explores the relationship between individuals and their jobs. Topics
include psychological theory and research related to job-design, selection, training,
assessment, and career development. Prerequisite: PSY 100.

280 Drugs and Behavior (3.00)
An examination of drug effects on behavior, with emphasis on topics such as the
neurophysiology of drug action, drug use versus drug abuse, physical versus
psychological dependence, and the legal and social implications of drug use. A
range of classes of psychoactive drugs is considered, including stimulants,
depressants, alcohol, opiates, hallucinogens, and psychotherapeutic drugs.
Prerequisite: PSY 100.

295 Research Practicum (0.50-3.00)
Students work in collaboration with faculty on ongoing research. Activities vary
according to project needs and student background, but may include recruitment
of participants, data collection, data coding and entry, literature review, 
statistical analysis, etc. This course is graded pass/no pass. Repeatable up to
three times or three credit hours. Prerequisite: PSY 100.

310 Cultural Psychology (3.00)
(Same as: SOA 310.) The course considers what we mean by culture, and how
taking culture into account affects our knowledge of basic psychology in areas
like human development, the self-concept, gender expectations, as well as our
understanding of mental illness. The courses focuses on both psychological and
anthropological approaches to studying culture and the pros and cons of 
different approaches. Prerequisites: PSY 100 and SOA 105, or any 200-level
psychology course, excluding PSY 250.

320 Personality (3.00)
The structure, development, expressions, and measurements of the normal 
personality. The course considers major personality theories, methods of 
psychotherapy and counseling, ideal models of human living, and the mature
personality. Prerequisite: One 200-level psychology course excluding 
PSY 250.

324 Abnormal Psychology (3.00)
The focus of this course is on understanding the causes, diagnostic criteria, 
and treatment of psychological disorders in adults (including such diverse 
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problems as adult depression, anxiety disorders, personality disorders, and
schizophrenia). Issues such as diagnostic interviewing, stigma, and cultural 
relativity are also discussed. Prerequisite: one 200-level psychology course.

325 Child Psychopathology (3.00)
The focus of this course is on understanding the causes, diagnostic criteria, and
treatment of psychological disorders in children and adolescents (including such
diverse problems as childhood depression, ADHD, eating disorders, and autism).
Particular emphasis is placed on treatment modalities that are specific to 
problems in childhood, such as parent training, play therapy, and family therapy.
Prerequisites: PSY 210 or PSY 220; PSY 324.

330 Community Psychology (3.00)
Community psychology presents a complementary perspective to traditional 
clinical psychology. Community psychologists focus on preventing mental 
disorders before they occur, and more generally on promoting mental health. They
often address these goals by studying, designing, and implementing programs and
policies that build communities (schools, neighborhoods, the larger society, etc.)
which are more conducive to good mental health. Topics discussed include 
prevention, program evaluation, creation of settings, psychological conceptions of
the environment, social support, community organization and development,
empowerment and social action, mutual help, participant research, social justice,
social policy, and ethics of community intervention. Prerequisites: One 200-level
psychology course, excluding PSY 250; Junior standing. ACR: Leadership, Ethics
and Values.

340 Learning (3.75)
This course surveys theories of learning from an historical perspective. In 
addition, developments in methodology and applications of learning are 
discussed (e.g., behavior modification and programmed instruction). A weekly
lab is included. Prerequisite: One 200-level course in psychology excluding
PSY 250.

345 Cognitive Psychology (3.75)
An examination of how humans acquire, store, retrieve, and use knowledge. The
course emphasizes an information processing approach to cognition and deals
with such topics as perception, selective attention, memory, imagery, problem-
solving, reasoning, artificial intelligence, and decision-making. A weekly 
laboratory is included. Prerequisite: PSY 255.

350 Counseling Psychology (3.00)
This course has the dual goals of familiarizing students with the major theories of
counseling and teaching students some of the practical skills used by counselors
in various therapeutic settings. Students have the opportunity to practice various 
counseling techniques in “role-play” sessions both in and out of class. Although
the focus is on individual-level “talking therapies” used with adolescents and
adults, other perspectives (e.g., group therapy, family therapy, prevention) are 
also discussed. Prerequisite: one 200-level psychology course.

360 Tests & Measurements (3.00)
Students learn theory related to test construction, validity, and how to 
administer, score, and interpret tests in selected areas. Special topics include 
testing in the areas of intelligence, personality, attitudes, interests, and abilities.
Prerequisites: PSY 250, one additional 200-level psychology course.
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370 Biological Psychology (3.75)
An examination of the manner in which genetic, neural, biochemical, and
endocrine factors contribute to behavior and mental processes. Special attention
is given to biological contributions to behavioral development, sensory 
processes, sexual and aggressive behavior, motivation, sleep, emotion, and 
psychopathology. Laboratory activities include exposure to a variety of methods
related to biopsychology, dissections of the ruminant brain and the eye, and
activities related to sensory and motor processes. Prerequisite: BIO 100, 101, or
102; one 200-level psychology course, excluding PSY 250.

380 History of Psychology (3.00)
An examination of the major factors providing the roots for psychology, as well
as the significant persons and theories which shaped its subsequent 
development as the scientific approach to the study of behavior and mental
processes. Prerequisites: one HST course; one 200-level psychology course,
excluding PSY 250.

390 Seminar (1.00-3.00)
Seminar courses are offered on a variable time schedule and focus on a variety
of topics of current or recurrent interest in psychology. The topics chosen
depend upon faculty and student interest and are publicized in the course 
schedule for the terms during which the seminar is offered. Repeatable with 
different topics. Prerequisites: PSY 100; one 200-level psychology course,
excluding PSY 250.

397 Internship (0.00-9.00)
Prerequisite: one 200-level Psychology course.

399 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)
Prerequisite: one 200-level Psychology course.

490 Seminar (3.00)
An in-depth study of a specific topic or issue in psychology. Students are 
expected to read and discuss original sources and current literature in psychology.
Repeatable with different content. Prerequisites: PSY 255 and one 300-level 
psychology course.

497 Internship (0.00-9.00)
Prerequisite: PSY 255 or a 300-level course in Psychology.

499 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)
Prerequisite: PSY 255. Offered: Annually.

Radiation Therapy (RDT)
Radiation Therapy is an interdisciplinary field that combines chemistry, physics,
mathematics, computer technology, and medicine in the use of radiation to 
diagnose and treat disease. Radiation Therapy uses high energy X-rays, electron
beams, or radioactive isotopes as cancer-killing agents. These therapies change
the direct physical process of individual cells. The radiation therapist is a highly
specialized healthcare professional who is an important part of the healthcare
team. The team includes physicians, physicists, and nurses. Radiation therapy is
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one of the most effective treatments today for many cancers and an increasing
number of other medical conditions. The radiation therapist delivers highly 
technical skills to patients requiring specialized care.

North Central College’s degree program in Radiation Therapy prepares 
students for a career as a Radiation Therapist. The first option is a 3+1 program
with Northwestern Memorial School of Nuclear Medicine. Students spend three
years at North Central College, where they complete their liberal arts general
education core along with prerequisite science and math courses. This is 
followed by a 12 month clinical experience at Northwestern Memorial Hospital.
The student then graduates from North Central College with a liberal arts degree
in Radiation Therapy. Admission to the final year of the program is based upon
successful application to the program at Northwestern Memorial Hospital in the
second term of the junior year. Student applicants are considered and evaluated
solely by the faculty/staff at Northwestern Memorial Hospital. Student 
admission to the program at Northwestern is not guaranteed.

Another option is for the student to complete a four-year BS or BA degree at
North Central College in chemistry, biology, or biochemistry, and then apply for
admission to Northwestern Memorial Hospital for a one-year certificate 
program in Radiation Therapy.

Students intending to major in Radiation Therapy must apply for admission
into the North Central College program at the end of their second year of study.
Degrees offered: B.A. and B.S.

Radiation Therapy Major
B.A. Requirements:
Prerequisite Coursework:

Introductory Biology BIO 101, BIO 102
Introductory Chemistry CHM 141, CHM 142
Organic Chemistry CHM 220, CHM 221, and CHM 222
Statistics PSY 250 or ECN 241
Calculus I MTH 141 or 151
Physics PHY 141, PHY 142, PHY 143C

or PHY 115 and PHY 116
Upper Level Biology or Chemistry Coursework:
A minimum of 11.25 credit hours in additional biology or chemistry coursework
is required. At least 7.5 credit hours must be at the 300 level or higher. The 
courses should be a series which provides an area of concentration at the upper
level. Some suggested series:

BIO 200, BIO 202, BIO 260
BIO 302, BIO 310, BIO 340, BIO 360, and BIO 430
CHM 205, CHM 210
CHM 341, BCM 365, BCM 465, CHM 405, and CHM 420.

Major Requirements:
RDT 410 Management and Methods of Patient Care I
RDT 411 Management and Methods of Patient Care II
RDT 412 Radiation Safety and Protection
RDT 414 Pathology/Sectional Anatomy
RDT 416 Radiation Physics
RDT 418 Radiation Therapy Physics
RDT 420 Radiation Biology
RDT 422 Medical Imaging and Processing
RDT 430 Principles and Practice of Radiation Therapy I
RDT 431 Principles and Practice of Radiation Therapy II
RDT 434 Quality Management
RDT 436 Treatment Planning
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RDT 440 Operational Issues in Radiation Therapy
RDT 442 Clinical Practicum I
RDT 443 Clinical Practicum II

B.S. Requirements:
In addition to the B.A. requirements, MTH 152 must be completed.

410 Management and Methods of Patient Care I (2.00)
An overview of the foundations, concepts, and theories in radiation therapy, and
the practitioner’s role in the health care delivery system. The interrelation of
standards of care, law, ethical standards and competence is examined, along
with medical terminology (the standardized language of medical practice,
including abbreviations and symbols). Concepts and competencies in 
assessment and evaluation of the patient for service delivery. Psychological and
physical needs, and factors affecting treatment outcome are examined. Routine
and emergency care procedures are presented. Prerequisite: Admission into the
RDT program.

411 Management and Methods of Patient Care II (2.00)
Continuation of RDT 410, Management and Methods of Patient Care I.
Prerequisite: Admission into the RDT program.

412 Radiation Safety and Protection (2.00)
Presents basic principles of radiation protection and safety for the radiation 
therapist. Radiation health and safety requirements of federal and state 
regulatory agencies, accreditation agencies, and health care organizations are
incorporated. Specific responsibilities of the radiation therapist are discussed,
examined, performed, and evaluated. Prerequisite: Admission into the RDT
program.

414 Pathology/Sectional Anatomy (2.00)
The course content is presented in two parts: general pathology and neoplasia.
General pathology introduces basic disease concepts, theories of disease 
causation, and system-by-system pathophysiologic disorders most frequently
encountered in clinical practice. Neoplasia provides an in-depth study of new
and abnormal development of cells. It presents the processes involved in the
development and classification of both benign and malignant tumors, and site-
specific information on malignant tumors. Sectional anatomy studies normal
sectional anatomy via diagrams and radiological images. Prerequisite:
Admission into the RDT program.

416 Radiation Physics (2.00)
Establishes a basic knowledge of physics pertinent to developing an 
understanding of radiations used in the clinical setting. Covers fundamental
physical units, measurements, principles, atomic structure, and types of 
radiation. Also presents fundamentals of x-ray generating equipment, x-ray 
production, and the interaction with matter. Prerequisite: Admission into the
RDT program.

418 Radiation Therapy Physics (2.00) 
Reviews and expands concepts and theories presented in the radiation physics
course. Presents detailed analysis of the structure of matter, properties of 
radiation, nuclear transformations, x-ray production, and interactions of 
ionizing radiation. Also covered are treatment units used in external radiation
therapy, measurement and quality of ionizing radiation produced, absorbed dose
measurement, dose distribution, and scatter analysis. Prerequisite: Admission
into the RDT program.
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420 Radiation Biology (2.00)
Presents basic concepts and principles of radiation biology. Covers the 
interactions of radiation with cells, tissues, and the body as a whole, and 
resultant biophysical events. The theories and principles of tolerance dose, time-
dose relationships, and fractionation schemes as related to the clinical practice
of radiation therapy are discussed, examined, and evaluated. Prerequisite:
Admission into the RDT program.

422 Medical Imaging and Processing (2.00)
Covers the factors that govern and influence the production and recording of
radiographic images for patient simulation, treatment planning, and treatment
verification in radiation oncology. Radiation oncology imaging equipment and
related devices are presented. Prerequisite: Admission into the RDT program.

430 Principles and Practice of Radiation Therapy I (3.00)
An overview of cancer and the specialty of radiation therapy. The medical, 
biological, and pathological aspects, as well as the physical and technical
aspects, are discussed. The roles and responsibilities of the radiation therapist,
the treatment prescription, and the documentation of treatment parameters and
delivery are presented. Prerequisite: Admission into the RDT program.

431 Principles and Practice of Radiation Therapy II (3.00) 
Examines and evaluates the management of neoplastic disease using knowledge
in arts and sciences, while promoting critical thinking and the basics of ethical
clinical decision making. The epidemiology, etiology, detection, diagnosis,
patient condition, treatment, and prognosis of neoplastic disease are discussed
and evaluated as they relate to histology, anatomical site, and patterns of spread.
The radiation therapist’s responsibility in the management of neoplastic disease
is examined, and linked to the skills required to analyze complex issues and
make informed decisions. Prerequisite: Admission into the RDT program.

434 Quality Management (2.00)
Presentation of the evolution of quality management (QM) programs and 
continuing quality improvement in radiation oncology. Topics include the need
for quality assurance (QA) checks; QA of the clinical aspects and chart checks;
film checks; evaluations and tests performed on simulators, megavoltage 
therapy equipment, and therapy planning units; the role of radiation therapists
in QM programs; legal and regulatory implications for maintaining appropriate
guidelines; and the role computers and information systems serve within the
radiation oncology department. Prerequisite: Admission into the RDT program.

436 Treatment Planning (2.00)
An overview of factors that influence and govern clinical planning of patient
treatment. Included are isodose descriptions, patient contouring, radiobiologic
considerations, dosimetric calculations, compensation, and clinical application
of treatment beams. Optimal treatment planning is emphasized. Particle beams,
stereotactic, and emerging technologies are presented. Prerequisite: Admission
into the RDT program.

440 Operational Issues in Radiation Therapy (2.00)
Focuses on various radiation therapy operational issues. Continuing Quality
Improvement project development and evaluation and assessment techniques
are emphasized. Human resource issues and regulations impacting radiation 
therapists are examined. Covers accreditation agencies and the radiation 
therapist’s role in the accreditation process. Presents billing and reimbursement
issues pertinent to the radiation therapy department. Prerequisite: Admission
into the RDT program.
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442 Clinical Practicum I (3.00)
Sequential development, application, analysis, integration, synthesis, and 
evaluation of concepts and theories in radiation therapy. Through structured
sequential assignments in clinical facilities, concepts of team practice, 
patient-centered clinical practice, and professional development are discussed,
examined, and evaluated. Includes supervised clinical education, which offers
exposure to a sufficient and well-balanced variety of radiation treatments, exam-
inations, and equipment. Rotations include: three general radiation 
therapy treatment rooms, Simulator/CT simulator, Nursing department, and
Physics/Dosimetry department. Prerequisite: Admission into the RDT program.

443 Clinical Practicum II (2.00)
Continuation of RDT 442, Clinical Practicum I. Prerequisite: Admission into the
RDT program.

Religious Studies (REL)
Associate Professors: Brian Hoffert, Wioleta Polinska
Assistant Professors: Perry Hamalis, David Janzen

Mission Statement
In Religious Studies courses, students are invited to deepen their understanding,
appreciation, and toleration of religious traditions and the religious dimension of
humanity through a variety of learning opportunities and academic methods.
The aims of religious studies are to analyze and understand the structure and
diversity of religious phenomena. The study of various religions provides the
basis for identifying what is similar and unique in the historical religious 
traditions. Complementing this approach are opportunities for concentrated study
of several specific religions or concentration on a specific dimension 
of one religion, such as the study of the sacred scripture of that religious 
community. 

Courses in religious studies may lead toward: a) graduate study, b) seminary
and professional ministry, c) careers in social and/or religious service agencies, 
d) support of other majors dealing with religious beliefs and behavior, and 
e) careers requiring religious knowledge, such as religious journalism. In 
addition, students are encouraged to consult with faculty in Religious Studies to
discover ways the study of religion can complement the student’s personal and
vocational goals. In this regard, double majors are frequently encouraged.
Degree offered: B.A.

Religious Studies Major
30 credit hours, including REL 100 and at least two 300-level courses. Courses
must be distributed among all four of the course listings below. Majors must 
complete a satisfactory portfolio in Religious Studies (see department handout).

Biblical Studies: 110, 210, 215, 220, 222, 355.
Non-Christian Traditions: 255, 260, 265, 270, 280, 315.
Ethical and Social Dimensions of Religion: 115, 125, 225, 230, 240, 310, 340, 344,
345, 375.
Theology and Philosophy of Religion: 320, 330, 350, 360.
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Religious Studies Minor
21 credit hours, including REL 100 and at least one 300-level course. Courses
must be distributed among all of the four course listings above.

100 Introduction to World Religions (3.00) IAI:  H5 900
An introduction to the major religions of the world. The primary methodology
is phenomenological. Special emphasis is given to the beliefs, rituals, sacred
texts, and ethical dimension of each religion. Core: Humanities. ACR: Religion
and Ethics.

110 Introduction to Bible (3.00)
An introductory survey course of the Bible that identifies major historical and
cultural forces that influenced the development of Biblical religion and analyzes
dominant theological themes in the Biblical texts. May not be taken for credit
by a student who has already taken either REL 210 or REL 220. Core:
Humanities. ACR: Religion and Ethics.

115 Christian Ethics (3.00)
An examination of the Christian basis for morality and arguments by which 
specific moral actions are justified. Attention is given to such perennial moral
issues as capital punishment, sexuality, biomedical ethics, and political 
obligations. Core: Humanities. ACR: Religion and Ethics.

125 Religious Ethics (3.00)
A comparison of ethical experience, sources, norms, and methods as 
interpreted by at least one Eastern religion and one Western religion. Attention
is given to specific issues such as marriage and family, war and peace, and
social responsibility  Core: Humanities. ACR: Religion and Ethics.

210 Old Testament (3.00) IAI:  H5 901
An introduction to the Old Testament in its historical setting. Attention is given
to the interpretation of the exodus, the monarchy, the prophetic movement, the
exile, and the postexilic experience. Core: Humanities. ACR: Religion and
Ethics.

215 The Evolution of God (3.00)
This course examines the origin and development of ancient Israel’s portrayals
of God. It traces these beliefs from their origins in the religions of the 
surrounding ancient Near Eastern cultures through the development of
monotheism and the apocalyptic worldview, exploring the various ways in
which ancient cultures contrasted divine and human standards of ethical 
behavior. The course concludes with various early Christian descriptions of the
relation of the Christian Messiah to the God of Israel in the writings of the New
Testament. Core: Humanities. ACR: Religion and Ethics.

220 New Testament (3.00) IAI:  H5 901
An introduction to the New Testament in its historical setting. Attention is given
to the social and religious milieu of the early Christian community, the 
interpretation of the Synoptic Gospels, the theological themes in Paul’s letters,
and the unique motifs in the Johannine literature. Core: Humanities. ACR:
Religion and Ethics.

222 Violence, War, and Peace in the Bible (3.00)
The course examines traditions from both the Old and New Testaments in
regard to issues of violence, war, and peace in the biblical texts. Different 
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portrayals of the character of God as warlike and vengeful, as well as beneficent
and peace-loving, are examined, in places in dialogue with the religious 
traditions of the surrounding cultures. The different portrayals of violence and
peace in the human community are discussed in light of these depictions of God.
Core: Humanities. ACR: Religion and Ethics.

225 Urban Ethics and Religion (3.00)
This course examines the relationship between urban problems in America and
religious communities and their teachings. Attention is given to the ways 
religious institutions can be both part of the problem and part of the solution
within urban contexts, as well as to specific resources within religious traditions
for illuminating and improving urban life. Field trip and guest speakers. Core:
Humanities. ACR: Religion and Ethics.

230 Gender in the Judeo-Christian Traditions (3.00)
(Same as: GWS 230.) The study of how gender affects religious practices,
beliefs, and experiences in Christianity and Judaism. Core: Humanities. ACR:
Religion and Ethics.

235 Sexuality and Christianity (3.00)
(Same as GWS 235.) An examination of contemporary Christian approaches to
sexuality in a dialogue with secular philosophies of sexuality. Core: Humanities.
ACR: Religion and Ethics.

240 Religion in the United States (3.00) IAI:  H5 905
This course addresses religious diversity in the U.S. by examining several 
religious traditions. These traditions serve as a lens through which to view issues
relevant to contemporary American culture. Particular attention is given to the
resources present within each tradition for spiritual transformation within the
North American context. Core: Humanities. ACR: Religion and Ethics.

245 Religion and Ethics in Film (3.00)
A study of religious and ethical values present in popular film. Attention is given
to issues such as race, gender, minority religious traditions, sexual norms, and the
intersection of religion and politics. Core: Humanities. ACR: Religion and
Ethics.

255 The Religions of India (3.00)
An exploration of the major indigenous religions of South Asia with particular
emphasis on shared concepts such as karma, the cycle of rebirth (samsara), and
the transcendence of rebirth (nirvana/moksha). The course traces the evolution
of Indian religion from its roots in the Vedas and Upanishads through the 
development of Buddhism, Jainism, Hinduism, and Sikhism, and concludes
with an examination of “inclusivistic” and “exclusivistic” approaches to 
religious pluralism in contemporary Indian thought. Core: Humanities. ACR:
Religion and Ethics.

260 The Religions of China (3.00)
An examination of the history, theory, and practice of the major religious 
traditions of China: Confucianism, Daoism, Buddhism, and the folk traditions
that blend all three. The course focuses on the evolution of Chinese religion
through a process of mutual influence within a general atmosphere of religious
tolerance for sectarian differences. Core: Humanities. ACR: Religion and
Ethics.
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265 The Religions of Japan (3.00)
A survey of the major religious traditions of Japan, including Shinto, Buddhism
(Tendai, Shingon, Zen, Pure Land and Nichiren), and the various “New
Religions” that have come to prominence in the post-war period (such as Soka
Gakkai and Tenrikyo). The theory and practices of specific religions are 
examined in their historical context, beginning with the early roots of Shinto
and concluding with the dramatic changes that have transformed the Japanese
religious landscape from the nineteenth century to the present. Core:
Humanities. ACR: Religion and Ethics.

270 Judaism (3.00)
Beliefs, traditions, ethics, and history of Judaism, with special attention to
Zionism and the Holocaust. Core: Humanities. ACR: Religion and Ethics.

280 Islam and the Middle East (3.00)
Islamic society, culture, and theology, with special attention to Turkey, the Arab
World, Pakistan, India, Indonesia, and the Arab-Israeli conflict. Field trip to
nearby Islamic community. Core: Humanities. ACR: Religion and Ethics.

297 Internship (0.00-9.00)

299 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)

310 Death and Dying (3.00)
(Same as: HTB 310.) An examination of general topics related to death and
dying in America, with a special emphasis on the study of selected ethical and
theological issues. Prerequisite: Junior standing. ACR: Religion and Ethics.

315 Buddhism (3.00)
A detailed exploration of the historical evolution of Buddhism from its initial
formulation in India to its various incarnations in Southeast, Central, and East
Asia, as well as its more recent manifestation in North America. Particular
attention is given to the distinctions between the three major branches of the
religion (Theravada, Mahayana, and Tantrayana), as well as to the theory and
practice of individual sects such as Zen and Pure Land. ACR: Religion and
Ethics, or Intercultural.

320 Modern Christian Thought (3.00)
An examination of the interpretations of modern theologians such as
Kierkegaard, Barth, Tillich, Bultmann, and Kung of traditional theological 
topics such as revelation, Christology, sin, and eschatology. Prerequisite: One
religion course. ACR: Religion and Ethics.

330 Contemporary Christian Theologies (3.00)
An examination of those contemporary Christian theologies which are making
an impact on the direction of current theological discourse. Attention is given to
African-American theology, feminist theology, liberation theology, and the 
contemporary debate on Christology. Prerequisite: One religion course. ACR:
Religion and Ethics.

340 Sociology of Religion (3.00)
(Same as: SOA 340.) A study of the interplay between religion and society.
Attention is given to religion as a system of ideas and ritual patterns as well 
as a social institution. Prerequisite: One course in religion or SOA 100.
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344 Religion and the Political Order (3.00)
(Same as: PHL 344.) A historical survey of primary texts engaging the 
intersection of religion and political theory, as well as the relationship between
political leadership and religious/ethical values. Emphasis is placed upon
Western political philosophers shaped within the traditions of Judaism,
Christianity, and/or Islam, as well as upon the themes of theocracy, civil 
religion, and secularization. Thinkers studied may include Plato, early Christian
authors, Eusebius, John Chrysostom, Augustine, Al-Farabi, Maimonides,
Averroes, Aquinas, Marsillus of Padua, Reformation authors, Hobbes, Locke,
Rousseau, or De Tocqueville. Prerequisite: Any two courses in Philosophy,
Religious Studies, or Political Science. ACR: Leadership, Ethics, and Values.

345 Religion, Ritual & Symbol (3.00)
(Same as: SOA 345.) A cross-cultural examination of religious beliefs and 
religious institutions, and the symbolic meanings and social functions of myths
and rituals. Special emphasis on the beliefs and practices of selected indigenous
peoples. Prerequisite: Course work in religion or SOA 105. ACR: Intercultural.

350 Gender and World Religions (3.00)
(Same as: GWS 350.) An analysis of feminist thought in non-Western religious
traditions. The course discusses women’s redefinition of traditional concepts,
rituals, and practices in a number of religious traditions across the globe. ACR:
Religion and Ethics and Intercultural Seminar. Prerequisite: REL 100 or a
course in non-Judeo-Christian tradition.

355 The Historical Jesus (3.00)
A systematic review of scholarly attempts to construct an accurate portrait of
Jesus of Nazareth as he actually lived and worked in Palestine in the first 
century of the common era. Special attention is given to the “new quest” for the 
historical Jesus characterizing the scholarly debate on this topic since 1950.
Prerequisite: One of REL 110, REL 220, or HOI 103. ACR: Religion and Ethics
and Leadership, Ethics, and Values.

360 Philosophy of Religion (3.00)
(Same as: PHL 360.) An examination of the basic issues in the philosophy of
religion, including the relation of faith and reason, the problem of the existence
and nature of God, and the nature and significance of religious experience.
Prerequisite: Previous course in philosophy or religion. ACR: Religion and
Ethics.

361 Science and Religion: Conflict or Dialogue? (3.00)
(Same as: PHL 361.) This course examines the contemporary dialogue between
science and religion in relation to different Western and Asian religious 
traditions. The course considers the implications of recent scientific theories for
understanding and assessing the belief systems of various theistic and 
nontheistic religions. Prerequisites: Junior standing, one course in science.
ACR: Intercultural Seminar.

375 Topics in Religious Ethics (3.00)
An intensive study of one topic or theme in contemporary religious ethics
through the lens of at least two major religious and cultural traditions.
Philosophical and scientific sources, films, and/or literature that illuminate the
topic may also be examined. Content varies. Possible topics include: Pacifism
and Just War, Work and Family, The Environment, Accounts of Human Nature
and Human Perfection, or Asceticism. Repeatable with different topic.
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Prerequisite: Any two courses in Philosophy or Religious Studies. ACR:
Intercultural Seminar.

397 Internship (0.00-9.00)

399 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)

497 Internship (0.00-9.00)

499 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)

The Division of Science (SCI)
The Division of Science comprises the Departments of Biology, Chemistry and
Physics, Computer Science, Mathematics, and Psychology. Several 
interdisciplinary courses are offered at the divisional level, and an 
interdisciplinary Science major is available in addition to the majors offered by
individual departments.

Mission Statement
The goal of the Science major is to prepare students to function as competent,
ethical individuals in their personal and professional lives. In order to 
accomplish this goal, we provide a challenging and supportive environment for
students to: i) think critically, ii) develop investigative skills, and 
iii) communicate ideas effectively.
Degree offered: B.A.

Science Major
At least 36 credit hours within the Division, including a minimum of 20 credit
hours at the 200-level or higher, of which at least three credit hours must be at
the 300-level or higher. The planned program of study must contain an emphasis
(13 or more credit hours) in at least two of the departments within the Division.
The Science major is designed for students planning to enter nursing school or
desiring a broad scientific background.

109 Science Inquiry (3.50)
The teaching of science by the method of inquiry, which is the foundation of 
scientific learning. Inquiry utilizes active, conceptually oriented methods of
investigation. This course is for students who want to reduce their anxiety
toward science by increasing their knowledge of and familiarity with the 
subject of scientific investigation. It is also for prospective elementary teachers
who will teach science as part of their curriculum. Laboratory.

121 Principles of Astronomy (3.00)
The study of celestial phenomena, the sun and solar system, and the observable 
universe with emphasis on astronomy as a scientific activity with great 
relevance to the perception and comprehension of our world. Laboratory 
experiences include the study and practice of observational techniques for the
night sky with emphasis on the interplay of observation and theory and 
applications in the science of astronomy. Prerequisite: MTH 122 or high school 
trigonometry. Core: Science.
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141 Physical Geology (3.50)
Examines basic geologic principles from a physical perspective. Includes such
topics as the formation of rocks and minerals and internal and external 
processes modifying the earth's surface. Core: Science (Lab).

210 Landmark Discoveries in Natural Science (3.00)
An inquiry into the discovery process in science. Investigates the means by
which new scientific theories are created and subsequently gain acceptance. The
interaction of science with the larger human community is an important part of
this course. Prerequisite: One of MTH 108; MTH 128; MTH 140; or MTH 121
and MTH 122. Core: Science.

297 Pre-Professional Health Science Internship (0.00-3.00)
Students “shadow” health care professionals in the emergency room, surgery
and the laboratory. Simultaneously, they work on a research paper dealing 
with an issue in health care, a paper done under the direction of the NCC 
supervising faculty member.

299 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)

345 History of Women in Science (3.00)
Focus on the issue of women in science from a global perspective. Investigation
of the portrayal of women in scientific theory from Greek civilization to 
modern times, identification of the accomplishments of women scientists past
and present, and examination of current trends in the scientific education and
medical care of girls and women.  Emphasis on cultural perceptions of women's
bodies, psychological demeanor, and capacity for critical thinking; and the
effect of these perceptions on the opportunity for women to study science.
Prerequisite: One science division course. ACR: Intercultural.

397 Internship (0.00-9.00)

399 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)

432 Science: Fact or Fiction
Outlines current views on the scientific method and questions whether science,
as we know it, was an inevitable outcome of human intellect. The concept of
science as a profession is also explored. What are the accepted standards of 
conduct within the scientific community? What is the relationship between the 
scientific community and the rest of society? How can scientists become more
active in helping society recognize faulty science or psuedoscience? Specific
case studies are used to investigate these questions and to discuss the ethical
issues facing scientific researchers. Prerequisites: Six and one half credit hours
in science (including one laboratory course). ACR: Leadership, Ethics, and
Values.

497 Internship (0.00-9.00)

499 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)
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Sociology and Anthropology (SOA)
Professor: Louis Corsino
Assistant Professors: Jennifer Keys, Matthew Krystal

Mission Statement
The department of Sociology and Anthropology assists students in developing
a sociological imagination and/or anthropological worldview in order to 
understand social structure, cultural dynamics, contemporary social problems,
and inequality. We encourage students to use the concepts, theories, and 
methods to promote social justice and pursue meaningful careers or other roles
in public life.
Sociology and anthropology are closely related disciplines. Their aim is to
understand and explain the social and cultural forces that influence human
behavior both past and present, both in small scale and large scale societies.

For its part, sociology challenges us to understand our own lives in terms of
the social and cultural forces at work in society. This is a difficult challenge, for
the subject matter of sociology — the family, poverty, urban life, organized
crime, race and ethnic relations, juvenile delinquency, and the like — is often
thought of in individual terms. However, from a sociological perspective, the
goal is to uncover the “public issues” that often underlie these more “private
troubles.”

From its perspective, anthropology offers insights into the study of
humankind, in all its conditions. Such a broad and ambitious goal requires a
unique configuration of perspectives. Thus, anthropology is holistic and 
comparative; is evolutionary or historical; seeks to complement scientific,
humanistic, and cultural insider’s views; and is based on experiential learning.
Most anthropologists are trained in four commonly conceptualized 
sub-disciplines: cultural anthropology, biological anthropology, archaeology,
and linguistic anthropology. While study in all four of these sub-disciplines is 
available at North Central College, the strength of the department is centered in
cultural anthropology.

With respect to career opportunities, sociology and anthropology offer 
valuable preparation for positions in private corporations, government agencies,
educational institutions, and not-for-profit organizations. For example, 
positions as urban planner, social service provider, community liaison, public
relations professional, juvenile counselor, police officer, educator, public health
worker, admissions counselor, journalist, and security officer are available for
majors with a bachelor’s degree in sociology. Anthropology majors have 
opportunities in a wide variety of professional positions, especially those in
international, intercultural, and interactive contexts. For those students who are
considering an advanced degree, sociology and anthropology prepares students
to enter professional programs in law, business administration, public policy,
theology, social work, public and fine arts administration, religious studies, 
and public health, as well as advanced programs in sociology and anthropology.
Degree offered: B.A.
Students may choose a major in Sociology, Sociology and Anthropology, or in
Anthropology.

Sociology Major
30 to 36 credit hours, depending on the concentration. All students majoring in
sociology are required to take six core courses that together examine the 
central themes, methods, theories, and career opportunities in the discipline.
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Core Courses: 18 credit hours
SOA 100 Introduction to Sociology
SOA 190 Urban Problems
SOA 200 Research Methods in Social Science: Quantitative
SOA 201 Social Theory
SOA 202 Research Methods in Social Science: Qualitative
SOA 498 Public Sociology

Within the major, students must then select one of the following concentrations:
A. Criminal Justice: 18 credit hours

SOA 250 Criminology
SOA 280 Race and Ethnicity -or-
SOA 380 Social Class in American Society
SOA 300 Organized Crime
SOA 350 Juvenile Delinquency
SOA 490 Criminal Justice
And one course from the following:
LEV 230 Conflict Resolution
PSY 280 Drugs and Behavior
PSC 336 Civil Rights, Liberties, and Justice

B. Community Studies: 18 credit hours
SOA 203 Community Studies
SOA 280 Race and Ethnicity
SOA 375 Protest and Change
SOA 380 Social Class in American Society
SOA 494 Chicago Field Study
And one course from the following:
HST 210 City Life
HST 325 American Cities and Suburbs
PSC 345 Economic and Social Justice
PSY 330 Community Psychology
ENG 360 Writing for Social Change

C. General Concentration: 12 credit hours
In addition to the core requirements above, students complete at least 12
credit hours within SOA, of which 6 credit hours must be at the 300-level
or above.

Sociology Minor
18 credit hours including SOA 100, 200 or 202, 201, and nine additional credit
hours of sociology elective of which at least three credit hours must be at the
300-level or above.

Sociology and Anthropology Major
27 credit hours, to include the following:

SOA 100 Introduction to Sociology
SOA 105 Introduction to Cultural Anthropology
SOA 155 Native Americans
SOA 165 Introduction to Archaeology -or-
SOA 205 Introduction to Physical Anthropology
SOA 190 Urban Problems
SOA 200 Research Methods in Social Science: Quantitative
SOA 202 Research Methods in Social Science: Qualitative
SOA 201 Social Theory
SOA 345 Religion Ritual and Symbol



Anthropology Major
36 credit hours, to include the following:
Core Courses: 15 credit hours

SOA 105 Introduction to Cultural Anthropology
SOA 200 Research Methods in Social Science: Quantitative
SOA 201 Social Theory
SOA 202 Research Methods in Social Science: Qualitative
SOA 497/499 Independent Study in Anthropological Method and

Theory
(See SOA department chair for opportunities. Examples
include independent studies covering or connected to
Richter funded research, Field Museum internship,
Chicago Term, approved study abroad, or approved field
schools.)

A. Subfield Exploration: six credit hours from:
SOA 165 Introduction to Archaeology
SOA 205 Introduction to Physical Anthropology
ENG 370 Language and Linguistics

B. Indigenous Peoples Series: nine credit hours:
SOA 155 Native Americans
SOA 363 Mexico and its Neighbors -or-
SOA 345 Religion, Ritual and Symbol
SOA 421 Indigenous Peoples and the State

C. Interdisciplinary Electives: six credit hours from:
ART 264 Non-Western Art Survey
EAS 292 Topics in Japanese Culture
FRN 370 Francophone Africa
FRN 331 Contemporary France
GER 310 German Life and Culture
GLS 492 Seminar in International Studies
GRK 203 Greek Social Patterns
HST 165 Introduction to East Asia
HST 175 Latin American History
HST 261 Traditional China
HST 263 Japanese History
HST 265 Modern China
HST 312 Immigration and U.S. Ethnic Identity
HST 330 East Asian Thought
HTB 115 Human Geography
HTB 175 Cultural Regions of the World
LAT 205 Roman Social Patterns
REL 255 Religions of India
REL 260 Religions of China
REL 265 Religions of Japan
SOA 185 Peoples and Cultures of Africa
SOA 310 Cultural Psychology
SPN 331 Latin American Area and Civilization

A minor in a non-English language or a minimum level of proficiency (two
years of college level or equivalent) is recommended.

Anthropology Minor
18 credit hours including SOA 105, 155, 165 or 205, 202, and six additional
credit hours selected from: SOA 345, 363, or 421.

236 SOCIOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY
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100 Introduction to Sociology (3.00) IAI:  S7 900
An introduction to the basic concepts, theories, and methods of the study of
human groups. Includes an examination of deviance, class, race and gender
inequality, and social institutions from the sociological perspective. Core:
Social Science.

105 Introduction to Cultural Anthropology (3.00) IAI:  S1 901N
An examination of the diversity of human cultures. Human adaptations to 
various environments. Kinship, religion, political, and economic institutions in
non-Western societies. Core: Social Science.

155 Native Americans (3.00)
Continuity and change, diversity and commonality among the indigenous 
peoples of the United States and Canada. Concentration on native nations of the
upper Midwest. Special emphasis on ecological and spiritual relationships with
the land. Core: Social Science.

165 Introduction to Archaeology (3.00)
Introduces concepts, principles, and methods used to reconstruct cultural 
history and prehistory. Explores sequences of cultural development learned
through archaeological analysis. Case studies by instructor. Core: Social
Science.

185 Peoples and Cultures of Africa (3.00)
(Same as: HST 185.) An introductory survey of the cultural diversity and 
complexity of sub-Saharan Africa. Attention is given to the long period of 
independent development of traditional societies, the forms and extent of
European domination, and the post-1945 struggles to regain independence and
create new cultural identities. Core: Humanities or Social Science.

190 Urban Problems (3.00)
An introduction to urban life from a sociological perspective. We examine
issues of urban culture, racism, poverty, power, and community from both 
analytic and practical perspectives. Major goal of the course is to engage in an
enlightened debate on the nature of urban life. Core: Social Science.

200 Research Methods in Social Sciences: Quantitative (3.00)
(Same as: HTB 200.) An assessment of the strengths and limitations of various
modes of quantitative data collection including experiments, questionnaires, 
content analysis, and the use of secondary data. Emphasis is placed on ethical
issues, becoming a critical consumer of research, and developing the ability to
design and carry out an independent study.

201 Social Theory (3.00)
Introduction to the three major theoretical perspectives of sociology: conflict,
functionalism, and microinteractionism as these relate to issues of social order
and disorder in society.

202 Research Methods in Social Sciences:  Qualitative (3.00)
An overview of qualitative methods, including in-depth interviewing, oral 
history, focus groups, and participant observation. Addresses practical issues,
such as question development, negotiating access, maintaining rapport, 
sampling strategies, note taking, and analysis. Delves more deeply into ethical
issues and the “back stages” of the research process.
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203 Community Studies (3.00)
An examination of the challenges and opportunities confronting communities in
contemporary society, with a focus upon issues of social justice, social change,
and community service. The course serves both as an introducion to urban and
community life and an introduction to meaningful careers in public life, social
services, and community organizing.

205 Introduction to Physical Anthropology (3.00)
The evidence for human evolution. Humankind as a member of the primate order.
The origin and present status of human races. Controversies surrounding the 
biological bases of intelligence and social behavior. Laboratory work included.
Core: Social Science or Science.

210 Gender Studies (3.00)
(Same as: GWS 210.) The study of gender as a social product, including 
theoretical frameworks, gender-defining institutions, and feminism.

220 Family (3.00)
(Same as: GWS 220.) The sociological study of the family. Topics examined
from a structuralist/feminist perspective include the history of the family, the
relationship between work and family, and the impacts of class and race on 
family structure. Core: Social Science.

250 Criminology (3.00)
A survey of historical and contemporary theories of crime, an analysis of the
nature and extent of major types of crime, an overview of the American 
criminal justice system.

280 Racial & Ethnic Minorities (3.00)
An examination of racial and ethnic diversity in American society; race, ethnic,
and class inequality; prejudice, discrimination, and institutional racism; patterns
of race and ethnic relations; racial and ethnic responses to racism and 
subordination. Core: Social Science.

297 Internship (0.00-9.00)

299 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)

300 Organized Crime (3.00)
An examination of organized crime in contemporary society. The course
reviews relevant models and explanations of organized crime, the various goods
and services provided by organized crime groups (from gambling, to loan 
sharking, to labor racketeering, to drug trafficking), the emergence of criminal
groups in a comparative perspective, and law enforcement responses aimed at
social control.

310 Cultural Psychology (3.00)
(Same as: PSY 310.) The course considers what we mean by culture, and how
taking culture into account affects our knowledge of basic psychology in areas
like human development, the self-concept, gender expectations, as well as our
understanding of mental illness. The courses focuses on both psychological and
anthropological approaches to studying culture and the pros and cons of 
different approaches. Prerequisites: PSY 100 and SOA 105, or any 200-level
psychology course, excluding PSY 250.
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340 Sociology of Religion (3.00)
(Same as: REL 340.) A study of interplay between religion and society.
Attention given to religion as a system of ideas and ritual patterns as well as a
social institution. Prerequisite: Course work in religious studies or SOA 100.

345 Religion, Ritual & Symbol (3.00)
(Same as: REL 345.) A cross-cultural examination of religious beliefs and 
religious institutions, and the symbolic meanings and social functions of myths
and rituals. Special emphasis on the beliefs and practices of selected indigenous
peoples. Prerequisite: Course work in religion or SOA 105. ACR: Intercultural.

350 Delinquency (3.00)
Historical development of the juvenile justice system and “the invention of
delinquency.” An overview of the contemporary juvenile court and justice 
system. An examination of the nature and extent of delinquency in American
society and a survey of theories of the causes of delinquent behavior.
Prerequisite: SOA 100 or SOA 250.

360 Sport in Society (3.00)
(Same as: HPE 360.) An historical study of sport across time and cultures. 
A comparative analysis of sport and its uses in ancient, medieval, and modern
societies is undertaken. Work-leisure patterns that developed over the course of
American history are examined. Primary consideration of the urban, industrial,
and commercial processes that contributed to culture formation, with particular
emphases on class and gender relations, commercialized leisure practices, and
the impact of the mass media in the formation of value systems. Discussion of
theories relative to the role of sport in society, with particular emphasis on 
globalization, colonialism, and cultural hegemony in the Caribbean, Pacific Rim,
and Asia. ACR: Intercultural.

363 Mexico and its Neighbors (3.00)
(Same as: HST 363.) Continuity and change, diversity and commonality among
the indigenous peoples of Mexico, Guatemala, and the Southwestern U.S. from
first human occupation to the present. Emphasis on indigenous politics and
transnational flows of people, culture, and material. Prerequisite: Any 100-level
social science course. ACR: Intercultural.

375 Protest and Change (3.00)
A sociological study of discontent and social change. Highlights the origins,
concerns, life cycle, and impact of social movements, as well as the tactics
activists use and the challenges they face. Selected case studies may include
civil rights, feminism, animal welfare, and the abortion debate.

380 Social Class in American Society (3.00)
An analysis of social class in American society. Examines a variety of social
class-related issues, including prestige systems, social mobility, poverty, world
systems, structured inequality, and community organizing. Special emphasis
placed upon inequality in terms of the values of social justice and attempts to
bring about social changes through different forms of leadership and 
community organizing. Prerequisites: Junior standing, SOA 100 or SOA 190; or
permission of instructor. ACR: Leadership, Ethics, and Values.

390 Topics in Sociology (3.00)
An in-depth consideration of current topics in sociology, such as social
deviance, work and society, violence, and social disasters.
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397 Internship (0.00-9.00)

399 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)

421 Indigenous Peoples and the State (3.00)
The multi-dimensional study of the clash of cultural values, attitudes, and 
ideologies that commonly occurs in global encounters and relationships
between state systems and native peoples. Economic, socio-political, and 
ideological issues are among the topics covered. Prerequisite: Junior standing;
SOA 105 or permission of instructor. ACR: Intercultural.

490 Criminal Justice in America (3.00)
An examination of the theoretical and practical responses to crime in American
society. Selected topics will include criminal behavior, law, policing, the 
judiciary, corrections, and juvenile justice. Prerequisite: SOA 250.

494 Chicago Field Study (3.00)
A first hand study of city life in Chicago. Prerequisite: SOA 100 or SOA 190.

497 Internship (0.00-9.00)

498 Public Sociology (3.00)
This capstone experience challenges SOA majors to synthesize and assess what
they have learned in the program and to reflect on how sociological skills and
insights can be applied to their own lives, future careers, and to the broader 
community. Students actively engage with issues of public importance, and 
consider ways to facilitate positive community change and to make 
sociological knowledge accessible to policy makers, community leaders, and
popular audiences. Prerequisite: SOA major; Junior or Senior standing.

499 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)

Spanish
See Modern and Classical Languages for a description of courses and pro-
grams of study in Spanish.
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Speech Communication (SPC)
Professor: Richard Paine
Associate Professor: Stephen H. Macek
Assistant Professors: Mara K. Berkland, Amy Grim, John Madormo
Instructors: Barrie Mason, Noreen Mysyk*, John Stanley

Mission Statement
The department of Speech Communication is committed to the nurturing of 
students who understand both the theoretical principles undergirding and the 
pragmatic skills enabling the competent and ethical creation, interpretation, and
critique of messages occurring in a variety of face-to-face, public, mediated and
artifactual interactions. It grounds this commitment within respect for cultural and
personal diversity, the disciplinary knowlege bequeathed by the history of our field,
and the need to continually adapt to the rapidly evolving information age.
Humans communicate with each other in a wide array of forms: mass media, face-
to-face interaction, and public speaking, to name only a few.

The coming of the “information age” has placed the study of this human 
quality at the center of many academic endeavors. The revolution in 
communication technology has heightened the pressures to be competent and 
ethical senders and receivers of these messages. 

The department seeks to prepare students for the ongoing revolution in 
communication systems. Students can study human message systems in a 
variety of tracks and emphases. Also, extensive opportunities exist for co-
curricular “hands-on” learning in forensics (intercollegiate speech team),
WONC radio, video production facilities, and a network of area internships.

Graduates are qualified to begin careers in a number of fields: business, sales,
public relations, training and development, and broadcasting. Many pursue 
further training in graduate and professional schools.
Degree offered: B.A.

TYPICAL COURSE SEQUENCE FOR FIRST TWO YEARS
(May differ by specific track)

FALL WINTER SPRING
FIRST YEAR 100 200 185
SECOND YEAR 262/287 214/273 300

Students may choose one of two speech communication majors (see specific
requirements under each program). The first major option requires students to
select one of two available Speech Communication tracks: I) Broadcast, and 
II) Speech Communication. Both of these tracks require fulfillment of the Skill
Practice Requirement.

The second speech communication major is Organizational Communication,
an interdisciplinary major combining speech communication courses with 
selected writing, research and persuasion related courses.

Speech Communication Major
Broadcast Track
This track emphasizes a theoretical and technical understanding of broadcast
media, and performance and production in radio and television. Graduates in
this track may seek to enter broadcasting as on-air personalities or behind-the-
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scenes staff and managers (e.g., production, programming, news, music, sports, 
promotions, public affairs), or may pursue advanced degrees in mass media or
communication.
Major Requirements:
This major consists of a minimum of 33.5 credit hours, including completion of
the skill practice requirement, core courses, and selected courses from other 
categories, as listed below.
Skill Practice Requirement:

Three separate terms of credit and non-credit SPC 117 Radio Performance or
SPC 113 TV Performance, or any combination of SPC 117, SPC 113, and
non-credit or credit internships.
NOTE: The performance practice courses do not count toward the major,
minor, or departmental limit of 51 credit hours. However, these credits do
count toward graduation (six credit hour limit in each department) and the
courses are graded, whether taken for credit or non-credit.

Eight core courses:
SPC 100 Speech Communication
SPC 185 Mass Media and Society
SPC 262 Radio Production and Direction
SPC 269 Television Production (3.50)
SPC 273 Station Programming
SPC 287 Advanced Public Speaking
SPC 325 Communication Law
SPC 412 Media Criticism

Two SPC writing courses from:
SPC 265 Broadcast News (1.50)
SPC 267 TV/Film Screenwriting (1.50)
SPC 277 Broadcast Copywriting

One advanced production course from:
SPC 405 Advanced Radio Production and Direction
SPC 417 Advanced Video Production

One additional course from:
THE 182 Acting I
SPC 223 Oral Interpretation
SPC 367 Persuasion Theories

Recommended Electives
Up to two electives selected from:

Any additional speech communication courses.
Any English writing course above 125.

Broadcast Minor
18 credit hours from the SPC Broadcast track, to include at least three courses
above the 100-level and at least one at the 300- or 400-level.
Speech Communication Track
Speech communication studies how, why, and with what effects people create,
interpret, and evaluate verbal and nonverbal messages, especially in face-to-
face contexts. This program includes the study of various communication areas: 
rhetoric, organizational, media theory, and interpersonal. Graduates may pursue
advanced degrees in communication or careers in such communication-related
areas as community affairs liason, media analyst, lobbyist, corporate 
representative, program coordinator, public information officer, media buyer,
sales representative, employee/community relations, speech-writing, human
resources management, communication education, or general management.
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Major Requirements:
This major consists of a minimum of 39 credit hours, completion of the
practicum requirement, core courses, and selected courses from other 
categories, as listed below.
Practicum Requirement:

Three separate terms of one type or any combination of the following activities:
credit or non-credit internship; deparment-approved independent study or 
project; or credit or non-credit SPC 113, SPC 117,  or SPC 119.
NOTE: The performance practice courses (SPC 113, SPC 117, or SPC 119)
do not count toward the major, minor, or departmental limit of 51 credit hours.
However, these credits do count toward graduation (six credit hour limit) and
the courses are graded, whether taken for credit or non-credit.
NOTE: Students who are interested in pursuing graduate work in a particular
communication sub-discipline should select among the non-core options
accordingly. For example, students interested in seeking an advanced degree
in media may consider SPC 185, SPC 260, SPC 389, SPC 391/491, SPC 412,
an internship in media and an independent study in the area of media theory.

Nine core courses:
SPC 100 Speech Communication
SPC 200 Interpersonal Communication
SPC 214 Group Process
SPC 223 Oral Interpretation
SPC 285 Argumentation and Debate
SPC 287 Advanced Public Speaking
SPC 300 Communication Theory
SPC 367 Persuasions Theories
SPC 410 Rhetorical Criticism

One from:
SPC 185 Mass Media and Society
SPC 230 Business and Professional Communication
SPC 260 Introduction to New Media
ENG 270 Writing, Rhetoric and Culture

Three from:
SPC 317 Intercultural Communication
SPC 330 Organizational Communication
SPC 389 Gender and Mass Media
SPC 391/491 Seminar in Broadcast Media
SPC 392/492 Seminar in Speech Communication
SPC 397/497 Internship
SPC 399/499 Independent Study
SPC 412 Media Criticism
SPC 493 Seminar in Organizational Communication

Speech Communication Minor
18 credit hours from the Speech Communication track, including at least three
courses above the 100-level and at least one at the 300- or 400-level.

Organizational Communication Major
This interdisciplinary program focuses on communication in professional settings,
emphasizing historical and contemporary perspectives on the multitude of 
communicative practices that constitute organizational life. Students learn to think
critically about communication in organizations, as well as develop specific skills
for the presentation and analysis of organizational messages. Selected courses from
other fields complement a core set of courses. Depending on the courses selected
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as well as coursework in a minor, students are prepared for positions in business,
industry, non-profit, community, and governmental organizations, and may take
career paths in internal corporate communication, human resources, training and
development, media and community relations, public relations, sales and 
marketing, customer service, community advocacy, technical communication, and
management.
Major Requirements:
This major consists of a minimum of 45 credit hours, including 10 core 
courses and five specialty courses as specified below.
Ten core courses (30 credit hours):

SPC 100 Speech Communication
SPC 214 Group Process
SPC 230 Business & Professional Communication
SPC 287 Advanced Public Speaking
SPC 330 Organizational Communication Theory
SPC 430 Advanced Organizational Communication
PHL 210 Professional Ethics

One communication context course from:
SPC 185 Mass Media and Society
SPC 200 Interpersonal Communication
SPC/IMS 260 Introduction to New Media

Two advanced communication courses from:
SPC 285 Argumentation and Debate
SPC 300 Communication Theory
SPC 317 Intercultural Communication
SPC 367 Persuasion Theories
SPC/GWS 389  Gender and Mass Media
SPC 397/497 Internship
SPC 399/499 Independent Study
SPC 392/492 Seminar in Speech Communication
SPC 493 Seminar in Organizational Communication

Five specialty courses
One research methods course from:

SOA 200 Research Methods: Quantitative
SOA 202 Research Methods: Qualitative

One writing course from:
ENG 220 News Writing
SPC 277 Broadcast Copywriting
ENG/IMS 200 Writing Across Media

One additional writing course from:
ENG 250 News Editing
ENG 260 Integrating Word and Image
ENG 270 Writing, Rhetoric, and Culture
ENG 360 Writing for Social Change
ENG 455 Writing in Technical & Professional Settings

Two specialty courses from:
BUS 135 Introduction to International Business
BUS 268 Marketing
BUS 372 Consumer Behavior
BUS 378 Sales & Sales Management
BUS 384 Human Resource Management
BUS 455 Promotional Strategy
ECB 110 Business and Society
HST 320 U.S. Social Movements
LEV 121 Issues in Leadership
LEV 230 Conflict Resolution
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LEV 240 Leadership and Culture
LEV 301 Servant Leadership
LEV 390 Seminar on Leadership Theory
LEV 495 Applied Leadership
PSC 213 Elections and Campaigns
PSC 214 American Political Parties and Interest Groups
PSY 270 Industrial Psychology
PSY 330 Community Psychology
PSY 340 Learning
SOA 203 Community Studies

Recommended course sequence:
First Year (9 hours):

SPC 100
SPC 214
SPC 185, 200, or 260 (communication context course)

Second Year (12 hours):
SPC 230
SPC 330
PHL 210
ENG 200, ENG 220, or SPC 277 (first writing course)

Third Year (12-15 hours):
SOA 200 or 202 (methods course)
SPC 287
SPC 430 (or senior year)
First advanced communication course
First specialty course

Fourth Year (9-12 hours):
SPC 430 (or junior year)
Second advanced communication course
Second writing course
Second specialty course

Recommended Minors:
This major is compatible with a number of fields, and in order to 
develop specific expertise in a subject related to their career goals, 
students are strongly encouraged to pursue a minor. Related minors include
Marketing, International Business, Human Resource Management, Print
Journalism, Interactive Media Studies, Leadership, Ethics, and Values,
Psychology, Sociology, Gender and Women’s Studies, Global Studies,
Political Science, and Urban and Suburban Studies. Other minors may be
appropriate; students should consult with their academic advisor.

Recommended Internship:
The faculty highly recommends that majors incorporate field experience
working in a professional environment with their program of study by com-
pleting at least one internship during their junior and/or senior year. Students
should work with their academic advisor and Career Services to identify
appropriate internship opportunities, and they should consult the depart-
ment’s current internship policy if they wish to receive academic credit for
the experience.

Organizational Communication Minor
At least 21 credit hours to include SPC 330 and SPC 430, plus 15 credit hours
from the organizational communication core.
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100 Speech Communication (3.00) IAI:  C2 900
An introduction to speech communication theory, selected interpersonal and
small group communication skills, and a wide array of public speaking skills,
including preparation, presentation, and evaluation of speeches. Recommended
primarily for freshmen and sophomores. Core: Communication.

113 TV Performance (0.00-1.50)
Offered to all students who wish to participate in Cardinal Video Productions, the
campus video production company. This course is designed for video producers,
directors, editors, camera operators, on-camera reporters and announcers, 
screenwriters, news and promotions staffers. Instructor approval needed for 1.5
credit hours. This is a graded course, regardless of credit.

117 Radio Performance (0.00-1.50)
For announcers, engineers, music directors, new directors, production, traffic,
sports, public affairs, and promotions staffers. Offered to all students who wish
to work at the campus radio station, WONC-FM. Instructor approval needed for
1.5 credit hours. This is a graded course, regardless of credit.

119 Forensics Performance (0.00-1.50)
For debaters, oral interpreters, and public speakers. Offered to all students who
wish to participate in intercollegiate forensics. Instructor approval needed for
1.5 credit hours. This is a graded course, regardless of credit.

125 Communication Concepts (1.50)
This course further explores selected concepts from SPC 100 or 200 in addition
to other concepts. An integral topic of the course is listening. A selection of other
topics such as impromptu speaking, communication apprehension, semantics,
and communication ethics is included.

185 Mass Media and Society (3.00)
The history of mass communication in the United States with an emphasis on
the sociological and cultural effects of media on society. Core: Social Science.

200 Interpersonal Communication (3.00)
A study of communication in face-to-face interactions. The course examines the
role of perception of self and others in communication and explores such topics
as nonverbal communication, verbal styles, relationship development, and 
conflict management. Skills training is an important component of the course.
Core: Communication.

214 Group Process (3.00)
The understanding and practice of small group communication theory and 
skills in information-sharing and decision-making discussions. Core:
Communication.

223 Oral Interpretation I (3.00)
Preparation and analysis of prose fiction, poetry, and drama for oral presentation
through both solo and duet performance.

230 Business & Professional Communication (3.00)
This introductory course in organizational communication focuses on 
developing skills and strategies involved in written, face-to-face, and 
electronic communication in professional settings. Students learn fundamentals
of interviewing, writing, and presenting in professional contexts and may 
investigate organizational communication practices such as performance 
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feedback, training, meeting management, and organizational identity.
Prerequisite: SPC 100, SPC 200, or SPC 214.

260 Introduction to New Media (3.00)
(Same as: IMS 260.) This course offers an overview of the Internet and other
forms of new media, and examines their impact on human communication, 
culture, politics, and daily life. It covers the major themes in the sociological
and cultural study of new media, and includes some instruction in basic web
design skills.

262 Radio Production and Direction (3.00)
The preparation, production, and direction of program materials. Uses 
WONC-FM production studios as the laboratory. Prerequisite: SPC 117 or
instructor consent.

265 Broadcast News (1.50)
An intensive study of the writing, editing, and production of broadcast news.
Students learn to write news while integrating audio and video news elements.
Prerequisite: One of ENG 220; SPC 277; or SPC 117 and instructor consent.

267 TV-Film Screenwriting (1.50)
The research, writing, and preproduction of television and motion picture
screenplays. The behind-the-scenes relationships among producers, directors,
screenwriters, and agents, as well as mechanics of script format, are studied.

268 Advanced TV-Film Screenwriting (1.50)
A more intensive approach to screenwriting with emphasis on script structure,
plot analysis, and character development. Also discussed: Writers Guild of
America formatics, screenwriting software choices, securing a literary agent,
soliciting producers, and deciphering options and contracts. Prerequisite: SPC
267.

269 Television Production (3.50)
An introduction to producing for television, with an emphasis on the student as
message-creator and the development of visual literacy. Productions include
comedies and dramas, interview programs, news, and public service 
announcements. Students assume various production roles such as producer,
director, editor, etc., and work in a studio setting as well as on-location and in
the Pfeiffer edit suite. Laboratory. Prerequisite: SPC 113.

273 Station Programming (3.00)
Study of philosophical, legal, and business considerations that determine the
programming of radio and television stations. Courses may focus on any one
of the following: news and public affairs, audience analysis, programming
research, or other areas related to both commercial and non-commercial 
programming practices. Prerequisite: SPC 117 or instructor’s approval.

277 Broadcast Copywriting (3.00)
The research, writing, and preproduction of radio and television scripts for 
public service announcements, station promotions, and commercials. The 
relationship between writers with producers, station managers, and advertising
agency personnel is studied, as well as an analysis of target audiences.

285 Argumentation and Debate (3.00)
Theory and practice in argumentation. Students prepare for and participate in
debates in order to develop skills in research, organization, critical thinking,
and oral presentation. Core: Communication.
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287 Advanced Public Speaking (3.00)
Assumes knowledge of principles of and experience in public speaking. The
focus of this course is twofold: 1) the study of the historic evolution of the field-
of rhetoric as revealed through the teachings of major rhetorical theorists
(Aristotle through 1830), and 2) the presentation of various types of speeches.
Prerequisite: SPC 100 or instructor’s approval. Core: Communication or Social
Science.

297 Internship (0.00-9.00)

299 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)

300 Communication Theory (3.00)
An introduction to the enduring issues of theory and research in the discipline,
with special emphasis given to concepts and themes peculiar to speech 
communication, ethics, and historical evolution of the discipline. Intended to be
a foundation for study at the advanced level in speech communication.
Prerequisites: SPC 200 or SPC 214; SPC 287.

317 Intercultural Communication (3.00)
A study of the basic components involved in intercultural communication.
Topics considered include, but are not limited to: cultural biases, cultural 
determinants of experiences and backgrounds, social perception, verbal 
interaction, nonverbal interaction, and opinion leadership. Prerequisite: Junior
or senior standing. ACR: Intercultural.

325 Communication Law (3.00)
A study of First Amendment law in the United States, with an emphasis on 
freedom of speech for print and broadcast media. Case studies are used to show
how broadcast stations and newspapers assert their First Amendment rights
while adhering to Federal Communication Commission regulations and other
legal restrictions. Prerequisite: SPC 273 or ENG 220.

330 Organizational Communication Theory(3.00)
A survey of the major theoretical perspectives contributing to the study of 
organizational communication, from classical management through cultural,
critical, femininst, and postmodern perspectives. Attention is given to using 
theoretical perspectives for analyzing and diagnosing communication problems
and for effecting change in organizations. Prerequisites: SPC 214 and SPC 230.

367 Persuasion Theories (3.00)
A study of the humanistic and scientific theories of oral persuasion as practiced
in a variety of situations, including interpersonal, public speaking, 
organizational, and mass media contexts. Prerequisite: SPC 287.

389 Gender and the Mass Media (3.00)
(Same as: GWS 389.) The critical analysis of the complex relations between
gender and the mass media. Special emphasis is placed on the social 
construction of gender representations of the body, and the cultural significance
of the media. Prerequisite: Junior standing.

390 Seminar (3.00)
Examination of specialized topics within the areas of speech communication,
organizational communication, media and theatre.
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391 Seminar in Broadcast Media (3.00)
Advanced seminar course.

392 Seminar Speech Communication (3.00)
Advanced seminar course.

397 Internship (0.00-9.00)

399 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)

405 Advanced Radio Production & Direction (3.00)
The preparation and direction of program materials (commercials, promos,
PSAs, music, drama, etc.) on an advanced level. Laboratory uses WONC-FM
production studios. Prerequisites: Junior standing, SPC 262.

410 Rhetorical Criticism (3.00)
A study of contemporary approaches to the critical analysis of communication.
Students examine numerous examples of contemporary rhetoric (speeches,
speakers, movements) and consider key factors that can be used to explain the
effects of public address acts. Prerequisite: SPC 287.

412 Media Criticism (3.00)
A critical study of media analysis theories, with an emphasis on television and
film. Students learn to use the theoretical tools media scholars use to analyze the
content and effects of media messages. Ethical questions and other related
issues are also examined. Prerequisites: Junior or senior standing, SPC 185,
SPC 287.

417 Advanced Video Production (3.00)
Advanced video production work with an emphasis on the aesthetics of 
film-style directing and editing. Students work to communicate visually through
dramatic, comedic, documentary, and experimental forms. Students shoot
entirely on location and have access to computer-based graphics, animation and
editing software in the Pfeiffer Hall edit suite. Prerequisite: SPC 269

430 Advanced Organizational Communication (3.00)
This course bridges theory and practice by emphasizing key organizational
communication processes. Paying particular attention to contemporary research
and applications, this course focuses on several topics such as superior-
subordinate and peer-to-peer communication, socialization processes, 
globalization and diversity issues, emotional labor, conflict and decision-
making, organizational identity and image, new technology in organizations,
organizational change, and leadership. Prerequisites: SPC 330; junior or senior
standing.

490 Seminar (3.00)
Study of special topics in speech, communication, theatre, or broadcasting.

491 Seminar in Broadcast Media (3.00
Advanced seminar course.
.
492 Seminar in Speech Communication (3.00)
Advanced seminar course.
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493 Seminar in Organizational Communication (3.00)
This advanced seminar course offers an in-depth study of a particular topic of
organizational communication. Topics may include communication and 
organizational cultures, organizational rhetoric, crisis communication, 
corporate social responsibility, and communication in non-profit and alternative
organizations. The topics chosen depend upon faculty and student interest and
are publicized in the course schedule for the terms during which the seminar is
offered. Prerequisites: SPC 330; junior or senior standing.

497 Internship (0.00-9.00)

499 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)

Sport Management
See Health and Physical Education for a description of courses and programs
of study in Sport Management.

Theatre (THE)
Professor: Deborah L. Palmes
Assistant Professor: Carin Silkaitis*
Instructor: Michael Johannsen*

Mission Statement
The department of Theatre is a community of artist/scholar/citizens dedicated to
provoking and sustaining interest in theatre as a source of insight into the human
condition, through both skills and inquiry-based learning in our 
classrooms and public performances on our stages.
The Theatre program at North Central College is designed to engage students in
the wide array of theory, technique, scholarship, and aesthetics that 
comprise the theatre arts. The program serves: 1) majors and minors preparing
for careers in theatre and allied careers where knowledge of theatre production
is required; 2) students who take academic courses to meet general education
requirements or  who find courses in theatre, musical theatre, and dance to be
attractive components of a liberal arts education; and 3) those who participate
in campus  musical and non-musical productions as a way of enriching their
lives.

The department offers a broad spectrum of courses in acting, dance, design,
direction, music, and production. The co-curricular program, supervised by the
faculty, offers students opportunities for creative expression and skills practice
through both the fully-mounted mainstage season and many studio productions.
Degree offered: B.A.

Theatre Major
Students may choose one of three Theatre tracks: I) Performance, II) Technical
Theatre, or III) Musical Theatre. All three tracks require six separate terms of
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Theatre Practicum, the departmental core, and additional specific requirements
for each track.
A. Six terms of Theatre Practicum (THE 115, THE 116, ARL 207, and/or ARL

208). Practicum credit is given to students participating in the production of
faculty-directed mainstage plays. They may be taken for credit or no credit,
and a maximum of six hours may count towards the 120 hours required for
graduation. These hours are in addition to, not part of, the hours required for
the major. Students are expected to take these courses for credit unless they
will exceed 12 hours in the term.

B. Core Requirements. 15 credit hours from:
THE 180 Techniques of Production
THE 182 Fundamentals of Acting
THE 255 Stage Makeup
THE 270 Directing
THE 359 Theatre History and Literature I -or-
THE 361 Theatre History and Literature II

C. Completion of one of the following tracks:
I. Performance Track

A minimum of 21 credit hours. This track is for students who want a
general foundation in theatre studies, with an emphasis on non-musical
performance, theatre history, and/or directing. Graduates may find
work as performers, continue their studies in graduate school, or use
the fundamental life skills learned here to pursue a multitude of other
careers.
THE 282 Contemporary Acting Styles
THE 382 Classical Acting Styles

One additional theatre history course: THE 359, THE 361, THE
265, or THE 363
One 300-level or higher theatre course
Nine additional hours of theatre and/or ENG 401 Seminar in
Drama or other English drama courses

II. Technical Track
A minimum of 21 credit hours. This track combines knowledge of 
technical skills, design practice, history, and aesthetics as preparation
for careers in producing theatre. Graduates may find work in theatres
or performing arts centers, as technicians or managers for road tours or
production companies; continue their studies in graduate schools; or
pursue advanced degrees through M.A., M.F.A., or Ph.D. programs.

THE 280 Stage Lighting
THE 397/497 or THE 399/499 Internship or Independent Study in 
Design (Setting, Costume, Light, or Sound)
One additional theatre history course: THE 359, THE 361, THE
265, or THE 363
One 300-level or higher theatre course
Nine additional hours of theatre and/or ENG 401 Seminar in
Drama or other English drama courses

III. Musical Theatre Track
A minimum of 33 hours in theatre and music. This track combines the
knowledge and skills in the three areas of theatre, music, and dance as
preparation for careers in musical theatre. Graduates may find work in
professional, regional, and educational theatre; pursue advanced
degrees through graduate programs; or begin pursuit of a career on the
Broadway stage.
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Musical Theatre majors must achieve at least a C- in MUS 101 and
MUS 108 and at least a B- in MUS 211 and 221. Students with a strong
music background are strongly encouraged to either minor or double
major in music.

THE 145 Musical Theatre Dance I
THE 245 Musical Theatre Dance II
THE 246 Jazz Dance (0.00 or 1.50 hours)
THE 248 Tap Dance (0.00 or 1.50 hours)
THE 252 Ballet (0.00 or 1.50 hours)
THE 254 Choreography
THE 265 American Musical Theatre
THE 282 Contemporary Acting Styles
THE 350 Advanced Performance Styles/Musical Theatre
THE 355 Business of Theatre
THE 450 Senior Musical
One additional course from: ENG 401, THE 240, or any 300-level
or higher theatre course or English drama course
MUS 101 Music Theory I
MUS 108 Aural Harmony I
MUS 211 Piano (three terms)
MUS 221 Voice (six terms)
MUS 329 Vocal Pedagogy and Techniques
Two additional music courses from: MUS 102, MUS 109, MUS
201, MUS 208, MUS 205, MUS 250, MUS 251, MUS 328

Theatre Minor
A minimum of 18 hours, including:
A. Three terms of Theatre Practicum (THE 115, THE 116, ARL 207, and/or

ARL 208). Practicum credit is given to students participating in the 
production of faculty-directed mainstage plays. They may be taken for 
credit or no credit, and a maximum of six hours may count towards the 120
hours required for graduation. These hours are in addition to, not part of, the
hours required for the minor. Students are expected to take these courses for
credit unless they will exceed 12 hours in the term.

B. 12 credit hours selected from: THE 180, THE 182, THE 255, THE 270, THE
359, THE 361

C. Six credit hours from any theatre courses and/or ENG 401 or other English
drama course. A maximum of three credit hours of dance may count towards
the theatre minor.

Dance Minor
A minimum of 19 credit hours, including the completion of a senior recital 
covering at least two styles of dance. Students must take each of the courses for
credit once; optional repetition of technique courses may be taken for no 
credit.

THE 145 Musical Theatre Dance I
THE 245 Musical Theatre Dance II
THE 246 Jazz Dance (0.00-1.50)
THE 248 Tap Dance (0.00-1.50)
THE 252 Ballet (0.00-1.50)
THE 254 Choreography
THE 257 Dance History
PHL 220 Aesthetics
THE 399 Independent Study (advanced study in dance)
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115 Theatre Practicum I (0.00-1.00)
Theatre is studied through the staging, mounting, and production of a faculty-
directed, all-College theatrical production. This course is repeatable up to a
maximum of six credit hours earned. Students are expected to take this course
for credit unless exceeding 12 credit hours in a term. Prerequisite: Instructor
consent.

116 Theatre Practicum II (0.00-2.00)
Theatre is studied through the staging, mounting, and production of a 
faculty-directed, all-College theatrical production. Students must hold major
performance roles or take on major production positions to enroll. This course
is repeatable up to a maximum of four credit hours earned. Students are 
expected to take this course for credit unless they will exceed 12 hours in the
term. Prerequisite: THE 115 and instructor consent.

145 Musical Theatre Dance I (2.00)
(Same as: HPE 145.) An introductory course in jazz, ballet, and tap techniques for
the stage. The course includes instruction in the history and theory of 
musical theatre, dance and the basic building blocks of choreography. This course
assumes no prior dance experience and is open to all students interested in dance
training for performance. This course may be repeated for credit once.

175 Introduction to Theatre Arts (3.00)                                  IAI:F1 907
An introduction to the theatre through criticism, aesthetics, acting, design, and
history. Core: Humanities.

180 Techniques of Production (3.00)
A laboratory in scenic construction, painting, rigging, and mounting technique
and design. Students also participate in department productions.

182 Fundamentals of Acting (3.00)
A general introduction to acting involving exercises in voice, movement, 
improvisation, and text study. The course seeks to give the student an awareness
of what acting is in both theory and performance. Presentation of scenes and
attendance at productions are required.

240 Voice and Movement (3.00)
This class focuses on the human voice and body as an instrument of 
communication both on stage and in everyday life. The course seeks to give the
student an understanding of voice and movement and their use as expressive
tools for the performance. Prerequisite: THE 182 or instructor’s consent.

245 Musical Theatre Dance II (2.00)
(Same as: HPE 245.) An extension of Musical Theatre Dance I. This course has
its emphasis in jazz, tap, and ballet techniques as applied to musical 
theatre at an intermediate level. This course also covers choreography in jazz
and tap, and auditioning techniques. This course may be repeated for credit
once. Prerequisite: THE 145 or instructor consent.

246 Jazz Dance (0.00-1.50)
This course offers a concentration on jazz dance from an historical, 
theoretical,  and performance perspective. This course builds and expands upon
the tap dance portion of THE 245. Repeatable course. Prerequisite: THE 245 or 
instructor consent 
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248 Tap Dance (0.00-1.50)
This course offers a concentration on tap dance from an historical, theoretical,
and performance perspective. This course builds and expands upon the tap
dance portion of THE 245. Repeatable course. Prerequisite: THE 245 or 
instructor consent.

252 Ballet (0.00-1.50)
This course offers a concentration on ballet from an historical, theoretical, and
performance perspective. This course builds and expands upon the ballet 
portion of THE 245. Repeatable course. Prerequisite: THE 245 or consent of
instructor.

254 Choreography (1.50)
A choreography workshop that explores the technique and skills required to 
create dance and movement for the stage. The course explores methods of
approaching various types of work, from musical staging to dance numbers.
Repeatable course. Prerequisite: THE 245 or consent of instructor.

255 Theatrical Makeup (3.00)
An introduction to the principles and techniques of theatrical makeup design
and application.

257 Dance History (3.00)
A study of the history of Western theatrical dance from the first court ballets in
the late 16th century through early 21st century Postmodernism. The course
explores the dances, choreographers, dancers, and theories in the cultural 
context of each period. Core: Humanities.

265 American Musical Theatre (3.00)
A study of the American musical theatre from the 19th century to present.
Composers and librettists covered include George M. Cohan, Victor Herbert,
Jerome Kerr, Rodgers and Hammerstein, and Stephen Sondheim. Field trip to
an area production is required. Core: Humanities.

270 Directing (3.00)
The course serves as an introduction to the art of directing plays for the theatre.
It utilizes background information and experience with acting, stagecraft, and
dramatic literature to provide the groundwork for discussion of various
approaches to, and techniques of, play production. The course culminates in the
public performance of student-directed short scenes and one acts. Prerequisites:
THE 182, and sophomore standing.

280 Stage Lighting (3.00)
A study of theatrical lighting, design, and operation in department productions.

282 Contemporary Acting Styles (3.00)
This course builds on the ideas and work of THE 182. More advanced and 
intensive scene work is integrated with voice, movement, and textual 
improvisation during the term. Prerequisite: THE 182.

343 Improvisation (3.00)
This course builds on the improvisational skills introduced in THE 182 and
THE 282. More advanced and intensive improvisational work is integrated with
performance theory, research, and advanced critical thinking during the term.
Prerequisite: THE 182.
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350 Advanced Performance Styles/Musical Theatre (3.00)
This courses examines the different vocal techniques and movement styles 
necessary for musical theatre. It focuses on a performer's approach to 
developing a song in the context of contemporary musical theatre, examining
the work in terms of structure and content. This course may be taken twice.
Prerequisites: Sophomore standing; one of THE 282, two terms of MUS 221, or
instructor consent.

355 Business of Theatre (3.00)
This course explores the requirements for the business portion of theatre, from
building a theatrical resume to selecting a head shot, to registering with an
agent. The course includes several field trips to visit experts in specialized areas
of theatrical business. The course includes establishing a small business for the
actor.

359 Theatre History and Literature I (3.00)
A study of the theatre and its literature from its ancient beginnings through the
English Restoration. The course explores the drama, productions, theories, 
personages, and physical theatre in the cultural context of each period.

361 Theatre History and Literature II (3.00)
A study of the theatre and its literature from the 19th century Age of
Romanticism to the present day. The course explores the drama, productions,
theories, personages, and physical theatre in the cultural context of each age.

363 Classical Asian Theatre (3.00)
A survey of classical Asian theatre traditions, including the Noh, Kabuki and
Bunraku theatres of Japan, Beijing Opera and Yuan drama of China, Sanskrit
and Kathakali dance dramas of India, Korean p’ansori dramas and mask dances,
and the Balinese Dancers of Indonesia. The course explores the ways in which
these performance traditions reflect each country’s heritage, religion and 
culture. ACR: Intercultural.

382 Classical Acting Styles (3.00)
An advanced acting class focusing on period styles and an actor’s approach to
the Classics. Scene study includes the plays of Ancient Greece, Shakespeare,
Moliere, and the Restoration. Prerequisite: THE 182.

393 Seminar in Theatre (3.00)
Advanced seminar course.

450 Senior Musical (3.00)
This is the capstone course for Musical Theatre majors. Graduating seniors
work with the faculty advisor to select the show, divide responsibilities for 
production, and present a fully mounted production on the Pfeiffer stage.
Prerequisite: Musical Theatre major; senior standing. ACR: Leadership, Ethics
and Values.

493 Seminar in Theatre (3.00)
Advanced seminar course.
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Urban and Suburban Studies (USS)
Professors: Thomas D. Cavenagh, Lou Corsino, Gerald Gems, 

Richard Guzman, Ann Durkin Keating,
Associate Professors: Judith Brodhead, Stephen Maynard Caliendo,

Stephen Macek
Assistant Professors: William Barnett,, Leniece Davis, Zachary Jack,

Jeffrey Jankowski

Mission Statement
The minor in Urban and Suburban Studies provides an opportunity for 
exploration of the cultural and sociological dimensions of metropolitan regions
across the globe, with a particular emphasis on the concept of social justice.
Urban and Suburban Studies offers an interdisciplinary minor introducing 
students to the cultural and sociological dimensions of metropolitan regions.
Courses explore the variety of communities and constituencies which comprise
metropolitan regions both today and in the past. North Central’s location in the
Chicago metropolitan area provides an ideal setting for exploration.
Additionally, students are encouraged to take advantage of study abroad 
opportunities, particularly NCC programs in San José, Costa Rica, and London,
as well as the Chicago Term.

Urban and Suburban Studies Minor
The minor consists of 21 credit hours, including:

USS 300 Urban and Suburban Studies
An additional 18 hours of elective from:

HST 120 Chicago History
REL 120 Urban Ethics
SOA 190 Urban Problems
HST 210 City Life
ART 261 Chicago Art and Architecture
HST 325 American Cities and Suburbs
HPE 262 Sport in Modern Society
HPE 360 Sport in Society
SPC 390 Seminar (when appropriate)
USS 397 Internship
USS 399 Independent Study
ENG 460 Topics (when appropriate - consult with USS faculty)
SOA 494 Chicago Field Study
CHM 430 Chemistry Special Topics (when appropriate)
SOA 203 Community Studies
PSC 210 Chicago Politics

300 Urban and Suburban Studies (3.00)
Interdisciplinary exploration of the cultural and sociological dimensions of 
metropolitan regions. The course is international in scope, explores both cities
and their suburbs, and provides the opportunity to examine leadership, ethics,
and values in a metropolitan context through the concept of social justice. ACR:
Intercultural.

325 Leadership and Place (3.00)
(Same as: USS 325.) Leadership and Place traces the influence of home towns
and home places on contemporary and historical leadership paradigms while
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considering such ethical questions as: What role does place play in forming a
responsible and responsive leader? How does one lead responsibly and well far
from home? How and where do rural, urban, and suburban ethical standards and
value judgments converge and diverge? Where have the leaders of the past come
from and where are they likely to be found in the future? Paying close attention
to small communities and neighborhoods as key loci in the production of 
twentieth-century civic leaders and as ethical centers in a Jeffersonian republic,
course texts, lectures, and discussions feature real-life case studies designed to
engage students in debates weighing ethical and moral positions viewed through
the lens of place. Leadership and Place uniquely encourages students in the study
of personal (inside-out) as well as cultural (outside-in) place-based, ethical 
perspectives while inviting them to consider the foundational role home 
communities play in ethical leadership on the local, regional, and national level.
Prerequisite: Junior Standing. ACR: Leadership, Ethics and Values.

397 Internship (0.00-9.00)

399 Independent Study (1.00-9.00)
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Integrated Five-Year
Bachelor’s/Master’s Programs
The College has approved three five-year programs leading to both a bachelor’s
and a master’s degree. Specific admission criteria and program requirements are 
outlined below; however, all programs share two common elements:

Students may not take more than 12 hours of graduate work prior to 
earning a bachelor’s degree.
Graduate probation and dismissal policies apply to all graduate 
coursework, regardless of when it is taken.

FIVE-YEAR INTEGRATED ACCOUNTING
C.P.A. TRACK/M.B.A. PROGRAM
The Accounting 5-Year Integrated C.P.A. track allows North Central College
students to obtain a B.A. or B.S. degree in accounting as well as the M.B.A.
degree within a five-year period. This five-year program is particularly 
attractive for accounting majors who want to take the C.P.A. exam in Illinois
where candidates must have a bachelor’s degree and a total of 150 semester
hours of coursework to sit for the exam.
Admission Criteria
The integrated degree is only available to students of high achievement,
including:

• Presidential Scholar recipients with high cumulative grade point averages
• Students nominated by faculty members
• Transfer students with high cumulative grade point averages

Students with a 3.333 cumulative grade point average or better, in accounting
and overall, may apply to the graduate program at the end of the Fall term of
their junior year. Applications are reviewed by the Accounting Integrated Track
Committee, and candidates are interviewed by a member of the Committee.
Program Requirements
The Accounting 5-year program enables full-time students to complete 12 hours
of graduate work by the end of the senior year. Six of these hours count toward
both the undergraduate and graduate degrees. An additional six hours of 
graduate coursework are taken during the senior year, beyond the 120 hours
required for the bachelor’s degree. Students graduate with a B.A. or B.S. at the
end of their senior year. In the fifth year, the student completes an additional 24
hours of graduate work to complete M.B.A. requirements.

FIVE-YEAR INTEGRATED B.A. OR B.S./M.S.
IN COMPUTER SCIENCE PROGRAM
Academically strong undergraduates may apply to the Integrated
Undergraduate/Graduate Computer Science Program. Students in this program
can earn both the B.A. or B.S. and the M.S. degree in Computer Science with
144 credit hours, normally completing both degrees within five years.
Admission Criteria
Students interested in applying to the program must meet the following 
requirements:

• Successful completion of CSC 210, CSC 220, CSC 230, and CSC 306.
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• Cumulative G.P.A. of 3.333 or higher, both overall and in the major, -or-
Cumulative G.P.A. of 3.000 or higher overall and 3.500 or higher in the
major.

Students who meet these criteria may apply to the program anytime between the
first term of the junior year and the first term of the senior year.
Program Requirements
The program enables full-time students to complete 12 hours of graduate work,
normally during the senior year. Six of these hours count toward both the 
undergraduate and graduate degrees. The other six hours are beyond the 120
hours required for the bachelor’s degree. Students graduate with a B.A. or B.S.
at the end of their senior year. In the fifth year, they complete an additional 18
hours of graduate work, including a Master’s Project, to earn the Master of
Science degree in Computer Science.
FIVE-YEAR INTEGRATED B.A. OR B.S/M.A.
IN LIBERAL STUDIES PROGRAM
Students accepted into this program earn both a bachelor’s degree (in any 
discipline) and the Master of Arts degree in Liberal Studies with the completion
of 141 credit hours. Normally both degrees are completed within five years.
Admission Criteria
Students with a minimum G.P.A. of 3.333 may apply to the program no earlier
than the third term of their freshman year and no later than the first term of 
their junior year.
Program Requirements
Students in this program may count a maximum of 12 graduate hours toward the
120 hours required for the undergraduate degree. These hours may be used to
meet major or minor requirements (with department or program approval) or as
electives. After receiving their bachelor’s degree, students take an additional 21
hours of graduate work in their fifth year to complete the requirements for the
Master of Arts degree in Liberal Arts.
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DIRECTORIES

BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Esther T. Benjamin ‘90, Executive Director for Resource Development,
International Partnership for Microbicides, Silver Spring, Maryland.
J. Steven Bergerson, Executive Committee Member-at-Large, Retired Senior
Vice President, Law and Compliance, WMX Technologies, Inc., Lake Geneva,
Wisconsin.
John D. Bramsen ’60, Executive Committee Member-At-Large, Retired
Mathematical Sociologist, Chicago, Illinois.
Gerald M. Cole, Chairman and CEO, Waste Gasification Systems, Inc., Chicago,
Illinois.
Jerry M. de St. Paer ’64, Executive Committee Member-at-Large, Senior Vice
President-Finance, AIG, New York, New York.
Sam K. Duncan, Chairman and CEO, OfficeMax, Naperville, Illinois.
Kevin M. Gensler, Attorney/Partner, Dommermuth, Brestal, Cobine, and West,
Ltd., Naperville, Illinois.
John Giannini ‘84, Head Basketball Coach, LaSalle University, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania.
Misty Gruber, CoChair Life Sciences/Counsel, Dykema Gossett PLLC,
Chicago, Illinois.
Nancy Hanson ‘79, Former Teacher/First Grade, Naperville C.U. District 203,
Chicago, Illinois.
Steven H. Hoeft ‘73, Attorney, McDermott, Will, & Emery, Chicago, Illinois.
Holly Humphrey ‘79, Vice Chair, Academic Affairs, Professor of Medicine and
Dean of Medical Education, The University of Chicago Pritzker School of
Medicine, Chicago, Illinois.
Peter P. Jones ’76, COO, M-Cubed Information Systems, Inc., Silver Spring,
Maryland.
Hee-Soo Jung, Bishop, Northern Illinois Conference, The United Methodist
Church, Chicago, Illinois.
David W. Kelsch, Vice Chair, Business Affairs, President and CEO, Advanced
Data Technologies, Inc., Naperville, Illinois.
Michele Kenaga ’73, Vice President, Compensation, New York Life Insurance
Company, New York, New York.
Ray Kinney, Principal, Minuteman Press, Naperville, Illinois.
Susan Koranda ‘06, Omega Counseling, Naperville, Illinois.
Linda Lee, Bishop, Wisconsin Conference, The United Methodist Church, Sun
Prairie, Wisconsin.
Ronald Lueptow ‘81, Chief Financial Officer, Consolidated Bedding, Inc.,
Tampa, Florida.
Douglas Mackie, President & CEO, Great Lakes Dredge and Dock Co., Oak
Brook, Illinois.
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Joseph Mallon ‘80, Partner, Deloitte & Touche, LLP, Chicago, Illinois.
Kevin Martin, Account Executive, Performance Graphics, Elmhurst, Illinois.
Holly I. Myers, Secretary, Senior Vice President, Myers-Briggs and Co., Inc.,
Chicago, Illinois.
Michael R. Naset, Senior Partner, Accenture LLP, Chicago, Illinois.
John L. Novak ‘64, Retired Treasurer, DuPage County, Lombard, Illinois.
Jeffrey J. Oesterle ’76, Vice Chair, Institutional Advancement, Owner, Plaza
Properties, Highland, Indiana.
William N. Plamondon, President and Chief Executive Officer, R. I. Heller
& Co., Ft. Lauderdale, Florida.
Pat Pulido Sanchez, President and CEO, Pulido Sanchez Communications,
Chicago, Illinois.
Steven Rubin, Partner, KTG LLC, Naperville, Illinois.
Stephen T. Sellers ’76, CEO, Applied Noetics, Batavia, Illinois.
Jeffrey K. Swallow ‘94, Officer/Director/Corporate Secretary, Magnetrol
International, Incorporated, Downers Grove, Illinois.
Scott Wehrli ‘91, Secretary/Treasurer and Partner, Dukane Precast, Inc.,
Naperville, Illinois.
Dr. Myron K. Wentz ‘63, President, Sanoviv, National City, California.
Herman B. White, Jr., Vice Chair, Enrollment and Student Affairs, Senior
Scientist, Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, Batavia, Illinois.
Harold R. Wilde, President of the College, Naperville, Illinois.
Robert A. Wislow ’67, Chairman of the Board, Chairman/CEO, U.S. Equities
Realty, LLC., Chicago, Illinois.
Beth Zimmermann ’61, Clinical Nurse Specialist, University of Chicago
Hospitals, Chicago, Illinois.

BOARD OF TRUSTEES (LIFE TRUSTEES)

William J. Abe ’50, Senior Vice President/Investments, Stifel, Nicolaus &
Company, Inc., Chicago, Illinois.
Albert Benedetti ’48, President, Bruno Benedetti and Sons, Naperville,
Illinois.
Willard F. Brestal, President, Dommermuth, Brestal, Cobine, and West, Ltd.,
Naperville, Illinois.
H. Carl Bruns ’47, Retired President, Auburn Savings Bank, Auburn, Iowa.
John J. Case, President, Agrinetics, Inc., Naperville, Illinois.
Elmer A. Dagenais, Retired Executive Vice President, Kroehler
Manufacturing Co., Naperville, Illinois.
Theodore E. Desch, Retired Senior Vice President, Law and Corporate
Affairs, Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Illinois, Naperville, Illinois.
Jesse R. DeWitt, Retired Bishop, The United Methodist Church, Ann Arbor,
Michigan.
Clyde V. Erwin ’50, Retired Patent Litigation Counsel, Praxair, Inc., Easton,
Maryland.
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Harris W. Fawell ’51, Retired U.S. Representative, 13th District, State of
Illinois, Naperville, Illinois.
Lawrence A. Gregory ’51, Retired General Partner, Calco Limited Partnership,
Downers Grove, Illinois.
Donald J. Hackl, President, Loebl, Schlossman & Hackl, Inc., Architects,
Chicago, Illinois.
Rita G. Harvard, Partner, Harvard Management Associates, Naperville, Illinois.
Roger F. Hruby, Sr. ‘58, Executive Committee Ex-Officio, Managing Partner,
RedShift Capital LLC, Burr Ridge, Illinois.
Samuel W. Hunt, Jr., Retired Chief Fiduciary Officer, Northern Trust Bank,
San Marino, California.
John A. Koten ’51, President, The Wordsworth Group, Barrington, Illinois.
Hazelyn McComas, Bible Study Leader, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
Jean C. Murray, O.P., President and Professor Emerita, Dominican University,
River Forest, Illinois.
Richard G. Norenberg ’55, Thoracic Surgeon, St. Petersburg, Florida.
Julius S. Scott, Jr., Retired College President, Hilton Head Island, South
Carolina.
G. Ward Stearns ’56, Retired President, Harris Bank Naperville, Naperville,
Illinois.
Judy G. Stevenson, President and Treasurer, Magnetrol International, Inc.,
Downers Grove, Illinois.
Richard F. Wehrli ’56, Chairman of the Board, Naperville Excavating,
Naperville, Illinois.

BOARD OF TRUSTEES (HONORARY TRUSTEES)

James E. Bramsen ’59, President, Spraying Systems Co., Wheaton, Illinois.
George A. Darrell, Retired President, Darrell DSC, Ltd., Western Springs,
Illinois.
Leota Buss Ester ‘51, Retired President and Owner, Landmark: The Staffing
Source, Appleton, Wisconsin.
Arthur P. Jorgenson, President, Plastic Parts, Inc., Union Grove, Wisconsin.
James K. Orr, President and Chairman of the Board, Hertzberg-New Method,
Inc., Jacksonville, Illinois.

FACULTY
Harold R. Wilde, President of the College and Professor of Political Science.
1991. A.B., Amherst College, 1967; M.A., Ph.D., 1973, Harvard University.
R. Devadoss Pandian, Vice President for Academic Affairs and Dean of
Faculty, and Professor of Mathematics. 1985. B.S., 1963, M.S., 1966, Madras
University, India; M.Phil., Madurai University, India, 1971; Ph.D., George
Washington University, 1983.
Full- and half-time members of the teaching faculty are listed alphabetically
below. Half-time faculty are noted by an asterisk. The date following the name
and title indicates the first year of service at North Central College.
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Diane Bruce Anstine, Associate Professor of Economics. 1997. B.A., 1990,
M.A. 1991, Miami University; Ph.D., University of Kentucky, 1997.
Jeffrey D. Anstine, Associate Professor of Management. 2002. B.A., State
University of New York at Albany, 1987; Ph.D., University of Kentucky, 1995.
Norval Bard, Associate Professor of French and Director of the Roberta I.
Myers Language Resource Center. 1997. B.A., Wheaton College, 1985; M.A.,
1993, Ph.D., 1997, The Pennsylvania State University.
Bobby J. Barnes, Assistant Professor of Economics. 2004. B.A., Pittsburg
State University, 1995; M.A., University of Arkansas, 1997; Ph.D., Kansas State
University, 2002.
William C. Barnett, Assistant Professor of History. 2005. B.A., Yale
University, 1988; M.A., University of Texas at Austin, 1997; Ph.D., University
of Wisconsin-Madison, 2005.
Mara K. Berkland, Assistant Professor of Speech Communication. 2003.
B.A., Gustavus Adolphus College, 1997; M.A., University of Denver, 1998;
Ph.D., University of Utah, 2003.
Jeffrey A. Bjorklund, Professor of Chemistry. 1995. B.S., Saint John’s
University, 1983; Ph.D., University of Minnesota, 1991.
Paul C. Bloom, Assistant Professor of Physics. 2006. B.A., Reed College,
1990; M.S., 1992, Ph.D., 1998, University of California, Davis.
Martha Bohrer, Assistant Professor of English. 2004. B.S.S., Cornell College,
1978; M.A., Miami University, Ohio, 1996; Ph.D., University of Chicago, 2003.
Matthew Boresi*, Instructor of Theatre. 2007. B.A., North Central College,
1997; M.F.A., New York University Tisch School of the Arts, 2002.
Paul F. Brandt, Associate Professor of Chemistry. 2001. B.S., Southwest State
University, 1984; Ph.D., University of Colorado at Boulder, 1990.
Judith Brodhead, Associate Professor of English and Administrative
Coordinator of Cultural Events. 1989. B.A., 1973, M.A., 1976, Rutgers
University.
Amy E. Buxbaum, Assistant Professor of Speech Communication. 2005.
B.S.C., 1991, M.A., 1993, Ohio University; Ph.D., University of Colorado,
2005.
Tracy L. Caldwell, Assistant Professor of Psychology. 2007. B.A., The College
of New Jersey, 1997; M.A. 2003, Ph.D., 2005, University of Illinois at Chicago.
Stephen Maynard Caliendo, Associate Professor of Political Science. 2005.
B.A., Clarion University of Pennsylvania, 1993; M.A., 1995, Ph.D., 1998,
Purdue University.
Kenneth D. Campbell, Associate Professor of Management. 1990. B.S.,
Miami University, 1976; M.B.A., University of Phoenix, 1982; Ph.D., Georgia
State University, 1989.
Allen B. Carius, Professor of Health and Physical Education. 1966. B.S., 1964,
M.S., 1967, University of Illinois.
Thomas D. Cavenagh, Professor of Business Law and Conflict Resolution and
Director of Leadership, Ethics and Values. 1990. B.A., Trinity College, 1984;
J.D., DePaul University, 1987.
Rebecca Clemente, Professor of Education. 1997. B.S., Ashland University,
1971; M.Ed., 1988, Ph.D., 1992, Kent State University.
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Jean Clifton, Associate Professor of Management. 2000. B.A., 1981, M.A.,
1988, University of Minnesota; Ph.D., Cornell University, 1999.
Thomas Clifton, Associate Professor of Management Information Systems.
2000. B.S., 1982, Ph.D., 1990, University of Minnesota.
Heather M. Coon, Associate Professor of Psychology. 2000. B.A., Mount
Holyoke College, 1988. M.A., 1995, Ph.D., 2000, University of Michigan.
Beverly Richard Cook, Associate Professor of Spanish. 1989. B.A., 1979,
M.A., 1983, Ph.D., 1988, University of Kentucky.
Louis Corsino, Professor of Sociology. 1998. B.A., University of Notre Dame,
1970; M.A., 1973, Ph.D., 1977, University of Massachusetts.
Leniece T. Davis, Assistant Professor of Political Science. 2005. B.A., The
University of Washington, 1997; M.A., 1999, Ph.D., 2005, The University of
Chicago.
Michael de Brauw, Assistant Professor of Classics. 2008. B.A., University of
Chicago, 1966; M.A., 1998, Ph.D., 2003, University of Texas at Austin.
Steven M. Davis, Associate Professor of Psychology. 1995. A.B., B.S.,
University of Illinois, 1989; M.A., 1992, Ph.D., 1996, University of Virginia.
Carmella M. DiNicola, Instructor of Spanish. 2005. B.A., University of Illinois at
Chicago, 1974; M.A., University of Michigan, 1976; M.B.A., University of Illinois
at Chicago, 1984.
Jalain Onsgard Donaldson*, Instructor of Theatre. 2007. B.A., Eastern Illinois
University, 1998; M.A., Michigan State University, 2007.
Michael J. Duane, Professor of Management. 1990. B.A., Mankato State
University, 1972; M.A., 1975 and 1981, Ph.D., 1984, University of Minnesota.
Sara J. Eaton, Professor of English. 1989. B.S., 1970, Ph.D., 1985, University
of Minnesota.
Brian Endless, Assistant Professor of Political Science. 2007. B.A., University
of Illinois, 1985; M.A., 1997, Ph.D., 2003, Loyola University Chicago.
Gary Ernst, Coleman Foundation Professor of Entrepreneurship and Small
Business and Professor of International Business and Marketing. 1986. B.S., 1968,
M.S., 1982, Roosevelt University; Ed.D., Northern Illinois University, 1992.
Philip Ewell, Assistant Professor of Music. 2007. B.A., Stanford University,
1989; M.M., Queens College of the City University of New York, 1991; Ph.D.,
Yale University, 2001.
Keith Feiler*, Instructor of Economics and Finance. 2007. B.A., North Central
College, 1966; M.A., University of Illinois, 1971; M.B.A., DePaul University,
1985.
Sheryl L. Finkle, Professor of Education. 1996. B.S., 1975, M.S., 1981, Illinois
State University; Ph.D., Ohio State University, 1990.
Penny Finley, Instructor of Education. 2007. B.S., University of Illinois, 1972,
M.S.Ed., University of New England, 2000.
David H. Fisher, Professor of Philosophy. 1988. B.A., Carleton College, 1965;
M.A., Columbia University-Union Theological Seminary, 1967; M.A., 1973,
Ph.D., 1976, Vanderbilt University.
John Fitzgerald, Instructor of Health and Physical Education. 2007. B.A.,
University of Chicago, 1998; M.B.A., Loyola University Chicago Graduate
School of Business, 2001.
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Richard Flint*, Instructor of Computer Science. 2007. B.S., 1984, M.S., 1985,
M.A., 1987, Notre Dame University; M.S., Cornell University, 1997.
Andrea M. Frazier, Assistant Professor of Mathematics. 2006. B.A., Ilinois
College, 2000; M.S., 2003, Ph.D., 2006, University of Iowa.
Amanda Gacek, Instructor of Health and Physical Education. 2007. B.A.,
North Central College, 2003; M.A., Concordia University, 2006.
Mary T. Galvan, Associate Professor of Marketing and Director of the Center
for Research. 1992. B.A., Rockford College, 1979; M.A., 1981, Ph.D., 1988,
Northern Illinois University.
Linda Qinglin Gao, Professor of Mathematics. 1992. B.S., Beijing Normal
University, 1982; M.S., Beijing Institute of Technology, 1984; M.S., 1987,
Ph.D., 1992, University of Iowa.
Gerald R. Gems, Professor of Health and Physical Education. 1988. B.A.,
Northeastern Illinois University, 1977; M.S., University of Arizona, 1980;
Ph.D., University of Maryland, 1989.
Richard R. Glejzer, Professor of English. 1998. B.A., 1986, M.A., 1989,
University of New Hampshire; Ph.D., University of Missouri-Columbia, 1994.
Frank Gramarosso, Associate Professor of Health and Physical Education.
1985. B.S., 1975, M.A., 1976, Northwestern University.
David Gray, Assistant Professor of Accounting. 2007. B.S., Millikin
University, 1986; M.A., Northern Illinois University, 1992; CPA.
Patrick E. Gray, Assistant Professor of Finance. 1978. B.S., University of
Maryland, 1972; M.B.A., DePaul University, 1974.
Richard R. Guzman, Professor of English. 1977. B.A., University of
California at Berkeley, 1971; M.A., California State University at Hayward,
1973; Ph.D., University of Virginia, 1977.
Linda J. Ogden Hagen*, Associate Professor of Voice. 1986. B.M., North
Central College, 1972; M.M., The College Conservatory of Music, University
of Cincinnati, 1974.
Perry T. Hamalis, Assistant Professor of Religious Studies. 2004. B.A., Boston
College, 1992; M.Div., Holy Cross Greek Orthodox School of Theology, 1996;
Ph.D., University of Chicago, 2004.
Gerald D. Hamsmith, Professor of Accounting. 1988. B.A., Aurora College,
1971; M.S., Northern Illinois University, 1973; C.P.A.
Sophie Hand, Associate Professor of French. 1990. B.A., Ursinus College,
1982; M.A., 1986, Ph.D., 1992, University of Wisconsin.
Brian Hanlon, Assistant Professor of Marketing. 2006. B.S., 1998, M.B.A.,
2001, J.D., 2004, DePaul University.
Brian Hoffert, Associate Professor of Religious Studies and History. 2000.
B.A., University of Toronto, 1990; A.M., University of Hawaii, 1993; Ph.D.,
Harvard University, 2002.
David A. Horner, Harold and Eva White Distinguished Professor in the Liberal
Arts and Professor of Chemistry and Physics. 1983. B.A., Otterbein College,
1977; M.S., 1979, Ph.D., 1984, University of California at Berkeley.
Shereen Ilahi, Assistant Professor of History. 2008. B.A., 1998, M.A., 2002,
University of Texas, Austin.
Zachary M. Jack, Assistant Professor of English. 2003. B.A., Iowa State
University, 1996; M.F.A., University of Alabama, 2001.
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Jennifer Jackson, Associate Professor of English. 1996. B.A., 1979, M.A.,
1985, Miami University, Ohio; Ph.D., Rensselear Polytechnic Institute, 1992.
Renard Jackson, Assistant Professor of Education. 2007. B.S., B.S.Ed., 1973,
M.S.Ed., 1977, Ed.D, 1989, Northern Illinois University.
Bruce Janacek, Associate Professor of History. 1999. B.A., University of
Pittsburgh, 1984; M.A., The George Washington University, 1987; Ph.D.,
University of California, Davis, 1996.
Jeffrey A. Jankowski, Assistant Professor of Chemistry. 2003. B.S., Illinois
Benedictine College, 1988; Ph.D., University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill,
1993.
David Janzen, Assistant Professor of Religious Studies. 2005. B.Th., Canadian
Mennonite University, 1992; M.Div., 1995, Ph.D., 1999, Princeton Theological
Seminary.
Michael Johannsen*, Instructor of Theatre. 2007. B.A., North Central College,
1982; M.F.A., Ohio University, 1986.
Stephen D. Johnston, Roger and Nadeane Hruby Professor in the Liberal Arts
and Sciences and Associate Professor of Biology. 1999.  B.S., 1990, M.S., 1991,
Iowa State University; Ph.D., University of Wisconsin, 1996.
Jenni Kapanen, Instructor of Health and Physical Education. 2004. B.A.,
Franklin Pierce College, 1999; M.A., Loras College, 2004.
Ann Durkin Keating, Dr. C. Frederick Toenniges Professor of History. 1991.
B.A., University of Illinois, 1978; M.A., 1979, Ph.D., 1984, University of
Chicago.
Nancy J. Keiser, Associate Professor of Education. 2002. B.A., Luther College,
1976; M.S., Ed.D., 1997, Northern Illinois University.
Jennifer Keys, Assistant Professor of Sociology. 2003. B.A., Ohio University,
1993; Ph.D., State University of New York at Albany, 2002.
Karl N. Kelley, Professor of Psychology. 1988. B.S., 1982, M.S., 1985, Ph.D.,
1987, Virginia Commonwealth University.
Doh-Khul Kim, Associate Professor of Economics and Finance. 2008. B.A.,
Chung-Ang University, Seoul, Korea, 1989; M.A., Temple University, 1992;
Ph.D., University of Georgia, 2001.
Maureen Kincaid, Associate Professor of Education. 1998. B.A., 1984, 
M.S.Ed., 1987, Ed.D., 1997, Northern Illinois University.
Patricia Grace King*, Assistant Professor of English. 2006. B.A., Eastern
Mennonite University, 1989; M.A., James Madison University, 1992; Ph.D.,
Emory University, 2000.
Nancy S. Kirby, Assistant Professor of Journalism and Coordinator of Student
Publications. 1990. B.A., Anderson University, 1982; M.A., Indiana University,
1987.
Matthew Klosterman, Instructor of Health and Physical Education. 2007.
B.A., 1999, M.A., 2002, Loras College.
Kari (Nethery) Kluckhohn, Assistant Professor of Health and Physical
Education. 2002. B.S., 1994, M. S., 2000, University of Wisconsin - La Crosse.
Wendy Koenig, Associate Professor of Art. 2008. B.A., University of
Louisville, 1988; M.F.A., Ohio University, 1998; Ph.D., The Ohio State
University, 2004.
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Matthew B. Krystal, Assistant Professor of Anthropology. 2003. B.A.,
Washington University, 1990; M.A., 1993, Ph.D., 2001, Tulane University. 
Christine M. Kukla, Assistant Professor of Marketing. 1989. B.A., Rosary
College, 1972; M.A., Loyola University, 1974; M.B.A., DePaul 
University, 1979.
James P. Kulawiak, Associate Professor of Health and Physical Education.
1989. B.S., Western Illinois University, 1977; M.S., U.S. Sport Academy, 1994.
Karen M. Kunka, Assistant Professor of Health and Physical Education. 2005.
B.A., St. John Fisher College, 1966; M.Ed., Indiana State University, 1998.
Shwuyi Leu, Associate Professor of Education. 2008. B.A., Tamkang
University, Taipei, Taiwan, 1986; M.A., 1994, M.Ed., 1999, Ph.D., 2002,
University of Illinois.
Robert Tad Lehe, Professor of Philosophy. 1983. A.B., Wheaton College, 1971;
M.A., Northern Illinois University, 1979; Ph.D., University of Chicago, 1980.
Annie W. Liu*, Instructor of Chinese. 2002. B.A., 1985, M.Ed., 1987,
University of Illinois at Chicago.
Lisa A. Long, Associate Professor of English. 1998. B.A., University of
Minnesota, 1989; M.A., 1991, Ph.D., 1997, University of Wisconsin.
Mary Jean Lynch, Professor of Psychology. 1986. B.A., Northwestern
University, 1976; M.A., University of Chicago, 1977; Ph.D., Northwestern
University, 1982.
Stephen H. Macek, Associate Professor of Speech Communication. 2002.
B.A., University of Wisconsin at Madison, 1987; M.A., 1993, Ph.D., 2001,
University of Minnesota-Twin Cities.
Susan R. Mack, Instructor of Education. 2005. B.A., North Central College,
1968; M.Ed., National-Louis University, 1982.
John V. Madormo, Assistant Professor of Broadcast Communication and
General Manager of WONC (89.1 FM) Radio Station. 1980. B.A., Northern
Illinois University, 1974.
Christine Martersteck*, Instructor of Biology. 2007. B.S., University of
Illinois, 1986; M.S., University of Illinois Chicago Medical School, 1996.
Jeordano Martinez, Professor of Music. 1986. B.M., Baylor University, 1964;
M.M., Southern Illinois University at Carbondale, 1971.
Paloma Martinez-Cruz, Assistant Professor of Spanish. 2005. B.A.,
University of California at Berkeley, 1996; M.A., 1998, M. Ph., 2000, Ph.D.,
2004, Columbia University.
Barrie Mason, Instructor of Speech Communication. 1998. B.S., Texas
Woman’s University, 1967; M.A., University of Missouri, 1977.
Kelvin Mason, Associate Professor of Art. 2007. B.A., University of Guelph,
Ontario, Canada, 1993; M.F.A., University of Arizona, Tucson, 1998.
Fukumi Matsubara, Professor of Japanese. 1995. B.A., Nara Women’s
University, 1981; M.S., George State University, 1990; Ph.D., Indiana
University, 1997.
Heidi M. Matthews, Associate Professor of Health and Physical Education and
Director of the Athletic Training Education Program. 1993. B.S., University of
Wisconsin, 1981; M.S., University of Arizona, 1982. 
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Mary T. McMahon, Associate Professor of Mathematics and Education
Assessment Coordinator. 1986. B.A., St. John’s University, 1969; M.S., Queens
College of the City University of New York, 1972.
Sarah McKinney, Assistant Professor of Accounting. 2008. B.S., Marist
College, 2005; M.A.S., Northern Illinois University, 2006, CPA.
Patricia Mitchell, Assistant Professor of Psychology. 2008. B.A., University of
Notre Dame, 2001; M.S., University of Cardiff, Wales, 2005; Ph.D., University
of Notre Dame, 2007.
Timothy Morris, Professor of Philosophy. 1978. B.A., University of Iowa,
1973; A.M. 1976, Ph.D., 1984, University of Chicago.
Eugene (Jack) Mouse*, Instructor of Music. 1996. B.M., College of Emporia,
1969.
Robert Moussetis, Associate Professor of International Business. 1998. B.S.,
San Diego State University, 1987; M.B.A., 1991, D.B.A., 1996, United States
International University.
William Muck, Assistant Professor of Political Science. 2008. B.A., Valparaiso
University, 1997; M.A., Marquette University, 1999; M.A., 2001, Ph.D., 2005,
University of Colorado at Boulder.
Jonathan F. Mueller,  Professor of Psychology. 1983. B.A., 1978, M.A.T.,
1979, Beloit College; M.A., 1981, Ph.D., 1985, Northern Illinois University.
Godfrey A. Muganda,  Associate Professor of Computer Science. 1990. B.S.,
Eastern Mennonite College, 1979; M.S., College of William and Mary, 1980;
Ph.D., Lehigh University, 1984.
Noreen F. Mysyk*, Assistant Professor of Speech Communication. 2003. B.S.,
1967,  M.S., 1969, M.S., 1985, Loyola University of Chicago; Ed.D., Northern
Illinois University, 2005.
Francine G. Navakas, Svend and Elizabeth Bramsen Professor in the Humanities
and Professor of English. 1978. B.A., University of Chicago, 1968; M.A.,
University of California at Berkeley, 1969; Ph.D., University of Chicago, 1972.
Richard E. Paine, Professor of Speech Communication/Theatre. 1983. B.A.,
Harding University, 1976; M.A., Western Kentucky University, 1979; Ph.D.,
University of Oklahoma, 1989.
Deborah L. Palmes, Professor of Speech Communication/Theatre. 1994.
B.F.A., Birmingham-Southern College, 1985; M.F.A., 1987, Ph.D., 1991,
University of Illinois.
Nadia Persun*, Assistant Professor of Psychology. 2007. B.A., University of
Bridgeport, 1997; Ph.D., University of Chicago, 2006.
Nancy L. Peterson, Professor of Chemistry. 1994. B.A., Concordia College,
1986; M.S., 1989, Ph.D. 1992, University of Minnesota.
Wioleta Polinska, Associate Professor of Religious Studies. 2000. Magister of
Microbiology, Warsaw University, 1986; M.Div., Bethel Theological Seminary,
1991; Ph.D., Princeton Theological Seminary, 1997.
Matthew Pons, Assistant Professor of Mathematics. 2007. B.A., University of
North Carolina, 2002; M.S., 2005, Ph.D., 2007, University of Virginia.
Christine Rabenold, Assistant Professor of Art. 2007. B.A., Temple
University, 1997; M.F.A., The School of the Art Institute of Chicago, 2001.
Stephen C. Renk, Professor of Computer Science. 1990.  B.A., 1973, M.S.,
1979, Ph.D., 1986, University of Iowa.
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Caroline St. Clair, Associate Professor of Computer Science. 2000. B.S., Loyola
University, 1984; M.S., 1991, Ph.D., 2000, DePaul University.
Jelena Sanchez*, Instructor of Spanish. 2007. B.A., 1995, M.A., 1997,
University of Illinois at Chicago.
Thomas F. Sawyer, Professor of Psychology. 1978. B.A., Ball State University,
1972; Ph.D., Bowling Green State University, 1979.
David J. Schmitz, Associate Professor of Mathematics. 2001. B.S., The
University of Notre Dame, 1990; S.M., 1991, Ph.D., 2001, The University of
Chicago.
Kristine A. Servais, Assistant Professor of Education. 2002. B.S., 1978, M.S.,
1983, University of Wisconsin at Whitewater; Ed.D., Northern Illinois
University, 2001.
John H. Shindler, Professor of English. 1981. B.A., Williams College, 1968;
Ph.D., Rutgers University, 1975.
Carin D. Silkaitis, Assistant Professor of Theatre. 2002. B.A., Indiana
University, 1993; M.F.A., The Theatre Conservatory, Roosevelt University, 1998.
Robert Simon, Instructor of Health and Physical Education. 2007. B.A., Alma
College, 2003; M.A., University of Missouri-Kansas City, 2005.
Barry Skurkis, Associate Professor of Art. 1982. B.F.A., The School of the Art
Institute of Chicago, 1975; M.A., University of Notre Dame, 1978.
Donnavieve N. Smith, Assistant Professor of Marketing. 2005. B.S., 1990,
M.B.A., 1993, University of Illinois; Ph.D., University of Illinois at Chicago,
2002.
John Stanley, Instructor of Speech Communication/Theatre. 2000. B.S., Central
Missouri State University, 1998; M.A., Eastern Illinois University, 1999.
Gerald A. Thalmann, Associate Professor of Accounting. 1996. B.S., University
of Wisconsin-Platteville, 1978; M.B.A., University of Wisconsin-Whitewater,
1985; C.P.A.
John A. Thorne, Assistant Professor of Health and Physical Education. 2002.
B.A., Illinois Wesleyan University, 1969; M.Ed., Northern Illinois University,
1978.
Lora Tyson, Associate Professor of Education. 1999. B.A., Wheaton College,
1972; M.Ed., University of Louisville, 1988; Ed.D., University of Kentucky,
1998.
Barbara S. Vanderwall*, Instructor of Music. 2004. B.M., North Central
College, 1971, M.M., College Conservatory of Music at the University of
Cincinnati, 1976.
Lawrence G. Van Oyen, Associate Professor of Music and Director of Bands.
1993. B.M., Michigan State University, 1982; M.A., Eastern Michigan
University, 1987; Ph.D., University of Nebraska, 1994.
Maria-Magdalena Farc Vasilescu, Assistant Professor of Psychology. 2007.
B.A., 2001, William Tyndale College; M.A., 2003, Ph.D., 2007, Northern Illinois
University.
Jonathan Visick, Associate Professor of Biology. 2000. B.S., Brigham Young
University, 1984; M.S., 1985, Ph.D., 1991, University of Washington.
Judy C. Walters, Associate Professor of Computer Science. 1983. B.A.,
University of Iowa, 1968; M.S., Illinois Institute of Technology, 1984.
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Christine Weilhoefer, Assistant Professor of Biology. 2008. B.A., Connecticut
College, 1994; M.A., 2005, Ph.D., 2006, Portland State University.
Andrew L. Whitaker, Professor of Economics and Finance. 1988. B.A.,
Michigan State University, 1983; M.S., 1985, Ph.D., 1988, University of
Illinois.
William Wienke, Instructor of Health and Physical Education. 2007. B.S.,
Illinois State University, 1971; M.S., Northern Illinois University, 1975.
Richard J. Wilders, Marie and Bernice Gantzert Professor in the Liberal Arts
and Sciences and Professor of Mathematics. 1975. B.S., Carnegie-Mellon
University, 1967; M.S., 1969, Ph.D., 1975, The Ohio State University.
Thomas A. Williams, Associate Professor of Biology. 1981. B.A., Willamette
University, 1971; M.A., Drake University, 1975; Ph.D., Washington State
University, 1984.
Ramona M. Wis, Mimi Roland Professor in the Fine Arts and Professor of
Music. 1994. B.S., University of Illinois, 1977; M.M., Northern Illinois
University, 1983; Ph.D., Northwestern University, 1993. 
Gregory H. Wolf, Associate Professor of German. 2005. B.A., The University
of the South, 1989; M.A., 1991, Ph.D., 1996, The Ohio State University.
Jeffrey E. Woodruff*, Assistant Professor of Business Administration. 1979.
B.A., Springfield College, 1966; M.B.A., New York Institute of Technology,
1978.
Richard J. Wyllie*, Assistant Professor of Mathematics. 1995. B.A., North
Central College, 1963; M.A., Northwestern University, 1967; Ed.D., Northern
Illinois University, 1996.
John J. Zenchak, Professor of Biology. 1978. B.A., Youngstown State
University, 1966; M.S., 1970, Ph.D., 1976, West Virginia University.

ADJUNCT FACULTY

Mary Lou Cowlishaw, Adjunct Professor of Education. 2003. B.S., University of
Illinois, 1954.
Keith Feiler, Adjunct Professor of Economics. 1986. B.A., North Central College,
1966; M.A., University of Illinois, 1970; M.B.A., DePaul University, 1985.
Edward W. Herbeck, Adjunct Professor of Art. 1987. B.A., Western Illinois
University, 1976; M.F.A., University of Notre Dame, 1979.
Blair Kamin, Adjunct Professor of Art. 2005. B.A., Amherst College, 1979;
M.E.D., Yale University, 1984.
Christopher J. Kardaras, Adjunct Professor of Computer Science. 1988. B.S.,
1975, M.S.T., 1977, M.S., 1985, University of Illinois at Chicago.
John J. Pcolinski, Jr., Adjunct Professor of Business Law. 1987. B.A., North
Central College, 1983; J.D., University of Illinois College of Law, 1986.
David Rausch, Adjunct Professor of Chemistry. 2007. B.S., St. Procopius
College (Benedictine University), 1968; Ph.D., Iowa State University, 1975.
William Spalo, Adjunct Professor of Business Law. 1989. B.A., Eastern Illinois
University, 1978; J.D., Northern Illinois University College of Law, 1981.
Gyda A. Otten Stoner, Adjunct Professor of Science. 2005. B.S., Purdue
University, 1964; M.S., Temple University, 1967; M.A., University of South
Florida, 1971.
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Herman B. White, Jr., Adjunct Professor of Physics. 1994. A.B., Earlham
College, 1970; M.S., Michigan State University, 1974; Ph.D., Florida State
University, 1991.

FACULTY EMERITI
Emeriti professors are listed alphabetically. The dates which follow the name and
title indicate the beginning and end of active service to North Central College.
Andrew J. Adams, Professor of Classics Emeritus. 1970-2004. Vergilian
School, Naples, Italy, 1965; B.A., Monmouth College, 1966; M.A., 1968,
Ph.D., 1975, Indiana University.
Nancy C. Chapman, Associate Professor of English Emerita. 1989-2000. B.A.,
North Central College, 1960; M.S., Northern Illinois University, 1983.
Gus A. Constantine, Professor of Education Emeritus. 1960-1986. B.A.,
Atlantic Christian College, 1950; M.A., East Carolina College, 1952; Ed.D.,
Duke University, 1958.
Joan M. Vargovcik Der, Professor of Accounting Emerita. 1984-2008. B.S.,
Illinois State University, 1974; M.S., DePaul University, 1980; C.P.A., C.M.A.
Diane Duvigneaud, Professor of Art Emerita. 1945-1983. B.S., Massachusetts
School of Art, 1939; M.F.A., Northwestern University, 1950.
Richard M. Eastman, Professor of English and Dean of the Faculty Emeritus.
1946-1982. B.A., Oberlin College, 1937; M.A., 1949, Ph.D., 1952, University
of Chicago.
Margery Fetters, Associate Professor of Management and Marketing Emerita.
1989-2005. B.S., 1978, M.B.A., 1982, DePaul University; M.S., Illinois
Benedictine College, 1993.
David A. Frolick, Professor of Political Science Emeritus. 1971. B.A., Quincy
College, 1965; M.A., 1967, Ph.D., 1971, American University.
Priscilla N. Grundy, Professor of English Emerita. 1969-1999. A.B.,
Middlebury College, 1957; M.A., 1969, Ph.D., 1978, Northern Illinois
University.
Donald E. Johnson, Professor of Mathematics and Computer Science
Emeritus. 1961-1997. B.A., North Central College, 1957; M.S., University of
Wisconsin, 1959; Ph.D., Illinois Institute of Technology, 1973.
Bernard P. Izzo, Professor of Music Emeritus. 1961-1986. B.M.E., Heidelberg
College, 1948; M.M., American Conservatory of Music, 1949.
B. Pierre Lebeau, Professor of History Emeritus. 1966-1999. B.A., 1955,
M.A., 1975, The Ohio State University.
Daphne Lee, Associate Professor of Accounting Emerita. 1989-2005. B.A.,
Spalding College, 1960; M.A., 1963, M.M., 1980, Northwestern University;
C.P.A.
Yueh-Ping Liaw, Professor of Physics Emerita. 1980-2005. B.S., Tunghai
University, Taiwan, China, 1970; M.S., University of Oregon, 1972; Ph.D.,
University of Oklahoma, 1982.
Thomas M. Love, Professor of Economics Emeritus. 1972-2004. B.S.,
University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point, 1962; M.S., 1965, Ph.D. 1967,
University of Wisconsin.
Bayard W. Lyon, Professor of Business Management Emeritus. 1978-1993.
B.A., Oberlin College, 1942; M.B.A., University of Chicago, 1960.
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Winifred M. Makowski, Associate Professor of Education Emerita. 1989-
2005. B.S., Chicago Teachers College North, 1963; M.Ed., 1969, Ed.D., 1988,
Loyola University.
Terrence G. Marsh, Professor of Biology and Harold and Eva White
Distinguished Professor in the Liberal Arts Emeritus. 1969-2002. A.B., Earlham
College, 1963; M.S., Oregon State University, 1965; Ph.D., University of
Kentucky, 1969.
Thomas R. McFaul, Professor of Ethics and Religious Studies Emeritus. 1986-
2003. B.A., Northern Illinois University, 1964; M.Div., Pacific School of
Religion, 1967; Ph.D., Boston University, 1972.
Ann M. McKinley, Professor of Music Emerita. 1968-1994. B.M., 1950, M.M.,
1953, Ph.D., 1963, University of Michigan.
Donald E. McVicker, Professor of Anthropology Emeritus. 1973-1999. B.A.,
1955, M.A., 1962, Ph.D., 1969, University of Chicago.
Howard E. Mueller, Dr. C. Frederick Toenniges Professor of Religious Studies
Emeritus. 1976-2005. B.A., North Central College, 1958; B.D., Evangelical
Theological Seminary, 1961; S.T.M., Yale University Divinity School, 1962;
Ph.D., Northwestern University, 1973.
William H. Naumann, Professor of Religious Studies Emeritus. 1960-1990.
B.A., Asbury College, 1951; M.A., Kent State University, 1954; B.D., Oberlin
College, 1957; M.A., 1959, Ph.D., 1966, Yale University.
John L. Phend, Associate Professor of Speech Communication/Theatre
Emeritus. 1978. B.A., Valparaiso University, 1969; M.A., Northwestern
University, 1973.
Barbara Sciacchitano, Professor of History Emerita. 1975-2008. B.A., Vassar
College, 1956; M.A., 1971, Ph.D., 1979, University of Illinois at Chicago.
Donald T. Shanower, Professor of Speech Communication/Theatre Emeritus.
1955-1986. B.A., 1947, M.A., 1949, Kent State University; Ph.D., University of
Michigan, 1960.
Carolyn A. Sheehy, Clare and Lucy Osterle Director of Library Services
Emerita. 1990-2008. B.A., Scripps College, 1964; M.A., Mills College, 1973;
M.A., Northern Illinois University, 1987.
Anne T. Sherren, Professor of Chemistry Emerita. 1966-2001. B.A., Agnes
Scott College, 1957; Ph.D., University of Florida, 1961.
Robert W. Shoemaker, Associate Professor of History Emeritus. 1960-1979.
B.A., 1947, M.A., 1950, Ph.D., 1951, University of Pennsylvania. 
Richard E. Slovacek, Professor of Management and Marketing Emeritus.
1970-2002. B.S., University of Illinois, 1963; M.B.A., Loyola University, 1970;
Ph.D., California Coastal University, 1986.
Roger D. Smitter, Professor of Speech Communication/Theatre Emeritus.
1988-2004. B.A., Taylor University, 1969; M.A., Ball State University, 1970;
Ph.D., The Ohio State University, 1977.
Wesley S. Stieg, Professor of Biology Emeritus, 1960-2000. B.A., North
Central College, 1956; M.S., University of Illinois, 1959; Ph.D., The Chicago
Medical School, 1973.
Thomas Sweeney, Professor of Political Science Emeritus. 1987-2006. B.S.,
North Central College, 1965; M.A., Georgetown University, 1968; J.D.,
Northwestern University School of Law, 1969; Ph.D., Pennsylvania State
University, 1976.
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James A. Taylor, Dean of the Faculty Emeritus. 1976-1989. B.A., Kent State
University; M.S., 1956; Ph.D., 1962, University of Illinois.
Allen Vander Meulen, Jr., Professor of Economics Emeritus. 1978-1997. B.S.,
Northwestern University, 1954; B.D., Yale University Divinity School, 1958;
M.A., University of Massachusetts, 1969; Ph.D., Brown University, 1975.
Shirley Anne Wilson, Professor of Mathematics Emerita. 1984. B.S.,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1972; M.S., University of Illinois, 1974;
Ed.D., Auburn University, 1985.

ADMINISTRATION AND STAFF
Calendar year listed after title indicates year of appointment at North Central
College; second date indicates appointment to present position.

PRESIDENT

Harold R. Wilde, President of the College. 1991. A.B., Amherst College, 1967;
M.A., Ph.D., 1973, Harvard University.
Margaret Wiora, Executive Secretary/Assistant to the President. 1989, 1999.
B.A., College of St. Catherine, 1975.

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS

R. Devadoss Pandian, Vice President for Academic Affairs and Dean of
Faculty. 1985, 1996. B.S., 1963, M.S., 1966, Madras University, India; M.Phil.,
Madurai University, India, 1971; Ph.D., George Washington University, 1983.
Mary L. Kennedy, Administrative Assistant to the Vice President for Academic
Affairs. 1991. B.A., North Central College, 1995.
Peter S. Barger, Dean of Graduate and Continuing Education and Director of
Institutional Assessment and Accreditation. 1989, 2008. B.A., Washington State
University, 1979; M.S., 1981, Ph.D., 1989, University of Illinois.
Marti Bogart, Associate Dean for Academic Affairs. 1982, 2008. B.S., John
Carroll University, 1978; M.S., 1980, Ph.D., 1985, Purdue University.
Francine G. Navakas, Associate Academic Dean. 1978, 2001. B.A., University
of Chicago, 1968; M.A., University of California at Berkeley, 1969; Ph.D.,
University of Chicago, 1972.

Academic Opportunities
Perry T. Hamalis, Director of Academic Opportunities. 2004, 2007. B.A.,
Boston College, 1992; M.Div., Holy Cross Greek Othodox School of Theology,
1996; Ph.D., University of Chicago, 2004.
Bianca N. Miller, Assistant to the Director of Academic Opportunities. 2007.
B.A., 1974, M.P.A., 1984, Western Michigan University.

Academic Support
Mary Jean Lynch, Liaison to Student Affairs and Director of Academic
Support Services. 1986, 2001. B.A., Northwestern University, 1976; M.A.,
University of Chicago, 1977; Ph.D., Northwestern University, 1982.
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Scott Gabbert, Associate Director of Undergraduate Advising. 2004. B.S.,
University of Dayton, 1993; M.S., Miami University, 1995; M.S., Western
Illinois University, 1999.
Jo Kolkay, Academic Advisor-Education Specialist. 1994, 2006. B.B.A.,
Western Illinois University, 1969.
Jonathon D. Ferguson, Academic Advisor. 2007. B.A., 2005, M.S.Ed., 2007,
Northern Illinois University.
Jennifer Pippen, Assistant Director of Academic Support Services. 2006. B.A.,
North Central College, 1998; M.A., Trinity International University, 2002.

Graduate and Continuing Education
Peter S. Barger, Dean of Graduate and Continuing Education. 1989, 2005. B.A.,
Washington State University, 1979; M.S., 1981, Ph.D., 1989, University of Illinois.
Frank Johnson, Director of Graduate and Continuing Education. 1998, 2002.
B.A., St. Ambrose University, 1982; M.S., Aurora University, 1988.

Human Resources (see Business Affairs)
Information Technology Services (reports jointly to Business Affairs)
Mary Kathryne Wilders, Assistant Vice President for Information Technology
Services. 1998. B.S., Bowling Green State University, 1963; M.A., John Carroll
University, 1970; Ph.D., The Ohio State University, 1974; B.S., North Central
College, 1988.
Anthony Ardolino, Network and Computer Systems Administrator. 2001. B.S.,
North Central College, 2003.
John Kocsis, Web and Computer Systems Administrator. 2006. B.S., Northern
Illinois University, 1994; M.S., DePaul University, 2003.
Steven R. McCornack, Network Administrator. 1997. A.A.S, DeVry Institute
of Technology, 1992.
Rita Maxfield, Database Administrator/Senior Programmer Analyst. 2001.
B.A., North Central College, 1999.
Barbara A. Murray, Senior Programmer Analyst. 1993, 1998. B.A., North
Central College, 1993.
David McCallough, Help Desk/Telecommunications Administrator. 2003.
B.S., North Central College, 2003.
Michael A. Quintero, Database Communications and Network Systems
Analyst. 2000. B.S., North Central College, 2000.
Nicholas J. Rzeczkowski, Programmer/Analyst. 2006. B.S., 2003, M.S., 2007,
North Central College.
Benjamin A. Schoenholz, P.C. Specialist. 2005.
Justin J. Tabour, Network Administrator. 1998. B.A., 1995, M.B.A., 2007,
North Central College.
Matthew R. Zanon, Web Manager/Application Developer. 2001. B.A., Knox
College, 2001.
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International Programs
John H. Shindler, Coordinator of International Programs. 1981, 1994. B.A.,
Williams College, 1968; Ph.D., Rutgers University, 1975.
Kimberly M. Larsson, International Student and Study Abroad Advisor. 2003.
B.S. Central Missouri State University, 1993; M.B.A., University of Wisconsin-
Whitewater, 1995.
Kelly Pilleux, International Student Advisor. 2008. B.A., 2002, M.A., 2004,
Ohio University.

Library
John Small, Clare and Lucy Oesterle Director of Library Services. 2008.B.A.,
University of Illinois at Chicago, 1991; M.A., Northern Illinois University,
1992.
Kimberly Butler, Archivist. 1999. B.A., University of Illinois at Urbana
Champaign, 1992; M.A., George Mason University, 1993.
Belinda Cheek, Access Services Librarian. 1986. B.A., North Central College,
1983; M.A., Northern Illinois University, 1990.
Thomas M. Gill, Instructional Media Coordinator. 1997. B.F.A., University of
Illinois, 1991.
Rosemary Henders, Instructional Services Librarian. 1999. B.S., University of
Wisconsin, 1970; M.A., Northern Illinois University, 1993.
Emily Prather, Technical Services Coordinator. 2007. B.A., Transylvania
University, 2004; M.S.L.S., University of Kentucky, 2005.

Registrar
Jonathan M. Pickering, Registrar and Director of Institutional Research. 1997,
2005. B.A., 1992, M.B.A., 1997, Olivet Nazarene University.
Gail S. Heerdt, Manager of Curriculum Articulation. 1995, 2005. B.M.,
University of Michigan, 1973; M.S., George Williams College, 1983.
Therese M. Lux, Associate Registrar. 1997, 2002. B.A., College of St. Francis,
1975; M.S.Ed., Northern Illinois University, 1982.
Deanna J. Taylor, Registration Systems Coordinator. 2002, 2004. B.A., 2003,
M.L.D., 2007, North Central College.

BUSINESS AFFAIRS

Paul H. Loscheider, Vice President for Business Affairs. 1978, 1983. B.A.,
Lewis University, 1976; C.P.A.
Alice Stonebraker, Administrative Assistant to the Vice President for Business
Affairs. 1989, 2002.

Business Office
Elizabeth A. Laken, Assistant Vice President for Finance/Comptroller. 2000,
2005. B.A., College of St. Francis,1984; M.B.A., Benedictine University, 1993;
C.P.A.
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Patricia A. Perkins, Assistant Comptroller. 1991, 2005. B.S., University of
Illinois at Chicago, 1971; B.S., Central State University, 1988.

Business Operations
Michael J. Hudson, Director of the Physical Plant. 1995, 2003. B.S., 1993,
M.S., 1994, Eastern Illinois University.
Donald E. Koletsos, Assistant to the Director of Business Operations and Risk
Management Coordinator. 2003.  B.A., North Central College, 2002.
John A. Rygiewicz, Head Groundskeeper. 1976, 2000.

Human Resources (reports jointly to Academic Affairs)
Franchon I. Lindsay, Assistant Vice President for Human Resources. 2000.
B.A., 1981, M.P.A., 1987, Governors State University.
Terri Appelhans, Employee Training and Development Coordinator. 2007.
B.A., North Central College, 1991; M.S. Ed., University of Illinois, 1995.
Lola G. Hotchkis, Assistant Director of Human Resources for Information
Management. 2001. B.A., North Park University, 1972; M.B.A., Northwestern
University, 1979.
Karen L. Mac Gregor, Employee Benefits Manager. 1993, 2005. 
MichHeather Breed, Associate Director of Admission. 1999, 2003. B.A.,
North Central College, 1998.
elle E. Norman, Payroll Manager. 1994, 2001.

Information Technology Services (see Academic Affairs)

ENROLLMENT MANAGEMENT , ATHLETICS AND
STUDENT AFFAIRS

Laurie M. Hamen, Vice President for Enrollment Management, Athletics, and
Student Affairs. 1996, 2002. B.A., College of Saint Catherine, 1982; M.S.,
Winona State University, 1992.
Sandra Thompson, Administrative Assistant to the Vice President for
Enrollment Management, Athletics, and Student Affairs. 1998, 2005. B.A.,
Federal City College, 1967.

Admission
Martin Sauer, Dean of Admission and Financial Aid. 2005. B.A., Augustana
College, 1984; M.A.Ed., Western Illinois University, 1993.
Sofia Alvarez, Director of Graduate and Continuing  Admission. 1995, 2005.
B.S., Millikin University, 1995; M.S., Illinois Institute of Technology, 2001.
Kristina Bonn, Admission Systems Coordinator. 2002, 2003. B.S. North
Central College, 2003.
Heather Breed, Associate Director of Admission. 1999, 2003. B.A., North
Central College, 1998.
Tim Brown, Transfer Admission Counselor. 2008. B.A., North Central College,
2005.
Linda Doyle, Assistant Director of Transfer Admission. 1992, 2005. B.A.,
Adrian College, 1971.
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Ashley Dudich, Freshman Admission Counselor. 2007. B.A., North Central
College, 2005.
Matthew Freeman, Freshman Admission Counselor. 2007. B.A., North Central
College, 2006.
Megan Hoinkes, Transfer Admission Counselor. 2006. B.A., North Central
College, 2006.
Christine Hyatt, Office Manager - Admission. 1977, 1996.
Yolanda Jamnik, Transfer Admission Counselor. 1997, 2006. B.A., 2001,
M.B.A., 2007, North Central College.
Susan Kane, Associate Director of Freshman Admission. 2002, 2006. B.A.,
North Central College, 2002.
Shaun Keating, Freshman Admission Counselor. 2006, 2007. B.A., North
Central College, 2002.
Jennifer McKinney, Freshman Admission Counselor. 2007. B.A., North
Central College, 2007.
Stephen Mueller, Director of Transfer Admission. 2002, 2006. B.A., Elmhurst
College, 1985.
Mandy Musson, Associate Director of Freshman Admission. 2002, 2006. B.S.,
Northwestern University, 1998.
Kara Northcutt, Graduate and Continuing Education Admission Counselor.
2006. B.A., Indiana University, 2003; M.A., Chicago School of Professional
Psychology, 2006.
Megan Otermat, International Admission Counselor. 2006. B.A., Mount
Holyoke College, 1996.
Ashley Seiple, Freshman Admission Counselor. 2007. B.A., University of
Illinois, 2007.
Martha Stolze, Director of Freshman Admission. 1996, 2005. B.A., Augustana
College, 1992; M.S., Syracuse University, 1996.
Erin Ufheil, Assistant Director of Freshman Admission. 2005, 2007. B.A.,
North Central College, 2005.

Athletics
James L. Miller, Director of Athletics. 1987, 2005. B.A., North Central
College, 1986; M.S.Ed., Northern Illinois University, 1995.
Stefanie Baker-Watson, Assistant Athletic Director. 2007. B.S., Ohio
University, 1996; M.S., Northeastern Illinois University, 1997.
Kevin Bratland, Head Wrestling Coach. 2006. B.A., Wartburg College, 2003;
M.S. University of Northern Iowa, 2004.
Allen B. Carius, Head Coach of Men’s Cross Country and Track and Field.
1966. B.S., 1964, M.S., 1967, University of Illinois.
John Fitzgerald, Head Baseball Coach. 2007. B.A., University of Chicago,
1998; M.B.A., Loyola University Chicago Graduate School of Business, 2001.
Amanda Gacek, Head Athletic Trainer. 2007. B.A., North Central College,
2003; M.A., Concordia University, 2006.
Frank Gramarosso, Associate Head Coach of Men’s Cross Country and Track
and Field. 1985. B.S., 1975, M.A., 1976, Northwestern University.
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Jenni Kapanen, Head Women’s Soccer Coach. 2004. B.A., Franklin Pierce
College, 1999; M.A., Loras College, 2004.
Matthew Klosterman, Head Men’s Soccer Coach. 2007. B.A., 1999, M.A.,
2002, Loras College.
Kari (Nethery) Kluckhohn, Head Women’s Track and Assistant Women’s
Cross Country Coach. 2002. B.S., 1994, M. S., 2000, University of Wisconsin-
La Crosse.
James P. Kulawiak, Head Women’s Softball Coach. 1989. B.S., Western
Illinois University, 1977; M.S., U.S. Sport Academy, 1994.
Karen Kunka, Head Volleyball Coach. 2005. B.A., St. John Fisher College,
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Northern Illinois University, 2004.
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Marty Rossman, Director of Financial Aid. 2005. B.S., Eureka College, 1998.
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Student Affairs
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Sarah Perrone, Area Hall Director. 2006. B.A., University of Texas-Dallas,
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M.Div., Evangelical Theological Seminary, 1971; D.Min., Garrett-Evangelical
Theological Seminary, 1986.
Kimberly Sluis, Assistant Dean for Student Life and Director of Residence
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Marlene Starzyk, Career Counselor/Co-op Coordinator. 1991. B.A., Rosary
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Keith Steele, Lieutenant. 2006.
Joe Wilmarth Tyna, Student Affairs Specialist. 2007. B.A., Xavier University,
2003; M.Ed., Kent State University, 2006.
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Rick Spencer, Vice President for Institutional Advancement. 1981, 1992. B.A.,
Augustana College, 1974; M.S., Western Illinois University, 1980.
Joan Long, Administrative Assistant to the Vice President for Institutional
Advancement. 1989, 1999. B.A., North Central College, 2005.
Mary Anne Bratek, Manager of Institutional Advancement Services, 1995.
B.A., Western Illinois University, 1981.
Marguerite Waters, Director-Sesquicentennial Celebration. 1987, 2008. B.A.,
St. Norbert College, 1987.

Alumni and Development
Adrian Aldrich, Director of Alumni Relations. 2005. B.A., North Central
College, 2002; M.Ed., Grand Valley State University, 2004.
Bonnie Beetz, Alumni Officer. 2007. B.A., North Central College, 2006.
Maria Caselli, Associate Director of Development. 2000, 2005. B.A., North
Central College, 2001.
Christina Doxsie, Grant Writer. 2008. B.A., Grinnell College, 2003; J.D., 
St. Louis University School of Law, 2006.
John Holmberg,, Capital Gifts Officer. 2006. B.A., Wheaton College, 1989;
M.B.A., Eastern University, 1993.
Andrea Ishikawa, Development Officer/Phonathon Manager. 2005, 2008.
B.A., The Ohio State University, 1984.
Barbara M. Knuckles, Managing Director of Development and Corporate
Relations. 1992, 2005. B.A., 1970, M.S., 1971, University of Illinois at Urbana-
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Jean Morris, Senior Associate Director of Development. 1991, 2002. B.S.Ed.,
Northern Illinois University, 1961.
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Lisa Pettaway, Director of The Annual Fund. 1995, 2002. B.A., 1994, M.B.A.,
2000, North Central College.
Mary M. Reynolds, Associate Director of Alumni Relations and Coordinator
of Major Campus Events. 1995, 2005. B.A., Eastern Illinois University, 1988;
M.S., University of Wisconsin at Whitewater, 1994.

Office of Marketing and Communication
Jennifer GoodSmith, Assistant Vice President for Marketing and
Communications. 2007. B.A., Washington University in St. Louis, 1978; M.A.,
Loyola University Chicago, 1982.
Mary Dettman, Graphic Designer. 2007. B.A., Purdue University, 2006.
Kathleen Doyle, Web Content Manager. 2007. B.A., University of Michigan,
1992; M.S., University of Illinois, 2004.
Nancy Dunker, Associate Director of Public Relations and College
Communication. 2001, 2006. B.S., Northern Illinois University, 1973; M.S.,
National-Louis University, 2002.
James W. Godo, Director of Marketing. 1993, 2005. B.A., North Central
College, 1993; M.A., Northern Illinois University, 2000.
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Kimberly McCullough, Director of Public Relations. 2007. B.S., Bradley
University, 1991; M.A., Columbia College, 1994.
Melanie Murphy, Assistant Director of Marketing. 2006, 2007. B.A.,
National-Louis University, 2003.
Laura Zahn Pohl, Associate Director of Communications/Managing Editor of
North Central NOW. 2003, 2007. B.A., University of Iowa, 1979.
Henry Vaughan, Assistant Sports Information Director. B.A., 2004, M.A.,
2008, North Central College..

Community Development
Jennifer Davis, Program Director: Community Education. 2005. B.A., 2002,
M.A., 2004, Southern Illinois University.
Kenneth Hannah, Program Director, Conference Services. 2006, 2007. B.S.,
Eastern Illinois University, 1979; M.S., Illinois State University, 1986.
Renee Miklosik, Program Director: Summer Camps. 2007. B.A., 2004, M.A.,
2008, North Central College.

Fine Arts
Brian Lynch, Fine Arts Director. 1995, 2007. B.S, Northwestern University,
1976.
Samuel Dempsey, Production Manager. 2006, 2007. B.A., North Central
College, 2002; M.F.A., Southern Illinois University, 2005.
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